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where I have the time and chance to write something like this, thank
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AUTHOR’S FOREWARD:
The beginning of a new book is always an interesting time. On one
hand you're wading through mountains of ideas and trying to
organize them, and on the other you're feeling the weight of
necessity. You want to do an honest good job, but you also want to
be finished. It's important to not rush a story or drag it out for word
count. For Perennials, I was trying something new I'd not done
before. Before I'd always written stand alone volumes, with sequels
following when the ideas came to me. Never before had I written just
part of a story in one volume and had to decide on the perfect
cliffhanger to segue into volume two.
Another thing about writing a second volume is that you simply
don't want to toss in more of the same, or you're going to make
people wonder why you just didn't do it in one large volume. A
second volume demands an increasing in the scope and breadth of
the story. The first establishes background and introduces
characters, and the second details the conflicts that have been
building and coming to a head. So, while a second volume is truly
just the next chapter of the greater story, it cannot be just more of the
same.
‘Perennials’ was never intended to become a trilogy. It would have
been one volume, but that became two, and now it seems it will be
three. I was confronted with the choice of making a very long second
volume, or splitting it into parts two and three. As I was approaching
the length of the first one already and seemed to have ended the
‘second act’ of the story, I opted to end the volume and prepare for a
third. Of course, I’d like to have been able to say I was finished with
this series just for the sake of being able to, but I didn’t want to short
my readers or myself by ending too abruptly. I doubt Perennials will
reach four volumes, but the story ends when it ends, right? I can only
hope that I’ve not broken pace or altered style with each additional
volume. I’ve tried to keep to the spirit and flavor of the original while
expanding upon it. As with the first one, this one has a cliffhanger
ending, and I hope it leaves you eager to read the next and likely the
last volume of the Perennials saga.
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COMMENTS:
Because of the number of cultures and deities in the world of
Elegia, you might find it beneficial to read all of the Appendices prior
to reading the story, or at least taking a brief look at them so that you
understand a number of the references made by characters. I had
thought at first to limit these sorts of cultural and religious references,
but the whole story seemed to pale without them, so I left them in.
However, you might wish to avoid the last part of Appendix F, which
might offer spoilers about the main character’s use of magick. I
would also avoid reading too much of the Glossary prior to the story,
since that has a number of spoilers. They are not intentional, but
rather a result of describing people, places, and things in enough
detail that they can be understood, which often requires extra
background information from the story itself. Looking up a specific
term shouldn’t present too much of a problem, but if you’re one of
those readers who might read the whole glossary when you look for
one term, consider yourself warned about spoilers.
Recall also that they use a different measure of time, so you may
want to brush up on your Perennials time and calendar system
before reading.
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PROLOGUE
May I be as strong as the oak, but as supple as the willow.
May I be as changing as the winds, but as timely as the rains.
May I be as relentless as the sun, but shifting like the progression of
seasons.
And may I find myself to be:
As constant as the evergreen, yet changing like the passage of night
and Dee.
- Kerathi Flower-Enchanter’s Mantra
 Sayvensdee, the 27th of Frost, 768 A.E. 
A flash of color through Tuari’s mind woke him up. While he still
thought in terms of colors sometimes, he knew that life would be
black, white, and shades in between for the rest of his life. At ten
Yarres of age, that meant a whole twenty or thirty more Yarres if he
were lucky and lived a full life - twenty or thirty Yarres without color.
The onset of color blindness could not be battled, it was just a part of
reality for an Uleaut, and to even try to fight fate was a futile waste of
energy better used to stay alive.
Still, the colors he had seen in his head had woken him. He had felt
a tug at his heart and being the likes of which he had never felt
before. He’d had urges or intuitions before, like when he saw Istas
with her hood pushed back and cheeks reddened from the wind, or
when he knew that a band of seals was waiting over on the next
ridge, but this was something entirely different. He wasn’t sure what
the colors he felt, as much as saw in his mind’s eye, signified, but
whatever put them in his head was nearing their village. Also, he
knew he had to go to it, because it would not come close enough on
its own.
Rolling over, Tuari glanced around at the members of his hunting
party that he shared his dim shelter with. They were snoring in
alternations heavy and light as they rested before the next sortie out
onto the ice shelf, another of the hunting party’s almost daily raids on
the local wildlife. They were all older than him, which was pretty
commonplace being that he was one of the younger members of the
hunting party. He’d moved up to one of the hunter’s tents two Yarres
ago, when he reached the age of eight, which meant he was a grown
man and had to start pulling his weight or starve to death. It had
been put to him that plainly, and the choice, although not much of
one, had been entirely his. This wasn’t out of cruelty, just necessity.
No Uleaut eating a full share was allowed to not hunt to replace what
he ate, and when times were hard, even the young had to
accompany the hunting parties to help haul kills or supplies to and
from the camp.
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Yet it wasn’t necessity that made him slip out from under his woven
pile of sealskins and bear furs. And it certainly wasn’t necessity that
made him quietly tug on his snowshoes, hide overcoat, heavy
gloves, and face scarf before he slid out into the biting cold with his
pack of gear on his back and a saw-edged spear in his hand. It was
curiosity and need: what he’d seen beckoned to him and he could
not help but answer the call.
Out in the cold, he narrowed his eyes to slits and blinked frequently,
lest he invite the cold to freeze his eyelids to his eyeballs. The sun
hadn’t come up over the horizon and likely wouldn’t for another Ouer,
as he figured the time from the position of the moon. A quick smear
of dark grease beneath his eyes and across the tip of his nose both
kept his cheekbones from taking to frostbite and would absorb the
light and heat from the sun when it rose. This was more of a comfort
than a necessity for a Uleaut, though, since their skin was naturally
quite resistant to the elements in all but the most severe cases of
exposure or storms.
Closing his eyes and spreading his arms to the winds, he opened
his nostrils and his mind to what would come, turning slowly in a
circle to expose his senses to every direction. He smiled inwardly as
he felt his spirit rise out of his body and peer around and beyond
him. Afieldsight was a gift of Aaren, and a rare one at that. He kept
his secret from his people for now, as insurance should he become
injured and need their help while he recuperated. They’d save a man
with Afieldsight from starving, but not a regular one. Yet if he told
them, they’d never let him leave to seek his fortune with another
hunting party should he choose to do so, rare as it was for a man to
do that. He’d become the property of the tribe-like camp.
After more than a Mynette of trying to feel what was on the winds,
he felt his spirit tugging him toward the northeast. Whatever he was
searching for seemed to have left a wispy contrail of steam or vapors
through the sky that lead right to it. It was too thin and too white to be
smoke from a fire, he could tell that much even with the backdrop of
a slate grey sky and the twinkling eyes of the stars in front of him.
He followed his intuitions and the vapor trail northeastward,
hunching his shoulders against the cutting winds and the sting of ice
crystals that they threw at his eyes. He counted steps as he went
and poked his saw-edged spear at the ground before him. One never
knew what kind of faults might occur even in ice that had been safe
just Ouers before. Many a careless Uleaut had died from trusting the
ice to be as it always had been, and ice was anything but
predictable.
Tuari continued to put one foot in front of the other, shuffling, as he
must with snowshoes on, for the next half an Ouer, growing ever
closer to the source of the colors in his head. As he moved, the
colors had begun reoccurring in his head; almost as if whatever it
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was that was making the colors come into his mind was cheering him
on as he grew nearer to the source. So he put his eyes on the
ground and his spear on the ice and moved a bit faster every time it
came to him.
As the colors entering his mind came more and more frequently,
almost until the point where it was a constant succession of waves,
his eagerness grew and he began moving less cautiously. It was this
same lack of caution that caused him to almost run headlong into a
great white bear, a Nanuq, waiting just over what he knew to be the
final crest of ice between him and that which he sought.
A grunting issuing forth from the maw of the great beast as he
came over that crest and it espied him was enough to bring him to a
skidding halt. He ceased his rush toward his goal, which he could
now see from the corner of his eyes as a shiny mass a couple
hundred Mayters distant, but he dared not take his eyes off the bear
to examine it more closely.
He grimaced upon taking in the size of the beast, probably two and
a half Mayters from the tip of its nose to the tip of its back feet toes.
Its fur was thick around his well-fed body, for this was a male, and
his face was scarred from what had likely been numerous battles
with others of his kind. The scars might have even have been from
unwary Uleaut hunters - hunters who were a great deal larger,
stronger, and more experienced than a mere ten Yarre old hunter of
modest accomplishments. An arc of grayish fur splashed around the
bear’s breastbone, a rather unique coloring for an animal usually
completely covered in white or off-white fur.
Rather than make any warning feints of his spear that might inspire
a charge, he backed away slowly, not lifting his feet. His snowshoed
feet slid back across the ice and he breathed slowly, praying silently
to Yenis that the bear would not decide he would make an excellent
breakfast, though in doing so he had to resist the urge to touch his
palms together in obeisance to his people’s mother Goddess since
his hands were gripped very tightly around his spear.
I can’t be nearly as tasty as seals, he thought to himself, willing that
the bear understand his argument for not eating him.
The bear grunted again at him, regarding him with apparent
disinterest as it wheeled its great head away from him to gaze with
its two dark eyes at the steaming object two hundred Mayters
distant. It made a noise that was half a bark and half a growl.
An answering noise from behind and to Tuari’s left made him jump
in fear. He’d been so intent on the one bear that he’d not seen or
heard the other. A quick glance over his shoulder showed the
second animal sitting on its haunches just a stone’s throw away. It,
too, was gazing down from the rim of the fold of ice, which had
formed as two sheets of ice met and pressure made them buckle. A
third, fourth, and then a fifth bellowing answer rang out, quickly
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joined by a few others. Tuari looked out at the shiny pile of metal
lying in a heap in the center of the depression surrounded by
scattered pieces that must have once have been attached to it. He
saw no fewer than nine of the great bears, but they all seemed
content to watch the craft from the ridge rather than scavenge
around within it for something edible.
Colors invaded his skull again, this time strong enough to cause his
eyes to water and his knees to weaken. In his mind’s eye he saw
that this was not just a pile of rubble, but some sort of craft. He knew
at once that he had come to rescue what was inside.
He gasped in a deep breath of frigid air, not yet warmed by the stillabsent sun. He immediately regretted it and paid the price for it with
a fit of coughing as the freezing air made his lungs seize up
momentarily. While he struggled to get his breathing back under
control, he noticed the first bear watching him again with a look that
seemed incredibly close to a look of appraisal a human might give
something of interest.
Will he try to eat me if I move toward the craft? Is he guarding it or
merely lying in wait for fools like me?
Tuari shook his head and threw caution to Aaren’s winds and
began running down the slight slope toward the craft. Truthfully, it
was more of a waddle than a run since he had to swing his hips wide
to keep his snowshoes from tangling with one another. He knew that
if he had been meant to come here and do this then the ice would
hold for him, and he also knew that the bears would easily catch him
if they tried. Still, they’d have to take him in mid-stride instead of just
trudging along, and that would be a slight comfort to him as he was
being torn limb from limb and gobbled alive. He grinned at this, for
the Uleaut people, ever living just a step away from death, have a
strange and macabre sense of humor.
As he slid the last few paces toward the craft, still amazed that he
had not just been killed and eaten, he was overcome with another
wave of images and colors that seared his retinas and burned into
his mind. He dropped to one knee and blinked his eyes, waiting for
the stream of images to pass. When they did, he gasped painfully
once more and slumped over to sit with his back to the craft.
Around him, the bears had begun to converge on the craft from
their lookout posts on the edge of the ridge. Clearly they’d tired of
waiting, and were now hungry enough to begin their scavenging.
Tuari grunted in disgust at being let into such a trap, and surveyed
the wreckage around him for a good place to make a stand, that he
might at least inflict some pain before he became an appetizer for
whatever the craft might hold. Yet they didn’t descend on him with
hunger-infuriated paws, maws, and claws.
Instead they started to gather and line themselves up into two
columns with their backs to the craft. Tuari just stared in wonder, for
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what they were doing was in accord with his vision, which had shown
the bears pulling the entire craft back to his hunting camp. There
were a full dozen of them now, but how he would lash the craft to
them, he did not know. He caught himself then, and laughed lightly,
covering his eyes with his gloves. It was all just too ludicrous. There
was simply no way this could be happening. Bears don’t work for
hunters, they certainly don’t pull ships back to camp, and they
certainly don’t let Uleaut boys walk up and tie them to things. That
was a recipe for disaster. Nelius must be chuckling rather loudly right
about now, and when Tuari concentrated really hard, he though he
heard laughter at the very edge of his perception, though he figured
he was just imagining it.
Yet there had to be a reason for all of these colors and images he
was seeing, or so he told himself over and over as he uncovered his
eyes and saw once more that the bears were readying themselves
for hauling the vessel. It was that or they had suddenly grown much
more cunning and learned how to play very elaborate tricks on
foolish Uleaut boys. Sighing, he pushed himself up and walked
around the craft, seeking some hole or portal to look within the craft.
The vessel had been badly battered, and he could not assemble an
image of the complete and undamaged craft in his mind’s eye.
Initially it had seemed like a sort of shelter or home, but the fact that
it had apparently fallen from the sky seemed to rule that out. That
made it a sort of boat, or even more implausibly, an airboat. Various
struts and panels and what might have been some sort of sails, as
far as he could reckon, were lying strewn around the central piece of
the ship. The front had a jagged and broken sort of material across it
- something he had immediately assumed was ice - but from tapping
it and examining it closer clearly it was not. He frowned at the
strange material and looked within the dark interior.
Being Uleaut, he had superior night vision, and his dark eyes could
pierce the dim interior as if it were dusk or even lighter within the
craft. A strange looking dark-skinned woman lay slumped across an
odd chair surrounded by a forest of poles and devices. The way her
limbs were contorted in clearly broken fashions made her think at
first that she was dead, but her chest still rose and fell. Beside her
was a man with long curls of dark hair, and had his face not been so
obviously masculine in its bone structure, Tuari might have mistaken
him for a woman. He clearly was not of the same breed as the
woman beside him. He, too, lived, but he would not live long in the
cold, neither of them would. Both were already showing signs of
exposure, despite their heavy clothing; they must have come from
somewhere reasonably cool he deduced. Behind them both was a
wedged door or hatch that had buckled and folded in place,
seemingly barring any traffic of humanoid size from passing into the
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next chamber of the vessel. It certainly did not move when he poked
at it with his spear.
Tuari scratched at his cheek thoughtfully with his gloved hand as he
tried to decide what all of this meant. He moved around to the side of
the craft then, where he found a large section, possibly a door of
some kind, had been ripped free. Lying in the snow beside the door
section was a squat man with dark skin that looked strongly Uleaut.
Tuari’s eyes widened and he rushed to the man’s side, kneeling
beside him. He still lived, but he was half-frozen to death. He would
live only a short while longer if he were not taken out of the elements
and warmed up. Every Uleaut, even in a young age, is familiar with
the symptoms and conditions of freezing to death.
As he quickly pulled from his pack a layered hide cloth of a sort that
all hunters carried with them to warm themselves should they fall into
water, he regarded the dark man. While he looked Uleaut in many
respects, Tuari decided as he covered him with the hides that he
was not actually Uleaut. Yet he did not know enough of the world to
place any of these people. Where they had come from he did not
know, but this man was also different from the two strange people he
had seen before.
He sat beside the man for a few Mynettes, forcing some of Yenis’
Milk into the man’s mouth. He swallowed convulsively, but quickly
began to warm and take on a healthier coloring. The restorative fluid
was normally saved for children because it was a limited resource,
but each hunter carried a small pouch of it with them in case of an
emergency. If it could save a life of a skilled hunter, it was a small
price to pay, one that an experienced hunter might repay many fold
over the course of his life or even a season.
After the man warmed up enough that he was not in immediate
danger of dying, Tuari went back to the craft and eyed the hole in the
shell where the door panel had been torn off. The ship seemed to be
nearly almost on its side, because the entryway was pointing nearly
straight skyward, so Tuari could not see within without climbing up to
look within. So, climb it he did. He unstrapped and then kicked off his
snowshoes, and then he scaled the four Mayters to the ‘top’ of the
vessel by taking advantage of various protrusions, buckled creases,
and outright holes in the hull that were offered to him.
When he pulled himself up on top of the vessel, nothing could have
prepared him for what he saw. A rush of color struck his eyes, so
painful that it made his head snap back and his lungs seize. Eyes
that had not seen color in Yarres suddenly saw in a full spectrum. To
him, it felt as if someone had driven a thousand tiny icicles through
his eyes and into his brainpan.
He slipped from his perch and tumbled into the open hull, landing
on something indeterminable until he could open his eyes again,
which wasn’t for several Mynettes. The whole of those several
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Mynettes, he could not shake the image of a girl with hair the color of
silver streaked with hues of blue, purple, and pink. The picture of her
was burned on his retinas; he could only think of her, reach for her,
and help her. He knew then that if she ever asked him something, he
would do it, unless it would carry her away from him.
His hands felt around blindly as he lay there trying to ignore the
pain in his back and hip from crashing down so awkwardly. At last,
his hand touched her hair. It seemed alive in his hands, even through
his gloves. He shivered, wondering what it would be like to touch her
with an ungloved hand, but somehow that felt blasphemous to do so.
Perhaps this was Yenis herself, in physical form, and she had
chosen him to rescue her. His heart leapt with the prospect, and he
forced himself to sit up and make his eyes work once more, as they
should, though he half expected another painful stab of color.
The expected pain did not come. Instead, the colors seemed to
soften, until they were merely the normal hues of grey and white and
black, except tinged with colors around the edges instead of writhing
and alive with them. As much as he mourned this dimming, he knew
it was less painful that way and it allowed him to look around the
cabin he was in.
If the girl was Yenis, than surely the huge beast that lay in a
shivering heap beside her was Rishalt, even if obviously wounded or
burnt in some manner. That a God could be wounded in such a
serious way seemed to discredit the divinity of either of them, as did
the furry-faced man wearing a sling that stirred beyond the great
beast-man.
“Help…” The man groaned in a strange tongue.
Yet it was not all that strange. Somehow, unbeknownst to him,
Tuari understood the man, even though he knew he could not speak
any foreign tongues and assuredly it was a foreign tongue.
“Save… Anthea.” The man spoke through gritted teeth, staring
directly at Tuari in such a way that cut him to his core.
Surely if he did not do as this man said, he would be cursed. He felt
that within the core of his being. “It’s what I’m here for, friend. I will
save Anthea, and you.” Tuari promised, savoring the way the girl’s
name rolled off his lips. He did not take the time to wonder how he
could speak the man’s tongue, for the man had lapsed back into
unconsciousness, and it would do none of them any good to stay out
in the elements any longer than they must. Even Uleauts have their
limits.
He stood up carefully in the off-kilter cabin, and began searching for
anything that could be used to lash the bears outside to the craft so
they might haul it back to camp. But if it came down to it, as Yenis
was his witness, he would whip the beasts until they walked upright
and carried it all the way home.
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For Tuari, the dawn brought with it mild hues of oranges and pinks
that shaded what had been monochromatic sight just Ouers before.
It was a breathtaking sight that lightened his heart as he walked
along the dual columns of bears he’d hitched to the craft with yokes
he’d fashioned from some of the strange cords and braces from
within the craft. It had seemed to him as if the pieces needed for this
very task had been waiting for him, as unlikely as that seemed. Yet,
it was surely not beyond the Gods to provide for their servants.
People had long since stirred from their warm beds by the time
Tuari returned to the camp in the light of the morning sun, since his
return had been slower than his going. The Ouer meant that his
coming was seen long before he reached the actual camp, and at
the sight of a group of Nanuq nearing the camp, half a dozen hunters
were sent out to defend the camp from what they’d first thought to be
scavenging bears. Upon nearing the group of bears, herded along by
one of their number, it quickly became clear that this was not the
case.
“Tuari, what is it you do?” One of the hunters called out to him
nervously. “When you were gone from your bed, we worried you
might have Sinnik’s affliction.” He said, referring to an Uleaut boy
who had developed an unfortunate malady that caused him to
wander in his sleep. On one night less than a Yarre ago he’d
wandered out and frozen to death.
“It’s no affliction that puts me alongside this sloth of Nanuq, but
rather divine command.” Tuari called back, his voice carried to the
hunters on the winds, and was seemingly magnified for it.
The six of them gripped their spears and whispered amongst
themselves. They eyed the bears, who now sat in a neat pair of
rows, and the strange thing they were dragging behind them, which
was greater in size than any of their hunting shelters, called
Apuyyaq.
“I ask again,” Chogan - a proud and revered number of their party called over, “what is it you do? You consort with creatures that are as
often our enemies on the ice as our competition for meals.”
“Yenis visited me this morning with visions carried by Aaren if none
other. It could have been none other than the mother of our people
who spoke with me.” Tuari replied, touching his open palms together
in front of himself with his elbows pointing outward from his center.
“She sent me to rescue the people of this strange craft, and she had
these creatures aid me. They are not mere bears, but rather the
servants of Yenis and Rishalt. Treat them with due accord.”
Chogan shuffled nervously and leaned in to speak to his
companions once more. After more than a Mynette, one from among
their number, indiscernible to Tuari from the distance since most
Uleaut looked the same when wrapped in their outdoor gear, ran
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back toward camp. Only the colors of his furs would distinguish him,
but as Tuari’s eyes were not their normal selves, he could not tell.
“The matters of the divine are best not determined by one such as
me, Tuari. It surprises me that you would deem yourself worthy of
interpreting their desires. I have sent for Nantai. He can better
choose a course of action.”
Tuari swallowed hard. Nantai was the oldest and most-respected
member among their hunters. At thirty-six Yarres of age, he was
older than many Uleauts ever achieved to be, and all among their
group deferred to his wisdom. “I may be young, Chogan, but I am not
so blind that I can not see the hand of the divine mother. She has
restored colors to me in payment for service to her.”
“You are mad, boy.” The hunter called back, hints of fear shading
his words darkly.
“I am not a boy by the reckoning of any in this party, and you know
it. And is it madness that places these bears beside me? Do the
fathers upon ice heed your word?” Tuari demanded of the hunter,
naming the bears using another of the names the Uleaut had for the
Nanuq. “I know they heed not my words, but follow the direction of
the greater beings.”
Chogan would not respond. Instead he stood there conferring with
his fellows while they waited for Nantai and the other hunter to
return. Already Tuari could see the pair approaching, and he had to
wait but a few Mynettes before Nantai had arrived.
“What is it you bring upon us?” Nantai demanded upon seeing with
his own eyes what Tuari traveled with.
“Strangers from the sky, whom Yenis herself asked me to deliver
into our camp that we might care for them.”
“You know the ways of our kind, Tuari. Those who cannot hunt for
themselves cannot be cared for. To do so puts us all at risk.” Nantai
said spitefully, as if the boy had taken leave of his senses.
Tuari frowned. “And you think that the Gods cannot make our hunt
rich while we will care for them? Would they ask more of us than we
could do?”
Nantai was taken aback that one so young would speak to him
thusly. Chogan leaned in and whispered to him, and what he said
startled Nantai even more. “Your strange company aside, there are
always other answers for what is occurring here. How is it that you
know it was Yenis who asked this task of you? And what is this you
say of your restored sight?”
“Who else but the Gods would send visions to me that lead me with
true steps to a place where those who need me are waiting as
foretold. Who else but the Gods could also allow me, a humble
hunter, to go among the Nanuq as a friend and servant and tie them
to this craft? They have restored my sight of colors as payment for
faith, and I will not fail them in their tasks.”
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“And what of the bears? Are they to be taken as sacrifices to pay in
meat, sinew, fur, and fat for the resources that your charges will
need to eat while they are among us?”
Tuari thought upon this for a moment, eying the two columns of
bears. The lead one, Grey Chest or Siarnak as Tuari had named
him, turned his broad head to regard him as he thought. That was
enough to make him decide. “As the Gods are my witnesses, I
cannot allow you to harm these animals. I will die to protect them.
You would bring curses upon our hunters should you do them harm.
They would be the last animals you will ever kill, as all others would
flee long before we could reach them to take them as food for our
people. This, I swear.” Tuari called back to Nantai, his voice rising
powerfully out of his small frame.
Chogan shook an angry fist at Tuari. “You would curse your own
fellow hunters, Tuari? You are a faithless cur.”
“No, Chogan. I am not faithless, nor would I gladly curse my own
people. I would do so with the greatest of weights on my heart, for it
would likely doom me as well. I simply cannot allow us to break faith
with the Gods, who have provided these creatures as friends in this
time. They are not our enemies. The Gods will provide unless we do
harm to their servants.”
Nantai held out a hand to restrain Chogan from further outbursts.
“You ask a great deal of our people, Tuari.”
“Life is not without trials.”
The elder shook his head in surprise, and carven bone ornaments
on his costume of furs tinkled together. “I wonder how you ever grew
to be so wise in one morning. It frightens me as much as it gives me
hope that you speak truth.”
“Then let the Nanuq complete their task and go in peace. I will help
tend to these strangers, and I will hunt harder and longer than any
other to see that they do not go hungry.” Tuari promised.
“What other boons might you ask of our people on their behalf so
that the needs of the Gods are met?” Nantai asked.
“As they are newborns in our land, if not in body, I would ask that
they receive a measure of Yenis’ Milk until they are stronger. Some
are wounded in body, and must recover.”
“For how long must we provide for them?”
“It is my hope that they will help provide for our people when they
are better. Yet if it is not the will of the Gods, who can say? Perhaps
they will return to the sky whence they came when they are ready.”
“Strangers from the skies and the help of Nanuq. I would never
have though to have seen this Dee, Tuari.”
“Life is not without wonders to offset its trials, and it is a greater
thing for it.” Tuari replied.
Nantai laughed. “We must speak at greater length later, for I feel
that you have much to teach even an old man like me. They may
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stay among us. We will ready another shelter for them, and measure
out rations for them. They will be in your charge and the care of them
will be entrusted to you and others who would help you willingly.”
“You will bless our hunters for this, Nantai.” Tuari offered with a
smile. “I feel it strongly.”
“I would believe as you do, but the events of the next few Dees will
show the truth in what you have spoken. Let us do as you have been
commanded from our Mother.” Nantai replied, touching his palms
together.
Tuari nodded to Siarnak. He stood again, as did all the others in
unison. They began pulling the craft toward the hunting camp once
more, slowly at first, but with increasing speed until they came to a
regular pace again. With a nod from Nantai, the wary hunters split
into two groups of three, flanking the bears to either side. Nantai
himself walked at the front of the column with Tuari, lending the
young hunter his support by visibly accompanying him on his task.
Neither of them saw the dark looks Chogan cast at the bears,
especially Siarnak, who seemed to him to be the leader of the bears.
Once in camp, Nantai busied himself explaining to the collective
camp what was to happen. It took but a few Mynettes for the
anxieties of the hunters to subside and be replaced with wonder and
curiosity that the Nanuq were sitting quietly along the outskirts of
their camp. And once they had learned the whole of the story, Tuari
was bombarded with questions about the colors he saw, the visions
he had seen, and what tasks they could help with to better serve the
Gods.
Within an Ouer of his return to camp, the six strangers were resting
within the largest hunting lodge they had. They had needed to use
the bears to pull the craft down to its intended orientation, so that the
wounded inside could be carried out instead of lifted out as would
have been required when it laid on its side. Once they’d been moved
inside the lodge, they were searched for wounds, which were
treated, and their broken limbs were splinted.
The beast-like creature, by far the largest and heaviest of the six,
had caused great concern for a number of reasons. By appearance
alone, he was not like the others, being more beast than man. He
was badly wounded. They could determine that even if they’d not
seen a healthy specimen of his kind before. Burns covered most of
his body, and his eyes and face were badly scarred and his features
had melted into a shapeless gob of ruined flesh. How he still lived
was beyond most of them. Also, while the others responded well to
Yenis’ Milk, strengthening and growing haler with each passing
Mynette, the beast-man did not. His body rejected the fluid, though
he would take in water at least.
Afterward, when he sat alone among the strangers in the dim room,
Tuari fretted over the beast-man. He wondered how best to care for
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him, but there were no other visions to show him how. He resigned
himself to waiting until one of his fellows was awake so he might ask
them how to tend to the breast-man.
As he waited in the dark, his eyes fell once more on the girl.
Anthea, he mouthed her name. She was the most perfect creature
he’d ever seen, and in those quiet moments alone with them, he
dared to touch her hair with his bare hand, reveling at its texture.
Eventually he cast off into the sleep of the exhausted. His mind
raced with the tasks before him, and he dreamed in colors so
beautiful that tears came to his sleeping eyes.
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CHAPTER 38
Of the Ox-Men, I’m sure many interesting things could be said that I
have not and will not. They’re simply an enigma. One certainly
cannot try to lump them in with lesser creatures of the bovine family,
but one would also be equally hesitant to count them a separate race
of man. Neither animal nor man, they’re a unique entity that seems
to defy classification.
Indeed, it would be helpful were they more prone to allowing
themselves to be observed. Few creatures have ever proven so
elusive in displaying any of their customs or behaviors to me before.
Even when I try to lay in wait and watch them from afar, they seem to
know and will do nothing but sit and graze or sleep. Yet I’m sure
there is more to these creatures than they let on. I would not be
surprised to know that there is a true language among their kind,
religion, and perhaps even complex interrelations between members
of each herd that rival the social hierarchies within our own society...
- Excerpt from Okapi’s ‘Flora and Fauna of the Broken Crown’
th

 Noinsdee, the 29 of Frost, 768 A.E. 
White-Hoof threw back his head in frustration and battered his way
through the crowd of his worried shamans. They flanked him as he
stalked across the prairie of Lesser Aynglica. Because their minds
had, as of late, often been joined with White-Hoof’s when he reached
out to One-Ear in the Vale and his own entourage of shamans they
knew his anguish. They understood how this period of inaction
rankled on him and prodded him toward action.
The conduit of change, as well as spokesman for their people in the
difficult times that were set to come, lay outside of their ability to help
or heal. That was a danger to the future of their entire race. Much
had been invested in Bedros, an investment that could not pay off
with him wounded as he was and certainly wouldn’t pay off should he
die.
So, for two Dees since the craft Bedros and his allies had escaped
to the south in – if you could call being carelessly tossed hundreds of
Kilomes away in a storm the Gods had called up an escape – WhiteHoof had been fuming. While ice was not truly solid land, it was near
to it, and some of those icy masses to the south were actually
anchored on islands that had been covered from the sun for
Hectoyarres. Yet because it had been covered in ice, it was a land of
slumbering power, power they could not tap into.
White-Hoof fumed because on that pseudo-landmass Bedros was
fighting for his life on, Bedros gave off a faint flicker of life that WhiteHoof could sense in the pit of his gut every Saycund of every Ouer.
There was never a moment that passed that he did not know the
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status of the hope of their people, and it weighed upon him heavily,
making him quite understandably irritable. Every fibre of his being
made him want to act in any way that could possibly benefit Bedros,
yet One-Ear urged them toward caution and patience.
Now White-Hoof had not become leader of his herd by being an
impulsive creature, but desperation was beginning to well up in his
being. It was this very desperation that one of his shamans saw, and
decided to seize as an opportunity to voice an idea he had.
The shaman approached White-Hoof as he stood amidst a circle of
shamans too afraid to approach within striking range should their
leader lash out in fury. As White-Hoof caught sight out of the corner
of one of his great brown eyes of the shaman approaching, he
snorted in anger and stamped his feet, warning the male off. Yet the
young shaman approached anyway, heedless of the gift of a second
chance he’d been given.
White-Hoof roared and charged the shaman with his head lowered,
emulating the lesser beasts in a shameful display of anger. The
shaman stood there in surprise and took a furious goring of horns to
the shoulder and chest, tumbling backward from the force of the
impact, which rung out in the afternoon air.
As he fell, there was another stab of pain through the impetuous
young shaman’s body. White-Hoof stood over him, daring him to get
up. He did not. But after a Mynette of snorting, pawing at the ground,
and challenging to lesser male to get up, White-Hoof saw what he
had done.
In shame, White-Hoof backed away, and the shaman got to his feet
amidst the disquieted murmurs of his peers. The lead shaman bid
the lesser shaman to stand. As the lesser of the two stood once
more, he ignored the pains in his body – on his chest, shoulder, and
through his broken tail.
“Why did you challenge me?” White-Hoof demanded in the
laboriously slow language of their kind, a series of snorts, clicks,
headshakes, kicks at the dirt, and postures.
“I had an idea, but it is one that would require daring and great
effort.” The young shaman announced.
“Speak then, for my patience is thin and it makes me prone to
acting like a fool. I would know for what my thoughts were disturbed.”
“We all worry about our chosen one, but we cannot help him from
afar. I propose then, that one of us goes to him.”
“To what end?”
“I’ll go as a sacrifice to mend his body. A body for a body, and he
may be made whole again.”
The shamans snorted in disbelief, unable to believe what was being
suggested. A hard look from White-Hoof, which required him to turn
his body in a complete circle in able to eye everyone, silenced the
side discussion.
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“That practice has not been used in many turns of the Saysuhns.
Yet you propose we try it against the wishes of One-Ear?” WhiteHoof asked.
“One-Ear’s own damaged body is nothing compared to what has
befallen our Chosen one, and I think that he uses the indignity of not
being whole as a reason to allow our Chosen one to suffer the same
fate. The damage to our Chosen one is not so easily overcome. We
have all felt that. Greater measures must be taken, or he may not
survive to return to us where we can heal him ourselves.”
White-Hoof stared at the young shaman before him who was
suggesting a course of action so radical that he had not thought of it
himself. He had wished to help, but had limited himself to suggesting
new ideas to his peer and in some ways superior in the Vale for
review. To just act upon instinct and do what this youngster
suggested was indeed a powerfully appealing thing. Yet who was he
to gamble away the future of their entire people?
The young shaman pursued this tactic while he still had the temerity
to continue. “I know your thoughts well enough to know that you
worry about not having the right to do this, White-Hoof. Yet who is
One-Ear to refuse us? We have every right to act and determine
what to do as they do. Yet we will be the ones to save our Chosen
one and allow him to fulfill his duties instead of rotting away in lands
he was never meant to tread in.”
“You make a powerful argument, but that does not mean that what
you suggest can even be done, or should be done.”
“The jealous Gods of men interfered with our people once more and
carried our Chosen one away. We must respond by recovering him
quickly or at least repairing him.” The younger shaman insisted, and
his statements were caught up in murmurs of assent from among the
others.
“How do you propose getting to Bedros? Who would go and who
would give their life for him?” White-Hoof demanded of him.
“I would give my life, but you would have to find a way to get me
there, for I know none. In this I defer to your vastly greater wisdom.”
White-Hoof gave the shaman a long hard look. The others did the
same. They moved in until there was a broad semicircle of over a
dozen Ox-Men just behind White-Hoof. They all stared at the one
who had spoken as if something in his physical appearance could
determine the merit of his ideas.
The shaman in question was not the brawniest or largest specimen
of their people, but he had a look of great intelligence about him. His
eyes were alight with intelligence, and surely he would become
another great shaman among their kind, perhaps even his
replacement when the time came. Yet he would give himself for
Bedros, and to send another would be a dishonor to the one who
offered first. It would doubly be a dishonor after having been
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wounded by his foolish lead shaman, a lead shaman who would tear
at his follower’s chest and shoulder with his horns, and then break
his tail in a fit of rage instead of listening freely to the ideas of his
subordinates.
For several Mynettes this went on. Thoughts and plans formed,
were discounted, were altered and changed, and then solidified into
something that could actually work if they tried hard enough. All of
this happened in White-Hoof’s head while the others watched,
almost able to hear the thoughts moving as rapidly as they could
through their leader’s head.
“One-Ear’s urge to caution must be ignored in this case. We cannot
allow our Chosen one to fall before he has a chance to fulfill his task.
We have put far too much of ourselves into him, and would not be
able to make another like he before it was too late.”
“Then I shall go?” The shaman asked.
“You shall, as there is none other more worthy of the duty you have
asked for yourself.” White-Hoof answered, earning a chorus of
stomps and snorts of approval. “I shall name you anew as I send you
on this endeavor. You will be known as Crooked-Tail from now on,
though you will not live to see another of us save for Bedros before
your end. As I have broken you in foolishness this Dee, you will
break yourself again in a greater fashion to save him who would
save us all. In doing so you bring great honor for us and yourself, but
also hope for our kind.”
Crooked-Tail nodded joyously, hardly feeling the pains in his body
any longer. What he was being given was worth enduring this Dee’s
trials. They would only strengthen his body and his resolve for what
was to come. “How will I get there, for is it not such a horribly far
distance away we feel him from?”
“I will bless a piece of this land, and it will always be beneath your
feet as you walk to the south.” White-Hoof shook his head, and with
it his whole torso. “Walk, nay, you must run. You must run until your
body can do no more, and that must be at the very place where
Bedros now lies. Remember that your body needs last you no longer
than reaching his side, where you will surrender your life into his to
heal what we cannot. After that, you will rest forever in our minds,
and know no weariness.”
“I will do as you say. I am ready to go this Dee.”
“Patience, Crooked-Tail. Graze and gather energy, for you will need
it. Gather also what you would need to sustain you on your journey
south. Your coat must be thick and healthy to stave off the cold of
the Deep South, the land of the ice walkers. And your hooves must
be sharp and strong to grip the ice you must cross.”
“When shall I leave then?”
“Soon, quite soon. The others will aid me as I ready your vessel. I
need only some of the hair from your legs so that I might tie it to your
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being, so that it will never let you misstep and it will always remain
solidly beneath your hooves.”
Crooked-Tail stepped over to White-Hoof and let him pluck all the
hair he would from his fetlocks. When White-Hoof had finished, he
straightened up and held the hair between them. The two held each
other’s gaze for a long Mynette, a gaze filled with apology, respect,
trust, and forgiveness.
“Go now, and graze on the fields of your home one last time. Taste
the crunchy seeds of wheat and the bitter grasses, for those
memories will carry you all the way to your end. Even as your belly
eats at its own tissues for want of food, the tastes of our land shall
linger on your tongue.”
Crooked-Tail bowed stiffly from the waist, and rushed off to do as
he was bid. As he ran, his bent tail swung excitedly behind him.
White-Hoof turned to the others then, and said, “Come to the
water’s edge, bringing with each of you a handful of grasses and a
handful of soil. We have much to do and Ouers of singing to do.”

In the twilight, Crooked-Tail stood beside the water’s edge. The
entire herd was there, though they sat back on the hills away from
where he stood near White-Hoof and the other shamans. In his arms
he carried two large baskets of crudely woven grasses that his herd
had made for him. Each contained wads of wheat seeds and dense
grasses that might help to give him energy as he traveled. It’d last a
Wayke at most, even if he rationed it, but if he didn’t make it there as
quickly as possible after that had run out, it might be too late for
Bedros anyway. Who could say how the currents would fight or favor
him though? The lands were their domains, not the waters.
The baskets and their contents were something assembled in the
Ouers that White-Hoof and the other shamans had danced and
called upon the world to create something powerful and unique if
only for a short time. What they had made was a small floating island
of soil and grasses that resisted the waves’ and water’s attempts to
erode and break it apart. It was a thing tied to Crooked-Tail’s being,
almost as an extension of his own body. While he needed it, it would
never fail him - that was the power of the world itself.
Crooked-Tail regarded the humble-looking chunk of land curiously
with his wide brown eyes. It was little more than three Mayters bye a
Mayter and a half and at best half a Mayter thick, though not likely
even that. It hardly looked like it’d support a calf, let alone a fullgrown Ox-Man. Yet Crooked-Tail was a shaman, and was not given
to judging upon appearance alone. His inner senses, the part of his
being that knew the world, could tell that it was far more substantial
that it appeared. It rang with the power of life and nature in a way
that filled his broad nostrils with an invigorating tang.
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“You know your task and how to carry it out. Let your senses and
feet guide you. They will not lead you falsely.”
“What will you say to One-Ear?” Crooked-Tail asked guiltily as he
looked to his master for what he knew would be the last time.
“We are one great herd, our people, yet we are not one being, but
rather individuals. As such, we each have different needs and
feelings. Yours are true in this case, or so I will believe until life’s end
claims me. You are doing what I wish to, but was not brave enough
to allow myself to realize.” White-Hoof answered, and his manner
was filled with envy and longing that showed Crooked-Tail that he
truly did want to go in his place.
The younger shaman nodded stiffly, more like a half bow in reality,
but a bow nonetheless. “Then I will do this for both of us, for all of us.
Wish your desires to push me along when my legs grow weary.”
“We all will. May the earth that birthed us all recall you with the
warmth of a mother’s womb when your task is done, despite the cold
environs you end in.”
“Look to the future of our people, White-Hoof. My regrets are only
that I cannot aid you in doing so.”
They said no more then, as Crooked-Tail parted from his fellows
and stepped down onto the mat of land that had been created for
him. Despite his weight, it did not even bob with his added weight. It
rested as high on the water as it had before, like it was anchored on
solid rock.
Crooked-Tail did not need to look back on his herd. He knew they
were all watching as he lifted his first foot and put it in front of the
other, and once more after that. The mat of land shifted beneath his
feet; ever it put another pace of dry ground in front of him, no matter
how many he had already put behind him.
Kilomes passed with the Mynettes and Ouers, carrying him
inexorably south across the Inner Seas toward the Mueran Belt, the
Outer Seas beyond that, and the Uleaut ice floes beyond even that.
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CHAPTER 39
Creatures that set traps for their prey have always fascinated me.
Spiders are probably one of the most obvious examples of this, but
there are many more. I have seen fish and snakes that offer their
appendages up as a supposedly weak creature for the eating only to
reveal at a most inopportune time for the hungry and unwary
passersby that what they thought was food is actually part of an
eating machine and that they are the meal instead of the diner. I
have also seen insects that construct elaborate disguises for their
dens where they lie in wait for something foolish to stumble by, and
predatory birds that mimic the sounds of wounded animals in order
to lure in their own dinners. There are even plants that are of
appetizing colors or shapes that serve to draw in their own
nourishment from those who would eat them.
The world is filled with cunning creatures, yet none of these
compare to humans. No creature or plant has ever proved as
devious in seeking the death or destruction of another being as man.
We lay plans layers deep and wait Munths or Yarres to hatch plots to
cause ruin to befall another. And we don’t do it for nourishment but
for more material or intangible gains. It’s enough to make one
question what is truly savage and who is really civilized in this
world…
- Excerpt from Okapi’s ‘Flora and Fauna of the Broken Crown’
st

 Einsdee, the 1 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
Iago stroked his chin thoughtfully as he eyed the last in a stack of
missives he’d prepared in regard to Corydon and the measures that
were to be taken to right certain wrongs within the Aurean nation. Of
course, some of those measures wouldn’t and couldn’t be taken until
Corydon could be defeated soundly and the lowlander nations had
expended most of their resources and manpower to do so.
With Gandahar’s help, things would end in such a way that
benefited not only the Aurean people as a whole, but himself as well.
There were nothing like well-laid plans with a dozen contingencies
readied to make sure that the God of Luck’s input in the situation
was more of a congenial blessing than a definitive decision in
matters. Trusting fate and luck blindly was like asking for a knife in
the belly. Iago had long ago decided that a man had to help guide
events along and that even if the Gods were to make events happen
otherwise, there was still a way to come out ahead if enough
forethought and prior consideration into the matters had been done.
It simply would not fit in his plans to accept failure. Setbacks were a
part of life, but failure was the way of death.
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Iago glanced over at the looking glass he kept at the corner of his
desk, not out of vanity but out of a need to look himself in the face
and make sure of his own resolve. The face he saw looking back at
him was the same one he saw every Dee, each Yarre made
imperceptibly older. He, like most Aureans, aged well. It’d be
Decayarres before he noticed any real change in his features, but he
fancied now and then that he saw a bit more wisdom in his own eyes
and a bit more determination in the set of his chin and jaw.
Realistically, he knew he was probably no different than the Dee
before. The light hair of his head, fine strands tinted silvery green,
was neatly coifed in a manner shorter than most Aureans preferred.
Iago was ever a man who chose functionality over mere appearance,
and if it was also an attractive look for him, then that was all the
better. His thin eyebrows arched inquisitively over eyes that glittered
like expensive crystal, parted by a sculpted nose that presided above
thoughtfully pursed lips and a sharp chin that matched the angular
cheekbones on either side of his face. His was a face that many
found predatory, almost aquiline. Many men had wilted before his
gaze, an event pleasing to him no matter how many times it
happened.
He glanced away from his reflection, pleased with what he had
seen in his own eyes. He’d seen the cunning and brilliance that none
other would appreciate, none except for Corydon perhaps. That man
was a worthy foe, a man who knew the value of patience and
timeliness, yet a man who was failed by worthless underlings. His
weak links were ultimately the other people in his plot. No one could
be counted on as much as one’s self, Iago knew that much.
So would that be the deciding difference between him and
Corydon? Iago frowned to think that the entire game had to be
played from a distance, even if there was a certain level of intrigue
that factored in when a duel of wits was fought by pulling strings and
using one’s pawns against another’s. Like puppeteers, they would
duel from the shadows.
Kaneitha would appreciate that analogy, Iago thought with a smile.
The Goddess of Shadows was the queen of subterfuge and
assassination, even if many did not realize it. The darker arts of
diplomacy were her trade. Thieves and hired knives all knew her
personally, as none of them worth their weight in any currency
whatsoever did not carry some token of her with them.
Iago stood abruptly, clutching the pile of signed and stamped
missives in his deft, bony hands. He passed across the broad floor
out of his airy chambers, dimmed by gauzy curtains of emerald. His
feet whispered across the carpeted floor to the door behind which
two of his most trusted men waited.
The pair would spread his words to their intended recipients, who
would begin to enact his plots in Cenalium, the other Grancittas, the
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lowlands, and Aetheline itself. It would be a lot of work for a lot of
people, many of whom would probably not live through the next few
Munths, but it was a plan that Iago felt sure would work, either in
whole or in majority.
Of course, that might have just been blind confidence, but Iago felt
it was not. A properly layered plan like this, plots within plots clouded
with careful misdirection and believable falsehoods, was hard to
defeat. Any number of his servants may fail, but if just one
succeeded, the payoffs that fell into his lap would be well worth the
expenditure of effort, coin, and manpower.
“This is it, Councilor?” One of the pair asked, a purposelynondescript Aurean with no ties to anyone. He was untraceable and
almost impossible to subvert. The second of the pair held a
questioning look that mirrored the first’s words.
Iago grinned. Eagerness to serve was an invaluable trait among
employees. His eyes swept across the pair. Each was unremarkable
in appearance and seemingly harmless, but Iago’s trained eyes
could pick out half a dozen weapons concealed on each of them.
“That will be it for now. Return post-haste and I may have more for
you to do. I fear what I’ve given you will take the better part of a
Munth, if not the entire Munth.”
The two nodded, each accepting a carefully separated pile of
missives to distribute, which they tucked away in document bags
strapped across their shoulders. They bowed in unison, waiting for a
full three Saycunds before straightening up once more and starting
off down the hallway.
When they were both gone, having rounded a bend in the vaulted
hallway that carried them out of his line of sight, Iago turned around
and re-entered his offices. When and only when the door was safely
closed behind him, he allowed himself to break out in a soft chuckle.
“The game is afoot. Things have just been started that cannot be
stopped, Corydon. There is no one among our people that can halt
this now.” He whispered to himself, and in his mind he imagined
what it would be like to stand over a defeated Corydon and put an
end to the heretic with his own arc-sword. “Life is too sweet
sometimes.”
The rest of the Dee’s activities, meeting with minor functionaries
and various advisors to the Grand Helion, flew by. He restrained
himself from showing the giddiness he felt within himself. He was
bubbling over with anticipation, like a hunter on the verge of taking
down a great quarry. This is not to say that he neglected his other
duties, he was simply of the sort of man who operated best when
considering weighty measures. He had a mind for details, one best
used on matters of great import, not trivialities the Grand Helion was
too inept to delegate properly.
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Still, even those small irritations could not interrupt the symphony of
intrigue and plotting going on in his head. With each passing Ouer
the plans thickened, and his mind tracked down dozens, even
hundreds of possible diversions and problems he might encounter,
and he developed a contingency for each.
As he lay down to sleep that night, he was certain that he had been
born for this very conflict if nothing else. This would be the pinnacle
of his existence. It would be the mark he left on Elegia’s history - his
world-changing event.
With that in mind, pleasant dreams were not hard to come by.
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CHAPTER 40
One can equate an entire conflict or a whole war to a single duel.
On the sidelines of the war, there are always those who pull strings
and make things happen - these are your duelists. Occasionally they
are in the midst of things, but those who seem central to the action
are usually smaller players in the grand scheme of things than those
who run things from afar. One cannot allow these distractions to
avert their eyes from the true enemy.
In a duel, there are two or more fighters, each seeking to best their
opponent. In a vastly simplified manner, this is war. A fighter easily
lulled into complacency or mercy will fall to one who is opportunistic
and merciless. Weakness cannot be allowed in victory. Even after
your enemy has fallen, you must plunge a second sword into their
heart to ensure your victory.
Always look for a second and third way to cripple your enemies and
their ability to defend or counterattack. Dead men cannot lift a sword
or rifle against you and yours. These are things that many have
forgotten since our exile into the mountains began.
What became of our predatory spirit? What was lost to us long ago
that forced us to become shells of our former selves? I feel that there
is something out there waiting to be found, some part of us long
forgotten and cast aside that we must recover…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
th

 Fohrsdee, the 4 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
For a man of Corydon’s importance, work was endless. If he wasn’t
overseeing the induction of the latest set of Dark Aurean recruits
from other Grancittas or sending another garrison into the lowlands,
he was meeting with advisors in fulfillment of the positions of both
the Greater Helion and the Voice of the Firmament. The former was
still under house arrest and the latter had been found dead,
apparently of suicide as far as the public knew, but Corydon still
smiled to think of the actual cause of the man’s death.
Yes, Illias had many uses, be it dispatching troublesome officials or
leading more training drills with recruits in the lowlands. Granted the
forces already trained were more than enough for holding the island,
but there was no reason to stop with just one island when the world
waited. As the numbers of Dark Aureans swelled beyond his initial
expectations, Corydon found himself considering further expansion.
And, if he needed to keep Cenalium indefinitely despite his
promises to return it to the Greater Helion, who was to hold him
accountable? Certainly not the Greater Helion himself. The Voice of
the Firmament was dead. So that left only the other Helions of the
other Grancittas, who were mostly too concerned with the riots and
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troubles in their own homes to look elsewhere. The riots his
propaganda had caused were so great in fact, that some of the other
Helions were more than happy to let those who were dissatisfied and
who believed what they’d branded as heresy to flee the cities
unhindered. That left only the Grand Helion as a potential source of
problems.
As the leader of all Aurean political life, the Grand Helion would
have to make Corydon answer for what he’d done, or any faith in him
would be lost. Corydon figured he was probably fretting in his crystal
towers, trying to determine just how bad things were and how to
preserve his sovereignty. Likely he would leave for his Tournea
Observatori at the beginning of the new Yarre, and bring with him a
strong force of soldiers to guard him in these tumultuous times. He’d
have to stop at each of the Grancittas, put forth an illusion of
strength, and garner the favor of each of the Helions in order to seize
their support in an assault on Cenalium - an assault destined to fail.
The island of Maethlin was made less and less assailable with each
passing Wayke. Fortifications had been thrown up around each of
the two major settlements on the island, and the lesser harbors had
been strewn with hazards that would make the landing of anything
larger than a rowboat next to impossible. The Darksight Outlooks
could boil the water or superheat the air to make landing by Flier or
Boat a gamble at best, and on the ground there were thousands of
Guardians waiting for his orders. Cenalium would take more than
any single people could throw at them to be overrun.
That was precisely what worried Corydon. As with the Elegian
Empire, his upstart nation faced the potential invasion of the
combined forces of the peoples of the Broken Crown, only this time
they’d have the support of the non-rebel Aureans. So, it stood to
reason that he would have to come up with ways to cripple their
abilities to counterattack. Plans to carry this out were constantly
circulating in his head, but lately matters of state were distracting him
from being able to sit down and formulate any serious plans. That
was the crux: he didn’t trust anyone else to do the menial stuff
because he had no one he could delegate to, but that prevented him
from spending his time and efforts on other things that also only he
could do.
Corydon sighed and excused himself from what promised to be
only the third in an endless stream of meetings this Dee. He rose
and exited the small audience chamber built off to the side of the
Greater Helion’s atrium. His guests, mostly officials with petty
concerns about allocation of funds and manpower to maintain the
city and keep the city running smoothly in the face of all the recent
strife, would be escorted out of the compound by some of Illias’
handpicked guards.
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It would be so easy to just tell these officials that he was not
concerned with the running of the city and to let them do it, but at the
same time, he needed to maintain order in the base of his operations
or he’d invite insurgents to attack from within his own city and poison
his position of power at its root. Sure, they knew he was to blame for
the riots occurring, but having certain signed documents from the
Greater Helion - even if they had been secretly coerced out of him –
that transferred power to him until such time as the Greater Helion
could be reinstated, and having the families of said officials in his
custody worked wonders to procure their cooperation. They also
seemed to figure that less harm would come to the city as a whole if
they cooperated and rode out his period of occupation rather than let
the city fall into ruin by rebelling. Frequent parades of Dark Aureans
and forced lights out in the streets during the night also helped to
quell any rebellious spirits. Spirits were willing, but the lights were
weak.
Still, all these precautions did not ease Corydon’s heart at all. He
yearned for someone to trust and to share his accomplishments with.
As he eased himself down into the throne at the center of the
Greater Helion’s atrium, he found himself in a melancholy mood. He
glanced around his surroundings, all changed to suit his more
utilitarian sense of fashion and functionality.
The pillars that stretched to the high ceiling had been draped in
noise-dampening military tapestries to allow for more privacy in
conversation. The flowers and shaped shrubberies were gone,
replaced by black gravel that would crunch beneath the feet of any
who walked within the room other than on the marble pathways that
led to and from the dais and the entrances from the room. The
fountains of fish were gone, removed ever since the Dee Corydon
had realized that the fish that the Greater Helion had chosen as a
point of rebellion had not died as he’d expected. Instead, it hid
among the schools of the other gilled creatures and had seemed to
continue swimming just to mock him, threatening that all was not as
it seemed, so he’d done away with the whole lot of them. Even the
crystal throne had been replaced with the carved chunk of onyx he
now sat on, which was a series of glossy planes beneath his touch. It
was alive with swirling reflections of the dim light let in from the halfcovered skylights above, each reflection influenced by the uneven
chips that had been taken out of it to shape it, creating curiously
random patterns of light and dark.
As he stared at the patterns of light on the stone, he found himself
wishing Orestes were still alive. When they had coordinated efforts
Yarres ago, their collaborations had borne great fruit. Not since then
had Corydon ever found a kindred mind so in tune with his own
desires. Or, perhaps it was that the falling out between them had
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soured his spirit to searching for others to share his ambitions with.
He couldn’t be sure.
Sitting on the black throne, he leaned on his elbow and rested his
chin on his palm. His eyes, unfocused, saw little more than the blurry
shapes of the pillars of the room before him as he let his mind
recede to consider the tasks before him.
“Death waits behind you.” A whisper came to his ears, seemingly
amused.
Corydon blinked, his eyes coming back into focus. The slightest
whisper of soles on marble came to his ears and the slicing of a
knifepoint through air.
With no regard for grace, Corydon heaved himself forward out of
the chair. As he stumbled down the couple steps that led from the
floor to the throne and onto the marble walkway that led forward to
the main entrance, he heard a grunt of surprise from behind him as
the knife stabbed into stone instead of flesh.
Gritting his teeth in anger, Corydon pushed himself up off the
walkway and turned to face his attacker, his left foot crunching in the
black gravel beside it. The man was clearly Kerathi, even though he
wore Aurean garb, his beard was shorn, and his hair had been
lightened to make him appear more Aurean. His features and heavy
build gave him away despite his disguise. He couldn’t even really
pass for Dark Aurean when it came down to it.
The attacker wasted no time recovering from the surprise of his
knife not biting into flesh. He vaulted over the throne and charged
down toward Corydon, who as of yet had not drawn the arc-sword at
his side.
Corydon braced himself to meet the oncoming man, who held the
knife two-handed in front of him to plunge into his chest or abdomen.
At the last moment, Corydon twisted, grabbing the man’s wrists and
turning his torso to divert the knife from his vitals. From the
sickeningly wet way it gleamed, it was surely coated with poison, so
even a cut might be fatal. The attacker’s momentum carried him past
Corydon, who still gripped his wrists with both hands.
Then, as they struggled to turn the knife to meet the other’s flesh,
Corydon let go with one hand and drew his arc-sword. He unleashed
a heavy jolt of arc-fire into the man’s thigh. The Kerathi yelped as his
leg went numb and buckled, dropping him to one knee. A second jolt
at the base of the man’s neck made his whole body go slack. He
slumped to the ground and lay on his face as if his bones had been
turned to jelly.
“Guardians!” Corydon shouted, quickly turning about the room to
see if there was a second attacker lurking in the shadows.
To his surprise, the second surprise he’d had in under a Mynette,
Linnea stood beside his throne with her customary blank look on her
face. He shook his head in wonderment, questions and uncertainties
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pouring through his head. He placed his foot on the spine of the
Kerathi assassin and pressed the tip of his blade against the back of
the man’s neck, right where the spine connected to the skull. Only a
single push would be required to part the man’s spinal column from
his brain, killing him.
Six black-helmeted and bronze-plated Guardians hurried in, two
sets of three from Corydon’s own personal guard. A pair from each
trio spread out along the periphery of the round room, circling it to
ensure it was clear, while the other two marched straight up to where
Corydon stood over his assailant.
“Sir?” One of them asked, eyeing the downed man in surprise.”
“Is vigilance something forgotten by Guardians now? How is it that
this man was able to enter my private rooms?” Corydon demanded,
spittle flinging from his mouth with the vehemence of his words.
“He must have come with one of the officials.”
“He’s Kerathi! How could a Kerathi be admitted into Cenalium’s
most guarded building even with some of our officials?”
“I don’t know, sir.”
Corydon was about to lace into the man further, but the man
beneath him began to twitch, a little at first, but then violently.
Corydon stepped back and flicked the tip of his sword at the
assassin to indicate he wanted him flipped over.
The Guardians knelt and carefully, slowly, flipped him over. White
foam gurgled from the man’s throat and his eyes were rolled back
until only the whites could be seen. Corydon scowled, seeing the wet
crimson stain on the floor and on the front of the man’s tunic where
the poisoned knife had pierced into his guts when he’d fallen on it.
“Porceth must be chuckling right now.” Corydon cursed as the
man’s twitching stilled and his body jerked one last time before
settling into an eternal rest. “I swear that I’ll have someone’s head for
this. An assassin is allowed to casually stroll in here, and try to stab
me in the back while I’m in quiet contemplation. Then he has the
nerve to go and die before we can torture anything useful out of him.”
The pair of Guardians stood there lamely, unable to adequately
apologize for letting the man by, and fearing to say the wrong thing
and further risk Corydon’s ire. Yet their very silence angered
Corydon all the more.
“Get me Illias. Get him now, before I have you all tied to stones and
thrown from the mountain pass.” He hissed at them.
The pair of them bowed quickly, forming triangles with their
steepled hands, and then scrambled away, leaving the body at
Corydon’s feet. The other four stayed to guard Corydon from further
attempts on his life. They were of little comfort to him as he seated
himself once more in his dark throne, attended on his left side by
Linnea, who wore a blank look as always, but if he looked at her at
just right the right angle it almost seemed to hold the slightest smirk.
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Illias strode in the better part of an Ouer later, recalled from his
duties in the depths of Lower Cenalium. Corydon’s humor was no
better for having had to wait so long. The body still laid where it had
fallen in the pathway, and Illias paid it almost no attention as he
stepped over it, as if dead bodies in the Greater Helion’s chambers
were as commonplace as a houseplant or merely a decoration
favored by his master. He also paid no attention to Linnea, who
stood beside Corydon, staring up at the ceiling as if it were a matter
of great curiosity, which to her it might really have been.
Corydon glared down the couple steps toward his large servant,
though in all rights he was probably more something of a
commander or general than an errand-boy. Illias looked stronger
than ever, likely the result of his hard efforts to whip the men into
shape and oversee the construction of the defensive works in the
lowlands. He was certainly the largest Aurean Corydon had ever
seen, nearly the size of one of the bulky Kerathi warriors. He even
had something of their fierce features and the red tinges in his hair
only reinforced the image.
“You called? I was busy with the latest batch of your converts.” Illias
said matter-of-factly, as if this was merely a social calling and he had
more important things to do.
Corydon took a breath to master his anger, reminding himself that
this simpleton had uses that made having him killed a waste of
resources. “You didn’t seem to notice my new floor mat. He broke in
and tried to murder me.”
“I thought perhaps you had merely tortured another Kerathi for
some answers, but he was an assassin then?” Illias nodded in
approval. “He did well to get so close.”
“That’s exactly my point, you fool. He shouldn’t have.”
“Haven’t you told me before, sir, never to underestimate the
ingenuity of your enemies, because they’ll always surprise you? You
warned me of this almost every time I went into the lowlands to hunt
them down.”
Corydon frowned and settled back into his chair. Then he broke into
a smile. “Perhaps you’re right, Illias, if in a simple-minded way.
Perhaps this is just the proof of our foes being more worthy than we
thought. It also shows that they know I’m the lynchpin of this
operation and they know my own value. It also reminds me to stay
on guard against forming strict routines, lest they become so obvious
that anyone could seek my demise.”
“Now, what would you have me do?” Illias asked. “I doubt you
wanted me to dispose of your carcass here.”
“This will be an experience to learn from and an opportunity review
our security methods.”
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“And retribution, sir? There are few enough of the Kerathi on
Maethlin that we have not cowed into submission. Yet I assume you
want to send a message.”
“No, that’s not quite what I want.”
“Sir?” Illias asked in surprise.
“Well, to let them know on this island that someone got so close to
me is to invite others to try. So near a success would just fuel their
desires to make an end of me. So, instead of punishing them and
letting them know, we say nothing of it. Our true revenge will not be
on Maethlin.”
“Where will it be then?”
“It will be on the nearest of the Kerathi’s Clan Isles. I want you to
take every spare Flier we do not need for patrols and defense, and
mount a series of offensives against their ports. Burn every warship
they have in port. If they can’t get here, they can’t attack. They’ll
have to spend Saysuhns rebuilding their fleets, and they’ll probably
starve with the lack of commerce in the meantime.”
“As interesting as that sounds and as eager as I am to return to
fighting instead of building, is it wise to broaden the theatre of this
conflict yet? Many of our recruits are certainly not ready for conflict,
and most of our trained soldiers haven’t had any real combat
experience yet either..”
“Let me be the one to consider and decide on tactics, Illias. You
don’t ask a dog how to paint, and you don’t tell him how to sniff out a
trail. You do your part, and I will do mine. I assure you that
destroying and crippling their ability to counterattack with such a
minimal risk of our own resources will only give us more time to
strengthen ourselves before we encounter any true resistance.”
“As you say then, sir, I’ll leave their ports a mess of charcoal and
kindling.”
“Just be sure to limit yourself to Kerathi ports for now. We don’t
want to draw the other races into this, not yet.”
“I understand.” Illias replied, bowing from the waist, steepling his
hands together in front of him.
“Oh, Illias?” Corydon called down to his departing servant.
“Yes, sir?”
“Don’t be the next Genero. I’d hate to see another set of failures like
his.”
Illias grinned. “No, sir, I’m nothing like him.”
“Let’s both pray you are not. His failures were great, and I’ll not
suffer another to follow in his path.”
When Illias was gone and the double doors that had permitted him
were closed, Corydon turned to Linnea, regarding her with a mixture
of emotions. He reached over, pulling her face down to meet his
eyes. She met his gaze with dilated pupils, almost unseeing, but
certainly not understanding.
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“Did you warn me? Was that your whisper that saved me?”
She made no answer.
“Why? Do you hate me for what we do to you when we bleed you to
create the serum that allows us to conquer the light? Or was it you
that let the assassin in? Is your hatred for me so perfectly veiled that
you do not even indicate it except by permitting entrance of a man
who would kill me?”
Corydon took her hand and touched it to his face, pillowing his
cheek against the soft flesh of the back of her hand. “You know I love
you, Linnea. I love you as the mother of something greater than
either of us. Orestes, Anthea… they could not know what you and I
have done together, what we will do together. Even if you cannot
show it, I know your heart leaps with gladness to see the wonders I
have made.”
“The world will be ours, Linnea.” Corydon promised, reaching his
hand out to comb it through the lengths of reddish-brown hair that
framed her gentle face. “You will stand beside me, the queen of
everything, nearly immortal from the blood we share with you in
return for what you have shared with us.”
Whispers tickled at his mind once more, and perhaps it was just his
imagination, but the air in the room seemed to grow more chill and
the light a bit dimmer.
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CHAPTER 41
In a land of endless white and grey, are there truly shades within
these colors that we see, or are our eyes and minds hungering so
much for color that make us think that we have seen something
which is not really there? If colors are but a dream, then surely this
life is less for it.
- Excerpt from Ezhno’s ‘The World is Still Blue’
th

 Fyvesdee, the 5 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
Pain rushed in with the return to wakefulness. Before it'd been a
lingering presence that she could ignore, as if it was just her
imagination while she slumbered, but consciousness brought with it
the harsh reality that it was indeed a true thing. Tears came
unbidden to her eyes as she stirred. Nearly every muscle in her body
protested doing more than lying still and breathing, though that hurt
too. Agony had embraced her tightly and would not let go.
If pain was her first experience, disorientation was her second. As
her eyes struggled to adjust to the unlit shelter they seemed to be in
as well as the strange smells about her, she tried to remember what
had happened to land her in such a state. Whatever had happened,
it was clear that they were no longer in the Flier. Gone were the
windows and the benches they'd strapped themselves into before the
storm. For that matter, everything familiar was gone and not just the
Flier’s interior.
Darkness was about her and her guts twisted angrily because of it.
She craved light, but not as much as she craved something familiar
that she could put her hands on and hold to know that she was still
alive and this wasn’t just a nightmare. She sat up in a panic and tried
to ignore the pain while her hands frantically reached out for
something she knew. At first, the musky smell and the coarse fur of
the blankets that she had been smothered with seemed like Bedros,
but there was no firm flesh beneath the hair, and then she
remembered how badly he had been burned. That thought brought a
fresh set of tears to her eyes that mingled with the tears of pain.
Bedros' sacrifice, had it all been in vain? Where was he? Where was
everyone?
"Bedros?" She called out quietly at first. Her voice cracked and
didn't go far, trapped by the narrow confines of the shelter.
Whimpering, she shifted forward into a kneeling position while the
pain sawed at her side. She turned around in place, making a futile
effort to see more of her surroundings – Aurean eyes just weren’t
meant for dark, even half-Aurean ones. She saw a lump beside her
and as she listened closely, she could hear the faint whisper of
respiration. More eagerly than she wanted, she threw herself at that
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person, scrambling to see who it was. Moving in such a way caused
her more pain. Her ribs protested fiercely, as if someone had slipped
a sharp sliver of metal between her ribs and was prying at them.
So as she fell on the person beside her, she gasped in pain. That
made her ribs hurt even more. Against the involuntary urge to gasp
in more breath against the pain, she schooled herself to take small
breaths, slowly and measured. The person she landed on grunted
once, and rolled toward her, throwing a heavy arm over her.
For a moment, she was too surprised to do anything. It was such an
unfamiliar pose without Bedros being the one holding her. Even that
she only let him do in moments of great sadness, or when she was
too sick or hurt to complain about the childlike tenderness she was
being cared for with. But it wasn't an unpleasant feeling. No, she
knew she craved the contact of her fellows, whichever this might be.
Her hands explored in the dark to see which of her companions she
was lying beside.
Her hands touched his warm flesh. His? Yes, assuredly it was a
male, since Sagira's arms were not fairly hairless and much
smoother and as well as smaller than this particular arm. She
grinned to think who it might be. Makan's arms were pretty hairy, but
they were thicker she thought. That meant it was probably Rolf or
Nishan.
She inhaled softly, trying to catch the subtle or perhaps not so
subtle scent of her companion. Try as she might, she couldn't smell
much other than the musky scent of furs that seemed to stick
cloyingly to the inside of her nostrils. Even as she sniffed her own
skin, she couldn't smell much but the furs, as the scent had covered
her own. She felt a strong and sudden need to wash.
Lacking a better way to determine her companion, she let her
hands roam more. There was another brush of furs across her
fingertips. Then her hand stumbled across something soft and warm.
At first she figured it for a nose, but the curled shapes beneath her
fingertips made her determine it to be an ear instead. Beside the ear
was a tangle of soft hair that led to much thicker and coarser hair
four or five Centis long.
"Rolf!" She said excitedly, finally determining who it was beside her.
"Catrin." He mumbled sleepily in return, nuzzling closer and pulling
her tight to him. His lips clumsily sought out her forehead to plant a
brief kiss.
Again, surprise stopped her from doing anything immediately. Then
indignation welled up inside her at being called by another woman's
name; it was likely that was the name of that hussy from Rummas.
"Catrin?" She repeated angrily, tugging fiercely on his ear.
"Owww!" Rolf yelped, pushing away from her quickly. He sat up and
rubbed his ear.
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Beside him, Anthea sat up, an agonizing motion, and one not made
easier by the fact that she wanted to laugh. "Catrin indeed." Anthea
said with mostly feigned disgust.
"Who?" Rolf asked.
"I'm sure you know who. You mistook me for her when I tried to
discover who you were." She sighed dramatically to express the
supposed distress inflicted upon her person before continuing. "I
believe that's the second time you've tried to pull me into your arms
when you were asleep."
"Second?"
"In Norsjalde you called me Anika when you were drunk and half
asleep. You tried to get friendly."
"Wait!” He grumbled. “I thought you said I fell out of bed then! I
might not remember much about that, but I remember that faintly"
"I haven't the slightest idea what you're saying. You were drunk and
you're obviously mistaken."
"I'm pretty sure..."
"You’re mistaken." She repeated.
"Fine." He replied grumpily.
"Yes, it is."
"Umm, it's dark in here." He commented lamely, for lack of
something better to say.
"You think I hadn't noticed?" Anthea demanded, her eyes glinting
like two pools of silver in the near darkness.
"That little kid said he'd keep it lit up in here for you. I told him how
important it was. May Comrain's steely arrows riddle his hide!” Rolf
swore. “These stupid savages never understand. It's like trying to
expect honesty from an Aynglican and fairness from a Rumani."
"Little kid? Savages?" Anthea asked. She was still stuck on those
concepts and was pointedly ignoring the racial comments.
"There’s an Uleaut boy." Rolf answered, crawling past her toward a
sliver of light along the floor - or perhaps ground - level a couple
Mayters away. He shuffled around for a few Saycunds while Anthea
waited for more to the explanation. It never came.
Instead he lifted up what now seemed to be an entryway flap to
expose her to the brilliant white light outside. Every ray of light that
touched her skin made her feel that much more alive. It was as if
she'd been holding her breath all Dee and just finally taken a breath
of fresh air. The light of the sun infused her skin and hair with
energy. She felt as if she was even inhaling a tangible part of the sun
with every breath.
Her side protested once more as she tried to breathe too deeply,
and a painful shiver, which made her realize that even if the sun was
warm the air was not, followed that.
"Close it, please. Or get me a coat and shoes so I can go out in it."
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"There are shoes over here, or some sort of contraption that passes
for shoes in these parts. Just grab some furs. We'll share."
"Share a fur?" Anthea asked in surprise.
"Don't get all dreamy-eyed on me, Anthea. It's for body warmth.
That's how they do it here quite often. If you're just going out for a
short time, they may huddle together under a single fur to share body
heat."
"Who’s dreamy-eyed?"
"You're just full of questions todee. You don't seem to understand a
word I say." He sighed.
"It's your savage accent. My well-raised mountain sensibilities don't
permit me to understand your backwater words." She teased.
Rolf grunted angrily and seemed to pull on some of the shoes. "I'm
going out. If you're longer than a Mynette, I'll have frozen to death
and they'll probably eat me for dinner, so don't be long."
Then, as was his way, he was outside and expecting her. If she
took too long, it was he that she was hurting. She shook her head
and made her own grunt. It was just like him to expect a
convalescing girl to come save him because he was too pigheaded
to come back in when he was too cold. Some men just don't seem to
forget that they were mothered as a boy, and so they're always
looking for someone to continue in that role, she decided.
And if she took a few extra Saycunds putting on those moccasins
and wrapping up in a layered fur, well she couldn't be blamed since
she was hurt. Still, when she pushed out through the flap, which was
a task in itself with the knife of pain in her side and the weight of the
furs on her shoulders, Rolf was waiting for her. He was all wide-eyed
and rosy-faced as he shivered in the cold despite having a tunic and
a heavy wool overcoat on.
"Cainel's wrath, woman!" He blustered, absently pressing the
knuckles of both fists together in homage to his people's God. "Did
you have to wait until my blood was at least half icicles before
coming out?"
"Hey, I didn't kick you out. You could have waited, you fool, or
carried a fur out yourself. You were the one that rushed out here all
anxiously, leaving me to find my way around in the dark while you
stood in the cold."
He shuffled over and found the edge of the furs so he could slip
between them and crowd against her. "You're too thin to give off
much heat." He grumbled, wrapping his considerable arms around
her small frame.
"Sorry. Let me see if I can find a hefty Kerathi girl around these
parts for you to share furs with since I'm such poor company.” She
suggested harshly, glancing around the blinding landscape. “Or do
you prefer Rumani girls now?" Truth be told, she enjoyed his warmth,
and needling his pride was enjoyable in a way akin to how she
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thought duelists might feel stabbing and poking at each other with
swords.
"Your point is taken." He admitted, looking around with her.
A dozen or more small shanties and shelters lay about them in a
rough oval. They had been constructed of mostly gigantic bones that
almost looked like pillars of snow. The bones were lashed together
and layers of hides and furs had been stretched across them. Ice
and snow accumulated around the structures to further insulate them
from the wind as well as solidify them. A few ice-block houses had
also been cut and built, possibly as storage, but she wasn't sure.
Beyond all of the shelters was laid the splintered remains of the Flier,
though it took a few Saycunds for her mind to extrapolate the
complete machine from the wreckage that remained.
"So where are we?" She asked, shivering both from the cold and
from the image the wreckage imprinted on her mind.
"Uleaut lands – we're on the fields of ice hundreds of Kilomes south
of the Broken Crown."
"Hundreds?"
"Maybe a few thousand, I really don't know. I've not seen them
marked on any map before, mostly because some of the lands shift
around every Saysuhn and it's not like there's a lot here to interest
most folks."
"Yet they live here. There must be something that holds them here
rather than migrating to the north. Life certainly can't be easy if this is
an indicator of all the lands around here."
"No arguments from me there. I'd not want to live here."
"Yet here we are." Anthea replied, sunning her face, though the
winds bit at her cheeks and nose. Still, it was the first true sunlight
she recalled since the steps outside Aetheline, so she was loathe to
not take in as much as she could.
"Yet here we are." Rolf agreed, giving Anthea a companionable
squeeze, though he didn't notice her wince from it. "Are you ready to
go back in?"
"Not yet. Just give me a few more Mynettes."
"Alright, a few more I can do. Just don't make it a significant portion
of an Ouer, or I'll be a frozen treat for bears."
"Bears can live in this?"
"Supposedly, though I've not seen one yet. I hear they're as big as
an Ox-Man and perfectly white except for their noses and eyes. They
call them Nah-nook here, or something like that."
"I want to see one."
"They eat Uleaut hunters." Rolf returned with a grim smile.
"Oh."
Rolf said with a laugh, "You're not much bigger than them either,
but they might fight over the honor of eating you since you'd be an
exotic snack."
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Anthea turned away from the winds, though they still seemed to
seek out her exposed skin. She looked at Rolf for a long moment,
taking in every minute portion of his aspect. His brown interspersed
with copper hair looked oily from not having bathed recently, and his
beard of a slightly darker color than the head of his hair looked in
need of a trim. His skin looked dark compared to the pristine
landscape. Yet all in all he seemed healthy. Even his arm seemed to
have recovered mostly if not completely from the wounds dealt him
outside of Aetheline. It made her wonder how long she’d been
asleep.
"What of the others?" Anthea asked, afraid to hear the answers.
Rolf glanced her way just long enough to let her see his pine-green
eyes. Then he looked away and sighed. "They are as well as can be
expected."
"That's not exactly comforting." She replied dryly.
"What would you have me say to you, Anthea? The crash was not
easy for any of us, nor was Aetheline before that, or other places
before even that."
"And you think I don't know this? I was there. I was the reason we
were there."
Rolf grunted. "Don't I know it?"
"What does that mean?" She demanded.
"It means, Anthea, that we'd all do it again in a heartbeat because
we all love you, but that doesn't lessen our hurts."
"Then tell me of them, for I need to know. I must bear their pains
with me, so that I can remember all you have all done for me. Your
every hurt is a scar on my heart, but those are my scars, so give
them to me."
Rolf shook his head, but relented. "Makan is off hunting with the
Uleaut hunters. He's helping our benefactor to earn our share of food
so we're not all put out in the elements to freeze to death when they
tire of providing for us. Sagira snapped a leg and an arm. Nishan
wrenched a knee and took a nasty blow to the head. He can hardly
take more than a dozen steps without feeling his stomach heave, but
he insists on doing it anyway because he’s a stubborn Rumani.
Bedros is no better off than when you last saw him, but his wounds
were already so grievous from the battle on the Great Stairs of
Aetheline that I cannot believe he isn't dead. He holds on for you if
nothing else. Other than Bedros, whose life swings in the balance
even now, they will survive. The winds and snows cushioned our fall
enough that we were not all crushed to death in the Flier. It is a
miracle, that."
"Sagira hardly leaves Makan's side when he's not hunting, and he's
rather solicitous of her. He has the tenderness of a father and the
eyes of a lover when he is near her. Nishan practices daily to regain
his balance and strength, but his head bothers him. He helps Sagira
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tend to Bedros. They moved him to another shelter a Dee or two
back, because he slept with such discomfort that he kept us all
awake. Even the medicines they give him with bring him no relief, yet
they worked for us. Our Flier is a total wreck; it'll never take to the air
again, yet we need to return somehow. I worry that Makan pushes
himself too hard for us even though he is not completely well himself.
It is his way to make no mention of pains that would have us all
crying or complaining at least. I didn't know how your wounds were
or if you'd ever wake up..." Rolf trailed off, having rambled on to spill
his mind of all of his immediate thoughts.
"And you?" Anthea asked softly, yet the wind did not steal her
words from Rolf's ears.
"I will live, Anthea. My wounds are fairly minor but I have begged off
to stay here instead of going with them on the hunt until you were
awake. I have promises to keep to my Gods and to you. They won't
let me die yet because I have so much to do." He smiled bitterly.
"Now let us go back inside, for I see our benefactor coming with what
seems to be more supplies to light up our humble dwelling."
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CHAPTER 42
I once encountered a rumor that the Uleaut people are in fact an
offshoot tribe or clan of the Mueran folk. Physically, I suppose they
have many similar features. Both races are stout and short, with
browned skin, dark hair, and dark eyes. This isn't much of a case for
such things though, since a similar argument could be made about
some Aynglicans resembling Rumani or Kerathi.
Where they are truly similar, is their ingenious temerity. They can
prosper in environments that none of us could live in, or at least not
many of us. And if Uleauts live in larger gatherings than Muerans,
both peoples are still fiercely interdependent on each other for
survival. Each race embraces death as a reality of their environment.
To either people, Nelius is hardly a stranger. He might knock on their
door at any time and take them away. So whether it is a family
gathering of Mueran boats skillfully plying the waters or a hunting
group of Uleauts stalking prey across the ice fields, these two people
certainly have some shared cultural mores and mindsets if not
common heritage many Hectoyarres ago.
I would greatly like to study this connection more, but the Uleaut
people rarely come this far north. They also speak only rudimentary
Lower Elegian if at all, and they keep no written records. Their verbal
traditions are passed down only in their native tongue, which I would
not easily have a chance to learn. So, my studies in this matter are
all but impossible. Yet there are more mysteries to the Mueran folk
that are more easily examined...
- Excerpt from Alistair’s ‘Of the Ocean People’
th

 Fyvesdee, the 5 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
Tuari entered the Apuyyaq shelter shortly after they had gone back
inside. He brought with him a large bundle of something that smelled
a lot like tallow to Anthea. It was just another unpleasant smell to add
to the collection that already seemed to suffuse the environment, and
she figured she could bear anything for a little light if it could stop her
head from spinning and her guts from clenching up. Now more than
any time she could remember, she was thankful for her mixed
heritage, as it allowed her greater exposure to the dark without as
strong of side effects as a full Aurean. Or at least that's what she'd
thought before being attacked in Norsjalde by some of her own kind
who didn't seem to mind the dark at all.
When Tuari had finally managed to light the greasy fire in a small
pot that hung suspended from the ceiling in the middle of the shelter,
Anthea was able to get a good look at him. She had thought perhaps
that it was merely a trick of her eyes and the way shadows played off
each other, but in the light she saw that Tuari really was as small as
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she thought. Being the first Uleaut she had ever gotten a chance to
look at up close, she wasn't sure what to think about him.
Anthea's mixed blood was from two tall races. The Kerathi were
taller on average than even the Aureans, and the Aureans were as
tall as or taller than all the other lowland races even if they didn't
have the body mass the lowlanders did. Anthea was pushing steadily
toward two Mayters tall, growing each Munth still, although slightly.
She figured she'd be just shy of two Mayters when she stopped
growing in another Yarre or two. Yet this Uleaut was so much
smaller than her, even as slight of form as she was.
He stood a good head shorter than her, perhaps coming up to her
collarbones. Surely he was a boy, but were they really so short? She
considered her companions. She was already taller than Makan, and
he was a full-grown man. He definitely outweighed her though
because he was so sturdily built. Sagira and she were of a like height
already, but also had a lot more muscle mass than she did. Nishan
and Rolf still stood taller than her, though she knew she may one
Dee stand over Nishan. Bedros, of course, towered over all of them
without any competition. Next to all of them, Tuari looked like a child.
She grinned upon seeing the Uleaut curl up into a sort of ball as he
pulled his knees to his chest and wrapped his arms around them. He
averted his eyes when he saw her looking at him. She examined his
dark eyes set within flat features on a round face framed with his
dark hair and the furs of some indiscernible arctic animal. Anthea
glanced at Rolf when she was finished studying the boy’s interesting
features; he simply shrugged.
"Usually he talks and talks. I can't get him to be quiet." Rolf
commented boredly.
"What's your name?" Anthea asked the Uleaut, offering a warm and
reassuring smile.
The boy seemed to consider her words for a long moment, and
more than once his mouth looked as if it was about to form words
before he finally answered, "Tuari."
"Tuari. I've never heard that name before. Does it have a
meaning?"
"Winged-one." He answered quietly, aware of his name’s reference
to Aaren and therefore his Afieldsight. Then, as if he'd been sitting on
the words for Dees and just now had a chance to speak them, he
blurted out, "Anthea is a pretty name. I like to say it to myself. I have
wondered what it means. I think maybe it means beautiful,
breathtaking, or divine."
Rolf lifted an eyebrow and gave Anthea a significant look. Up to this
point, he'd thought the boy just doted on Anthea because she was
the last of them to wake. Her fragile appearance also inspired
protectiveness and caring. Sure, the boy had spoken of visions of
her and all that, but how was Rolf to imagine what a savage would
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consider visions. If he stared at fields of ice every Dee he was sure
he'd have visions too.
Anthea stammered for a moment, blushing. "Umm. Actually it
means flower in my father's tongue."
"Flower? I have seen few of those, other than the Bosoms of
Yenis."
"Bosoms?" Rolf repeated.
"They're a bulbous flower the color of milk. Each is the size of a
man's head and filled with a blessed drink provided for us by our
Mother Goddess Yenis.” He clapped his palms together with his
elbows pointed outward from his center. “Each of you has tasted it,
as it has great restorative powers as well as nutrients for the young."
"I should like to see them, as flowers are of great interest to me. I've
lost all of mine."
"You had flowers with you?" Tuari asked.
"I carry them with me, yes. They're very dear to me, but they were
all burned."
"Burned?" Tuari asked, repeating that word as if it was a foreign
concept in such a cold place even if he sat before a small fire of
animal fats and oils.
Anthea looked at Rolf, who shrugged once more. She thought for a
moment and decided that anyone who might wish to find them or
track them down because of what she shared with this boy was far,
far away. "My flowers were burned in an attack upon our group. We
were attacked near a city of my people. Bedros, the large one among
us was badly hurt and we had to flee in the machine that lies in a
wreck outside your village. A storm threw us far to the south, and we
landed here."
"Bedros is the beast man then. My people are frightened of him, yet
I find that he has a peaceful spirit despite his wounds. His wounds
disturb his spirit, and there is little rest for him. We have tried to ply
him with our medicines, but they do little good. His body rejects our
cures, yet he continues to live despite having grievous wounds."
Tuari remarked, having found his tongue now. All hints of shyness
had melted away.
"Bedros is a kind soul. He would do anything to protect us, and
that's how he was wounded so badly. If I only had my flowers, I could
help him." She lamented.
"You are a healer then? You would concoct something to cure
him?"
"I am a healer of sorts, I suppose."
"Then you would be well-received among my people, for we have
but one healer. To have two in one camp is fortuitous."
"I'm afraid my cures require flowers, Tuari. I don't think there are
many near here, so I would be useless."
"But you could still work small healings?"
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"No. My healing is rather specific to what materials I have. I need
flowers and plants."
Tuari tilted his head then, trying to fit what she was saying into what
he knew of healing. "I think perhaps your foreign healing ways are far
different from ours. I cannot understand all of what you say."
"Yet your Lower Elegian is good." Anthea offered.
Tuari assumed an exaggerated look of puzzlement. "What is that?"
"The language you speak." Rolf answered.
"Oh. I didn't know the name of this tongue. I simply knew it the Dee
I rescued you."
"You just knew it? You were never trained?" Anthea asked in
wonderment.
Tuari nodded. "A gift from Yenis for me, that I might aid you as she
showed me how."
"She showed you how to rescue us and how to speak our
language?"
"I woke to visions of your craft and a need to go to you. When I
went there, I found a dozen Nanuq waiting for me. I thought it would
be the end of me, as they find my people rather easy prey when
there is but one of us. Yet they did not attack me. Never had I seen
such a big gathering of them before, and they were content to let me
approach the craft they watched."
Anthea frowned, trying to place the word Tuari had used. "What are
Nanuq?"
"Bears." Rolf answered, refreshing Anthea's memory.
"Oh, yes. I forgot."
Tuari grinned toothily. His crooked teeth were used and ground
down, but they were not yet his adult teeth. "The Nanuq helped bring
your craft here. I tied the dozen of them to the golden skycraft as my
visions showed me, and they pulled it here."
"You had bears haul the Flier here? I thought they were
dangerous?"
"They are, but they were sent from Yenis to accomplish this task,
and I had faith. They did not harm me, so I could not let my people
harm them either after they'd finished their task."
"And when did you know our language then?"
"When I was at the crash, I climbed up into the vessel to see what
was inside. Well, I fell inside actually. I found you, Anthea," Tuari
breathed out her name in a clearly enjoyable manner and paused
before continuing, "the beast man Bedros, and the hairy-faced one.
The hairy-faced one spoke of the need to help you. I found that I
could reply in your speak."
"Hairy-faced one." Anthea repeated, chuckling lightly, which that
brought a twinge of pain to her side.
"He seems to remember someone's name, even if he can't recall
mine." Rolf said with a sly grin and a wink.
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Anthea offered Rolf a frown before turning back to Tuari, who
watched their exchange with curiosity. "I must thank you for saving
us then."
"When doing a Goddess' will, no thanks are to be expected, and
you have already paid me back beyond what I can repay you."
Anthea bit her lip as she tried to think of what she might have done
to pay the boy back while she slept. Any number of things could
have happened, and try as she might she couldn’t help but be
worried that unpleasant might have happened. It was easy to be
suspicious even of strangers who seemed to mean well. "I have?"
"You have returned my sight to me." He answered.
"You were blind?"
"Before I saw you, I had lost colors, as do all my people by my age.
Yet now I can still see colors, though never so strongly as when I
look at you. Other things have just mild halos of color, while you are
filled with it. I can see every pigment of your skin, hair, and eyes."
Tuari answered, staring at her in a way that made her blush the way
she did when Nishan looked at her.
"I don't know what to say. I didn't know you were colorblind, nor did
I know that I had restored colors to your vision. Perhaps it was not I,
but rather Yenis who did it, because I don't know how to do that."
"Yenis gave me the gift of your tongue and supplied the Nanuq to
draw you back here, and she will assuredly provide for my people as
we provide for you, but it was you who gave you my sight."
"How can you know that? I did nothing." Anthea insisted.
"You were the reason. Sometimes a person needs only to see
something to know all that it is." Tuari replied solemnly.
It was Anthea's turn to exchange significant looks with Rolf. This
young boy, and she was sure it was a boy now, was saying things
that grown men might not even have the wisdom or mindset to say.
Even the way he said certain things belied an understanding greater
than his age. Clearly he was more than met the eye. "I don't know
what to say."
"Neither do I." Rolf added, scratching thoughtfully at his beard. With
every new thing he learned about their coming to this place, he was
more convinced that there were powers beyond them plucking at the
strings of fate, and that was dangerous for mere mortals.
"Then say nothing." Tuari replied. "Just let me show you around the
camp. I'm sure you want to see the others of your group."
"That sounds good, but if we might, I'd like to rest a bit and eat."
Anthea said wearily. "All this talk is exhausting, and I feel like I've not
eaten in a Wayke."
"That’s because you almost haven't eaten in a Wayke. It's
Fyvesdee and all you've had is broths, some fortified blood drink,
and what I figure was Yenis' Milk from those bosom flowers."
Anthea grimaced. "Blood?"
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"Yes, blood. They can't waste anything here, so they keep even the
blood of the animals they kill. It seems to be a rather hearty food, full
of energy."
Anthea felt her stomach threaten to heave as she imagined drinking
the blood of a recently killed bear or other animal. "That sounds
awful."
"It's not bad." Rolf shrugged. "Kerathi drink blood of their kills
sometimes though. It's said to garner the favor of Comrain and
Rishalt, honoring the beast you have slain."
"I suppose if it's that or dying, I'll drink it, but I'd like something else
if possible."
"I will fetch something then. You stay here and rest.” Tuari
suggested. “After you have eaten, we will go to visit Bedros."
Anthea nodded in agreement, which was all the urging Tuari
needed to hurry out of the shelter, leaving through the hide flap over
the entryway with impressive speed.
"He's awfully squirrelly todee." Rolf said. "Watching him is tiring. He
has so much energy."
"I wouldn't know how he usually acts. This is the first I've met him."
"I told you he talks a lot. He seems rather taken with you though."
"Jealous?" Anthea asked.
Rolf grunted. "Hardly, I like women with meat on their bones, and
right now that's all you are: bones."
"My heart has been wounded by a callous man." Anthea said with a
shallow sigh. "Perhaps I'll ask Tuari to kill you for me."
Rolf smiled slightly at the poor attempt at humor. "He'd probably try,
too. He's got the makings of obsession in his eyes. It reminds me of
the way Nishan looks at you."
"No, Nishan is different. This boy looks at me with devotion. Nishan
looks at me in a much more animalistic way. I haven't decided if he's
looking at me like a wolf does a man, or if it's the other way around."
"You think Nishan is scared of you?"
"I think Nishan is a man who is struggling to understand his own
nature, and I came along and hurried the process along. So, on one
hand I think he's thankful, and on the other I think he's afraid or even
resentful of me for doing so."
"It’s quite a strange family you're building here, Anthea." Rolf
commented.
Anthea couldn't help but agree. Truer words had never been said,
at least not that Dee. "Yes, quite."

Nishan felt her heartbeat growing closer as she approached. He'd
felt her consciousness for some time, but he had resisted going to
her. Part of that was because he didn't want to run to anyone, let
alone a girl, and part was because he wanted to see how long it
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would be before she came to speak to him. He wanted to gauge her
need for him. And, he supposed it helped that it pained him to move
about, so going to her was much more difficult than her coming to
him. Yet the way her heartbeat jumped now and then, he figured she
was also in moderate pain when she moved around.
He glanced over at his companions – one sleeping the sleep of the
sorely wounded and the other resting her eyes out of pure weariness
caused by a body exerting itself as it underwent repairs. Bedros, the
former, had not had a lucid moment since his wounding on the Great
Stairs of Aetheline, and as far as Nishan was concerned, he never
would again. His wounding was beyond a body’s ability to repair
without some outside influence, and even then it seemed like only a
divine act might heal him. Sagira, on the other hand, was recovering
from some broken bones, and was all the more attractive to his
predatory senses for being vulnerable because of it. Oh, she still put
out that undefeatable air, but he knew as well as she did that it was
just an act at this point. She had Makan though, and only he was
allowed to touch her and help her.
Still, it surprised him how eager he was to see the one for whom his
heart now beat. His brownish-gold eyes narrowed in anticipation of
the shelter's hide flap opening to admit her, and he felt his pulse
quicken.
"Sagira." He said loudly enough to wake his companion.
"What?" She demanded grumpily, opening her eyes from a halfslumber she didn't seem to want to admit she felt.
"Anthea is coming. Be wakeful to greet her."
"Anthea?"
"Yes."
"How could you know?" Sagira asked suspiciously.
"Believe me, just this once, if never again. She approaches right
now."
No sooner had he finished speaking than did the entryway lift aside
to admit the brilliant light of the world outside and three figures.
Nishan knew them from smell and their heartbeats if not simple sight
of them. Rolf and the Uleaut boy had been pampering Anthea since
the crash, so it was no surprise that they accompanied her now as
she came to see Bedros.
Anthea was as breathtaking as ever. Her sheer vibrancy lit up the
room and energized the air about her with a sort of electricity that
caused Nishan to inhale deeply to drink of its potency. A shame she
was not in the full depth of womanhood, he decided, for she would
make an intoxicating woman. Still, she was like a breath of fresh air,
and she seemed cleaner than the lot of them, as if mere exposure to
sun was enough to scrub her clean.
He caught her violet eyes with his own golden brown ones as she
looked around the simple shelter. Their eyes caught for a long
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moment, terminating with a nod and a smile. It was her way of saying
hello and thank you for getting her this far; he knew that much
without needing words.
"Anthea." He said, ignoring the others in the room. They simply
didn't hold the significance to him that she did, and they never would.
She clasped her hands together nervously in front of her to keep
them from fidgeting as she was wont to do under his gaze. "Nishan, I
had heard you were injured. It lightens my heart to see you up and
about."
"I fear that I am more durable than you. It was you who woke Dees
after me." He replied, trying to dismiss her fears.
"Perhaps she needed a rest more than you." Sagira suggested.
"These last few Waykes have not been easy on her."
"No harder on me than any of you, and I am worse for wear for it,
Sagira. Even in the dim light I can see how your wounds pain you.
Would that I could do something for you, but I am without flowers to
use for healing."
Sagira shook her head. "Worry not about me, Anthea. I will recover,
as I have from worse than this. Bedros is a more worrisome case."
Anthea took the other woman's cue to look to Bedros, who lay on a
crude pile of furs and hides against the wall of the shelter. A smoky
censer of burning animal fat lit the room, and the dim light did not
favor Bedros with any better of an appearance than full light would
have. His horns were charred stumps, and his face and chest were
still a ruined mess of scar tissue. His hands were curled into fists
against the pain he felt, and they were unable to relax because the
pain never ceased. Even his jaws were anchored shut against the
ceaseless agony.
Her heart skipped a beat as sorrow flooded in. To see her guardian
and companion of so many Yarres reduced to this shivering mass of
pain and affliction burned at her very soul. Part of her cried out to
see his suffering end, but the rest of her yearned to cast herself upon
his restless form and weep. But these urges sickened her, and she
willed herself to be strong for his sake, for he needed not her tears
but her help. If her help were something she could not give, then
vengeance against those who would bring such grievous hurts upon
him would have to suffice.
The others seemed to sense her sorrow, and said nothing, but it
was Tuari who reached forward to grasp her arm reassuringly. She
didn't even look to see whose hand it was. She just accepted it as a
gesture of comfort from one who cared about her. After all, people
who cared about her surrounded her. It was also a hand that did not
restrain her when she moved to kneel beside her friend's prone form.
"Bedros, you have done more than any could ask of you." She
whispered, grasping one of his tightened fists with both of her hands.
"Do not stay in this world any longer for me. I release you of any
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duties my father or I have put you to. Let Nelius take you, if it is your
desire. I, we, will go on without you. You have done your part
admirably."
Nishan held his breath, surprised at the generosity of her spirit. It is
easy for someone to selfishly demand that a friend stay with him or
her forever, but hard to let them go when it is more pain for them to
stay. He glanced to Sagira, then at Rolf, and Tuari. They, too, were
in similar states of surprise and silence. They knew they were
witnessing something terribly private, yet they could not bring
themselves to leave, lest they be required to support Anthea. They
could not leave her side any more than they could tear off one of
their limbs.
"You needn't stay anymore, Bedros. Don't put yourself through this
for anyone, least of all me. Embrace your end as the Gods and
nature intend. Your service is ended." Anthea said, her voice
cracking as she choked out the last few words.
Then, to her surprise, Bedros lifted his arm away from her hands
and painfully gestured to her a series of symbols, albeit slowly and
clumsily. His eyes never opened and his facial expression never
altered as he did so. She sat there in stunned silence as he settled
back into stillness and the unconsciousness that accompanied it.
"What did he say?" Rolf asked, aware that there had been some
sort of meaning to the Ox-Man's movements.
"He said that one comes for him." Anthea answered.
"One comes for him? What does that mean?" Rolf wondered aloud.
Anthea shook her head. "I don't know. Perhaps he spoke of his own
end."
"But Ox-Men don't believe in Nelius, do they? They don't worship
our Gods." Sagira said.
"Then I don't know what he meant. Perhaps it was nonsense
caused by delirium from his pain." Anthea replied.
"I think the world is full of wonders, and we have at least one more
to see as far as this beast man is concerned." Tuari announced,
staring at the injured Ox-Man.
"When the world is finished with wonders, may I not be alive, for
that will be a sad Dee for all creatures under the sun and moon."
Nishan announced.
None voiced any arguments, for all believed his words. Instead they
enjoyed a quiet fellowship that arose as a result of each other’s
presences. It was the closest thing they'd had to their entire party
awake and accounted for since before the crash. Tuari felt the bond
between them, and was envious of their closeness to Anthea. They
just wanted to bask in Anthea's presence, for she was the sun for
them on a very cloudy Dee.
There were no words of accusation or discussions of how to get
back 'home,' wherever that might be. When they spoke it was of
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simple things, the sort of things that lightened the heart and brought
them closer together, as if nothing had happened. Yet over all of it
lay the weight of the duties ahead of them and the responsibilities of
vengeance that could never be forgotten because those things had
become a part of all of them.
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CHAPTER 43
The abundance of life upon the ice fields is not immediately
discernable. It takes Yarres of looking, watching, and understanding
to see how everything survives in this harsh land. The wonders of life
never cease to amaze, for we are more outside of the loop of nature
than any other creature. Yet we do our best to find our own niche
within nature, and I think we have done as well as possible.
When we despair of the things we must face and the hardships we
must endure to be part of this land, we must not forget the horrors
we fled to come here. The pain and suffering are worth the peace of
heart and mind. May our world ever remain as simple and as difficult
as it is todee, for that is what shapes us as a people...
- Excerpt from Ezhno’s ‘The World is Still Blue’
th

 Sechsdee, the 6 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
Makan trudged along the seemingly never-ending fields of white
behind a group of six hunters, fields that seemed strikingly like the
waves upon the Outer Seas when he thought about it, only much
brighter.
Six was apparently their standard number for a hunting party, and
he was just a baggage handler and trainee, so he didn't count toward
their regular sum. The meaning of the six members had not been
adequately explained to him as anything other than tradition, but he
figured there was a reason for it. Perhaps it was a specific fraction of
able-bodied hunters in their entire camp, or maybe that was how
many men and women - women accompanied just like any man
would - it took to take down a bear safely and still be able to carry
the spoils home. People in survival settings rarely did anything
without some logic or reason to it, because it was a waste of effort
better put to surviving.
So if they did not tell him the reason for their hunting party size or if
they did not speak to him because they expected him to learn by
watching, that was fine by Makan. His pride would not blind him to
their implicit instructions, and he could respect his betters and pay
his dues as if he were a child or adolescent. What he did know was
that these men were skilled with their saw-edged spears, particularly
the one named Chogan, who was their party leader.
Chogan was a respected hunter, perhaps the most respected
among the entire camp. The only one listened to before him was
Nantai, and that was more a testament to his elderly stature in a land
where few lived to, let alone past, thirty Yarres of age. Yet his own
status as an elder of the community for being of a like age with
Nantai was muted by the fact that he was not only a foreigner, but
also blind to their ways. So, Makan ended up having a status
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somewhere above the few dogs, called Tireganierk in the local
tongue, the hunting camp kept as beasts of burden, and somewhere
below the youngest members of the camp judged old enough to
begin accompanying their elders on hunting parties.
For four Dees now, nearly half a Wayke, Makan had been
accompanying this same group on their sorties. He had first
expressed interest in helping to provide for himself and his
companions on the last Dee of the Munth of Frost. That was the Dee
he learned that Tuari, the young boy who had miraculously rescued
them, had promised to pick up the slack and provide for the six of
them. Stranger in a strange land or not, he was not about to let a boy
almost a quarter his age struggle all Dee to hunt for them. He had
appealed to Tuari to let him accompany a hunting party to help
provide, that he might learn how to safely hunt in these lands so that
he could train his fellows to do the same when they were in better
health. Tuari had refused at first because he claimed it to be his task,
but he had finally relented and he had spoken with the one named
Nantai to seek his opinion.
The result of that meeting and a couple Dees of deliberation
between the hunters, Tuari, and Nantai, had been that Makan was
be outfitted in spare clothes and snowshoes so that he might go with
a hunting party. Chogan, being the camp's most productive hunter,
had requested that Makan be given unto his group for training. After
all, who better for a new person to learn from?
Makan had known from the moment he'd set eyes on the man that
he would be a harsh teacher. Muerans were not strangers to
hardship, and he knew he could endure anything the man threw at
him. It was better that it was he was getting the heavy-handed
instruction of this man instead of Rolf, because Rolf would probably
try to kill the man. However such an attempt ended, it would be bad
for all parties. So, Makan decided to struggle through anything the
man made him do.
From the first Dee, with nary a word between them, the party had
trekked many Kilomes out into the ice fields, ranging far and wide to
find rare arctic foxes (Tireganierk) and snow hares (Ukalliq), the
extremely rare wolves (Amarok) and elk (Tuktu), or their favorite and
also the most plentiful animal: seals (Ugruk). They’d been making
him learn the words for animals with pictures or shapes they made in
the snow or sounds and gestures they made to describe the animal
and match it to its name. His head spun just to think of the names for
them, each assembled from throaty syllables that sounded half like
Bedros’ grunting discussions with Anthea.
Seals were, from what Makan understood, the perfect food for
Uleauts. The mixture of small bones and organs in the animals that
could be used in any number of ingenious ways, combined with the
fair balance of fat and meat within, made them a well-rounded food
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and material source. Nothing was wasted, not the skins, sinews, or
even the blood. Everything was used one way or another, and the
little they could not use became dog food. They were very careful not
to leave anything out at the camp for bears to find, lest they draw
their greatest competition and most deadly foe into their own homes.
Now Makan was a well-fit man, a veteran of many Yarres on the
seas, with muscles hardened and reflexes sharpened from the
various labors the life of a seaman entitled. Yet shuffling across ice
fields, climbing up and down slippery ridges that formed of reasons
and from methods beyond his understanding, and hauling a sled of
frozen seals those many Kilomes exhausted him in ways he'd not felt
since he was a boy. The muscles required in these tasks, especially
in the legs and hips, were not ones he typically used to this extent.
He also had a sinking suspicion from the weary looks on some of the
other hunters' faces that Chogan was going out of his way to push
the group just for his sake.
Perhaps Chogan suspected that Makan was just making a grand
gesture, and he wanted to shake sense into him by explaining
through demonstration that the ways of the Uleaut people were not
for outsiders. Maybe he expected him to not go the second Dee, but
if he thought so, he was wrong. Makan had been waiting for him that
second Dee, sore legs or not. Yet for his dedication, he was treated
to a second and third Dee of even harsher exercise.
He might not have gotten up that fourth Dee, so weary of body was
he that he could barely lift his legs, but Tuari had slipped him a
draught of Yenis' Milk the night before, and he found upon waking
that his energy was much restored. Chogan had started at a lighter
pace that morning, owing partially to their good hunts on the previous
three Dees. That meant that the need for food was not as great, so
they could be choosier about their prey todee. Or at least that was
what Makan deduced when they passed a particularly thick herd of
seals by.
They roamed along the ice shelves that bordered the sea, the first
stretch of water in its unfrozen state that he'd seen since before the
crash. There, more than anywhere, the hunters took care in their
passage, probing the ground with every step and moving only in
places where the ones before them had safely crossed. The ground
was treacherous, and more than once they had to backtrack to work
their way around a particularly wide crevice that would have
swallowed them all whole without any difficulties.
Despite curiosity about what they sought, he had no way to
communicate with the men other than gestures, which could only
communicate simple concepts or needs and that method also
required them to be stopped for him to initiate a gesture
conversation. That they came so close to the sea seemed to indicate
they were going after aquatic life or something that preyed on
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aquatic life. He began to feel a growing knot of dread. He wasn't sure
what he'd do if they were going to hunt whales. He mouthed a quick
prayer to Fallu that it was not so, and touched the crown of his
hooded head with his gloved hand.
It took them over half an Ouer, but eventually they worked their way
down to the seaside, where the ice often shifted colors from a dirty
grey to an almost black color where it was very thin. Chogan pointed
this out to Makan in one of his rare lessons, which consisted of him
tapping the thin ice with the tip of his spear and then pointing to his
foot while shaking his head. Makan simply nodded in understanding.
Chogan, his warning said, made no other effort to dissuade Makan
from stepping onto the ice. Should Makan be foolish enough to do so
after such a warning, it would not be on his conscience should he
die.
They wandered for half a Kilome along the water's edge,
occasionally stopping to check the snow and ice along the edge of
the water. The ice was near enough to the water here to do that,
whereas some places the edge of the ice shelf was a dozens or
more Mayters above the water, occasionally stretching upward in a
dizzying sheer face carved by wind and elements into often strange
yet beautiful patterns of pillars and polished curves that changed with
each Dee.
Here, where change was most apparent and the coast was
unpredictable at best, the ice cracked and heaved with audible
creaks. Often the ice made dull rumbles and whining noises
punctuated by loud cracks as the water froze and expanded, forcing
the ice to buckle somewhere as it relieved pressure. Sometimes the
cracks would be as loud as cannon shots, which would reverberate
through the ice and echo along the strange sculptures of ice. The
louder cracks were almost always followed by a thunderous splash
of ice and faces of glacial cliffs tumbling into the sea as the border of
land and water redefined itself once more.
Even amidst the great clamor, fear was not present in the hunters.
Rather, there was electricity between them, exhilaration, as they
grew closer to what they sought amidst the danger that they were
constantly wary of. Then, one of the hunters raised an excited hand
curled into a fist around his spear, but he did not cry out lest he
cause another crashing of the cliffs with his call.
The hunters quickly gathered, looking down into the water near
where the hunter stood. Makan crowded in with the others, eager to
see what had brought them this far. Flashes of silver a Mayter or
more long streaked by in the water, flashing like a coin catching the
sun as it flipped through the air. The hunters patted each other on
the shoulders, congratulating each other on their good fortune.
Then, they each turned to Makan and the closest among them
grabbed for the pack slung across his shoulders. He was more than
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happy to divest himself of the burden, even if it was only temporary.
They dug within the hide pack and brought out six lengths of twisted
sinew cord with a hide loop at each end. One end they put around
their wrist, while the other they tightened around a slight protrusion at
the butt-end of their saw-edged hunting spears. They also traded
their snowshoes for straps of leather they wrapped around their
moccasins. The straps were studded with sharp spikes of precious
steel they must have traded for, or if one was not so fortunate,
studded with stone, wood, or bones.
The first hunter to have found the place, one whose name Makan
took to be Apiatan, was granted the first throw of a spear. He took
this with great honor, and stood with his feet planted firmly and his
spear raised in his hand, tip down toward the frigid waters. With a
grunt, he hurled the spear into the water, and then planted his feet
parallel to the ice's edge to brace himself for a heavy tug if he hit
something and it tried to run. To his chagrin, he had hit nothing. He
carefully drew his spear back in, coiling the cord carefully at his feet
so it wouldn't tangle on his next throw.
Chogan was next. He squared off in a similar manner, but he held
his spear at a different angle, one that Makan realized would
minimize the deflection the spear took as it hit the water's surface. As
he threw and braced himself, there was a strong pull against his line.
Gritting his teeth, he hauled against his line. Two of his fellows slid a
line around his waist and held him from falling in if the struggle
became too great. For better or worse, he was now the midpoint in a
tug of war that started with the fish on the end of his spear and
ended with the two Uleaut hunters pulling against his midsection
from behind him.
Chogan hauled on his line, wrapping each length he pulled in on a
hook at the front of his belt, so that the line could not be taken out
again once brought in. Makan hadn't noticed before, but there
seemed to be slight loops tied every so often along the cord for this
very purpose, each one about an arm's length apart from the next.
The struggle went on for several Mynettes, each one a testament to
the hunter's stamina, though after a few Mynettes, his arms quaked
with the effort of holding against what seemed to be a rather sizeable
fish.
Once the fish was close enough to see flashing about in the dark
water once more, another spear was thrown into it, and then a third.
All six hunters were engaged in fighting the beast now. Three were
hauling it in, while two held on to Chogan with a line, and the last one
held a hooked gaff that looked like it'd be used to help pull the fish
out of the water. Only Makan was left to stand there, though his
hands itched to join in. He didn't want to spoil their efforts by getting
in the way though.
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The struggle finally ended with a series of punctuating grunts,
followed by the last hunter gaffing the silver and gold scaled fish and
hauling it up out of the water. The two hunters who had been holding
onto Chogan released him and grabbed for their own spears, which
they drove straight into the brainpan of the nearly two Mayter long
fish. It jerked violently for a few Saycunds before its nervous twitches
ended, but not before almost unbalancing one of the hunters and
spilling him into the water. The others covered their mouths to stifle
laughter at the hunter who had almost met his end in the freezing
water. He, too, covered his mouth in laughter, surprising Makan at
how easily they could laugh at death, especially one’s own death.
Muerans sometimes had a dark sense of humor, but mostly only in
terms of storms they battled.
Makan leaned in to get a better look at what they'd killed. It clearly
wasn't in the family of whales. It was some sort of large fish, with
scales the size of his palms and eyes the size of the saucers
Aynglicans favored for their teacups. He guessed the thing weighed
near on fifty Kees, and Chogan wasn't much more than seventy
Kees himself. It likely weighed as much or a little more than any
single one of the hunters.
Chogan saw him examining the fish, and said, "Aiviq," as if the
name of the creature explained everything there was to know about
it.
Makan simply nodded and watched as they repeated the process
after tying the first fish to his sled. They had to move further down
the water's edge, since the first catch had scared off most of the fish
in the immediate area. They took turns throwing their spears, with
varying success. Even Chogan missed on his next few throws.
Another of the hunters lost a fish halfway in; his spear came loose
or tore out of the fish's flesh. Thirty Mynettes later though, that
wounded fish surfaced a hundred Mayters out, floating on its side
beyond any of their throwing ranges. It didn't last long though. A dark
shape streaked with white swallowed it whole and took off into the
depths, giving no apologies for stealing their kill. The creature earned
the ire of the hunters, who shook angry fists at it, but Makan
recognized it as an opportunist who would let nothing to go waste.
That was nature's way, and his people were far more reverent of
Orcas anyway, understanding them to be Fallu's children. He
touched the mittened palm of his hand to his head in honor of his
people's God, a gesture that the hunters near him did not
understand. Chogan simply regarded him with distrust and went
back to fishing.
They carried on like this for over an Ouer, catching five of the fish
before the sun had begun to lower enough that they knew they'd
have to leave soon or have to finish their walk home in the dark.
Makan had been given chances to help hold the lead fisherman and
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he'd been allowed to gaff a fish once, but he was not allowed to
throw. This was something that had been apparently noticed and
commented on by the other hunters. There were a number of
glances his way and as close to a heated discussion with Chogan as
he'd ever seen. They'd point his way and then speak in their
complicated series of guttural noises and throat clicks. Chogan finally
relented and commanded one of the hunters to hand Makan his
spear.
The youngest hunter did so willingly, though not without
reservations. Each spear was something handed down by a former
hunter or handcrafted by the owner himself, so the risk to the man's
most prized possession was quite obvious. Should Makan somehow
lose this hunter's spear, the hunter would have to seek out the
perfect whalebone to craft his new spear from, which was not an
enviable task.
Makan took the man's spear in his mittened hands and turned it
over, feeling the weight and balance of the weapon. It had been
perfectly polished and coated with waxes to allow it to slide through
one's hand when it was thrown, but not so much that it would slide
out of one's grasp too easily. As fine as the weapon was, he could
not use it. He felt that he held the life of one of his people's most
revered creatures in his hands, and he could not bear to bring more
death with the weapon. He frowned to think of the whale that would
have to die to replace it.
Doing his best not to offend the man, he handed it back with a
smile. The hunters stared at him in puzzlement; Chogan loosed a
string of syllables that seemed to say, "See? He doesn't want to
hunt." Yet that was not the case. As they stood there standing at him,
all save Chogan who was readying to leave, he unlimbered his
Mueran fish spear.
While the weapons were in the same family, his was a weapon
refined by Yarres of use to fit specific fighting and hunting styles,
outfitted with a series of barbs and hooks that these men found
strange. But, it was as familiar in his hands as a tradesman would
find any of the implements of his trade or a soldier would find a rifle
or a sword. It was an extension of his body, and it was outfitted with
a cord similar to what these men used, even if he normally hunted for
much smaller fish.
Chogan all but scoffed at the outlandish weapon as Makan took his
place beside the water, peering down to see the flashes of fish as
they passed. He gauged their depths and their speeds and waited for
a particularly attractive target to pass. He would not be rushed by
Chogan's impatient shifting of his feet on the crunching snow or the
murmurs of his companions. When the time was right, he hefted his
spear and drove it down into the icy water.
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Immediately he felt a tug of a weight on the end of his spear that
was from more than just the force of his throw and the cord reaching
its end. He grunted and lowered his center of gravity, digging his feet
into the ice. He was almost upended and pulled into the water, but
one of the hunters, he didn't know which, caught the back of his coat
and called for the others to wrap his waist with a cord so they could
hold him.
Makan winced as the fish on the end of the line hauled out to the
end of the cord and tried to run an orbit at the very farthest point it
could reach. The hunters whispered in wonder as the fish did a
semicircle at the end of the line, looped back, and did another one as
if it were parading in front of them all. All of this pulled rather fiercely
at Makan's wrist, elbow, and shoulder, and the padded loop of the
line itself that was wrapped around his forearm dug into his flesh
painfully. Arms straining, he began to haul it in. The fish, sensing
what was happening, turned around and headed straight for him.
The tension eased, and he quickly hauled in line, only to have the
fish dive beneath the ice at his feet and jerk that cord right back out
of his hands, for his line did not have to loops on it that these Uleaut
hunters did, nor did he have the hook on his belt that they did.
Normally the fish were small, or if they were on a boat the speed of
the boat racing across the water would tire the fish out as it fought
against the inevitable. Here that wasn’t happening.
As it dove beneath them, it pulled Makan to his knees as he pulled
against the weight of a fish with a lot more grace and strength in its
element than he had in his. The two hunters behind him groaned
with the effort of holding back Makan from plunging into the icy
waters, and a third seemed to join them. Chogan moved to the front
of the spectacle, a knife in hand. He was ready to cut the line on
Makan's spear, but Makan saw him and shook his head fiercely,
warding the man off. Reluctantly, Chogan backed away. To spite the
man, Makan forced himself back to a standing position and began
hauling in the line once more.
Muscles strengthened through Yarres of living a hard life strained,
tendons and ligaments stretching to their fullest as he hauled against
a creature that struggled just to live. Yet in some respects, Makan
realized as he pulled with all his might, he, too, was struggling to live.
If they could not learn to live in this environment, they would never
have a chance to make their way back north. This was a trial the
Gods had put before them, and he was not about to come up short.
"Marceaupo, deliver your bounty unto us." Makan hissed.
He tugged on his line, taking up a fraction of a Mayter each time,
and as he seemed to grow stronger, the fish seemed to grow
weaker. Its stamina was at an end, and he needed only to end the
fish's last struggle. In what seemed like a Yarre's passage to him, he
drew the fish up from the depths and brought it in close enough for
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the other hunters to spear it. Then, the one who had offered him his
spear gaffed it. The bone hook caught beneath the fish's gill plate
and the whole lot of them hauled it up onto the ice.
Chogan sealed the deal with a spear into the creature's skull as
Makan sank wearily to the ice beside his kill. As Makan lay beside
his kill, he realized how much longer it was than he was. He stood
just under one and three-quarters Mayters tall, while the fish beside
him was two and a half, or the length from head to toe of a small OxMan. Not only that, the thing probably weighed as much as him.
Something in all of that caused him to laugh softly, and laughter
seemed to ease the aching of his back, arms, and legs.
Even such a great kill didn't save him from having to haul the
loaded sled back to camp, even if the others took turns helping since
it was so heavy. They worked in pairs, and pulled at it for the Ouer it
took them to return home with the results of their Dee's labors.

The trip back was tiresome, but the fact that he seemed to have
earned some respect from the other hunters for his impressive catch
– the biggest of the Dee – lightened his steps even if it didn't ease
the soreness of his body. There is something about exhaustion that
makes exertion possible only up until a point where you stop moving,
after which you cannot start again. Like so, upon reaching the camp,
hastily stowing his things in their proper places and retreating to his
designated shelter, he was unable to move again.
Even Anthea's absence from the shelter was not enough to make
him seek her out. He had heard that she had woken up finally
yesterdee, but she had gone back to sleep by the time he had
returned home. Todee, he had hoped to speak to her, but he knew
she needed her sleep, and did not wake her before he left in the
morning. Yet the fact that she was not sleeping upon his returned
meant that if he could stay awake long enough for her to return, likely
from tending to Bedros, he might get to speak with her. So when the
shelter's flap lifted aside to permit someone entry, his heart lifted.
Sagira let herself in, struggling with her splinted leg and arm to slide
in through the low entrance. It was more of a crawling motion than
anything, and that reminded Makan frighteningly of an infant when
Sagira pulled herself through the entryway from the cold womb of the
world outside. He was still regarding her with a strange look when
she finally situated herself on her pile of blankets and furs.
"What?" She demanded, noticing his look upon her.
"It’s nothing, just random thoughts."
"Are they random thoughts about me?" She inquired.
Makan shook his head. "No. They’re just strange ideas in my weary
mind."
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Sagira grinned and slid carefully over to his side, keeping her leg
out to the side stiffly. She tugged some of his furs away from him, so
that she might slip beneath with him.
"Others might see." Makan commented.
"Are you shy now?" Sagira asked him, leaning close enough that he
could not look away from her eyes.
"No, I’m just being respectful about having to share a shelter with
others." He replied softly.
"They know I'm hurt, what could we possibly do anyway? It simply
wouldn't be worth it with a couple broken limbs."
"I imagine not." Makan admitted.
They sat shoulder to shoulder for a few Mynettes, listening to the
sounds of the wind outside that obscured the voices of the camps’
folk going about harvesting the Dee's catch for usable parts, and the
anxious yips of dogs who wanted scraps. Occasionally, they could
also hear the hiss of the animal fat burning in the smoky censer in
the center of the room, but mostly they just listened to each other's
breathing – each person's a bit faster than normal.
"They were speaking of you. Tuari said that you impressed a few of
them todee."
Makan sighed. "But not Chogan I imagine."
"He's tough?"
"The toughest around here, but they're a hard people. I think I'll
have to save his life somehow to get him to begrudgingly offer me a
little respect, and then he’ll probably expect me to do it as a duty
anyway."
"Keep at it. It's not even been a Wayke yet. Your persistence will
show your true character." Sagira urged him, slipping her good arm
around his back.
"Yet they seem to respect results more than character, as if good
results come as a result of good character."
"Don't they? What good is good character if it's not put to use? Is it
even good character if it's not being used?"
"You have a point." Makan admitted.
"Women usually do." She gloated playfully, her face splitting with a
broad smile.
"Don't tell Rolf that."
Sagira thought for a moment, considering herself before posing her
question to Makan. "Do you think he's still taken with Anthea?"
"I'm not sure. His heart is heavy with his duties, and boys' hearts
are often fickle anyway. I think he's confused by the devotion he
feels to her and her task. When that is at an end, he will see what he
still has left for her, and it may very well be affection or it could be
nothing at all."
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"What of us then? What will we have when this is all over? Will it
prove that it was just the feelings of companionship between us, or is
what we have more than that?"
"We're two different people from two different peoples, Sagira. Now
is really not the time, no matter what I may feel."
"Would you have me wait until our tasks are at an end? Would you
rather one of us might not live through all of what lies ahead so that
the other can live and wonder what might have been?"
"No, I just don't want what's between us to be clouded by our task."
"So what if it is?"
"I just want something truer than that." He insisted.
"You're being idealistic and matters of the heart are rarely ideal."
Sagira accused him, her words tainted with the bitterness she was
feeling at being rejected, even if it was for an arguably good reason.
"I'm sorry." Makan replied, unable to meet her eyes and see the
hurt he'd put in them. "It's just that when I do come for you, know that
it'll be in earnest. I don't want to offer you anything less than the
truth. You deserve more than that."
Sagira reached beneath the furs and grasped his hand firmly. That
gesture was simpler and more honest than any words she could say.
They were still like that, though half asleep when Anthea returned.
She came alone, without Tuari, Rolf, or Nishan. Makan looked a bit
guilty at being caught as they were, but the look in Sagira's eyes was
infinitely more pleased, as if Anthea's witness of the moment made it
concrete.
"Makan!" Anthea cried, walking on her knees under the low ceiling
to come to his side, opposite of Sagira.
"Dear One." He replied, reaching out his free hand to slip around
her as she hugged him as strongly as her painful ribs would allow. "I
wanted to speak to you yesterdee."
"I wish you had, but I suppose I was asleep, so I must thank you for
not waking me from much-needed rest. Although, I'd not have
minded if you had woken me up. You're worth it."
Sagira clicked her tongue and shook her head. "He's too thoughtful.
He needs to be greedier sometimes. I told him he should have just
woken you up anyway, since you could have just gone back to sleep
anyway." She said, as if Makan was not beside her.
"See? You should listen to her." Anthea commanded mirthfully as
she disentangled herself from Makan and his mess of furs to speak
with him.
"So I'm being chastised for being considerate? How interesting.
Perhaps I'll start taking lessons in behavior from Rolf."
Anthea laughed, and then clutched her side with a wince. "Please
don't."
"Don't make you laugh or don't act like Rolf?" Makan asked.
"Both." Sagira answered for her, nudging Makan in the ribs.
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"Alright, I won't take after our Kerathi friend, but what would you
have me do otherwise, Anthea? I'm trying to learn their ways so that I
might instruct Nishan and Rolf. I figure we need to eat while we
figure out a way to get back north."
"I honestly have not thought about it yet." Anthea admitted. "I
haven't even gone into the Flier yet, though I suppose I shall
nextdee. I need to see what remains of our supplies. Maybe there
are enough parts left that we can make some sort of boat out of them
too."
"They use boats here, from what I understand, but they're not built
for sea crossings. Still, seeing how they're made might help you
determine how to build something bigger and better." Makan
suggested.
"I'll ask Tuari. Maybe he can show me their boats." Anthea replied.
"I keep thinking, and I don't mean to put this all on you, Anthea, but
I keep thinking that we're going to have a hard time getting out of
here without your enchantments."
"My enchantments need flowers. I haven't seen any laying around,
have you?" She put on a fake smile.
He shook his head. "No, but they must eat some sort of plants and
vegetables. They can't eat fish and seals everydee can they?"
"There's always hare, fox, and the occasional bear, too." Sagira
interjected.
"I suppose I'll have to think upon how to deal with that as well then.”
Anthea said thoughtfully. “I need some way to get plants, or,
preferably, to grow them. Otherwise we might very well be stuck here
waiting for the next boat that happens by, which I doubt is often."
"Sadly, boats have little reason to come this far south, even the
whalers." Makan said.
"How does a Mueran know whalers' hunting grounds?" Sagira
wondered aloud.
Makan glanced at Sagira, and put on a slight grin. "None range
across the Outer Seas like the Mueran folk, and fewer still watch and
attempt to foil the attempts of whalers. We scare off the pods of
whales when we can, so that they cannot be killed. Whalers don't like
us for it, but we hate them for killing the children of Fallu, so it's a fair
trade."
"I see." Sagira replied.
Anthea frowned. "So we may be stuck here with no Flier, no boats
coming by, and worst of all, no flowers. This is not going to be easy."
"When has it been easy before?" Makan asked. "I certainly don't
recall Maethlin, Rummas, or Aetheline being easy, and I understand
Cenalium was difficult for you even before those."
"I get your point, yet that doesn't mean I'll stop hoping for something
easy to come our way." She replied.
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"There's always nextdee. Only Elecin knows what life of ease
awaits for us just beyond the horizon." Makan prophesied.
His serious words sent them all into laughter, followed by less
serious conversation until they all cast off into the sleep of the bonetired. Even Nishan and Rolf returning later did not wake them.
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CHAPTER 44
Our very homes are built on a land that constantly changes;
therefore we must be creatures of change. To be otherwise, is to risk
extinction when the world passes us by. This is most obviously
displayed in the way we must follow the herds of seals, fish, and
other animals we hunt to survive as they move throughout the
Saysuhns. They do not stay in one place, so we do not either.
Life itself is a study in changing situations. Despite our desires to
put down roots and stay in one place, events arise which make such
a thing impossible. Those who struggle too hard against the will of
the world will only find themselves crushed by it without mercy.
Elegia waits for no man, for she has a plan of her own. We can only
hope to influence her into choosing a path that benefits us all…
- Excerpt from Ezhno’s ‘The World is Still Blue’
th

 Sayvensdee, the 7 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
Another Dee brought with it more of the same weather as far as
Rolf was concerned. While he was used to cold weather on the
windswept isle of Maethlin, he could not seem to get used to the way
the sunlight reflected off the snow. With no trees or other
obstructions to the sun, it was as if the world had become a great
mirror that persistently tried to sear his eyes from his head. Makan
and Sagira had it a little easier, since their darker skin absorbed the
sunlight beneath and above their eyes, but his light complexion did
little to help.
So, each Dee he would smear a bit of the greasy ashes from the
shelter’s censer across his cheekbones. Then he’d pull down over
his eyes the hood of the Uleaut coat they’d let the seams out on to fit
a man of his stature. In truth, he suspected they basically just made
a new coat out of some bedding furs, but he couldn’t distinguish the
smell of unwashed bodies from that of the animal that had
surrendered its life for his warmth.
He was thankful that he was not out hunting as Makan had been
doing yesterdee. Although, Makan and the rest of the hunting crew
he accompanied was in camp too, resting after a full haul the Dee
before. Rest of the Uleaut form basically entitled working when there
were enough light to work by in camp instead of ranging across the
frozen fields, so whether it was truly a rest, Rolf did not know. He
sort of thought of it as a different form of exertion but still work.
Todee, though, he was doubly glad he didn’t have to go out on the
ice fields. The winds had picked up, and they lifted loose ice crystals
and bits of powdery snow to fling at him in such a way that made him
wonder if the elements were conspiring against him. It was a harsh
environment in the Dee or the Night, Rolf decided. Circumstances
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beyond their control had landed them here, and there was nothing
they could do to remedy that just yet. That didn’t mean he couldn’t
wish for a better situation or at least a more hospitable place to
convalesce.
Rolf shivered and hunched his shoulders over against the wind,
wanting to present as small of a surface area to the winds as
possible. Anthea emerged from their shelter moments later, moving
stiffly because of the pains in her side. He saw her wince as she
straightened up, but she tried to hide it from him. He sighed, because
he’d told her this could wait until she was in better shape, but she’d
insisted on this sortie. At least they hadn’t far to walk, as the Flier
was just outside of the encampment.
“Are you ready?” He asked her as she came to stand beside him,
squinting against the lightness of the Dee as he was.
She nodded. “Yes. We need to see what we have that survived the
crash.”
“Not much.” He said bleakly.
“How do you know?” She demanded irritably.
Rolf gave her his best look of exasperation and began trudging
toward the ruined craft at the far end of camp. “You think we’ve not
yet looked?”
“Maybe you missed something.” She suggested.
“Like what, a flower garden?” He snorted. “I don’t recall having
much to begin with as we fled Aetheline, and I think many of our
supplies were strewn out along with the wreckage that didn’t make it
back to camp.”
“We might have to go there then, too.”
Rolf bit his tongue and didn’t say what he thought, which was that
anything that had survived intact after being thrown from the craft
had probably been scavenged by any number of animals, another
party of the Uleaut, or had been rendered invisible by the elements.
That was supposing Tuari could retrace his steps to the crash too,
which wasn’t a definite by any means.
They halted a few paces away from the mangled mess of alloys
and other building materials, many of which Rolf knew did not exist
outside of Aurean cities, which had been their ride to this place. Their
Flier was in poor shape. Some of the panels on its belly were
missing, the side panels were warped, dented, and rent open in
places, the front view portal was smashed to pieces, and the landing
struts and wings were missing or unrecognizable.
Seeing the once sleek lines of the craft twisted in such a severe
fashion simultaneously made his stomach turn into a knot to think
they’d survived the crash and filled him with wonder that they had
survived. It also made his body ache with remembered pains from
those first few Dees after the crash. Still, Uleaut medicines or not, at
least a few of them shouldn’t have walked away from that landing.
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“You look upon your skycraft. Can it lift into the skies once more?”
A voice called to them from behind, and from the way the winds
muffled it, it seemed to be more distant than it actually was.
Rolf and Anthea glanced over their shoulders at Tuari, who grinned
mischievously.
“No, it’s pretty ruined.” Anthea lamented.
“Completely ruined.” Rolf agreed.
“So what use is there in mourning its destruction? Mightn’t your
efforts be better spent elsewhere?” Tuari asked.
From the way Tuari’s eyes roamed over the Flier, Rolf could tell that
he was glad they were there; it gave the boy’s own curiosity more
legitimacy. Perhaps he was unwilling to explore in the craft without
them, feeling it a violation of privacy. Who knew what an Uleaut boy
might think?
“I’m hoping that my companions missed something of value that we
can use.” Anthea answered.
Tuari’s face screwed up as he tried to visualize what they might pull
out of the craft. He failed, so he resorted to asking instead, “Like
what?”
Anthea shrugged lightly, holding a hand to her sore side as she did
so. “I don’t know. That’s why we’re going to look.”
“Let’s be about it then. I’m freezing my beard off. It’s a shame
Greveth couldn’t warm Yenis’ icy skin up a bit, eh?” Rolf remarked,
grinning as he lifted himself up onto the craft despite the absence of
the entry ramp.
“The Gods aren’t going to change the weather to keep you in
comfort, Rolf.” Anthea chastised, holding out her free hand – the one
that wasn’t clutched to her side – to be lifted up by.
“One can wish.” Rolf replied, lifting her gingerly and bracing her with
an arm around her hips as he placed her gently beside him on the
icy, crumpled, alloy grating of the Flier’s deck.
Tuari stood just outside the Flier and peered in, the deck floor of it
at chest level to him with the way it had settled in the ice and snow.
Then he looked up expectantly at Rolf, unwilling to enter their craft
without their blessing. Rolf stooped down and snatched the boy up
by the wrists to set him down inside the craft.
“Your skycraft is amazing, beyond anything we make here.” Tuari
commented, looking around as if the view from inside was that much
more different from outside.
“Not anymore.” Rolf said dryly, watching Anthea begin to pick
through the junk strewn around.
Tuari let the comment pass unremarked upon as he shuffled with
the smallest of steps over to Anthea’s side. Rolf watched the two of
them then, as they picked through every last piece of junk in the
main cabin.
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Mostly what they dug through was small bits of the craft itself, which
had crumpled and broken off as the fitted pieces had buckled against
each other during the impact. Then, there were random bits of
upholstery, clothing, Guardian armor, pieces of portal glass from the
pilot’s chamber that had made it back that far, and random
equipment that even Rolf couldn’t place. He simply hadn’t paid that
much attention to the interior design when he’d had a chance, and
what he remembered was a set of crash-addled memories.
Most of it had been stirred up once before when he and Makan had
searched for anything serviceable. They’d taken what food and
rations they could from the vessel and some of the clothes the
Aureans had brought with them to wear as they laid in wait for
Anthea outside of Aetheline. What they’d really hoped to find had
been a crystal pod for Anthea, but they’d been unable to find one.
“There’s not much left.” Anthea said with a grunt of dissatisfaction.
“What’d I tell you?”
“I could spend Dees in here just learning about this skycraft.” Tuari
remarked, unmoved by their apparent disinterest in what to him was
very impressive despite its state.
Anthea ignored him and moved into the rear chamber of the Flier,
the stateroom for whoever commanded the vessel or for high priority
passengers being transported within the craft. In the short hall
between the main crew bay and the stateroom, there were several
access panels that would expose the Flier’s inner workings. Many of
them were missing or had swung open and could not be closed
again due to the craft’s deformed state.
She ducked beneath them, and then turned and slid sideways
along the wall to get past the last set of them that barred her from the
stateroom. For Rolf, shouldering past the obstacles was a bit harder
due to his size, but he managed after half crawling along the deck
plates to reach the room after her. There, too, she was optimistically
poking around the detritus to find something of value.
“There’s not much light in here. Can you see?” Rolf asked.
“Well enough, I suppose.” Anthea replied. “I wouldn’t bother Tuari to
go get a lantern or anything either. By the time he returned, we’d
likely be finished in here. Besides, the holes in the hull let in a little
light.”
“What do you hope to find, really?”
“I’m not sure, Rolf. I just know that the Gods wouldn’t have saved
us and let us walk away from that crash and then leave us
unprepared to get home. There’s got to be something here that can
help us, or help Bedros at least.”
“He might be even beyond your help, Anthea.”
“I know, and that idea frightens me so badly that I want to cry.”
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“I want to believe there’s something here for us. I truly do. I just
don’t think it’s going to be easy. This will be another trial, another
obstacle, set before you on your path to your fate’s end.”
“And before your Racheneid can be fulfilled…” She said, looking up
from where she knelt and pawed through papers and other snowdusted junk with her mittened hands. Her violet eyes registered a
sadness that stabbed into his heart.
“There is that, too.” Rolf admitted, and that admission seemed to
bring a sense of unease into the air between them, so they said no
more as she looked.
Tuari wandered in past him, apparently finished with his
explorations further up in the Flier. He began rifling through things
after Anthea, following her trail of disturbances so that he would not
muss things up before she looked at them first. Rolf grunted boredly
and pushed back into the hallway area to look into the open
enclosures that had once hidden the Flier’s inner workings.
What he saw was beyond his understanding. He simply did not
have the mechanical knowledge to understand the small pieces and
the systems of intricately tooled machinery before him. Yet he did
have enough understanding to realize that what he was broken.
Tempting fate and Chaveaoux’s ire, he pulled off his mitten and
poked his hand into the nearest enclosure, stabbing a finger at a
series of colored glass lenses. As quickly as he poked his hand in to
touch the machinery, he jerked his hand back. When nothing
happened, he looked over at where Anthea was still looking for her
needle in its haystack. He smiled and let out a breath he didn’t know
he’d been holding, feeling foolish that he’d even been scared of a
broken Aurean machine.
Abruptly, the lights flickered on in the craft, or at least the ones that
had not broken in the crash did, which was less that a third of them.
The dramatic and unexpected increase in light brought a whoop of
surprise and amazement from Tuari as he jumped up and drew a
bone knife to stab at whatever evils might be about. Anthea rushed
over to Rolf, as fast as someone wearing heavy boots can on a
slippery deck that was titled significantly off level.
“What did you do?” She demanded.
“I just poked at this stuff.” Rolf replied, waving his hand at the open
panel in front of him. He didn’t bother to deny doing anything, since it
was obvious he had.
Anthea peered at what was in front of the both of them, her petite
face leaning in close to read the writing in High Elegian stamped
onto the machined parts. “The batteries are still working.”
“Batteries?”
“They collect the sun’s light and store them to power things like
crystal pods and arc-lances. That is how we keep our cities lighted in
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the night when the moon’s light is not enough; it’s also how this Flier
stays aloft when the sun is not out.”
“What does that mean then?”
“It means that we could tear apart some of this ship and carry it
back to the shelter to use to light things. Or, if this could be insulated
and righted so the floors were not tilted, then we could use this as
our shelter.”
“But we couldn’t fly this again?”
“Aaren’s breath, no.” Anthea answered, blowing into her cupped
hands and then parting them in reverence to the God of Winds and
the Skies. “It’s ruined.”
“Oh.”
Anthea reached in a moved another glass lens, causing the lights to
dim and then go out completely. “Best not to waste the stored light,
because it cannot be replenished easily if the craft is as badly
damaged as it seems.”
Tuari looked at Anthea and released another sound, this one more
of an ooh as if the sun of this small Aurean world had just set at
Anthea’s mere whim. “Your skycraft holds wonders unimaginable.”
“Yet there may be even more wonders that my companions did not
find before. Let’s keep looking.”
“Okay.”
“Wouldn’t it be easier if we put the light back on while we
searched?” Rolf asked. He was feeling a bit put on the spot about
having her say they’d not found everything of value before and then
they’d gone and found that something on the craft still worked. How
was he to know what an Aurean might find in an Aurean craft?
Makan and he had done the best the two of them could have.
“No. Save it.” Anthea commanded.
“I’ll go keep watch for bears or something.” Rolf said, dismissing
himself.
“Nanuq won’t stray near camp without good reason.” Tuari advised
him.
Rolf did not listen. He just wanted to go sit down and let Anthea tire
herself out fiddling with the odd bits of useless junk so they could go
back and get warm. She didn’t even seem to register his departure
from that part of the Flier, not that he was going far from her if she
needed him.
The truth, he forced himself to admit, was that he was still feeling
the sting of her comment earlier about his Racheneid promise for
vengeance. His pride was hurt that she would so obviously point out
once more than he was not with her out of dedication to her task
alone, as if he’d betrayed her. It was hardly that, though, as it was
the way of his people to swear vengeance when wronged as he had
been.
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He grunted, tugged at his beard, and settled onto a cockeyed
bench in the main bay of the Flier. He wrapped his arms around his
knees and huddled in the corner, as far out of the winds as he could
get. After a few Mynettes, his mind drifted away from things like the
Racheneid and Anthea’s quest.

The bear first came into Rolf’s sight as a blob of white moving
across his field of sight. His eyes were unfocused as he dwelt upon
any number of things, both important and unimportant. They were
the kinds of things that an idle mind can fixate upon when there is
nothing better to do: regrets, acute sensory memories, matters of the
heart, humorous happenings, and a constant and fluid change of
other things that are unconnected but somehow flow into one
another.
Motion before him might not have been enough to stir him from his
contemplation had it been brief, but this blur of motion was persistent
and sizeable. So, Rolf’s mind registered the fact that something was
wandering around an undeterminable distance from the craft. That
discovery was enough to cause his eyes to focus involuntarily as his
mind tried to put a name to whatever it saw. When the bear came
into focus, Rolf simply stared at it for a few Saycunds as his mind
registered what it saw, demanded a second opinion of it, and then
confirmed that it was indeed a great white bear of the sort that the
Uleauts called Nanuq.
“Tuari, I thought you said there were no bears that would come into
this area without any good reason?” Rolf called down the hallway to
his right while keeping one eye on the beast. It was still a little over a
hundred Mayters away, but that wasn’t exactly a lot of distance as
fast as bears moved.
Tuari came scuffling out, with a worried but curious Anthea in tow
behind him. They parked themselves in front of the nearest portal
facing the direction Rolf lifted a finger toward – not that it was really
necessary to point out the large animal.
“Siarnak.” Tuari announced in wonderment.
“Siarnak?” Rolf repeated, sliding forward to lie on his belly on the so
he could look out over the tilted ledge of the deck without drawing
too much attention to himself.
“It means ‘grey chest.’ He was the leader of the sloth of Nanuq that
helped rescue you as far as I could tell.”
Rolf noticed now that the bear did indeed have a grey chest, though
it was really only a couple shades away from the slightly yellowed
white fur that it sported across the rest of its body. The grey splotch
aside, other than its dark eyes and muzzle, and a bit of black around
its ears, it was pretty uniform in color.
“What does it want?” Anthea asked.
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Tuari shrugged. “I’m not sure. Likely it’s looking for food.”
“Do we have any to give it?” She asked.
Rolf and Tuari both looked at Anthea as if she’d said something
incredibly foolish, but she didn’t seem to realize it. To her, feeding a
bear that had helped them seemed a perfectly natural thing to do. To
Tuari, and even Rolf, who both knew firsthand what bears could do,
what she’d so innocently contrived to do was tempting a visit from
Nelius. After looking hard at both of their faces, she realized that she
must have said something strange.
“That’s not a good idea I take it?”
“It is if you like being a large animal’s morning meal.” Rolf
commented dryly.
Tuari released a string of Uleaun then, stopping either Rolf or
Anthea from making further comments. They both turned to see what
had caught the boy’s attention. Four man-sized shapes snuck across
the short expanse of snow between the bear and the last of the
camp’s shelters, though one was far in the lead.
“They’re going to attack it?” Rolf wondered aloud.
Without a word, Tuari flung himself from the craft; he dropped
clumsily from to the icy ground a Mayter below. With a grunt he
picked himself off the ground and started toward the bear. Rolf
watched in disbelief at first, unable to believe that the boy was going
out there without a spear or any other weapon besides the knife on
his belt, which he’d not drawn yet.
“What’s he doing?”
“He’s going to get himself killed, that’s what he’s doing.” Rolf
replied, pushing himself up off the deck. Then, despite having no
weapons better for defending himself against a bear than what Tuari
had, Rolf dropped down onto the ice and took off after the
deceptively fast boy.
Rolf heard Anthea as she cried out at being left behind, but he
could not stop to help her ease herself out of the craft. By the time
her feet touched the ground, Tuari was a dozen paces from the bear
hollering wildly in Uleaun, and Rolf was almost on top of him.
She was in no shape to run or jog, but she pushed herself into a
brisk walk as Rolf scooped up Tuari and tried to put some distance
between them and the bear, which was growling audibly, even over
the winds. As she got closer, she realized that the bear seemed
more concerned with the approaching hunters than Rolf and Tuari.
Rolf stumbled suddenly. His right leg buckled as Tuari’s booted foot
drove into the nerves along the side of his thigh, driving him to one
knee. Tuari spilled from his arms as he reached out to brace himself,
and he took off to intercept the hunters. Before he could get up and
stop him, the boy had put himself between the lead hunter and
Siarnak.
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Rolf didn’t need to understand Uleaun to determine that the hunter
was not exactly pleased about being told what to do by a boy. The
two proceeded to launch an argument despite the six hundred Kee
bear a mere toss of a stone away. The confrontation grew more
heated, and throaty Uleaun syllables began to rise up over the winds
as Rolf came to Tuari’s side.
The hunter opposite him was not budging. Rolf recognized him as
Chogan; he was the leader of Makan’s hunting party. He shook his
spear angrily and spat another slew of syllables that were
incomprehensible to Rolf, but only served to further agitate Tuari.
“What’s he saying?” Rolf demanded, touching the boy’s shoulder to
get his attention.
Tuari batted his hand away and gripped for his belt knife, though it
was a pitiable gesture in the face of the two Mayter long saw-edged
spears Chogan and the others held in their hands. Rolf glanced back
to see Anthea swinging wide around the bear to come to see what
they spoke about. She moved as fast as she could, gritting her teeth
and forcing herself.
Siarnak, the bear, settled back onto his rump and growled at the
entire scene, which just seemed to finally taunt Chogan into action.
He shoved past Tuari before the boy could stick him with his knife
and hollered out a challenge to the bear as he advanced on it. He
held his spear out in front of him, waving warding circles in front of
him. Rolf began to move after Chogan, but quickly found three
hunters’ spears at his throat despite Tuari’s continued protests to the
happenings.
“Stop!” Anthea shouted, moving closer to the bear.
Chogan shouted at her what could have only been something like,
“Get away, it’s dangerous,” or, “You’re going to get killed.”
She didn’t need to know Uleaun to understand the gist of what was
being said. She didn’t listen though. Instead, she spread out her
arms and stood in front of Siarnak, only a paw’s swipe away should
the animal decide to tear her to shreds. Chogan waved at her
worriedly at first and then furiously. She would not move, even when
Chogan jabbed at the air in front of her with the tip of his spear.
“Anthea, move out of the way. It’s not worth it.” Rolf called over to
her. “It’s just a bear.”
“No, Rolf. We owe this animal our lives. I won’t see it harmed.” She
replied adamantly.
“I’ve told them that.” Tuari said worriedly, adding, “They will bring
curses down upon our tribe if we kill Yenis’ servants.”
“Tell him that then.” Rolf demanded.
“I’ve tried.” Tuari insisted.
“Do it again.” Anthea hissed, glaring at Chogan.
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Tuari began speaking rapidly. The clicks and throaty words spilled
from his mouth. Chogan grimaced and looked back at the boy. Then,
shaking his spear, he relaxed and stepped back one pace.
“He’s going?” Anthea asked.
“I think so.” Tuari replied.
Chogan gave Anthea a long, hard look. She met his gaze firmly and
he smiled. His eyes ran up and down her figure approvingly, covered
with furs and heavy coats though it might be. As he finished his
visual appraisal, he gave her a look that promised that he would be
watching her from then on. Then he backed away and barked an
order at his men.
Rolf snarled at the men as they lowered their spears from his neck,
but willed himself to not throw himself at them and start something
he could not finish just then. He waited until the four of them
retreated back into the camp, where a modest gathering stood to
watch what was happening. They’d been drawn by the noise, or
someone had called them out when they had seen the developing
situation. Nantai, the village elder, was included in their number.
When they were safely away, explaining themselves to the elder,
Rolf walked over to where Tuari and Anthea stood at either side of
the beast’s head, one at each shoulder.
“That was foolish, both of you.” Rolf said curtly.
Anthea shook her head. “Some things are worth the risk.”
“My life is a small price to pay to defend one of my Goddess’
servants.” Tuari replied.
Rolf grunted and tugged at his beard. “It might just be a bear, you
know, even if it is working for her.”
“Let Nelius sort things out then, if it ever comes to that.” Tuari
answered, reaching out to offer his hand to Siarnak for sniffing
inspection.
Rolf held his breath, half-expecting to see Tuari lose a hand. He
didn’t though. The bear only sniffed at his hand and then seemed to
nod his head in approval. Anthea did likewise, with the same result.
The two of them turned to him expectantly, so with a sigh and a
silent prayer to Cainel, which ended with him pressing the knuckles
of his two hands together for a Saycund only, he reached out a hand
to the bear. As with the other two, the bear sniffed his hand, and
seemed to nod approvingly.
“Rishalt’s hide, I’d never thought to do something like this.” He
admitted.
“What does he want? Do you know?” Anthea asked Tuari.
Tuari shook his head. “She will make her will known to us.” He
touched his palms together, the fingers of each hand pointed toward
the elbow of the opposite arm. “Yenis has a plan for him and for us,
we need only be patient.”
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“Let’s just hope Chogan and the others are as patient as we are.”
Rolf said dryly, nodding his head toward the camp, where he could
see Chogan was still among the crowd of onlookers.
In time, the crowd dispersed, and the three of them went back
inside, leaving Siarnak to do what bears do. Even if they’d wanted to,
it’d be a death sentence to try to keep watch over the bear. The
elements cared not for their little struggle or Chogan’s apparent
dislike for the bear.

Makan crossed his arms over his thick torso and frowned at Rolf
and Anthea. Anthea averted her eyes, suddenly finding the whorls
and lines on her hands to be of supreme interest, while Rolf just
stared back obstinately at the Mueran. Nishan clicked his tongue and
shifted impatiently on the pile of furs he sat on. That left it up to
Sagira to nudge Makan’s side to urge him into starting.
The five of them were sitting in a rough circle around the smoky
censer dangling from the curved whalebone ribs of their shelter. It
was hardly enough light to do much more than see by. Anthea’s
need to have it constantly burning for the sake of light made the
whole shelter fill up with the enough acrid smoke that everyone’s
eyes teared up if the entry flap wasn’t lifted occasionally to air the
shelter out. Of course that made their Apuyyaq very drafty and a bit
colder than the others.
They sat in their circle with that dim light that cast dark shadows on
everyone’s faces, lending Makan’s look of disapproval a sinister feel.
Sagira nudged Makan once more, so he finally began, taking just
one more moment’s delay to look each of them in the face.
“What happened todee is dangerous for us.” Makan said, pausing
to let his words sink in. “You put your life in danger, Anthea, and you
also put you and Rolf at odds with Chogan, who has a high standing
in this community.”
“Chogan was doing something unjust.” Anthea protested.
Makan nodded in agreement, for he did not particularly care for the
man or his methods either. “That may be so, but we’re in no position
to survive without the good will of these people, Anthea. Sometimes
you just have to let things pass, even if they are distasteful.”
“I could not allow him to harm that bear any more than you could let
them kill a whale. Besides, it was one who helped save us. I had a
debt I owed to it.”
“It’s easy to say what we should have done when you weren’t there,
Makan.” Rolf interjected. “But I could not sit by and let Tuari get cut
to pieces when he is the only one here who seems to speak our
language, and so without him I think we cannot survive among these
people either.”
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Makan raised his hand in admission that these were all good points.
“However it occurred, it has put our stay here in jeopardy. We must
walk lightly, that is what I mean to say.”
“Until Sagira and Bedros are moveable, we have no choice but to
lay low or we might as well slit their throats, because dragging them
out across these fields of ice would accomplish the same thing.”
Nishan announced casually, shrugging as if their lives were of little
consequence.
“I’m not an invalid. I get around.” Sagira said testily, eyeing Nishan
darkly.
“Yet you know it’s true. We can no sooner ask you to move any
significant distance than we can ask Bedros to get up and start
walking again.” Makan said regretfully. “I wish it were not so,
though.”
“Perhaps Chogan could be made to disappear?” Nishan suggested.
Everyone looked at him, some with surprise on their faces, others
with outright horror.
Makan was the first to reply. “You can’t be serious. He’s a key pillar
in this community and one of the greatest providers of food for them.
If he were to die, it would be a great loss for them and it might even
condemn some of them to death in harder times to come.”
“I’ll not trade another’s life for my own, not like that.” Anthea said.
“How is that different than killing the men who have hunted you just
to preserve your own freedom? Does he not possibly seek to harm
or prevent you from reaching your goal as they did? What’s the
difference when you look at the facts?” Nishan continued. It was his
turn to look at them each in turn. “We all need to decide right now
how far we will go to do this. I know Rolf would do anything, after all,
he’s sworn to the Gods on his life that he will avenge his people.
He’ll go to any lengths, and I’ll have you know that there’s no one’s
life outside of this group that I would spare if it came down to them or
one of you.”
“Let us pray that it is not in Gandahar’s plans to put us in such a
situation.” Sagira said, looking ill at the prospects Nishan presented.
Nishan shook his head. What they were saying wasn’t enough. “We
can’t survive on blind optimism. I need to know that my life means
more to you all than any one of these strangers here, even Tuari. No
bear, no child, no pregnant woman or defenseless old man would
stay my hand if it meant saving you.”
“You are serious?” Anthea asked, her voice trembling lightly as she
looked into his golden eyes.
“As Uman is my witness, I am serious.” Nishan answered with a
nod, touching his wrists together.
“I don’t know if that’s comforting or scary to know.” Anthea laughed
nervously.
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“That’s all well and good,” Makan said, “and I know that I would go
any length to protect you, Anthea, but I hope to minimize such
situations by not interfering in the lives of these people. If we avoid
such situations, we lessen the lives we must take or ruin just to meet
the fate being dealt out to us by the divine.”
“I thought you said you would trust my judgment and not question
me again, Makan? What prompts your fatherly advice now? What
have I done that has shaken your faith in me?”
Makan looked taken aback for a moment, and as he was about to
reply angrily and berate her for being petulant, he realized that she
was right. “I don’t know what to say. I am mistaken. Forgive me, but I
err only on the side of urging you to caution, because we are hardly
in any shape to protect you right now. Don’t ask us to do a job we
are not ready to do. I do not want to fail you for lack of readiness, or
any reason.”
“And that you cannot help me now is my fault, because I urged us
to go to Aetheline. I realize this, and it is a weight that sits on my
heart every Dee. Your hurts are all mine, or they would be if it were
in my power. Every Dee I look for answers, because we must find
our way north again to finish what has been started, but there are
many Kilomes between us and the end of the road the Gods have
laid before our feet.”
“I am sorry.” Makan repeated, clenching his hands together tightly.
“What would you have of us?”
“Do not apologize to me.” She ordered. It just seemed wrong every
time the older man, clearly her elder and much wiser in the ways of
the world than she, had to apologize. “I need you to continue as you
have been. You must learn the ways of these people, because I think
you understand them best. Learn to survive here so you can teach
us all, because I, too, sense that there will be a time when we may
have to leave them if things continue as they are.”
“What would you have of me?” Sagira asked.
Anthea smiled softly at the woman who was in her heart a sister to
her. “Heal, and help me tend to Bedros.”
“And I? What should I do?” Nishan asked, feeling that it was his
turn.
“You and Rolf can do what you would either by helping me search
for ways to salvage what we can from the Flier, or learning what
Makan can teach you. Or make yourself useful to these people in
any way you can. We must earn our keep in any way possible.”
“Have you found anything of worth in the Flier then? Rolf had
mentioned that you found working lights. They would be preferable to
this smoky fire we endure here.” Sagira commented, poking a finger
under the wrappings and the splints on her arm to scratch an itch.
Anthea sighed. “I am hesitant to use that light yet, because it will be
limited. Once it’s gone, it’s gone.”
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“Would it not be best to use it now and help you recover faster?”
Sagira suggested.
“I am holding on to the hope that I will find some seeds that I can
grow, and if so, they will grow better under that light. I can endure
this dim light and smoke if it will result in the growth of flowers or
plants I can use.”
“Seeds?” Rolf said, shaking his head. “I doubt you’ll find many
here.” Sagira and Anthea glared at him until he blushed and looked
away in shame for expressing such cynicism when hope was all they
had.
“It is the only chance I have to heal Bedros. I must do what I can.”
Anthea said solemnly.
“I will begin looking for seeds along the water’s edge frozen in the
ice next time we go hunting there. Perhaps some have floated this
far.” Makan suggested.
“There might be seaweed or other plants frozen there, too.” Nishan
suggested helpfully. “I don’t know if that is of any use though.”
“I will try anything. I won’t know until I try. Look for those flowers
they call the Bosoms of Yenis, as well. I would very much like to see
if I could increase their healing powers with an enchantment. Most
important though, is to try to learn all we can and heal as best we
can before we must move from here. Hopefully when we do have to
move, it will be back north into the Broken Crown, one way or
another. Let us all do what we can.”
The four of them nodded at Anthea’s words, which signified the end
of their meeting. Then the five of them sat there for a few Mynettes
before going to sleep, each of their minds working to puzzle out
some way to get home.
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CHAPTER 45
The second trial for the marked one will be one born of nature itself.
He will be forced to endure the lands beloved by the Frozen Queen.
It is there that he will have to discover his true nature and the
blessings the Gods have seen fit to give him, both old and new…
- Excerpt from Dorjan the Seer’s ‘The Destiny of the Forgotten’
th

 Noinsdee, the 9 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
Nishan squatted in the snow and lowered his wild golden eyes to
gaze at his own reflection in a puddle of melted water that had
collected on the leeward side of the shelter he shared with the
others. The puddle was sheltered from the winds and also under the
direct sunlight of the brilliant sun above, so it had not yet frozen over.
Where it had came from or what had made it mattered not to
Nishan, as he could have likely mulled over that question for an Ouer
or more and not have known the true answer. No, he wasn’t looking
out of an exercise in futility, but because he wished to look himself in
the face, which wasn’t exactly easy when there was not a single
looking glass in the entire camp, not even a large enough piece of
reflective silver or steel that he could get a good look at himself in.
The puddle would do though.
He saw that his unshaven face had grown as much beard as he’d
ever had in his life, though it was likely not much more than what
he’d had when climbing the stairs to Aetheline, as little defense as
that had been against the biting winds. His Rumani heredity had left
him with far less facial hair than Rolf, but much more than the Uleaut
hunters or Makan. As far as facial hair went, his was contained
mostly to his chin, upper lip, and his sideburns, which were
stretching bravely down toward the corner of his jaw and creeping a
little bit toward his chin, though the two masses of dark and slightly
curly hair would never meet.
Rumani men generally tended to have only moderate amounts of
body hair, a dash on the face, a bit on the arms and legs, and a
sprinkling across the pectoral areas of their chests. This, again, was
hardly more than a young boy’s worth of body hair when compared
to the ursine Kerathi or even the Aynglicans, but it was more than the
Elegians, and certainly more than the Muerans and Uleauts grew.
Nishan reflected wryly what hair meant to different peoples, for he’d
met and known some of every race to walk Elegia. The Kerathi were
fiercely proud of their red and brown beards, and they grew them to
great lengths. The Elegians were strange about their body hair; they
used it to signify status in men and women, and men usually kept
their facial hair confined to their chins, as much else was considered
unclean and vulgar, though that depended on the fashions of the
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Empress’ Court. The Aynglicans constructed elaborate mustaches
and sideburn designs, waxed into perfect presentations, which were
also influenced by the fickle moods of whoever decided what was
fashionable. The Muerans and Uleauts did not grow beards often, so
they thought little of body hair. For Rumani, facial hair was
something that many men wore, but only in such a way that made
them look as if they cared not how unkempt they were. Yet this was
an illusion, for maintaining the perfect balance between the look of
failed diligence and the look of roguishness was difficult indeed.
What Nishan saw before him, was a man who had ceased caring
about his appearance, for his beard was longer and messier than
any self-respecting Rumani would ever allow himself to be seen
wearing. Somehow this was disquieting to him, even if he’d never
been one to worry much about his own appearance. He had a
practiced style of comfortable taste that many strove to attain but
always looked as if they were trying to hard when they made an
effort. He had never been one for the flashy rings, necklaces, and
jewelry many of his people favored to coin since it was more easily
disposable and much more easily transported than a chest of coins.
Those sorts of things flashed in the moonlit dark byways and alleys
he had crept through for many of the Yarres of his life, so he had
settled for dull iron or hematite and other simple stones that
complemented his olive skin tone and silky black hair. He had not
been one to wear brilliantly colored clothes and scarves or
handkerchiefs of startlingly bright patterns either. Something like that
only drew more attention. This is not to say he hadn’t been colorful,
for to be too dull amidst a flock of peacocks was to draw attention to
one’s self. But everything he had done had been to make him
unremarkable from afar and amidst a crowd, even if he knew his
eyes and face were memorable.
Now, though, he knew there was no fitting in with the foreigners he
traveled with, people to whom he could not speak his people’s
hidden tongue. They were certainly better than the Uleauts, who had
little or nothing in common with the Rumani people. He found himself
unable to feel at ease around them, despite their generosities.
Seeing all of their dark little faces framed in white and grey fur every
Dee just reminded him how alone he was. When such thoughts
came into his mind, as they did now, he closed his eyes. Without
visual stimulus for his brain to work with other than the occasional
fireworks of light in the darkness provided by the veins in his eyelids,
his other senses took over. He’d done this many times, so he knew
how it would go. First, his sense of hearing would become more
acute and then his sense of smell.
He listened, imagining his eyes twitching like a cat’s as he picked
up stray bits of Uleaun being spoken in the nearest half-dozen
shelters and the crackling of ice and snow beneath the sun’s weighty
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radiance. He heard a pair of dogs worrying a small mess of seal
bones that had been left out for them. He heard the flap of a shelter
open and close, and with it came the crunch of feet across snow,
though the footfalls were neither near him nor coming toward him.
The opening and closing of the flap had released the smells of the
shelter into the winds. He caught hints of meat and urine mixed with
the stronger scents of animal musk and the burning oil from a seal
fat concoction they used for lighting their crude huts. There were
other scents mixed in there two, the scents of men and women who
lived in close proximity of each other and their bodily habits. They
smelled like animals to Nishan, but that was not why he didn’t like
them.
No, he didn’t like them because they crowded his head with their
heartbeats and existences no matter how he tried to ignore them.
The irony was that when there were thousands of people around
him, their noise became so constant that it was easy to ignore, so
when there were just a few dozen people as there were here, he
heard them all the time but not strongly enough to ignore them as a
constant wash of noise against his perceptions.
Anthea – she was the key to his sanity. When the dribbling noises
of the insignificant lives around him drove him to near madness, he
needed only to listen for her heartbeat. It wasn’t hard, since it beat
like a giant drum in the midst of the pattering of raindrops on the
ground. Her being thrummed inside him and calmed him. He bit his
lip and just existed for a few Mynettes. With the beautiful symphony
of her beating heart in his ears, he was able to push aside all the
other sounds and smells and pains in his life. She was like a breath
of fresh air after a Yarre of breathing smoky tavern air or a gulp of
purified water after drinking from a murky well. It was a sensation
that he found intoxicating, and never more than when she was in
danger, as she had been in a couple Dees past.
He hadn’t needed to even join the crowd of onlookers to know that
she was facing some sort of danger, because her heart had struck
each beat like a thunderclap beside his ears. So much so, in fact,
that he had half thought her heart would burst from her chest. Yet
he’d just sat there on his pile of furs instead of going to help her. He
wasn’t entirely sure why, either.
This was not the first time such a thing had blinded his senses.
Even in Aetheline he’d been too strongly in tune with her heartbeat to
even feel the approach of the Aureans until they were upon them.
He’d been hypnotized by her and lulled into complacency. As long as
he could hear her heartbeat, he cared about little else, and it had
pounded ever so fiercely with terror as Bedros had been struck
down.
When he thought about this, it brought shame into his conscience,
something he rarely felt because that was just the sort of pragmatic
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and opportunistic man he was. He realized that part of him had
hoped she’d be hurt in one way or another, physically, mentally, or
emotionally. Then she’d need him even more than she already did.
Her pain would make her cling to him in a way that her strength
would not allow when she was whole. This brought with it a second
realization: a very small part of him seemed to want her to die simply
because of the depth of emotions and feelings it would cause him.
He bit deep into his lower lip, tasting the metallic tang of his own
blood that mingled with his saliva before trickling down his gullet. He
shivered as he imagined what it would be like to be so full of agony
and loss should something happen to Anthea. The Rumani were no
strangers to tragedy or loss. Rather, it made up the core of their
culture and being. The Loss of Home had forever changed who their
people were. That pain and the suffering from the splintering and
destruction of the center of their culture and people would not be
forgotten. For him, the Loss of Anthea would be his own personal
Loss of Home, bittersweet and unmatchable.
Just then, his mind was given the largest thrum of any heart he’d
ever felt, like an earthquake in his soul that rang out from the depths
of the earth, as if the world was nothing more than a giant gong. It
was strong enough that it rocked him back off his haunches and
sprawled him onto his back. He winced and opened his eyes wide,
pressing his hands to his temples. This connection with the earth,
albeit frozen, only seemed to increase the connection with the
immense vibration of whatever it was that he felt. He blinked in
abject horror, unable to comprehend what could cause such a
feeling. The strength of it was such that he knew he was as helpless
to fight it as a house was to stand before a tidal wave.
Then it stopped, leaving his mind spinning dizzily and his body
struggling to remember how to breathe regularly. When he did finally
remember how to breathe, he used that knowledge to laugh. He
laughed that something so amazing existed, even if he was not sure
what it was that had reached out to him. He had his own ideas
though, and that made him laugh all the louder.
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CHAPTER 46
Voices come to me upon the winds. Are they the whispers of the
will of Aaren, or are they something more? I feel them calling to my
blood, as if they want me to remember something forgotten, but we
have forgotten so much. How am I to know what it is I should
remember?
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
th

 Tewsdee, the 12 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
Illias glanced outside the Flier.
The waves rippled beneath them, black as ink. It was before dawn,
so the reddish fire of the sun didn’t yet cast its arms over the seas or
the islands up ahead. Yet in the moonlight he could make out the
shapes of the other three Fliers in the formation.
He smiled. His heart was beating fast. For a man like him, delayed
gratification was not something he liked, but he had to admit that
training in full for this mission was worth the wait. Like a difficult
sexual conquest, the domination of a woman who resisted at first
until realizing she could not hold out forever, this delay between the
planning and the carrying out of this mission only sweetened the high
he felt as destruction loomed just beyond the horizon.
Usually, he was a man prone to impulsive action. On one hand, it
was impulsive actions that had led to his brother Leander’s death,
but it had been the opposite of that, procrastination and doubt, which
had killed Genero. His cowardice had led him to not want to act, and
when his hand had finally been forced, it had been a halfhearted
effort on his part that had gotten him killed.
Oh, he’d not been there and he’d not heard specific reports, but he
knew enough of the contradictory impulses and duties that Genero
had struggled with to know what his end must have been. He’d seen
the disgust and loathing in Genero’s eyes every time they’d had to
do something brutal. These were reservations Illias did not have
himself, but he’d also learned from Genero’s caution. So, even
despite Corydon’s pressures to attack quickly, he had insisted on
training for a sufficient number of Dees. Training would reduce
mistakes, and after the number of Fliers Anthea had destroyed, not
an insignificant amount, and the number they had actively engaged
to bring more refugees into Lower Cenalium, they could hardly spare
any to stupid mistakes. Efficiency in dealing death was something
Illias strove for, and that couldn’t be accomplished without training
and drilling.
For drilling, they had set up fake ships and had even built a couple
fake ports of stick wood and stone. These various false ports were
what they’d used to determine the best formations to maximize the
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damage they could deal in the shortest amount of time. A staggered
approach of four Fliers, which broke into a rotating cloverleaf of the
four Fliers taking turns burning the ships, seemed to work best.
It was this tactic that they used when they’d swept down in the
middle of night and burned the false villages along with the armed
Kerathi defenders they’d placed there, defenders who Dees before
had been the designers and builders of the models that had become
their own graves. They’d seen the formations practiced for Dees and
had grown to ignore them, as if there was nothing to fear. Illias
chuckled to think of how cruel it was to make men design their own
graves give them the means to feebly defend themselves, and then
kill them all and dash their hopes like smashing a skull beneath a
heavy rock.
Corydon had likely wet himself with glee when he heard news of it.
The man was coming apart at the edges, but he understood cruelty
better than Illias had originally thought he did. He had a haunted look
to him now, and after the assassination attempt he had begun talking
to himself. It might have been the stress and the worry from always
having to watch his back. He probably wasn’t sleeping too well
either. That was all fine by Illias, though. Many leaders were slightly
to moderately crazy it seemed, and as long as his decisions led to
victory, what price to pay was a bit of lunacy in the center of the
mess? Besides, he wouldn’t be there to incur Corydon’s wrath. He’d
be out scourging the countryside and burning Kerathi cities. He
would be the fist that crushed the resistance, and he could only be
rewarded for it.
Illias assumed the smile of a man who loved his job as the pilot and
navigator up front called back that they could see the lights of the
port. He clambered forward and strapped himself into the special
extra seat he’d had put in the forward cabin of the Flier, a seat that
would allow him to watch every fiery detail of the Kerathi city going
up in smoke under arc-lance fire.
Brentholm would be the first city of his fiery campaign, the starting
point of a path of destruction that he planned to have trace across all
of the clan islands. They would all be fun, but none would likely touch
the exhilaration of the first. The first was always the best.
“Start your run.” Illias ordered when the pilot looked back at him for
his signal.
The horizon tilted as they banked to starboard. Looking out the side
portal, he could see the others following their lead, still in formation.
He trembled in anticipation, biting his lip to keep from laughing. He
wished he could watch the townspeople as their town went up in fire,
but that wasn’t feasible. He might get a few glimpses, but that would
be it. He wouldn’t be able to closely observe their fear, their pain,
and their horror.
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They leveled out and came in low, brushing just over the tops of the
masts of the ships they set ablaze with the ribbons of red and gold
arc-lance fire they spit out from arc-lances. They began to bank once
more to spiral up and come back down upon the port from another
angle. More beams of colorful fire spilled past them as the other
Fliers set about the longships and trade vessels in port. They burned
everything indiscriminately, regardless of race. Any who would
consort with the Kerathi were as good as enemies anyway. One
lowlander was much like another as far as Illias was concerned.
“It’s beautiful.” Illias breathed, admiring the way flames licked up
masts to reach the furled sails at their apexes.
The crackle and thundering of gunpowder going off in the barrels
and kegs set ablaze vibrated the Flier’s shell, rattling it with each
concussive blow. They swept around again, and Illias pointed at the
docks, where citizens of the clan village had come awake and were
running around like ants on a disturbed anthill.
“Come in low, I want to see the fear in their eyes as we send them
all to Nelius.”
The pilot did just that, bringing the wings of the Flier only a few
Mayters away from the buildings that lined the shorefront. The belly
of the Flier skimmed just Mayters above the heads of Kerathi who
fled before the flaming swords of arc-lance fire that cut them down
and made the shorefront into Illias’ own personal bonfire, a beacon
of light to stave off the darkness that sat so oppressively on the
island. After, they looped around a few more times, always seeking
out some corner of town or some untouched building to add to the
blaze.
Yet all good things must come to an end, and Flier batteries had
only so much light stored in them that they could convert into the
death that spills from the ends of arc-lances. Reluctantly, Illias gave
the order to fall back to their staging area on an empty islet just a
twenty Mynettes distant, but not before they hovered over the fiery
cauldron that was Brentholm once more.
Illias leaned forward, his face pressed to the center of the broad
forward portal so that he might see what he had wrought. And, like
the creator of something magnificent, his heart swelled with pride.
“It is good.” He said with a laugh. “Let us do this again, soon.
Return so that we can fill our batteries in the morning sun.”
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CHAPTER 47
Persistence is the daughter of will. Stubbornness is the son.
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘The Way of Things’
th

 Thraysdee, the 13 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
“Anthea, you wanted to speak to me?” Tuari asked mildly, wanting
to meet her eyes but feeling as if he was taking advantage of her by
doing so.
Anthea grinned at the boy’s apparent shyness, something he
displayed sporadically, depending on how brave he was feeling at
the moment. Sometimes he seemed to forget himself and act very
naturally around her, but other times he let his ideas that their
statuses were so different interfere with his socialization.
“Tuari, I had a thought.” She announced.
“What did you think about?”
“I had the idea that perhaps the winds will be our allies.” Anthea
answered, leaning forward in the shelter to get a better look at him.
This was an easier task to do since they’d ripped some of the
machinery out of the Flier to light up the shelter for a few Ouers a
Dee, which they’d done at Sagira and Makan’s continued insistence
that she heal as fast as she could by bathing in the light.
He screwed up his face and tilted his head much like a dog does
when it displays curiosity. The pure white light bathed his face in
severe shadows. “I don’t understand.”
“In Cenalium, which lies atop a large mountain, one of the largest in
all of Elegia I’m told, we sometimes find plants that shouldn’t be
there.”
“How did they get there?”
“They came from seeds, obviously. The question is how did those
seeds get there?”
“How did they?”
“Some seem to have clung to people as they traveled to and from
the lowlands. They’d cling to clothes or shoes and then fall off in just
the right place with enough soil or moisture to grow. Others came
from the spoor of birds that ate berries or other things and then shat
them out. Still others, and these are the ones I’m mostly interested in
because of where we are, came on the winds.”
“The winds can carry seeds to the tops of mountains? My
understanding is that mountains are very tall hills, greater than what
we have here, though there are stories of great mountains further
south, at the bottom of the world.”
Anthea thought for a moment about the idea of the bottom of the
world. It was strange to think of a world having a bottom, but then if
you traveled far enough there should be an end, right? She shook
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her head loose of such thoughts. “Sometimes it seems the winds did
just that. Certain types of seeds are very light and they have grown
in such ways that makes it easy for the winds to catch them and
carry them vast distances. It is how they spread and ensure that their
variety will survive to the next Yarre.”
Tuari thought about this and then smiled broadly. “I understand that
you hope that somehow the winds have carried seeds here. I do not
know why though. What do you hope to accomplish with seeds, even
if some have come here?”
Anthea realized that she’d underestimated the boy and tipped her
hand. Surely he’d ask what she wanted the seeds for, but she’d not
decided whether or not she wanted him to know more about her
enchantments yet, even though she’d mentioned it in passing before
that she was a healer of sorts. She’d been so focused on the
possibilities that she’d not thought beyond asking Tuari to help her
find some. Yet she couldn’t sit by and hope one of Makan’s forays
was successful, because he might not have any more success than
he was already having – none. The more of them that scoured this
windswept icy land for a few seeds, the better chance they had,
albeit a low chance of finding something.
Anthea sighed after a few Saycunds and asked, “Tuari, can I trust
you?”
“Why wouldn’t you be able to?” He asked, his chin setting
indignantly as if she were accusing him of something.
“No, I need a real answer. Please, would you do anything to bring
harm upon me directly or indirectly?”
Tuari stared her in the eyes for a few serious Saycunds. “Never
would I cause or bring harm to you, as Yenis’ hears my words.” He
swore, touching his palms together with his elbows pointing outward
from his body.
Anthea nodded, reaching a hand out to lie on top of his two. He
flinched at first, but then relaxed and allowed the contact for as long
as she would extend it.
“Tuari, I need you to help my find seeds. I can use them to heal
Bedros and maybe get us home, depending on what kinds I find.”
“They are for your medicines then? You said you were a healer
before.”
“I am more than a healer, but also less. I cannot heal nor do
anything without flowers and parts of plants.”
“Then there is some tie between you and the flowers?” Tuari asked,
his face once again showing a thoughtful repose.
“More than even I know, I suspect. Just know that as Yenis has
gifted you with our language, I, too, have been gifted with certain
things. To do what I would, I need flowers or seeds.”
“I will help you find some. If there are any in this place, we will find
them. What few plants this land has are not usually found in this
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Saysuhn though. Only in the heat of the Saysuhn of Red are they
exposed and do they grow for a short time. By the Saysuhn of
Orange they disappear beneath the ice again.”
She pulled her hand away from his then, withdrawing upon hearing
the bad news. “I cannot wait that long. That’s nearly a Yarre away.
Do you have the time to help me now? Do you not have to hunt for
us?”
“Yenis will provide. I have time enough for both of the tasks, though
I must not be seen as neglectful to our camp. Chogan would not
allow me to shirk my tasks.”
“Chogan is the one who wanted to kill Siarnak, the one I stood
before the other Dee?” She asked.
Tuari nodded. “He is the same. Be wary of him. You have intrigued
him. Women of our kind do not demonstrate such will in the face of
their elders. None stand against Chogan save Nantai, and me.
Chogan does not care for me either, since I stood against him when
you arrived.”
Anthea sighed and pulled her hand back finally, shamed that they
had once again brought harm to someone who had aided them.
“Then we have brought trouble to you. I am sorry.”
Tuari shook his head and looked at the hand that had touched his
just Saycunds before. “It is not any fault of yours. Rather, it is
Chogan’s own blindness to the things that happen here. Yenis has
plans; perhaps more of the Gods have their hands in our lives right
now, too. He thinks only of hunting and his pride. He can’t allow
other thoughts into his mind.”
“Will he try to harm me?”
“It could happen.” Tuari admitted, though he wanted very much to
allay her fears so that she would place her hand on his again. “Do
not allow yourself to be anywhere alone with him.”
“What would he do?”
“He could do any number of things. He doesn’t know how to act
around you. He would treat you as one of our women…” He trailed
off and looked away from Anthea.
“What does that mean?”
“Anthea, No.” Tuari bit his lip as if that would hold his words in. “I
don’t wish to speak of such things to you.”
“Tuari,” She said firmly, pleading with her eyes in a way she knew
he’d not be able to resist. Sagira had taught her how to use her eyes
to get a man to give in, though she hated having to resort to doing
so. “I insist as your friend that you warn me of that which could harm
me. If I know ahead of time, I can do better to avoid harm than if I am
ignorant to that which threatens me.”
“Anthea, he would take you as a mating partner.”
Anthea inhaled slowly before answering. “I would simply refuse.”
“You don’t understand.” Tuari said with a sigh.
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“Then explain so that I do.” She demanded.
Tuari nodded slowly. “Among our kind, Chogan is much respected.
A woman would not turn him down. He needs only to ask. Asking is
just a tradition, and there is never a circumstance where a woman
would say no to a man of such standing. After that, he can move into
the paipiiraq tupiq with a woman.”
“What is that?”
“It is the mating house or the house of babies.” Tuari’s dark cheeks
colored a deeper red, almost the becoming the mahogany color of
Makan’s skin.
“I see. What if I were to say no?”
“It would disgrace him, saying that he is not worth your womb.”
“He’s not.” She replied, but as Tuari stared at her in something
approaching shock, she realized once more how different their
cultures were. “Any woman among my kind and most the other
peoples of the Broken Crown have a choice to take a man. That he
should simply ask and they submit is just strange to us.”
“But he is a strong man and a good hunter.” The Uleaut insisted,
unable to disparage the man’s finer qualities even if he did not like
him. “His offspring are a boon unto our people, even if they are half
of what he is.”
“Good for him, but that does not make him a desirable mate to me
even if it does for the women of this camp. I would and will not go
with a man I do not choose. He will have to accept that. And if he
tries, I’m sure there will be bloodshed, because Rolf and Nishan
won’t take it lightly – none of my companions will for that matter.”
“Your ways are strange.” He reflected quietly, trying to and failing to
imagine such a scene in his head.
“As are yours, so let us agree upon that.” She replied.
Tuari laughed, and then began laughing even harder. She stared at
him in surprise, wondering what it was she had said that was so
potent to the Uleaut sense of humor. After a moment, he was curled
up into a ball, hugging his knees as he expelled his fit of mirth. It was
contagious and though she tried to be still for the sake of her side,
she could not help but laugh a bit. Even when they bumped into the
machinery salvaged from the Flier and nearly tipped over the single
elongated crystal pod that lit the shelter, they couldn’t stop laughing.
Rolf poked his head in a moment later, having heard the noise. He
frowned as they turned to laugh at him, shook his head, and went
back to his own business muttering about people who laughed for no
discernable reason.

Anthea shivered despite being bundled deep under layers of furs.
She thanked Maletos every few minutes, with a touch of her thumb
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and forefinger to the center of her forehead, that she had not been
born in a warmer place, or it would be that much harder for her here.
Truthfully, she wasn’t sure how Makan endured it on his trips out
into the ice fields nearly every Dee. He was from a warm climate,
even if his travels had taken him to a variety of climates. His blood
had to still remember the sweltering heat of his homelands, or at
least his home seas.
Trying to think about warmer places, she hugged her arms around
herself and trudged along in the funny Uleaut shoes everyone wore
outside of the camp. She was trying quite hard to keep up with Tuari
even if his legs were much shorter than hers. He had developed the
technique and the muscles to do it long ago, and she was still
struggling to put one foot in front of another, though the more she
watched him she realized she had to place her feet differently and
wider apart than if she were only walking.
Part of her was glad there were no other people to witness her
weakness, especially Chogan, whom she felt she needed to always
present a strong front to, lest he try to seize her in a moment she
showed vulnerability. Yet somehow looking weak to a potential
enemy like Chogan wasn’t as bad as looking weak to her friends.
She needed to do this to show them they didn’t need to baby her.
Better yet, perhaps they’d have some success todee and she could
begin growing something. After all, she couldn’t wait forever to start
trying to get them home.
She wasn’t really sure how it was that they’d find seeds in all of this,
but she kept her senses open. She looked with her eyes, felt with her
heart, and tried to let the Gods guide their feet. If it were in their will,
they’d find something. But when an Ouer had passed and they were
still roaming about in a seemingly unordered fashion, Anthea called
forward for a rest, and sat down in the snow right where she stood.
Tuari shuffled back to her side and knelt beside her as a mostly
ineffectual windbreak.
“We have seen nothing yet. There’s nothing but endless white.”
Anthea complained between gulps of air.
“Yes, but I know a place ahead where we might have more luck.”
Tuari replied, trying to encourage her.
“Might?”
“I can offer no sureties.”
“Then it is all we can do. Let me rest for a Mynette though.”
Tuari nodded and reached around to a small, stoppered bladder on
his hip. He untied the cord and offered it to her.
She eyed it warily, fearing it was a concoction containing the blood
or other body fluids of whatever animals the hunters had recently
taken. “What is it?”
“It is Yenis’ Milk.”
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“Don’t you need it?” She asked, having heard how precious it was
to their people. It was a treasured restorative and food, and they’d
already spared some for them to help speed their recoveries.
He shook his head. “No. I’m fine. It is you whose energy flags. It will
warm and energize you. You need your strength.”
“Perhaps,” she admitted with a sigh of defeat, “It’s just that my side
makes it hard to breathe deeply, and walking like this requires that.”
“You didn’t have to push yourself.”
“Yes, I did. Bedros lies on the verge of death. He’s unable to eat
properly and he wastes away to a shell of what he was. Makan and
the others do their best to provide for us and contribute, while I lay in
the shelter staying warm and resting.”
“You feel useless then?”
She nodded. “You hit it on the nose.”
Tuari reached over with a mittened fist to lightly tap her on the
nose. “I have something to show you that is wondrous. Even if we
find nothing, it is sure to lift your spirits.”
Anthea took a small swallow of Yenis’ Milk. The strange flavor of
the viscous drink exploded in her mouth, soaking into her tongue and
the flesh of her inner cheeks as she swallowed. The warmth spread
down her throat and into her stomach, where it soaked into her blood
and was shunted to all reaches of her body. She felt it repairing,
energizing, and strengthening her body.
She licked her lips of every last drop and handed back the half full
bladder. “Here, I could not drink it all. You may need it, or I may later.
Let’s go see what you spoke of.”
Tuari tied the bladder back to his belt and offered her a hand. He
helped lever her into a standing position again, which could be hard
to accomplish by oneself with the large snowshoes on. Once
standing, Anthea took a breath of air that seemed a bit warmer than
before and nodded to Tuari to continue.

Any promises of something wondrous seemed pale after pushing
on for another half Ouer. Yenis’ Milk or not, her legs felt like they’d
fall off, as did her arms from using her poking stick to ensure that the
ice around her was solid enough to cross on, though mostly she just
followed right in Tuari’s footprints. She was just about to raise a
complaint when Tuari halted in front of her, something she didn’t
realize until she’s stomped on the back of his snowshoe. She raised
her head curiously, and then felt foolish as she realized what she’d
done. Tuari glanced back at her as if she’d done something daft,
which she had. She grinned sheepishly at him.
“Sorry, I wasn’t looking up at where I was going. The snow was
stinging my eyes.”
“Perhaps you want to look up now then?” He suggested.
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She frowned at his tone, an oddly grave one. Her eyes lifted to see
what lie around them. Without her even noticing it, they’d come upon
a great precipice. Before them was a great gash in the ice several
hundred Mayters deep.
Its majesty was hard to take in without gazing up the twists and
swirls of black, blue, and grey for several Mynettes. Just walking
along one might not have ever even noticed this great slit in the
landscape, because around it there was no indication that the
otherwise relatively flat fields of white and off grey had such a tear in
them. Standing there breathing the frigid air, Anthea felt as if she
were beholding the work of the Gods. Assuredly one of them had
dragged their fingers across this field and had opened this rent to
display their own might and the boundlessness of the world’s beauty.
“It’s unique. I’ve never seen anything like it. It brings to mind the
crystal spires of some of the cities of my people. Yet this was not
manmade, and anything formed by our hands seems crude next to
this.”
Tuari nodded, eyeing the slit in the ground. It was some twenty
Mayters across and half a Kilome long. Due to the natural twists and
curves to the icy walls, they couldn’t see all the way down, since the
structure obscured parts of itself from view by its very shape. They
could see no deeper than the light penetrated at this time of Dee with
the sun where it was. She realized that if the light was not directly
overhead, they’d not be able to see very deep at all, and that was
why he’d pushed so hard to get here before middee. That would
maximize the short window of opportunity they’d have to search the
rift, since that was obviously what they were here for. Just how they
would search, she didn’t know.
“What do we do here? You brought me here for more than just
looking, right?” Anthea asked, more than a bit of worry in her voice
as she realized for the first time that there might not have been a
meaning to their laborious journey out here.
“We’re searching for seeds, as you said you wished to.” He
answered vaguely.
“Here?”
Tuari tilted his head and frowned. “Why would we not search here?”
“I don’t know. I just didn’t think a hole in the ice would be the first
place to look.”
“Anthea, if you think about it, the surface of the ice is probably one
of the worst places to look. What you have there is mostly dust and
dirt, turned over by the winds and stomped down by the feet of
Uleaut and Nanuq alike.”
“But that’s where the light things like seeds and spores might land.”
She protested.
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Tuari shrugged and looked up at her from his lesser height. “Then
search if you will, but I think you’ll find that there are far too many
fields to search and look for simple specks that aren’t just dirt.”
Anthea glared at Tuari, the violet of her eyes well evident to Tuari,
who could not look away. The colors he’d first seen around her had
faded, but he still saw them when she was expressing emotions or
pain. His heart leapt to see her eyes colored so, as were the wisps of
her metallic hair that escaped from the Uleaut hood and coat she
wore.
“How exactly are we supposed to search this cliff? I don’t fancy
climbing down in there.” She admitted.
“We have to.” He replied.
“With my ribs like this I don’t believe I can manage.”
“Then guide me. Look and tell me where to search, though I may
need you to haul me back up when I am finished.”
“I am not that strong.”
“And I am not that heavy.” Tuari returned, kneeling and loosing a
coil of rope from his shoulder and a hammer with a few hand-length
spikes from his pack. “You see, Anthea, each Yarre, there are a
series of freezes and a lesser amount of thaws. That means that
anything not recently arrived here is trapped beneath the surface
where only luck would allow you to find if you dug blindly.”
“So this is many Yarres of freezes we’re seeing here.” Anthea
realized aloud.
Tuari nodded as he pounded a whalebone spike into the ice, and
then a second one. “Yes, and we may find that the heavier seeds
have sunk deep or the light ones have risen. I’m not really sure. I’ve
not looked before.”
“Aren’t we still guessing here that seeds have fallen along this
crevasse?”
“Maybe they caused it.” Tuari suggested. “Ice is pretty strong and
seems to lie out rather uniformly unless something disturbs it – dirt,
bubbles, or even seeds. Those weaken the ice and cause distortions
in the pattern.”
“So you think maybe way down there, a dissident rogue speck of
something cause the beginning of this fissure, which then broke
according to the positioning of other foreign matter.”
“Perhaps you have a better explanation?”
She shook her head. “No, but how do you know that what you say
is true?”
“Because we do much with ice and the grinding, shaping, and
melting of it, so we know much of it that we have observed or had
told to us by our elders. We must know our home, and the ice is our
home.”
Anthea didn’t know what to say to this, because what he spoke was
truth. She’d accused him of not knowing how his lands worked,
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something she’d not have done to a seaman on the Inner Seas or to
a Kerathi hunter stalking through the Clan Islands. She felt a brief
welling of shame within her breast, but had little time to dwell on it.
With little warning other than a waving of his hand for her to come
witness his descent, Tuari slid backwards on his belly with his legs
dangling over the edge of the ravine until he disappeared from sight.
All there was to mark his presence was a taut rope tied around two
stakes at her feet. Gasping in fear, she surged forward past the pair
of snowshoes Tuari had left behind and skidded to the edge where
she sank to her knees.
Below here, perhaps a dozen Mayters, was Tuari, who had the rope
tied in a sliding noose around his torso, with one hand to slow his
descent and another to play out the slack that dangled past him. He
grinned up at her and slid further down, digging bone spikes tied to
his toes and heels into the wall as he went down. When he’d
reached a sufficient depth, he looped the rope twice around a hook
on his belt to help hold him in place. He also pounded in a stake into
the wall and tied the rope to that, lest he slip or fall.
“Why are you going so far down?” She demanded worriedly.
“Because as the sun rises overhead, there will only be a few
Mynettes to check the depths before they are hidden from sight. We
can work along the lip of the hole later.”
“What do I do?”
“Look for seeds or something in the ice. Do what you can with what
the Gods have gifted you. Try to guide me in the right direction so I
can chip them out.”
“I can’t do that.”
Tuari sighed and dangled beneath her for a few Saycunds before
looking up to meet her eyes. “Have you tried?”
Again, she didn’t have an answer. She had allowed cynicism and
doubt to prevent her from even coming up with an idea that
something might be possible, where he felt anything was possible
until proven otherwise. It bothered her to see the wisdom this boy
sometimes displayed, wisdom far beyond his Yarres. It was
distracting and disconcerting. He reminded her a bit of Makan, but in
the form of a strange boy.
Putting thoughts of the Uleaut boy out of her mind, she closed her
eyes, settled into a more comfortable kneeling position, and raised
her eyes to the sun and opened them. Unlike the other races, the
sun could not burn her eyes, or at least not quickly. They were built
to soak in as much of the sun, Maletos’ gift, as they could in any way
they could. She drank it in through her eyes, her pores, and even her
lungs as she inhaled the light-filled air.
“Show me the way. Where are the things I need? Where are the
plants that desire your divine blessings to grow?” She whispered,
though her words seemed to resonate through her body as if she’d
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shouted. “Let your children be born in this icy place, Goddess,
Mother of our kind.” She touched her thumb and forefinger to her
forehead and drank in the light and felt with all her senses.
“Show me.” She implored the Gods, closing her eyes once more.
Her heart pounded in her chest and she felt every ray of light
burning into her skin and infusing her body with energy. She groaned
as her being seemed to plunge from her warm body into the cold ice
below her. Her breath caught for a long moment at the shock of
leaving her body and her eyes jerked wide open.
Sunlight poured into her pupils, diving into her retinas like wide
open doors as she knelt at the edge of the icy ravine. The sun
penetrated her body and drove her being deeper into the ice,
searching for small motes of life lost within the wall of frozen water.
As her spirit dove, she became aware of a few scattered touches of
life hidden within the ice. They were miniscule, almost entirely
invisible to her senses until she concentrated on them. Then they
seemed to flare to life to display the potential and promise of life they
held within. She shivered with excitement and began to vocalize
urgently to Tuari where she felt these trapped embryos of life.
Words were inadequate, but they managed together, with each fall
of his chisel guided by her commands as he scaled to and fro and up
and down on the icy expanse. They worked for an amount of time
indeterminate to her, with her words and sense guiding him as he cut
the seeds of life out of the ice and stowed them somewhere on his
person that left her feeling disconnected or perhaps only distanced
from them as they broke free of the greater body of ice.
She became aware at some point that Tuari’s spirit or essence
seemed to be outside of his body too, guided not by the sun’s rays
that channeled through her body into the ice below her, but by the
winds. She felt Aaren’s breaths lift Tuari’s spirit and drive his hands
to strike where they needed to go, but she wasn’t sure if the boy
even knew it himself.
Eventually, despite her willingness to dig for deeper islands of life
hidden in the frozen recesses of the lands she knelt upon, she knew
she had let them go. Her body and mind were exhausted. She had
no more to give, and she could feel Tuari’s cramped muscles
clinging tiredly to the ice she was still very much a part of.
Reluctantly, she withdrew from the cold and returned to her body,
which felt foreign and small after being part of something so large.
Her warm blood welcomed her back, and that helped to alleviate the
imprisoned feeling she felt at being in such an insignificant form.
Before she was even comfortable, she forced her limbs to work and
help pull Tuari back up out of the crevasse. It was harder than she’d
expected, which only showed how tired both she and Tuari were.
They lay spent upon the ice at the mouth of the rift, panting as they
handed back and forth nuggets of ice with dark or occasionally light
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specks within them. The rough edges around the chunks of ice were
wearing smooth from handling by the time they finally packed them
away again and turned to speak to one another, for simply beholding
their successes had been a task that would not allow speech for a
long time.
“You’ve had a taste of success.” Tuari announced with a crooked
and toothy grin.
“Yet there are more within the ice.”
“Do we need more?” He asked wearily but dutifully.
“Perhaps, but that must wait for another Dee, for I have reached the
end of my reserves. I have no more energy.”
Tuari nodded in agreement and reached for the flask at his side. He
took enough to wet his lips and warm his body before handing it to
her to empty. She did so without arguments, but when she went to
hand it back, he was not looking her way. Instead his eyes drifted
beyond the crevasse to a yellowy white figure.
“Siarnak?” She asked, focusing on the Nanuq that seemed to have
a dark chest.
“It seems so. He is important in all this. He follows us and knows
what we do.”
“Maybe he follows you, not us.”
“Why would he follow me?” Tuari asked in surprise.
“Why indeed?” She asked, leaving him to think about the answer.
She pushed herself back onto her feet so she could slip on the
snowshoes she’d need to get back to camp.
They watched each other as they readied themselves to get home,
each feeling and knowing things about the other that they did not
voice. These things were secrets best shared willingly, not forced
into the open carelessly.
Siarnak’s presence seemed to punctuate the importance of their
cooperation though, and that made it seem all the more important to
keep what they’d done between themselves. Some things just
needn’t be shared with their companions.
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CHAPTER 48
If eyes provide us with the truest definition of the world, as we know
it, why do they so often trick us? I can only think that our minds
provide that which our eyes cannot, and that is mystery. Life without
mystery and surprise is not life.
Everydee, I am surprised at least once, if only in a small way, and
there are mysteries around me that I will not solve until long after my
bones have turned to dust. These are proof that I am truly alive…
- Excerpt from Ezhno’s ‘The World is Still Blue’
th

 Fyvesdee, the 15 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
In the six Dees since the major event, as he deemed his contact
with the unknown greater being – surely it had to be alive – Nishan
had felt little improvement in his overall condition. Something in the
crash had happened to his head that just was not healing right. He
suspected that a bone had been crushed and was applying constant
pressure to the soft grey matter inside or something to that extent.
He had seen enough wounded men to know that damage to the
head could do strange things. He worried that his brain, the control
center for his entire body, had been wounded in a way that was not
fixable. Yet he had no way to know for certain. Even as he knelt in
the snow outside their shelter and felt his scalp for strange dents,
protrusions, or soft spots, he could find none.
He grimaced and tried to still the fluttering of his stomach in
response to the swimming motion his eyes had decided to provide
while he had been walking. Out of nowhere, these attacks came
upon him, causing his vision to blur like he was seeing double.
Grunting, he clutched at his guts as bile surged up in his stomach
and his body convulsed to expel his morning meal upon the ice and
dirty snow.
This accomplished, he fell over on his side and rolled onto his back.
The coolness of the ice against the back of his head, if through his
thick curls of dark hair, was welcome. The wind dried the vomitingcaused dampness of his brow to dry, and he breathed evenly until
his heartbeat assumed a more or less regular pace. Beside him, he
smelled the acids of his stomach and the half-digested meal he’d
taken without relish less than an Ouer before. He also smelled a dog.
That caused him to turn and look. One of the camp’s thick-furred
mutts, a Kringmerk, was sniffing around the freezing goop formerly
contained within his guts, trying to decide if it was as tasty as it
looked to a dog.
As he watched the dog begin to feast from out of the corner of just
his left eye, as his nose was in the way of the other eye and he’d
closed it to escape the sun’s bright rays, he felt his head cease
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swimming. Yet he could see the dog moving without the motion blur
he had begun growing used to, chomping down and lapping at the
miasma of fluids and semisolids that he’d retched onto the snow.
He blinked and watched more, turning on his side so that he could
see what the dog was doing with both of his eyes. His vision seemed
to double once more, and his stomach twisted once more into a knot,
threatening to add a little snack to the meal the dog had just finished.
The dog seemed to sense this, and turned expectantly to Nishan,
waiting for the next course to arrive.
Nishan closed his eyes and pushed himself up so he could sit with
his back against the wall of the shelter. The dog’s warm tongue
searched out the spittle and errant bits of food on his chin and
hands, mostly out of hunger but partly out of the caring that some
dogs exhibit when around a wounded or sick person.
As he opened his eyes, one at a time to avoid anxious licking from
the dog, he began to notice something. He paused, closed one eye
at a time, and alternated which eye he watched the dog out of. As he
did this, instead of just switching perspectives from looking out one
side of his face to the other, his vision seemed to leap ahead and
forward. He found that if he opened his left eye after closing the right,
he saw not the same thing a Saycund later from the other side, but
instead the same exact moment from a perspective a few Centis
away.
Dozens of times he tried this, alternating how fast he opened and
closed each eye, but every time he saw the same thing – his right
eye seemed to be seeing things ahead of the left eye, things that
hadn’t happened yet as far as he could tell.
He tested this several ways to see if what he was seeing was true.
He tried pushing the dog playfully away, and the beckoned it to
return, which it did with a pounce. He’d offer a hand to the dog’s grey
and white muzzle, only to open his right eye and snatch the hand
away right as the dog was going to nip at his palm – nay, before the
dog had even begun its move. This confused the dog, as the
impulses from its muscles to brain were just being sent and it would
dart in right after the hand had been pulled away. He experimented
then with a simple game of fetch. Tossing a twist of cord would
cause the dog to run and retrieve it, but it wanted to play tug-of-war
instead of handing it back. Yet Nishan’s hand always found the twist
and removed it from the dog’s mouth before it could begin its game.
Its teeth would clamp shut only to find the cord missing, and then its
head would tilt in surprise while Nishan laughed.
The dog eventually tired of being teased this way, and threw
himself bodily at Nishan, only to smack into the wall where he had
been sitting. Nishan had seen it all coming and had come to stand
and had taken a step before the dog had even arrived. After that, the
dog pranced about at his heels while he walked around the camp,
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alternating which eye he looked out of. As he walked, experiencing
things a brief moment before they actually happened, he laughed
aloud.
This had the peculiar effect of scaring away the natives, who saw
him blinking rapidly and walking around with a dog playing at his feet
– Uleaut adults don’t play with dogs – and they likely thought him to
be mad. This only made him laugh louder. Indeed, by the time he
was catching snowflakes that he’d seen fall before they’d actually
reached him, he was bellowing outright in laughter, which in turn
excited the dog into a near frenzy and drew the other camp dogs to
join in the howling celebration even if they did not understand
anything more than as something amazing seemed to be happening.
How this was possible, he wasn’t sure, and it was only a fraction of
a Saycund different, but he was certain after these several Mynettes
that something strange indeed had happened with his head or his
eye at the least.
“Elecin’s touch is upon my eye. “ He said in wonder, referring to the
God of Future and Diviners his people favored. He touched his wrists
together before him in homage and then he fell down among the
dogs then, letting them pounce and roll all over him. As he wrestled
with them, he suspected that he knew why his head had been
bothering him so much. To look out of both eyes at the same time
was to see two different perspective times, and that was more than
his mind or his stomach could handle yet. To look out of just one or
to alternate, that did not bother his stomach at all, unless he did it too
quickly.
He broke free of the dogs and pulled a handkerchief from one of his
pockets. He tied it around his head, holding back his hair from his
face and covering his eye to the future. The five dogs around him all
watched this with tense muscles, expecting some exciting and
playful explosion of action from him that they desperately wanted to
be a part of. He did not disappoint.
In fact, the ruckus they raised drew the children of the camp, who
joined in until there was a mass of bodies wrestling around and
raising such a noise that worried adults came to see if Nanuq had
fallen upon the camp or even the wolves, the Amarok, had
descended on a child. They hauled off the children and the dogs to
leave the madman alone, muttering under their breath and eyeing
him warily as they did so, but it was clear to him that he’d earned the
friendship of the dogs and the children todee.
They could see his true character even if the adults could not.

Sagira winced as she eased her way across the camp on a
makeshift crutch. Having both a broken arm and a broken leg
presented serious difficulties to moving around that having either of
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the broken bones wouldn’t have had. She grunted with the effort of
moving, made even harder by the slippery snow and ice – packed
down and worn into smooth ice by the frequent crossing of feet – and
the winds.
Makan walked at her side, and as always he looked ready to help
or even carry her if she only asked for it. She would not permit such
a thing though, and would rather be seriously injured, bedridden with
him mopping her brow with a damp cloth and sponging her off
occasionally, than have him help her walk. There was something
shameful in needing help just to do something simple like walking.
She had decided that it was one thing if she was so badly off that
she couldn’t get out of bed, but once she could get up there was no
need to have a nursemaid.
This is not to say she didn’t allow him to reach out and steady her if
she looked close to pitching over and kissing the ice in a most
graceless fashion, which thankfully wasn’t often. She was stubborn,
not stupid. Better to be helped a little when she really needed it than
be coddled and babied into weakness and complacency.
She smiled to herself as she tried to imagine some frail, gentle twig
of a woman trying to get around as she was. It amused her to think
of how a girl might whimper and play into a man’s hands, letting
them do everything for her as she simpered and flattered the man for
his dedication to her. This particular avenue had been cut off to her
from the moment she’d shown she wasn’t a dainty, little woman that
was unused to abuse and pain. Makan knew that this certainly was
not the case, but in a show of good heart, he had been very
solicitous and ready to meet her needs.
All of that whimpering was dishonest anyway and it was hardly the
way to get better. She needed time to heal, but she could not let her
body grow soft and weak as she did so.
“Why do you smile?” Makan asked, his steady voice just breaking
over that of the howling winds.
“I’m smiling because I’m thinking about the kind of woman I could
have been.”
“The kind you’re not. What might that be?”
“Gentle, quiet, weak…” She trailed off, ducking behind a shelter to
cut away from the winds for a moment.
“Gentleness isn’t necessarily a bad or weak thing. A fierce jungle
cat will fight fiercely to defend her young, yet she’ll show them the
gentlest sort of affection one could imagine.”
“Are you likening me to a jungle cat with kittens?” Sagira asked him,
grinning widely.
Makan made a great show of surveying her as she leaned against
the outside wall of the shelter. She waited patiently for his verdict,
fully expecting a mischievous answer when she saw the playful light
in his eyes.
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“Perhaps you look like a cat a bit around the eyes, but the lack of
young to care for seems to discount any other parallels.” He
remarked.
“Is that a proposition to make some?”
“No, it’s merely an observation. I think you’d make a very protective
mother though.”
‘Why do you say that?”
“Because I’ve seen how you look after Bedros, and Anthea before
him. I’ve also watched you risk everything to save them when you’ve
fought on their behalf.”
“And on your behalf, too.” She added softly.
Makan nodded in admittance. “And mine. I can admit it.” He shifted
uncomfortably at the look she gave him. “You don’t have to look at
me that way.”
Sagira grunted. “You mistake me, Mueran. That was not a look of
surprise that you broke down and said that I have done for you what
I would do for the others.”
“What was it then, and why are you being so impersonal?”
“It was a look that said that you needn’t always put them first. Don’t
assume a lesser position in my regards just because your part may
be lesser in this grand and epic plot we’re somehow in the middle
of.”
Makan looked askance, sighing. “I just wouldn’t want to assume
greater importance than I have.”
Sagira grunted and pushed off the wall with a rock of her hips and
the push of the small of her back. In her irritation, she pushed too
hard and her crutch’s foot skidded forward across the ice. She
overbalanced and jerked both arms up to brace herself against the
rapidly approaching ice, causing a stab of pain through the broken
one.
A strong arm wrapped around her midsection, caught her, and kept
her from falling. She turned to see the dark face and eyes looking
back at her with concern.
“I could have caught myself.” Sagira said curtly, using him to push
herself properly upright and get her crutch under her.
“I’m sure you could have, but that doesn’t mean you had to. As
you’ve helped me, I can help you. We all need to look out for each
other.”
“’We’ is it?”
“Don’t assume a lesser place in my regards either. You are as
important as the others, but you’re more able to take care of yourself
than Anthea. She’s too pure for all of this I think.”
“And yet the most pure are capable of the worst things when they’re
pushed too hard. It is their very pain of loss that fuels them to
become cruel if they are not careful.” She said somberly. “She’s
already lost her father and Bedros isn’t much behind. I hesitate to
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think of what she might do if she loses the Ox-Man. He’s been her
companion for Yarres.”
“We will all suffer if we lose him.” Makan said thoughtfully,
assuming a worried and contemplative look. “He’s saved us all at
least once. He was so much more durable, attracting attention and
harm that would have killed each of us twice over.”
“Would that I was as good as he is at attracting attention.” Sagira
lamented, casting a gaze at Makan where he still stood thinking
about Bedros.
“Hrm?” Makan asked, turning to her as he realized he’d missed
something. He’d also missed her starting around the shelter again,
so he hurried to catch up.
“Let’s pretend I said something so beautiful and ephemeral, that, if
uttered once again, would be diminished in beauty.”
Makan laughed, carefully sliding under her arm to put his arm
around her and help her walk. She eyed him for a few Saycunds
while he looked at her as if asking her permission, and then she
decided it was okay. After all, it wouldn’t do to push oneself too hard
and hinder proper healing.
“I can help sometimes. You’re strong. We all know it. “
“But it wouldn’t do to let my reputation as a woman of iron fade.”
She jested.
“No, we couldn’t have that. What would all these Uleaut hunters
think if you looked less than steely for a few Mynettes?”
“They’d toss me out in the elements and let me get nice and blue
before the Nanuq came to feed on me.”
“I think you’re too dark to ever get blue, no matter how much you
freeze.” Makan replied evenly.
At first this earned him a glare from her almond-shaped dark eyes,
but as they ducked into the hut Bedros was resting in that hard look
faded into a raucous laugh that he joined in on. Bedros stirred a bit at
the sound of their laughter, so they quieted. He had been so still
these last few Dees that they couldn’t help but wondering whether
his stirring had been a good sign or not.

Tuari shook his head as he looked at the work they’d accomplished
in the last two Dees.
“What?” Anthea demanded, exhaustion making her mood less than
cordial.
The Uleaut boy swept his hands back and forth around them to
indicate the careful trough of ice they’d formed and supplied with as
much as they could find that might aid the growing of plants. On the
Uleaut ice fields, there was little dirt or soil to be found except in
special places during special times of the Yarre, so they’d had to
scrape together what they could: dust, sooty ashes from censors of
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seal oil, fish guts, dog hair, and everything else they could gather in
a camp full of people that might support life. The entire concoction
was spread in a narrow trough of shaped ice, which had been lined
by old skins of seals that had become too tattered to use in any other
fashion.
These skins had been sewn together by the children of the village,
who’d all pitched in initially because the construction had been
fascinating to them at first. In fact, the first Dee they’d worked almost
tirelessly from sunup to sundown to help realize Anthea’s vision, but
they lacked the patience of the camp’s steadfast adults in terms of
seeing the project through. So it had been Tuari and Anthea working
alone for the second Dee, other than occasional children who came
by to help before being called away by the adults of the camp who
saw the entire process as a fool’s errand and a waste of resources
as well as effort.
The first Dee had accomplished the formation of the growing trough
and the careful laying of what would be the foundations of the walls.
The second Dee had seen the slow raising of walls of thin ice sheets
that had been laboriously cut from the fields surrounding the camp.
Somehow cutting ice out of a field of ice seemed easier before they’d
actually done it. She’d never realized the selectivity required in
choosing ice for houses. These sheets were braced and held in
place by a framework of narrow strips of metal alloy from the Flier.
Cords and other fasteners had also been scavenged from the craft,
and that’s what held the makeshift structure together, presumably
until the ice sheets had frozen completely in place by the careful
application of water and snow to the crevices.
“I just don’t know that this will work. It’s not like anything we would
do.” Tuari announced. “This is not like our Apuyyaq homes that we
build here, and this cradle for your plants seems odd to me.”
“So?”
“So I have my doubts.” He admitted.
“Then don’t help.” Anthea replied angrily, panting as lightly as she
could to spare her ribs the pain, something that her exertions didn’t
make easy.
“It was hard enough to get Nantai to spare the materials for this
shelter, and I fear if there is nothing to show for it, then the campsfolk
will be angry.”
Anthea paused and sat down on the packed snow and ice that had
become the floor of the mostly complete shelter. They were already
doing much better than she could have hoped for, but her own
design had called for very thin and careful sheets of ice that would let
in as much of the sun’s natural light during the Dee as possible. This
conflicted with the Uleaut people’s normal strategy of just lumping
thick, if precisely cut, blocks of hardened snow together in rough
dome shapes or peaked structures reinforced by whalebones.
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“I’ll make it work.”
“I think that your ways are too different from ours. The people don’t
know what to think. You and your companions look different, act
different, eat different, and build differently. It makes us all the more
aware of how strange you all are.”
“It is the same for us.” Anthea returned, not an accusation but an
admission. “Perhaps you wish to hunt and be with your people
instead of serving me as you do. Remember that I never asked for
such dedication.”
“Nantai has decided that it is much easier to allow me to act as your
helper than risk any misunderstandings that may occur as a result of
your interactions with the others. So, as a result, my hunting duties
have been trimmed back to a bare minimum.”
“Misunderstandings? Like Chogan? I see him watching us from
time to time, but he is so often busy with his hunting that he has no
time to pursue his…” She trailed off, unsure of how to label the
man’s interests in her.
“That he shows you attention at all is a large thing for our kind. The
women all speak of it.”
“What do they say?”
“They mostly wonder what sort of offspring you could produce with
him.” Tuari answered reluctantly.
Anthea grimaced and brushed back her iridescent hair from her
eyes. “I take it their verdict is not kind? I get that from your tone.”
Tuari nodded. “They think that you’d give him pale, weak babies the
color of ice, or children who would have strange notions of building
and changing our ways. They think it is not a good thing.”
“Then we’re in agreement about that last bit if not the first part.”
“Yet their opinions don’t matter that much, because he is the best
hunter in our camp, and he will likely replace Nantai when he passes
from this world. He is free to take any woman in the camp that is of
an age and health to bear children, regardless of what the other
women say of it.”
“Yet I am not part of the camp, so he cannot lay claim on me. We
have spoken of this before, so let us speak of something else.”
“What would you speak of?”
“Yenis’ Milk – I want some of it to help grow these seeds. I would
also like one of the plants so that I could study it and try to grow
more.”
Tuari clicked his tongue and shook his head doubtfully. “I think this
is not possible.”
“Why?” Anthea asked. “I could do much with one of those flowers I
think, maybe even cure Bedros. I’ve looked all over and not seen
one yet, not even in any of the shelters here in the camp.”
“They are a carefully kept secret of our people, Anthea. They are a
gift from our Mother Goddess. They cannot be lightly given or shared
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with others, than you’ve had as much generosity with this precious
flower’s milk only shows you how kind Nantai is. His thinking is very
forward and he risks much by allowing our reserves to be shared
with outsiders who might never be able to pay back what they have
taken.”
“And how can I try when I am never shown the plant? How am I to
help replace what we have borrowed?”
“I don’t know. You’re a special situation for our camp, perhaps
among all the Uleaut camps. We don’t share with outsiders as we
have with you, and that is only because of the visions I had from
Yenis and Aaren. Usually they leave outsiders to perish on the ice
fields.”
“So, supposing you knew we were there, you’d have let us die out
there if there had been no visions?”
“Yes.” He said unapologetically.
Anthea frowned, her thin eyebrows shimmering as her brow
wrinkled. “That’s very cold.”
“Our lands are very cold, so our natures must suit our homelands.”
“Ask though. Beg if you must, because I need those plants. Maybe
you could just get me one or some seeds?” Anthea insisted,
reaching out to put a gloved hand on top of Tuari’s own. She gave
him her best pleading look, feeling guilty that she had to stoop to
such methods once again to try to get him to help her.
Tuari looked away and shyly pulled his hand out from under hers. “I
will ask, Anthea, but do not blame me if I cannot succeed. I must
bow to the will of my elders in this. I cannot defy them.”
“I understand.” Anthea said softly as she stood. “Do what you can.”
He nodded and stood to help her finish the ceiling before the light
faded and left the Dee dark and lit only by the stars.
It was a full Ouer before they finished, and the sun was only a sliver
of gold and red on the horizon. The white ice had turned a dark blue
in the absence of light by the time they finally moved the Aurean
crystal pod light and batteries into the new shelter. While she set that
up, Tuari spread some furs on the ground of the shelter to carpet it.
The hides were worn and dirty, but they were better than the cold
ice. Eventually they’d melt the ice beneath and then freeze to it,
bonding them in place.
Despite the last few Dee’s tiring efforts, Anthea found she could not
rest until she had placed the seeds in the trough, covered by the
moist mixture that she hoped would allow them to grow. Whether the
right sort of food was there for the plants or not, she did not know.
Certainly it was a rich and moist mixture of animal grease and ashes
and other materials, but that wasn’t always enough. With the Aurean
lights on the seeds would not want for light at least.
She drew the precious seeds out of a pouch Tuari had placed them
in for her. They’d melted out of their nuggets of ice that they’d been
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retrieved in. She pressed each a few Centis into the mixture within
the trough and closed her eyes to pray.
“Ocel, lend your strength to these, that they might grow under your
care and guidance into the strong plants that they were intended to
be at their birth. Maletos, guide them with the grace and strength of
your warm embraces. Yenis, you have held these in safekeeping.
Grant them the life now as you do for your chosen people who live in
harmony with the lands that you have blessed.”
She touched her thumb and forefinger to her forehead as Tuari
touched his palms together with his hands in opposing directions.
She smiled over at the Uleaut as he nodded in approval.
“It is good to ask for our Mother’s blessing in this endeavor.” Tuari
said approvingly.
“Makan said to me once that when you find yourself in a land
beloved by another God or Goddess, you must take care to offer
them your honor.”
“Then he shows wisdom equal to his Yarres I think. That is not
something that many can say.”
“He is my Nantai for our little tribe.” Anthea replied, causing Tuari to
nod in agreement once more. “Now let these grow in peace. I will
keep watch over them and keep the air in here warm tonight.”
“I think you will sleep well. You have worked hard todee.”
“As have you, but I must do one more thing before I can rest – visit
Bedros.” Anthea said wearily, though it was not because what she
felt she must do was tiresome. “He may not hear me, but I must tell
him that I am trying. Perhaps what we have begun this moment will
heal him.”
“I hope so, for his sake. I will stay to warm the air while you seek
counsel with your friend.”
“Thank you.”
“Go quickly, so that you can rest that much sooner.” Tuari advised,
settling in comfortably to wait for her.
She grinned and hurried as best she could past the bearskin flap
that covered the elliptical entry hole to her new shelter. A brief
glimpse at all they’d accomplished was all she spared herself before
rushing off to see Bedros.
In the dark, all their efforts seemed very insubstantial. What they’d
built in two Dees was merely a bump or an irritation on the skin of the
icy terrain. It was perhaps three Mayters square, making it smaller
than most of the shelters in the camp. But it had a different purpose
than housing sleeping Uleauts, and that seemed to make it loom up
taller than the other shelters.
She went to Bedros then, huddled against the biting winds that
whistled past her ears and snuck into the cracks of her new shelter.
If Yenis disapproved of what they’d done, the seeds would freeze
again and never blossom or grow. Time would tell.
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Perhaps he heard her encouraging words, or perhaps he didn’t.
Whatever the reason, he seemed more alert, almost anxious as she
spoke with him. She went to sleep feeling a greater sense of hope
than she could remember having in the recent past.
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CHAPTER 49
In some places, determination is to strive against adversity. Here,
adversity is our homeland, so determination is a state of normalcy for
our kind. Any of our kind not born with this demeanor will not live
long; these lands make sure of that…
- Excerpt from Ezhno’s ‘The World is Still Blue’
th

 Sechsdee, the 16 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
Crooked-Tail’s brown, glassy eyes swept across the bleak
landscape that lie in front of him. His eyes were heavy with
exhaustion, and his food had run out a few Dees back, which meant
that he was running entirely on the energy stored in the fat of his
body. His coat was dull instead of shiny as it had been upon his
departure, and his breathing was ragged in the freezing cold. The icy
wind and air bit into his hide and made the membranes of his nose
and lungs raw.
There was nothing inviting about the cold fields of loose icebergs
and the greater cliffs and island masses of frozen land beyond them.
His heart sank slowly as the temperature did, each step carrying him
further from the golden fields of wheat and grasses of The Amber
Plains on Lesser Aynglica where his herd still roamed proudly. The
sun didn’t brush these fields red, gold, and brown. Instead they were
grey, white, and a sinister shade of blue. The waters were dark and
frigid, and worst of all, there were none of his kind in sight.
Ox-Men are not a solitary breed. They are very social, and the
interactions between them dictate their position in the hierarchy of
the herd. Every male and female member of the herd knew where
they stood, even if they often fought for better ranking. This insured
that the smartest and strongest among them would breed and lead
them. The only solitary Ox-Men were the sick, deranged, or dying.
He knew which of these he was.
He was one of the dying certainly, but possibly one of the deranged
as well. He may have been healthy when he left his home, but his
body was at the end of its reserves. He’d pushed himself across the
Inner Seas and into the Outer Seas on the enchanted piece of land,
a gift from the land of his home to one of its dutiful sons who was
going to save another of their kind from dying.
As the connection he felt with his brethren, especially with WhiteHoof, weakened because of the distance between them, he began to
feel Bedros grow larger in his awareness. Bedros grew from a
pinpoint of spiritual light to a small lantern on the horizon that guided
him ever onward. Feeling Bedros on the distance was a small
comfort, but he knew that his contact with a piece of land of his home
beneath his feet had allowed him continued contact with his herd
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back on Lesser Aynglica. Had that small piece of enchanted land not
been with him, he’d have been severed from his herd Dees ago.
Then he’d have been totally disconnected from them, as Bedros had
been for so long. The lack of contact he felt when he thought about it
served to punctuate the urgency of his mission, so he pushed on,
knowing that each Dee, each Ouer, and each Mynette could mean
the difference between life and death for their chosen one.
Eventually, there was a time when he had to part ways with the
chunk of land beneath him. It could no longer navigate the waters,
choked as they were with pieces of ice of varying sizes. Some of
these pieces were a fraction of a Mayter across, while others were
dozens of Mayters long, and from what his wide eyes could see they
extended much deeper into the water than he would have expected.
Yet even had they all been small, he’d not have been able to plow
through them and brush them aside. The waters were just too thick
with them now. He’d seen scattered ones shrunken by warmer
waters and air for the last couple Dees, but this was a complete jam
of the floating scabs of greater icy isles. It reminded him of a shared
memory he had of Aynglicans floating logs down a river in great
enough numbers that there was a logjam.
With reluctance, he stepped off the scrap of his homelands onto the
first large iceberg that looked sturdy enough to support his weight. It
was large enough that it did not list or teeter under his added weight,
but his hooves proved to have poor footing on the ice, which
promised that crossing the ice floe would be treacherous at best.
Grunting in annoyance, he surveyed the waters around him and
plotted a course that would carry him from large iceberg to large
iceberg as often as possible. Some had strange twisted spires and
savagely sharp cliffs, and they looked to make his journey as hard as
possible. Some of these he could avoid, others he’d have to cross in
part or in whole, using smaller icebergs on occasion to clear
impassable obstacles with cliffs he couldn’t climb even in the best of
shape.
He knelt carefully and bowed his head to touch his horns to the
piece of land that had stayed dry through the storms in the Mueran
Belt, had not frozen across the icy wastes in the southern reaches of
the Outer Seas, and had brought him safely to this final stretch of his
journey.
Crooked-Tail drew in a deep breath through his nostrils, enjoying
the dusty smell of land pounded beneath his hooves. The grasses
that had been part of its construction had been pulverized until only
the toughest of stalks still remained, and then only in small pieces a
couple Centis long that had pushed to the edge of the float until it
looked something like a bird’s nest.
Yet as he tried to lift his head and leave, he found that he could not
part with this chunk of land. It was not just out of nostalgic
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attachment, but also out of necessity. As he looked at the piece of
land, he realized that he needed only to carry it to Bedros and then
their Chosen One could be connected to White-Hoof once more; the
connection of the land would allow Bedros to touch minds with the
shamans. Yet carrying the chunk of land to Bedros presented
serious problems. It was heavy, broad, and unwieldy, as well as it
might unbalance him and pitch him into the freezing waters as he
tried to make this dangerous crossing. That was more than enough
to make him think twice about carrying it, but he found he must.
Straining legs and muscles already tired from Dees of traveling, he
hefted the flat of land up out of the water, and then, when it had
drained what water it would, he hauled it up across his back. The
weight was just only bearable, but it seemed to bring with it a warmth
and security that made the burden well worth bearing.
Carefully then, he set out across the ice floe, jumping from iceberg
to iceberg when he had to. The local life, seals, bears, and other
manners of creatures he had never seen before, scattered before
him. They moved not out of fear, but out of respect. The needs of the
earth were communicated all around him, and they could feel the
importance of his task and so they did nothing to bar or hinder his
passage.
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CHAPTER 50
Lies, disguised as truth for long enough, become truth because
they have been accepted as such by those who do not know better
or who choose to live with the lies because they are easier than
truth. These sorts of people form a large portion of Elegia’s people.
The world is full of fools waiting to be told what to believe, and this is
something that our leaders have often exploited. Perhaps the only
way to right what has been wronged is to exploit this fact once
more…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
th

 Sayvensdee, the 17 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
Favian urged his heart to slow. He knew he must look calm and not
wary or worried or he would rouse the suspicions of those around
him, who were mostly elated or filled with awe by what they were
seeing. Getting caught would not help either Iago or the Greater
Helion, but this didn’t mean that it was easy to walk with ease into
the stronghold of a heretic and usurper and feel no fear.
Glancing at his companions, he was glad that he was not alone.
Beside him, were the two men and one woman he had come into
Lower Cenalium with by way of Choraeyn. For Yarres the four of
them had been there as agents of Iago, but they had only recently
met each other to gather and do Iago’s bidding here amidst the
center of the turmoil that was sweeping through Aurean society.
Strangers with a similar cause were as dear as old friends when
surrounded by enemies.
Dominic, while not terribly tall or even particularly good looking, was
a fastidious man with normally immaculately kept hands and hair that
looked a bit out of sorts and travel worn by the time they’d arrived. In
the Ouers since, he’d tried but failed to restore himself to his former
state of cleanliness. His eyes rolled around in a bewildered fashion,
as if searching for the facilities he’d need to clean up and brush the
dirt from his clothes.
Favian grimaced every time those ponderous eyes took to rolling,
fearing that they’d attract attention. Yet Dominic was preferable to
Jovan, whose smug grin and glinting eyes promised danger was
never far away. It occurred to him that Jovan was exactly the type of
man they were probably looking to recruit into their army. He was of
the sort that was unacceptable as a member of the higher circles of
society, but perfectly suited to be a tool of the higher strata when
things got a bit too dirty for their clean and uncalloused hands to
handle properly.
Licia, on the other hand, was neither too proper nor too vicious to
specifically fit in. She was capable of summoning vacuous looks that
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made it seem rather certain that she’d simply come here out of some
hint that she’d miss out on the latest trend in society if she did not.
Those looks were an entirely false face though, as Licia had a sharp
wit and an even sharper tongue that she kept all to herself unless
she was with someone she trusted. That sort of person happened to
be in short supply presently.
There were obvious reasons why going into Cenalium solo would
have been foolhardy. Lone wolves were always looked to first as
possible spies, and they were watched very closely even if they had
other people who could corroborate their stories as to why they had
come here. Large, boisterous groups trying overly hard to fit in were
also noted, as were those who walked in with guarded expressions
as they took in everything with their wide eyes. Basically, the entire
idea was to not draw attention to you – be regular but not too regular.
Each of them had already passed through the initial tests upon
arrival. They’d come in the same party of malcontents and rebels
that had been evacuated from Choraeyn by the pilots of Cenalium’s
extraction Fliers. All over the Aurean world there were these sorts of
retrievals going on, during which spies in Corydon’s employ would
arrange for safe landings of Fliers to remove supporters and
sympathizers from the other Grancittas and Menocittas. This
required bribes to be paid and blind eyes to be turned or, if not also,
the support of people who sympathized but were not willing to throw
their lot in with Corydon by abandoning their homes. Hundreds, even
thousands of people like Favian and his companions had already
been taken to Cenalium, and more like him were transferred every
Dee. Part of the reason they were here was to get an idea of the
numbers involved, as it was all guesswork until some sort of
believable count could be made.
Where they went wasn’t specifically known to the outside world, but
there were rumors that had escaped Cenalium of a hidden fortress
deep within the mountain – a fortress without light – where Corydon’s
supporters gathered to undergo some treatment that allowed them to
stand in the dark. This had all seemed like a fantasy or a child’s
dream until Favian had arrived in one of the three or four arrival
stations in Cenalium.
An arrival station was basically a Flier landing platform with a score
or more Dark Aureans gathered around to ask some difficult
questions and sort through the incoming refugees to determine who
posed the greatest chance of being a spy or assassin. Although, it
was entirely possible that some they knew to be spies were allowed
deeper within the system until it could be determined who they
worked for and who their contacts were so that the whole cancer
could be destroyed in one fell swoop instead of in a piecemeal
fashion.
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Favian had heard whispers of these Dark Aureans, but he’d not had
a good chance to look at one until arriving in Cenalium a Dee and a
half ago. He’d only received the order to infiltrate a Wayke ago, and
he’d had to work furiously to arrange contacts, which arranged more
contacts, which had eventually gotten him onboard an extraction ship
to Cenalium. Of course, the team working on the large Flier had
likely been Dark Aureans, but it had been so dark to avoid detection
– and probably to have them all feeling the nauseous first stages of
Dark Poisoning so that they’d bee too weak to try to seize the craft or
resist if they were spies – that he’d not had a good look at his
‘saviors.’
There in the tower-ringed square of Cenalium, with Maletos’
countenance glaring down at them and casting broad shadows
around the Fliers and the host of refugees and guards alike, he’d had
his first good look at the soldiers of Corydon. What he’d seen had
sent a shiver up his spine that wasn’t from the brisk Saysuhn of
White winds sweeping across the mountaintop or from the shadows
of towers and circling Fliers that fell on him. No, there’d been
darkness within the soldiers that he’d not felt before in his people.
There was a palpable aura of something wrong with them, as if they
were a nightmare form of Aurean. Gone were the beauty, serenity,
and grace that were normally in all but the basest bred of Aurean,
replaced with a sinister and greasy presence of something that had
gone bad or had been tainted. They were larger, stronger, and more
aggressively built beings, the product of what had seemed to be a
fictional treatment that changed men into something different.
If that first glance had been frightening, seeing those two-score
soldiers standing in the shadows and seemingly enjoying the
coolness of Kaneitha’s kisses, then seeing an entire shadow-filled
city chock full of them or men and women becoming them was
infinitely more frightening.
Nothing could have prepared him for Lower Cenalium, as he
learned the hidden city below the Grancitta was called. Having
answered the basic questions being posed to all newcomers and
having passed the stare down from the persons in charge who were
asking the questions, he’d been escorted into a tight formation of
other refugees. In a three by nine formation, they’d been marched
through the city into dimly lit tunnels that started many nervous
mutters from the refugees, many of which were just starting to realize
what they’d gotten themselves into.
They’d been led deep through a warren of similar-looking
passages, likely in a roundabout way that was meant to confuse all
but the most gifted people in terms of direction sense. Favian lost
track eventually, other than knowing that they’d tread steadily
downward, sometimes at as much as a ten percent grade. For a
quarter Ouer or more, all they’d heard was the nervous mutterings of
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each other, the slap of feet on rough floors, and the occasional drip
of mineral-laden water that echoed through the hallways.
These hallways had taken them eventually to a cavern that opened
up at an alarming rate to reveal a series of immense pillar towers
dozens of Mayters tall that were perforated with holes that were
occasionally lit by crystal pods. Mostly it was large grape-like clusters
of giant crystal pods suspended on wires between the towers that lit
up Lower Cenalium. Yet despite its apparent crudity compared to the
delicate towers of the city above, it was not without decoration,
though most of this decoration seemed to be recent. This was likely
the labor of the recent influx of people, of which there were many.
The crystal pods shone down on hundreds of people, whose
shimmering hair seemed to gleam like strands of flax beneath the
evening light of Haestos. They sat in gatherings around pools
shaped into the stone of the floor to gather water dripped from cracks
in the walls or ceilings or on benches that surrounded carved
stalagmites that had been made into effigies of Corydon and a
woman that Favian could not recognize, although she didn’t seem to
be Aurean from what he could tell.
Here and there were small caverns in secluded corners of the
greater city cavern, which were lit better than any of the other areas
of Lower Cenalium. Lanterns and crystal pods lined walkways
leading the refugees and newcomers to these caverns, where Favian
was surprised once again.
Inside the caverns were rows and rows of beds, each of which was
supplied with a cleverly fashioned feeder tube of the precious alloy
that Aureans used to make Fliers and arc-swords. These feeder
tubes led to a great crystal sphere filled with bubbling crimson fluid
that could only be blood.
This giant pod of blood was being fed by a series of Dark Aureans
who would come up, be fitted with an armband that had a hose
attached to it. Then they would drain out perhaps a half Layter of
blood from their bodies before moving on and repeating the process
with the next volunteer, and while some donors staggered away
weakly after donating, most walked away easily under their own
power. This blood would then be transferred into the waiting
refugees, who were strapped to one of the beds. They’d receive their
dose, and then be released. The receivers fared a little worse than
the donors. Many of them twitched or writhed as the influx of Dark
Aurean blood burned through their veins and was then shunted to
every extremity of their body through their arteries. Some convulsed
fiercely and needed to be held down by orderlies wearing
shimmering garb that seemed like a foul perversion of what the
priests and priestesses of Maletos wore.
Dominic swooned beside him as he realized they were all being led
to one of these beds for the same treatment, so Favian steadied him
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and swallowed hard. Licia wore a slightly nervous smile as she
glanced at him. Of them all, only Jovan seemed unbothered by the
process. He went easily to the table to be fitted with the armband
that would begin his change into a Dark Aurean.
Licia went next, and Favian could see her eyes clenching as tightly
closed as her lips as the blood of others began to filter into her body.
When it was his turn, he had to pry Dominic’s hand carefully from his
arm. He gave them a look of reassurance, all the while struggling to
keep his own fears in check.
The dark passage to Choraeyn in the belly of the Flier, the
interrogation, the long walk down, and then this – it was all too much.
In the end, he resigned himself to the treatment, knowing that he was
helping his people even if he was going to end his own existence as
a true Aurean to do so. To refuse would be to be branded a traitor to
the cause or a spy. So the belief that he had a choice was little more
than a fanciful notion in his head.
Strapped down to the table, he let the tenseness leave his muscles,
as much as it would. The armband clamped down over his bicep and
he felt the sting of the needle entering his flesh of his bicep right
above the elbow. To his surprise, his fears abated as the blood
began to trickle in, tingling and infusing his body with a strength he’d
not felt before. It didn’t hurt, but it felt strange. His head and blood
felt thick and not entirely his own. It was like becoming someone
else, and in some ways perhaps he was.
As he was released from his bed an undeterminable number of
Mynettes later, for the process had left his head spinning and his
faculties grasping at straws, he stood up straight, less bothered by
the dimness of the cavern beyond. He quickly rejoined his fellows
who waited for him, noticing that they too had his same confidence
and stood a bit straighter and stronger in the dark than before. This
discomfort and vertigo faded with each moment, yet his pulse
seemed to hum warmly in his ears.
The words of the orderlies, “See you nextdee,” rang in his ears
even as he was being shown to his temporary quarters in one of the
pillar towers.

“What Ouer is it?” Licia asked weakly, her form draped like a throw
rug across her assigned bunk in their shared room.
“How should we know? It’s always dark here.” Jovan replied testily,
and his reminder served Dominic a chance to moan about their
present condition.
“They’ll let us know when it’s time to go again.” Favian announced.
“I think it’s still a good number of Ouers away, but my sense of time
feels foggy.”
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Dominic groaned once more, earning a dark look that promised
violence from Jovan if he did it again. The mild-mannered man
simply rolled over, turning his back to Jovan’s piercing eyes. Favian
grunted and eyed the other bunks in the room, bunks that hugged
the inside of the slightly curved outer wall of the tower that, if interior
walls sectioning it off had not interrupted it, would have run around in
a complete circle with a diameter of perhaps a fifty Mayters.
Licia slid from her bunk and began to move her limbs drunkenly
until she’d come to sit beside Favian. “How many of us do you think
there are?” She asked in a low whisper that only he could hear.
“Define ‘us.’” He returned.
“Corydon’s soldiers… the Dark Aureans.”
“I’d say probably somewhere in the realm of ten thousand, maybe
more.” He guessed. He had only vague figures and a few glimpses
of the hidden city, but that number seemed accurate somehow.
“Are there truly that many?”
Favian shrugged, raising his voice just enough that it carried to the
others, but still speaking in little more than a whisper. “You see how
big these towers are. There are five or six of them that I could see,
maybe more in the depths of this cavern. There were crowds milling
around here and there within the cavern that numbered in the
dozens, sometimes hundreds, and you saw how many treatment
chambers they had.”
“A treatment they call it?” Jovan huffed, rubbing his arm absently. “I
don’t see what it’s supposed to do. I hardly feel differently.”
“Perhaps it’s because you were half Kaneitha’s to begin with.”
Dominic suggested from over his shoulder.
“Don’t press me. You can disappear rather easily in this city full of
dark places.” Jovan hissed.
Favian knew he should say something to intercede, something
about how they needed to stick together and work as a team, but the
words just wouldn’t form. They were all feeling secluded and alone.
Perhaps that was part of the entire process. They’d cling to each
other or the new ideals offered to them to avoid the loneliness and
dangers of the dark, and the treatment would keep them in a daze
until they were fully Corydon’s men, unable to resist because of what
had been done to them. The entire process might have been more
mental than physical, except that the end results seemed to show
significant physical changes.
“What should we do?” Licia asked.
“Wait, listen, and watch. Eventually an opportunity will present
itself.” Favian replied.
“What kind of opportunity?” Jovan wondered.
Favian shrugged again. “Opportunities come in many varieties.
We’ll just have to wait and see. Right now I think it’s just important to
stay alive. And we need to find out who Corydon’s lady friend is.
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Surely she’s important in all this mess or they’d not have statues of
her, but I’d not heard mention of her before getting here.”
When he finished speaking, he lay down on his mattress, signaling
the end of the conversation. He was exhausted, and he heard the
approaching footsteps of Dark Aureans who were likely escorting in
the next batch of patients. That just meant they’d have to be more
careful in the future when they decided to talk about their mission. If
the wrong set of ears heard them, they’d wish for a quick death.
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CHAPTER 51
If e’er I were to see Uman born and free, for the people Rumani,
I think I’d cry and go hopelessly faint.
If e’er I were to see a new home for thee, the people Rumani,
I think I’d die with not a single complaint.
So let’s all wait for time to show, that which Elecin can already
know.
And until it happens, may life grant me all that is well:
silver, gold, gems, and a pile that’s all glittery…
And until it happens, may life grant me all that is well:
life, love, prosperity, and a fellow who’s a bit randy…
- Excerpt from Rehan’s ‘Songs for the Lost’
th

 Aytesdee, the 18 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
Anthea eyed Nishan as he came into the shelter, the Apuyyaq,
which she and Tuari had built to be a sort of greenhouse or nursery
for the seeds they’d found. This caused him to eye her back, though
with one golden yellow eye only. “Did you poke yourself in the eye?”
She asked concernedly.
“No.” He replied, adjusting the bandana wrapped around his head
to cover his right eye self-consciously.
When it became clear that this would be the extent of his answer,
she prodded further. “What happened then?”
“Things were made clearer to me, so I cover one eye to avoid
becoming confused.” He answered, as if it were as simple as that.
“That doesn’t make sense to me at all.” She admitted, grinning a bit.
“It hardly does to me either, but at least I’m not wandering around
with my guts emptying onto the ice every few Ouers because my
head is spinning like a child’s toy.”
“There is that, but I don’t see how covering an eye prevents that. It
just makes you look a bit like a vagabond and also more dangerous.”
“As a Rumani, I think I’ll take that as a compliment.” He offered a
wide grin that made her blush, and then politely averted his eye from
her to look at the trough full of random muck and grime as best he
could tell. “This is quite a nice mess you have here. What’s it
supposed to do again?”
Anthea grunted in mock irritation, having recovered from her
embarrassment enough to defend her work. “It’s the best thing we
could make that would approximate soil.”
He nodded thoughtfully. “And you placed those old frozen seeds
you found in here?”
“Yes.”
“How do you know they’re still alive? They’ve been frozen so they
could be dead,” Nishan suggested, but then changed his mind about
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the wording he’d used and added, “or infertile I guess would be a
better word.”
“Some may be, but I feel that some others are not. Besides, many
seeds must survive the Saysuhn of White’s harsh grasps only to
thaw in the Saysuhn of Brown and then bloom in the Saysuhn of
Green.”
“True enough, but the circumstances here were a bit harsher and
the freezing a bit longer perhaps.”
“They will live,” Anthea said curtly, ending further doubts, “at least
some of them anyway.”
“Well, under your able hands, hopefully they will flourish, even
without proper soil.”
“As a Flower Enchanter, I’ll take that as a compliment.” She
announced, offering him a warm enough smile that he would know
that she took no permanent offense on account of his skepticism. “I
kept them warm and moist for a couple Dees before planting them in
the best things we have available. Now it’s just a matter of time and
luck.”
“Luck? Perhaps I should try my hand at gardening, for Luck is often
a companion to the Rumani.”
“I don’t mean luck in growing the seeds so much as luck in what
varieties of plants we were lucky enough to find seeds for.”
“Let me know if I can help. I know I’ve not done much yet, but I feel
like I can begin to help you again.”
Anthea nodded, taking his offer in earnest. “I will let you know.”
“And remember, it’s not just far off places with enemies you can’t
see that you must watch. Keep an eye, or both, closer to here. You
never know what things you may miss that are happening right under
your nose because your eyes are too busy searching the horizon for
distant happenings.”
“Like your eye? I just noticed the bandana.”
“My eye is a minor thing, even if it took you a couple Dees to notice.
We all realize what you’re trying to do here. Just don’t forget about
us because you can only think about your revenge and your
promises. That is obsession, and it doesn’t help you in the end. It
blinds you.”
“Like Rolf maybe? He’s so set on doing what he feels he must that
he didn’t think before swearing his Racheneid.”
“Maybe that was the cause of that.” Nishan shrugged. “I don’t really
know him well enough to say. The mistake I know he did make was
that he didn’t come to us first. He forgot that he had allies and was
readying to go at the world alone. None of us can stand alone
against the enemies we have.”
“I will try to keep more open and approachable then.” Anthea
replied.
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“That’s all I wanted to hear. Don’t get so deep into plotting that you
stop living.”
“I understand, really I do.” She said, feeling a bit tired of receiving
advice that she knew she should already understand and know.
Nishan winked at her then and turned to leave.
“Where do you go now?”
“I’m going to find Rolf or Makan if he’s not out hunting still.” He
answered.
“To what end?”
“It’s come to my attention that we’re not able to protect you as well
as we should be able to. I’m going to start training with him to
improve myself and help him improve if he’s willing. Bedros might not
be able to help us anymore, and so we have to stop using him as a
crutch.”
Her heart and eyes fell upon hearing that, but they were words she
knew she must hear. She had to face facts and the inevitable truth
that Bedros would likely never be as he was before. That was drifting
further beyond her abilities every Dee, and she still had nothing to
heal him with. “Train well, and yet don’t go too hard on yourself.
You’re still healing.”
“I know it. I’ll stay within my limits if you stay within yours.”
She nodded. “It’s a deal.”
He saw himself out without pushing the issue further. He left Anthea
to her ministrations of her seeds that she hoped to grow into healthy
plants.

“So let me get this straight.” Rolf began, eyeing Nishan with more
than a little skepticism. “I’m supposed to pound on you, a nearcripple, until you can’t stand up? And this is supposed to help us all
get better at defending Anthea?”
“I don’t agree with the near-cripple part, but otherwise yes.” Nishan
answered dismissively, glancing off across the landscape, as if the
answers were plain out there.
“You can hardly stand up to begin with. I’ve seen you lurching about
the camp and voiding lunch, breakfast, and the occasional dinner of
seal meat onto the ice when Anthea isn’t looking. The damn camp
dogs follow you around waiting for it to happen. You’re a free meal to
them.”
Nishan sighed, knowing that Rolf had probably already decided to
go ahead with their training practice, but was requiring further verbal
sparring before he would offer acknowledgement of that fact. “Then
you might have a chance at beating me for once.” He taunted,
knowing that pride was Rolf’s most obvious vice to exploit.
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“Might? Cainel isn’t going to exactly lay praises at my feet for
walloping you when you can barely stand,” the Kerathi pressed his
knuckles of his fists together in reverence, “but I’ll enjoy it anyway.”
“I don’t recall a God or Goddess ever acknowledging your battle
prowess, certainly not back in Cenalium when you let a man stick a
knife hilt-deep into your arm.” Nishan said, trying to provoke the man
into fighting if convincing would not work.
Rolf shrugged. “I didn’t feel it.”
“Maybe not, but let’s look at what that tells us. It tells us that you
were a few Centis away from getting the knife in the heart or neck
instead, and only your base instincts for survival allowed you to avoid
that inglorious defeat. And the fact that you needed your instincts to
take over where skill could not tells me you’re a poor hand with
melee combat. Sure, you might pluck a few lives from this world from
afar with your rifle, but we know you can’t sit back and hide and hope
our enemies always stay at a rifle’s length or more away. You’ve got
an obvious weakness, and our group suffers for it.”
“Say it plainly.” Rolf grunted impatiently. “I want to know what you’re
planning. I think there’s more to this than me making you a bit less
pretty after a pummeling.”
“Bedros is done.” Nishan replied.
Rolf nodded. “Alright. I’ll buy into that.”
“Do you realize what that means?”
“It means that he won’t be traveling with us anymore.”
“Yes, but it’s more than that, it means that we can’t use him to soak
up the first round of attacks from our enemies anymore. He’s always
been our shield, but now that shield is broken. We have to learn to
not only replace him, but also how to make the need for him or
someone like him less if not entirely absent.”
“And if I go about clubbing you like a seal that is going to help
how?”
“I’m not in perfect shape, and I might be using only one eye, but I
can see the weakness in your wounded arm.” Nishan accused,
letting Rolf touch his wounded arm self-consciously and roll it in its
socket to prove to himself that it wasn’t that bad before continuing.
“Any enemy will see that and use it to their advantage. They won’t
care if the feeling isn’t quite the same or if it gives out when turned
the wrong way. They will kill you Rolf. Then they’ll kill Anthea or one
of the others because you were too stubborn to learn to make that
disadvantage into something other than a disadvantage.”
Rolf’s cheeks darkened out of a mixture of embarrassment and
anger, but Nishan wasn’t done yet. As Rolf tried to reply, Nishan
waved him off and continued.
“I may not have sworn to avenge the dead of my clan, and I may
not worship Cainel as your people do, but I don’t think the dead will
have mercy on someone who passed up a chance to make himself
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stronger. What would they say of someone who went weakly to fight
on their behalf when he could have had that much better of a chance
at success if he’d just set aside his pride and trained with a man who
is supposed to be his ally in one goal if not the other?”
“Alright!” Rolf shouted, balling up his fists. “You’ve said enough, but
you’ve not said when and where I get to start laying fists all over your
smug face.”
“How about we get started now? Or do you need a Dee or two to
summon a bit more spine?”
“You’ll be envying my spine after I’ve snapped yours.” Rolf shouted
angrily.
“That’s fair enough. Let’s begin.”
Rolf nodded, unlimbering his excess coats and baggage to draw his
long knife. “What’re the rules?”
“Wrap blades with leather so they don’t pierce or cut, and anything
else goes. Stop when someone gives quarter.” Nishan replied,
drawing a single Kerambit. The finger loops of his hooked knife slid
over his fingers even if they were gloved.
He cut a strip of seal hide and wrapped the knife a few times, tying
it off in a knot over his palm to keep it taut and in place. He tossed
the extra hide to Rolf, which he used in a similar fashion. Despite his
accusations that his one arm was not working up to pace with the
other, Nishan noticed that Rolf’s hands both moved quite deftly as he
excitedly readied to start.
The two of them stood three Mayters apart, eyeing each other when
they were ready. Nishan unbound the handkerchief that had covered
his eye, though even after he did so he kept the right eye tightly shut.
Then there was only the wind between them and the crystals of snow
it tossed feebly around in small whirlwinds that extinguished mere
Saycunds after their births.
“You might want that open. You’re going to need both of them.” Rolf
taunted.
“We’ll see.”
“Well, I will at least.” Rolf said with a grin, and then he launched
himself forward.
Nishan didn’t need his right eye to see that Rolf’s weight was
shifting forward for an attack. He was more than ready by the time
Rolf had cleared the three Mayters, feinted left, and then stabbed
toward his closed eye. Sighing in irritation, Nishan brushed aside the
long knife and drove his shoulder forward into Rolf’s sternum. He felt
a pop in Rolf’s chest and was rewarded a loud exhale of air and a
groan of pain for his efforts.
Rolf backed away, clutching his chest. “That hurt.” He gasped.
“I’m still waiting.” Nishan replied boredly, though he quickly dropped
the act when Rolf redoubled his attack.
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This time, the Kerathi was a bit more wary. He feinted, sent halfhearted jabs in, and was ever watchful for another dropped shoulder.
Nishan slipped a fist or two in before Rolf got angry and fast enough
that his attacks were seriously pressing him into defending himself.
Still, reflexes trained in this very kind of fight were enough to keep
Rolf at bay and land blows generally when he wanted to, but that
wasn’t enough. He needed to be better than that.
His right eye opened wide, letting a dizzying second set of images
from a slightly different perspective and timeframe flood into his
head. Rolf was startled by the sudden opening of the second golden
brown eye and reacted with an excited punch that connected square
on Nishan’s jaw, knocking him flat onto his back. Sprawled on the
ground, Nishan rubbed his jaw, somewhat annoyed that he’d known
it was coming but hadn’t been able to avoid it. He’d not been
mentally prepared to shift perspectives in combat.
“That was my wounded arm.” Rolf announced smugly.
Nishan picked himself up and nodded. “It’s not done being
wounded yet.” He replied, earning a fit of laughter from the larger
man, but it was joyous laughter and not bitter or spiteful.
When they were both ready, they squared off again, trading blows
back and forth as Nishan tried to master switching perspectives with
an opponent who wasn’t afraid to darken a few eyes or bruise a few
of his ribs. At first, he kept getting caught by Rolf’s blows as he tried
to react to what he saw was coming before it began. It was a
complex thing to do, knowing where the opponent would be and
learning to place your body in the most opportune place ahead of
time. Nishan had to read Rolf’s body motion, momentum, center of
gravity, and direction all in a split second, decide how to best counter
and take advantage of these things, and then move in a blink of an
eye.
The first few times, Rolf just shook his head as he clobbered
Nishan. Yet he was smart and alert enough to know that Nishan was
trying something but he’d just not gotten the hang of it yet. More than
once he’d been surprised at the strange directions Nishan had
moved, directions he couldn’t have predicted the man would move
in. Often they were awkward, like two blind men listening to the same
song doing two different dances that didn’t complement each other.
To Rolf it seemed as if Nishan didn’t even know himself which
direction he was going before he did it, but when he started to get
the hang of it, Rolf began to worry.
“What’s going on here?” He asked, leaning over and bracing
himself on his knees as he panted.
“We’re practicing.” Nishan replied.
“I know, but why are you doing what you’re doing? As much as I
enjoy beating you onto the ground time and again, it’s a strange way
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to go about things. I don’t really think me tenderizing you is going to
callous you up to take on Bedros’ role.”
“It won’t, I know.”
Rolf shook his head and defended himself when Nishan started the
next round of attacks. This time, as he moved to block an attack he
read as coming, the attack suddenly wasn’t there. Nishan was at his
side plowing a powerful elbow into his ribs. He yelped in pain and
spun away, once again too slow to catch Nishan where he should
have been.
Nishan laughed and came at Rolf again, his eyes rapidly alternating
which was the open one. This was distracting to Rolf, who was used
to watching a man’s eyes as well as the center of his body to see
which way he would move. Nishan’s flexibility made him slippery like
a snake writhing out of the way, which was great for him, but bad for
Rolf when he started getting paid back in full for every blow he’d
landed before.
To his credit, he put up a valiant effort, occasionally surprising
Nishan right as he switched viewing from one eye to another. The
only way Rolf could keep up with him was to fight in completely
unconventional ways, dodging when he should be attacking,
switching hands and attacking with every part of his body, and
generally performing as acrobatically as he could. It became clear to
him that he was no match for the other man in the realm of agility
though, but being the sort of man he was, this just spurred him on to
get better, stronger, and faster.
They were so involved pulping each other that they didn’t even
notice the crowd that had gathered around them when they finally
dropped to the ice and couldn’t continue nearly an Ouer later. Makan
and Sagira were among the crowd. Chogan and Anthea were there
as well, even if he had eyes for nothing but her and she only wanted
to ignore him and watch what was going on. Eventually noticing the
crowd, they both fell into an exhausted fit of raucous laughter that
dispelled the enchantment their combat had held over the crowd,
dispersing them to shake their heads and wonder about the oddness
of the foreigners.
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CHAPTER 52
Life crawls across the ice. To do otherwise is to tempt the wrath of
the elements. You see this even in the way we cautiously shuffle our
way over the fields of white. We do not stride confidently, but rather
in a wary fashion, because even Yenis’ grace does not extend to the
foolish…
- Excerpt from Ezhno’s ‘The World is Still Blue’
th

 Aytesdee, the 18 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
Crooked-Tail’s hooves clattered tiredly across the crunching snow,
though he barely felt each fall of his broad feet onto the frozen land.
Yet with each cleft crescent mark he left on the landscape, he was
two Mayters or so closer to his goal. Over a Wayke of constant
running had led him to this point, and when he finally saw a set of
irregular lumps on the horizon, one of which he knew housed
Bedros, his legs gave out.
Stumbling, he crashed to the ice, skidding on his chest and face.
Shards of ice and crystals of snow lacerated his windburnt and
frostbitten flesh, puncturing areas of scaly hide beneath a coat of fur
that had been ineffectual against the relentless onslaught of cold.
Gasping weakly, he turned his head to the side to gaze at the scab
of land he’d dragged with him for the last couple Dees.
He blinked his swollen eyes a few times, finding that the film of
lubrication across them was freezing faster than his waning body
heat could melt it. Only constant motion had kept him from freezing
to death, and even the brief Saycunds of pausing since he’d fallen
had been enough to turn the sweat on his skin to ice. He pushed up
with his arms, trying to lever himself into a kneeling position that
would lead to a standing pose, yet his arms betrayed him. Dees of
carrying the chunk of his homeland on his back had left his muscles
limp and rubbery. There was little left in his body to give, only the
aspiration of movement.
As his body began to cool even more, he felt drowsy. Sleep crept
over him like a blanket, warm and inviting. His bovine face curled into
a sort of smile that would not be recognizable as such to any other
species – he didn’t have Bedros’ schooling in human-like
expressions and so he used only the equivalent Ox-Men facial
expression in its stead.
If his arms hadn’t the strength to lift his body, they had enough to
drag his body over to lie upon the mat of grasses and dirt that WhiteHoof and the other shamans had made to carry him here. As his
thick fingers dug deeply into the soil, the dust from it filled his nose.
It was a heady smell, one that recalled to him the waves of amber
grasses and violet sunsets in the twilight of a Lesser Aynglican
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evening with his herd. He imagined that the musky scent of his herd,
sweaty after running across the rolling prairies, filled his senses. With
the smell came visions and sounds into his head, beginning a wave
of nostalgia that shook his body excitedly. He could almost hear
White-Hoof’s guttural vocalizations as his hooves pawed at the
ground and he snorted and gnashed his flat teeth. In his mind’s eye,
he saw the others of the herd file in to gather around White-Hoof,
until the panorama of his imagination was filled with Ox-Men who
stretched from one coast of his homeland to the other. His heart
trembled to behold such a vast herd, a herd the size of which might
never have existed, for it numbered in the tens of thousands, maybe
even hundreds of thousands.
“Go on.” White-Hoof seemed to order.
“I cannot. I haven’t anything left to give.” Crooked-Tail answered
weakly. “Help me.”
“Your end is near, and you must walk to the threshold of life, where
you will be granted your final rest.”
“I yearn for it, but it is beyond me. I cannot finish.”
The herd stamped their feet and snorted in dismay. Despair built
within the massive herd, and a feeling of betrayal that they had been
let down in such a way spread from them into Crooked-Tail’s heart. It
was a spear of agony that caused him to writhe on the ice. Shame
suffused his form, and he shrank on the ice, feeling the sting of the
cold once more.
“Run. You were born for it.” White-Hoof commanded.
“I want to.”
“Desire is the mother of action. Give birth to your ambition.”
“Help me.” Crooked-Tail pleaded.
“We will lend you what strength we can.” Another voice added.
“Now run with us.”
“Who?” Crooked-Tail asked. As he did, One-Ear came into sight,
seemingly standing beside White-Hoof. “He knows?”
“I know.” One-Ear replied. “We will all support you now. You must
get up and run. Join us one more time.” He urged, his voice strained
by the effort of reaching so far.
All around White-Hoof and One-Ear, their herds seemed to shift
northward like a flocks of birds changing their direction in mid-flight.
They started to run. Those at the fringes of the herd moved first,
melting the border of living flesh of the herd and the grasslands until
the Ox-Men seemed to flow over the land like liquid. The ground
boiled as the dust was pounded beneath the hooves of thousands of
Ox-Men and the grasses bent before their passage. A cloud of dust
the size of a mountain rose behind them, stirring with the passage of
the last of the herd.
Desire welled within Crooked-Tail, desire to belong and follow that
perfect herd. Somewhere he found the strength to rise once more,
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taking up his burden as he did. Teetering on his feet, with the piece
of his homeland in his arms, he bellowed loudly and charged toward
the shelters just at the edge of sight.
If the ice had tried to trip him up before and if it had given way and
tried to swallow him up on a dozen occasions, it permitted him now.
It no longer resisted him and held him back as it would one not
connected to the land. His hooves found purchase and his steps
were sure. The winds seemed to push at his back to urge him along
instead of whipping stinging pebbles of ice at his body and slowing
him.
In Mynettes, that which had seemed an Ouer away came before
him. He skidded to a halt, panting just outside of the second largest
shelter, one through which he could feel Bedros’ pulse thundering in
time with his own. He was vaguely aware of others around him, but
they were not Ox-Men, so he paid them no mind. He listened instead
of the urgings of White-Hoof and One-Ear that part of him knew he
was still hearing, even if his mind didn’t translate them into anything
except commands to continue forward to his end.
So he pushed into the shelter, kneeling to crawl through the
entryway. He dragged the ragged clump of dirt and grass behind
him, though it was crumbling now as its task had finished. At last he
laid eyes upon the ruined form of Bedros, burned beyond repair; he
felt the last vestiges of contact with his homeland fade. The piece of
his homeland broke apart, spilling around his feet through his thick
fingers; some of it sprinkled over Bedros.
When he collapsed beside Bedros, the wounded Ox-Man jerked
upright, forcing tortured muscles and tissues to heed his will. Their
hands clasped together, and Crooked-Tail surrendered to the will of
the other – it was what he had come this far for. His life was done
and so he gave it up without reservations.
As his spirit withered in his body and joined with the wounded OxMan’s to become part of a greater being, his body shuddered and
died with an Ox-Man’s smile on its face. Bedros did not release his
hold on the dead body though. He wrung every iota of living energy
from it before the tissues could realize they were dead. It was only a
matter of Mynettes before the smallest parts of the body would begin
shutting down for good, so he took them into himself.

“Anthea!” Tuari called in alarm as he burst into the shelter she
shared with her seedlings and the Aurean crystal pods.
Anthea jerked her head toward the door, looking away from the
seedlings she carefully nursed. The mere touch of them on her
fingertips sent shivers through her body. The distraction broke the
tentative bond she felt with them, so when she barked, “What?” at
Tuari, her irritation was plain.
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Tuari stopped in his tracks at the tone of her voice, blinked,
stammered, and then shut his mouth with an audible snap.
“What is it?” Anthea demanded once more, her tone softened this
time.
“Something is happening to your beast friend.”
A heavy weight of guilt and fear she hadn’t allowed herself to
acknowledge dropped suddenly onto her heart. Her hands tightened
on the icy ledge of the trough they’d built for the seedlings, but she
didn’t feel the cold against her fingertips, or if she did she thought it
was the cold welling up within her heart. “Is he dying?”
“I don’t know, but there is another one there with him, and he is
dying.” Tuari replied.
“There’s another one?”
Tuari bobbed his head. “Yes.”
“Another what, Ox-Man?”
“Yes.” Tuari bobbed his head again.
Anthea blinked twice rapidly, her violet eyes plainly registering her
puzzlement. “How is that possible?”
“I don’t know.”
“There aren’t any Ox-Men for hundreds or thousands of Kilomes.”
“There is one here now, I tell you. I wouldn’t lie about such a thing.”
Tuari insisted, waving his arms frantically in a way that would have
amused Anthea had he not brought such news with him.
“Let’s go see then.” Anthea announced.
“Yes. Yes! Hurry now.” The Uleaut exclaimed, hurrying from the
shelter without her even as she opened her mouth to ask him to wait
for her.
“He could’ve waited for me.” She grumbled, pulling on an extra
layer of heavy clothes before running out after him, though she had
to duck her head significantly more to leave the shelter than he had
to.
A cold breeze caught her hood and blew it back from her face
before she could tighten the cinch cord around her chin and pull up
her face shield, the thin layer of cured seal skin that would cover her
chin, cheeks, and nose. The wind brought on it a feeling of change,
as it came from the frigid waters to the North instead of sweeping
across the frozen plains as most winds did. She shivered and hurried
across the thirty Mayters between her shelter and the one that
Bedros was kept in.
People were gathering outside there, most notable perhaps were
Nantai and Chogan. Tuari was shouldering through the crowd as
best he could, but had not yet gotten his full man’s size, so he
couldn’t shove them aside as easily as he wanted to. Rolf and the
others were there as well, standing out over the shorter Uleaut
people.
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“What is it?” Anthea called ahead to her companions, who had
formed a barrier around the entry to Bedros’ shelter, holding off the
host of Uleauts, some of whom carried spears.
“I don’t know. I think you’d better see.” Makan shouted to her, which
drew the attention of the Uleauts to her, as they were curious to see
whom Makan spoke to.
“Make way.” Rolf barked gruffly, pushing the hunters back so that
Tuari and Anthea could approach.
Chogan glared angrily at Rolf, a storm of emotions playing across
his dark face as he considered what would happen if he used the
spear he clutched so tightly in his hands. Nantai looked flustered,
and it was clear that his inability to speak their tongue weighed
heavily on him now. He snagged Tuari and began spewing a jumble
of Uleaun syllables at him so fast that neither Anthea nor her
companions could understand what he was saying with their
rudimentary understandings of the language. It was just as well, for
Anthea was far more interested in Bedros and the visitor than with
Nantai and the Uleauts.
She slipped under Rolf’s spread arms, and then between Nishan
and Sagira, who threatened the Uleauts fiercely with her crutch while
Makan braced her to keep her from falling. The four of them sank
back into place after Anthea’s passing, forming once more the
impenetrable barrier that kept the Uleauts away from Bedros.
Inside the shelter, a wave of odors assaulted her nose. First, she
smelled the sickness and the bodily wastes of a being wasting away.
That was a normal odor, something that had clung to Bedros since
his arrival. Second, she smelled the musk of another Ox-Man,
though it was hard to detect over Bedros’ stink and the smells of a
normal Uleaut hut. There was also an earthy smell that she assigned
to the large clod of soil that was spread across the floor, though she
knew not where it came from. Then she picked up another odor, an
acrid one that she could not place.
As her eyes adjusted from the brightness she’d been exposed to
from the crystal pods in her own shelter and the brilliance of the sun
upon the ice outside to the dim inside of the shelter, she could see
the prone form beside Bedros, who was sitting up. That Bedros was
sitting up was enough to make her heart leap for joy, except for the
weird way he was clutching the prone form of the Ox-Man before
him, a quite still Ox-Man for that matter. Grimacing, she moved
closer and around to get a better look at the downed Ox-Man.
“Bedros?” She whispered, kneeling between the two Ox-Men.
She felt like an oxpecker as she put her narrow and comparatively
spindly frame between those two giants, each pushing close to three
Mayters in height and each several times her own weight. The one
beside Bedros didn’t move and its chest no longer rose and fell with
each breath, though surely it must have been moving recently to get
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him here, she thought. Bedros seemed content to sit there with his
hands digging into those of the other Ox-Man.
“Bedros?” She called again, trying to get some sign from him that
he was alert and conscious of what was happening, but from him
there was nothing to show he was even awake except his upright
position.
She got another whiff of that strange acrid smell, and looked around
for its source. Steam seemed to rise off what she was quickly
deciding to be the dead Ox-Man. As she watched his body’s mass
seemed to grow less. His muscles grew less substantial, eroding
away even as she watched, like decomposition occurring in Mynettes
instead of Dees. The tissues of the Ox-Man continued to shrink, but
when she looked at Bedros, he seemed to gain in mass, like a
mosquito’s belly bulging as it siphoned off from its victim.
It was horrible to watch, but it seemed to be helping Bedros, so she
could not bring herself to try to break the link the two had, whatever it
might be. All she could do is watch as Bedros’ burnt tissues healed
over, leaving pink and grey virgin flesh where it had simply been a
mess of char before. The dead and scarred skin flaked off in great
slabs not unlike a sunburn peeling. Hairs sprouted across the new
hide, thought hey did not grow to their former thickness or size right
away; that much would take time it seemed. Most amazing though,
was the formation of his new face.
Ruined lips, nostrils, and cartilaginous portions of his head grew
back in Mynettes. It reminded her of nothing more than watching
mushrooms sprout overnight, exploding from simple spore to a
fungus of several Centis’ height and width in one evening.
Eventually, the scabbed over holes that had once been a bovine
nose were covered once more with a familiar-looking set of features,
and the milky-white eyes began to gain their sable brown color once
more. The horns to either side of his broad head also began to
reform. While they had once been glossy ebony, they now took on
an ivory white cast as they grew to a length much more impressive
than before, like those of a steer almost.
By the time the process was finished, the second Ox-Man was little
more than a pile of bones with strands of sinew and yellowed
cartilage connecting them. The bones looked painfully white
compared to the dark horns that still adorned the empty skull. There
was also an odd bend in the Ox-Man’s tailbones, and she couldn’t
help but sadly wonder what had brought that as well as the events
surrounding his death about.
Bedros grunted and woke her from her revelry and self-pity. She’d
hoped she’d be the one to make her best friend whole again, but in
the end she’d failed him. Only one of his own people had been able
to remake him. Anthea looked to him, fear and need filling her mind
and confusing her heart. She wanted to leap into his arms, but she
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worried that it was all a dream or that he would not be the same OxMan she’d grown up under the protection of.
“Bedros, are you really alright?”
He snorted and tossed his head in an affirmative way that reminded
her of a horse more than an Ox-Man. She laughed and rocked
forward on her knees, lunging his way. His massive arms, if not so
massive as before, enfolded her in an embrace. Her ribs protested,
but she didn’t care. She buried her face against his furry chest and
simply clung to the reality that he was alive and well again.
When she finally pulled away from his chest, she saw that his hair
was fading slowly, like a star winking out with the coming of morning.
It had already faded from the dark black and brown she was used to
seeing to a dark grey and a light grey in some places.
“Your fur…” She muttered, gripping a handful of it with each of her
small fists.
He nodded and placed a heavy hand over each of hers, nodding to
her that it was all right.
“It’s not been the same without you.”
In the secret language of symbols and gestures they’d devised
between them, he said, “I never left; I only slept.”
“I thought I’d lost you though. We were all trying to be strong
without you.”
“You’re stronger than you know. You’d have done fine.” He
signaled.
“No, I couldn’t go through with this without you.”
“You must.” He said then, though she read it differently: “You
could.”
She wept then, clinging to the closest thing she had to true family
left, while outside they still waited for answers that she couldn’t give
them because she didn’t understand what had happened either.
Some things were too good to do anything but accept. Answers
weren’t always offered and the world went on without you even if you
demanded a reckoning of what has occurred.

Tuari stood before the crowd of his own people with his back to
Rolf, Nishan, Makan, and Sagira, who in turn stood before the
entrance to the shelter that held the stranger, Anthea, and the
wounded beast man. It was never so painfully obvious how exposed
he was in his precarious balancing act between his people and the
guests in the camp as that moment. His status as mediator was
illustrated perfectly as he stood before his people trying to defend the
strangers and answer questions to which he had no real answers.
For a quarter Ouer, he had fended off his irritated and curious
brethren as they pushed on the shelter, eager to see what was going
on. They thrived on a simple life of routine and predictability – the
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unpredictable was dangerous – so something out of the ordinary was
hard not to be interested in. The arrival of the strangers had been
arguably the most significant event many of them had or would see
during their lives, and yet their mere presence seemed to bring more
change and more strange happenings. Their curiosity had far
overwhelmed their patience and Tuari saw his repeated efforts to
rebuff his people beginning to fail. He was pondering just what he
could do to further assert his authority when Nantai finally demanded
an accounting.
Nantai had patiently waited for several Mynettes, absorbing the
moods and feelings of his people, as they demanded to see what
was going on. Of all the voices, Chogan’s was loudest and strongest,
and in the end his status in the camp was too much to ignore.
“What is it that happens here? Why are we made to wait in our own
village as if we are the guests and not they?” Nantai demanded,
raising a hand to point at the foreigners arrayed before his people.
“Most wise one, if I could, I’d permit you to see what occurs.
However, we must remember that while they are our guests, their
ways are very different and what occurs here is private to them.
Even I am not permitted to see. That an explanation will come is
without a doubt.”
“Who are they to bar our way into one of our huts?” Chogan barked.
Tuari took a quick look over his left shoulder, hoping the faces of
the strangers who had become his friends would offer him the
answers he and they needed him to come up with. Makan stood
firmly, his reddish-brown face as impassive as his thickly muscled
body. Sagira hardly looked to be injured as she stood proudly and
defiantly before the winds and the crowd of Uleauts. Rolf, haughty
though he might be sometimes, managed to keep his expression to
one of severity that promised that nothing would pass him without
serious harm. Of them all, Nishan was the fiercest though. His feral
golden eyes, one covered with the band of cloth he’d taken to
wearing in the recent few Dees, were enough to make the Uleauts
keep their distance. Around him there was the greatest buffer of
open ice between foreigners and Uleauts. Whatever it was about the
strange man, it was clear that he was the most dangerous among
them.
“They are a camp and hunting party of their own, complete with
their own rules and ways. Their rules demand privacy now. Anthea is
honorable, and I’m sure she will share with us when she has finished
her tasks inside.”
“I am shamed to admit I do not understand what is happening.”
Nantai grumbled, rubbing thoughtfully at his lined face with his
mittened palms. “I hear only that more of the beast men have come
and they have burst into our homes.”
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Tuari shook his head. “One has come, and he went only to the
shelter of his fellow.”
“What are they saying?” Rolf asked warily, his hand resting
anxiously on his long knife.
“I am trying to keep them from forcing you aside so they can
observe what Anthea and Bedros do with the stranger.”
Nishan snorted in wry amusement. “That won’t happen while we
live.”
“That is exactly why I am trying to prevent such a thing from
happening. It would make things much easier if she would emerge
quickly and explain what is going on.”
“You might want to do a better job explaining then, unless you want
to see Chogan gutted like the seals he hunts.” Rolf suggested in as
helpful a tone as he could summon.
Chogan’s eyes had been shifting back and forth as he surveyed his
options. He’d watched the crowd and had urged them along, but
they’d been unwilling to do more than call out for the shelter to be
opened to them. Now, as Tuari was distracted with the others, he
seized the reins of their mistrust and tried to guide them. “What is it
you say with them? Do you plot against us?”
Tuari shot an angry look back at Chogan, but he could read the
accusations beginning to dawn in the eyes of many of his fellows.
His heart fell to think that it took only a few throaty syllables before
they were willing to entertain the idea that he might no longer be
working in their best interests, but after all, wasn’t he the one who
worked most closely with the strangers? “It is nothing of the sort.” He
spat out indignantly. It was enough to keep those who were wavering
to keep a positive opinion of him, though some still held him in
suspicion. Frowning and shaking his head in disappointment at his
fellows, Tuari explained. “Just as you cannot understand their
language, they cannot understand yours. I must tell them what you
say and then tell you what they say.”
“They speak of more strangers to come, and they tell you that they
will raise arms against us. I can see it in their eyes. They would harm
those who cared and sheltered them.” Chogan alleged.
“Is this true?” Nantai asked upon looking at each of the foreigners in
turn.
“No. They would not think to harm us, but they will not let harm
befall Anthea, the girl, whom they are all sworn to protect.”
Chogan jumped on this immediately, for it fed into his own curiosity.
“Why do they protect her? Of what import is she?”
“She is like kin to them, despite being of another family and people.
Suffice it to say that she is important to them in ways that are strange
or inconceivable to us. The ways of the folks who do not walk the ice
are not our ways.”
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“Perhaps she has some strange power over them?” Chogan
suggested to the crowd, earning murmurs of assent. “We have all
seen the strange shelter she built with your help, and that of our
children who did not know that which they did. She carries on
strange deeds within, and the place is lit like the breadth of the Dee’s
sky even in the dark of night.”
This was, of course, something that had intrigued the entire camp.
All had seen the light sneaking out through the cracks and thin
places in the walls Anthea had built, and they had been curious
about what she did. Some even stole glances within when Anthea
was not around, but that had only served to confirm that it was not a
typical Uleaut home and that it was indeed strange. Now, all of her
actions were being cast in a sinister light.
“Surely even the Nanuq cannot stand against a man whose tongue
can slay the character of a girl who is not even present to defend
herself against accusations bred from fear and lust.” Tuari chastised.
He knew the words were harsh and pushing heavily in the
disrespectful direction, but his heart swelled with anger to hear
Anthea spoken of thusly.
Chogan’s faced darkened as many of the round faces within the
crowd, Nantai included, turned to regard their best hunter to
determine just exactly what his motives were in these accusations.
Chogan’s jaw tightened and he shook his spear agitatedly, yet he
settled when Nishan took a half step forward to show support for the
boy when he perceived a threat toward him.
Chogan took a breath and mastered himself. “What would a boy
know of the matters of adults? I have done nothing that requires
defending myself like this. You forget yourself, Tuari.”
“Do I? I have not forgotten our ways. I know where our ways end
and theirs begin, and I know that their ways are not ours. Patience is
what we need here. All will be made clear. Yenis would not have
delivered them into our care without reason.” Tuari replied evenly,
touching his opposed palms together in front of his chest.
Nantai clucked his tongue, clapping his hand around his spear. The
carvings on the shaft of his weapon had been made over many
Yarres, yet they had not destroyed the weapon’s usefulness even as
they lent it a wizened look. Eyes went to the weapon as if it were a
source of wisdom in itself. “Again you invoke the name of our Mother
Goddess. I wonder though, what sacrifices she might ask of us on
their behalf and to what end? In her wisdom, she must have a plan. It
is one greater than I can see yet, and so we are forced to interpret
her needs.”
“Honored one, I was not given the use of their tongue for no use.
Trust me in this, I plead with you.”
Nantai looked from Tuari, to the crowd who eyed him expectantly,
then to Chogan, and finally to the foreigners who could plainly realize
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that some important point in the discussion had been reached. They
stood a hair straighter, set their jaws with a bit more determination,
and waited for his words.
“There is the business of survival at hand.” He said finally. “Yenis,
even in her grace and mercy, does not plan for us to stand around
slack-jawed eyeing nature’s bounties. Be about your tasks.” He
touched his palms together to punctuate his words.
His words were accepted as command and gospel all at once.
There was not grumbling at a spectacle missed, except by the very
young, and they were cuffed on the head or across the shoulders for
showing disrespect. They dispersed quickly and went about those
tasks that insured their daily lives’ continuances. Of the entire crowd,
only Chogan remained. His previous efforts had been in vain.
“We must…” Chogan began, beseeching his elder.
“Enough.” Nantai cut him off, ending his protest. He lifted his hand
to point to his personal shelter. “You will wait with me in my Apuyyaq.
We will hear the girl’s account firsthand, with Tuari making their
speech for us.”
“I see.” Chogan replied, clearly unhappy about the decision.
“Do you? You tread dangerous ice, Chogan. Do not let your pride
blind you. Whether you believe Tuari and his visions or not, is it wise
to test Yenis’ patience?” Nantai’s spear slid into the crook of his arms
for a moment as he touched his palms in reverence once more, only
to slide back into his hands as the religious gesture was completed.
“Can a man such as you or I hope to understand the burdens that
have been given to Tuari or even to the girl that these foreigners
protect?”
“You are right, of course.” Chogan said humbly, lowering his head.
Nantai sighed in relief, for he was wont to be at odds with the most
important member of his camp or with the boy who might have been
spoken to by their Goddess. “Then accompany me and speak to me
of lighter matters while we wait.”
Without waiting for an affirmative answer, he nodded briefly to
Makan, whom he regarded as the senior leader of the foreigners and
whom he knew was doing his best to support the camp, so he
offered him that token gesture of acknowledgement. Then he went
off to his shelter, with a slightly sullen Chogan in tow.
They four defenders eyed Tuari as he deflated slowly, his energy
spent from the effort of controlling the situation as well as he could.
“It went well?” Sagira softly asked him, her voice strangely warm in
the cold winds that nibbled at his ears.
“As well as it could, but I fear that Chogan hates me all the more
now. I can no more go with his hunting parties, or he may try to do
away with me.”
“He would kill you?” Makan asked worriedly.
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“Not outright, but he is wise in the ways of the ice and snow. He
could find a way.” Tuari replied.
“Know that he will disappear before harm befalls you. I promise you
that.” Nishan said, but he offered it in such a casual manner that it
chilled Tuari to the bones.
“What Anthea may say could help prevent us from reaching that
crossroad.” Tuari offered hopefully.
The Rumani grinned cynically. “Some men are born seeking their
death. Perhaps he is one of those, only he’s never realized it before
or found a time to express such a trait.”
“Enough!” Sagira cut in. “Let’s not speak of such things. Dark deeds
only grow nearer when spoken of.”
Nishan shrugged and resumed waiting.
It was not long, perhaps twenty Mynettes more, before Anthea
emerged, followed by an Ox-Man who, while being changed in many
subtle ways, could only be Bedros. They all eyed his healed form
with astonishment, too shocked to find and form words for their
mouths to speak. Yet before they could be given an explanation,
Tuari hurriedly dragged Anthea and Bedros away from their four
dumbstruck companions.

While Tuari by no means visited Nantai’s Apuyyaq home frequently,
he had been in it a few times before, though never so much as
recently because of his visions and his involvements with the camp’s
strange roster of guests. Chogan was a regular visitor, and as such
he looked quite comfortable sitting cross-legged beside Nantai on a
pile of furs and skins. Anthea on the other hand seemed to Tuari to
be rather overwhelmed, or perhaps underwhelmed, by what she was
seeing. Her head rolled on her shoulders as she took in the décor of
the camp elder’s home. Bedros, seemingly uninterested in the
surroundings, sat in an awkward sort of recline, posing a large
obstruction to her viewing, but she didn’t seem to mind.
Tuari tried to recall the first time he’d been in this Apuyyaq, but
couldn’t bring it to mind. His eyes kept stealing the attention away
from his thoughts as they alighted on some strange trinket or carving
he’d not noticed before. Decorations were a luxury foregone by the
Uleaut people except in the rarest cases. Rare cases usually
consisted of effigies to Yenis or Aaren and less commonly Fallu or
Thuraish, other religious artifacts, or possibly a crafted tool handed
down through the generations.
Nantai was an accomplished carver and his sheer lifespan had
permitted him many Yarres to perfect and practice his craft. As a
result, every Centi of whalebone brace in the structure was detailed
in deftly executed scrimshaw. Scenes of icebergs floating into seas
meshed with that of herds of seals and sloths of Nanuq wandering
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across fields of ice and various representations of Uleaut hunters
and children about their daily tasks. There were also many of images
of tireganierk, the arctic foxes that Nantai seemed to like, or maybe it
was just that he did those best and in the most lifelike fashion of any
of the animals he carved. All manners of life were depicted, and
Tuari considered the carvings sort of a catalogue of all life available
to be seen in Uleaut lands.
Carvings were not the only decorations, as there was a series of
carefully sewn hides that detailed the lineages of the members of the
hunting party hung on the walls in a seemingly particular order.
Every name and every child was denoted in dark threads of seal gut
or sinew, with small ticks and marks beside them to indicate if they’d
died, the number of Yarres they’d lived, and the successful offspring
they’d had. These had to be painstakingly updated by the elders of
the hunting party, which for this party happened to be just him. The
duties would fall to Chogan somedee, or any other who should prove
worthy.
The only other items of note were rare herbs, teeth, stones, chunks
of metal, and the furs or hides of oddly colored animals. Nantai had
collected many Yarres worth of oddities to study and keep record of
to better understand how the world around him worked, that much
was clear to anyone who opened their eyes to see the signs.
Chogan cleared his throat impatiently, having tired of eyeing Bedros
suspiciously. He had seen the beast man laid out in his ruined form,
and to see him so miraculously recovered was hard to believe, let
alone trust. His impatience earned a glance of reprimand from
Nantai, who was not about to be rushed in such a matter of
importance. Anthea looked briefly to Tuari, who nodded reassuringly.
“I’m ready, I suppose. You obviously brought me here for an
explanation of what has occurred.” Anthea said.
“I must relay your tale to Nantai and Chogan.” Tuari explained.
She frowned. “Why to Chogan? He has nothing to do with it, and I
don’t really trust him.”
“He is the closest thing to a second elder we have, and he is likely
Nantai’s replacement in the Yarres to come.”
“Fine, tell who you must.” She relented. She would give way to their
desires this time, as she had little choice.
Tuari explained that they were ready to Nantai, who wordlessly
waved for them to proceed. Anthea nodded and began speaking,
keeping her eyes on Nantai as if she were talking directly to him in
words he could understand, even if it took Tuari to effectively
communicate her message to him.
“Bedros, my companion, was badly wounded defending us from
those who sought to imprison me because they fear what I know
about their perversions and foul experiments. They have corrupted
themselves into something evil, and I feel that the man responsible
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for these heresies had my father killed indirectly if not directly. My
mother, who I supposed to be dead, may live still under his control,
and I would return to kill him and rescue her if I can.”
She paused to let Tuari speak this piece, struggling as he did where
there were simply no words in Uleaun for what he had to say.
Chogan looked incredulous already, and she’d just started. This put
a slight smile on her face, even if Nantai’s expression was very grave
and serious.
After a moment, Tuari nodded for her to continue, so she went on.
“Bedros’ fellow Ox-Men seemed to have sent one of their own across
Tulis and Marceaupo’s Seas. When he got here, he was at his life’s
end, but getting here was all he had hoped to accomplish. By means
of some ritual particular to their own race, they were able to restore
Bedros from most of the hurts he’d sustained, though it cost the life
of the other to do so. However, Bedros is esteemed to be worth the
sacrifice for reasons I’m not entirely clear on. Suffice it to say, to his
people, he is very important.”
Again, she paused and let the words be translated and explained.
Chogan looked aghast and started spewing words in Uleaun with
enough anger and disgust that Anthea had to bite her tongue against
replying in kind, even if they’d not understand her any more than she
understood them. Tuari sighed deeply and to Anthea it seemed he
tried to calm the man.
“What is he so upset about?”
“He complains about the unnaturalness of what has occurred in our
camp. He says we have all been cursed to allow such a deed to
happen here. He claims we should strike the camp and leave lest we
all become befouled by the acts committed by the beasts. I think he
wants me to be left with you and the other… vermin, as he puts it.”
“Tell them this then.” Anthea sighed but was unflustered even if
Tuari seemed to be. She rested a hand lightly on his arm. “Explain
that the Ox-Men are a people apart, and that what they do cannot be
judged by our standards. We can’t expect to understand them, for
they are so different and their ways are their own. Let them no that
no harm will befall them because of this.”
Tuari nodded and did as she said. Nantai nodded and finally spoke,
holding out his hand to silence more protests of Chogan after
listening to some of what the hunter had to say. After they finished,
eyes turned expectantly to Anthea, while avoiding Bedros, who
snuffed to see Anthea getting agitated.
“Chogan is worried that we have offended the Gods by allowing you
to rest here, commit deeds that are against the natural order of
things as set by Nelius and the other Gods, and that this only proves
that more people or beasts will find us here and ruin our way of life.”
Bedros ground his flat molars together, eyeing Chogan. Anthea
gripped a handful of the fur from his nearest arm and shook her
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head. She understood that he didn’t like to be called a simple beast,
as if he was nothing more than a mere animal, but any trouble he
made of the issue would not help. Simpleminded people didn’t
change their opinions about things from that sort of persuasion.
“Tell him that the Ox-Men do not speak to our Gods. They have
their own ways, and their ways are peaceful and gentle. They harm
no one who does not seek to harm them, and Nelius has never taken
issue with them or those who employ or help them before. As to
more of them coming, the way the other got here is a mystery to me,
but Bedros has assured me that it is not something that could be
done by any but the most dedicated and desperate of Ox-Men, and
they have no reason to send another. That was the first and last
visitor you will have here of his kind, and no others know we are here
except your people in this camp.”
As Tuari finished translating this, Chogan assumed a doubtful
expression and crossed his arms. His expression grew sullen as he
saw that Nantai believed what he was hearing. His eyes flickered
back and forth from Tuari, for whom his dislike was clear, to Anthea,
for whom his dislike of her warred with his desire for her. She
ignored his looks, but Chogan could not do the same with Bedros’
warning glances. Nantai and Tuari had a long exchange, punctuated
only rarely by Chogan’s comments, which were ignored as far as she
could tell.
Finally, Tuari turned back to her and offered a weak smile. “He
believes you, but at the same time worries about our camp. He
wonders what Bedros might eat to sustain him for he is so large, and
he worries that perhaps he is not gentle and the people will fear him.
Mistrust of you and your friends, myself included, grows with the
influence of those who would see you gone.”
He didn’t have to mention names. It was pretty obvious from their
interactions who wanted them there and who did not. Most tolerated
their presence or were mildly curious about them, but Chogan’s
group of people who ignored them or avoided them out of distrust
was growing. Even a strong showing from Nantai and Tuari could not
entirely reverse the damage that had already been done, so the
elder’s concerns were real.
“We will leave when we can. I wait on the seedlings and a way to
get back. We don’t want to interfere with your lifestyle or your culture.
We have tried to be as unobtrusive as possible. Makan hunts and
teaches Rolf and Nishan what he has learned. We all help with the
Dee-to-Dee tasks around camp. Even Sagira does what she can.
Bedros will be no different I think, and he is stronger than a halfdozen hunters.”
Tuari nodded, understanding her situation as well as any of his kind
could, for he spent the better part of most of his Dees with her or her
companions. He spoke her words to his elder and waited for his
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response, which was not short in coming. The elder mused over
things, his dark eyes within his wrinkled face searching for answers
in the carvings he’d done in the braces of the Apuyyaq. When he did
speak, it was gravely, and even Chogan listened well, knowing that
this was a decision born of many Yarres of wisdom. Anthea could
only wait nervously for the translation.
“He says that if you are to stay among us, then to avoid the clash of
outsiders versus Uleaut, you must submit fully to our ways for the
duration of your stay. Only then can we treat you as equals, and no
one will think less of you or treat you as otherwise. He said that
Yenis and the Gods put you here for a reason, and that may have
been, partially at least, to learn our ways. He thinks that our ways
may enlighten and enrich your lives in some way that will help you
accomplish your tasks.”
“What does he mean submit fully?” She asked. “We’re doing all we
can.”
“It means that we must push that even further, and that I must
instruct you all in our etiquette, language, and ways as best I can.
Children will help educate you as they can, too.”
“We will do what we can, but I must also tend to my seedlings and
see about getting out of here. He must realize that we don’t intend to
live here forever, and we must be about our own tasks that will see
us out of here.”
Tuari nodded knowingly. “He knows this and understands. Yet there
is a chance you might never leave, so he insists that you convert to
our ways until such time as you can leave. Then we will all be one
hunting party instead of two squabbling groups, even if the members
come from strange places.”
“We will try.” Anthea promised, already worrying about what was to
come, especially since Chogan seemed pleased by the results of
Nantai’s decision.
Tuari smiled broadly and leaned in quickly to touch his forehead to
hers, brushing his nose against hers as he did so. It was a startling
gesture, but she trusted him and did not flinch away.
“That is how we greet new members to our party, whether they are
babes born to us or hunters who join us from other parties. It is also
how we greet members who have been gone on a long hunting trip.
Grow used to it, for every member of the camp will do it to you, and
to each of the others.”
She wondered how Rolf would react to that. Makan and Sagira
would both likely be fine, and Nishan was a favorite among the
children, but the Kerathi was a lot more particular about being
touched. Then something dawned on her. “Even Chogan?”
“Yes, even him.”
Anthea grimaced and tried not to think about what being a real
member of the hunting party might permit Chogan to try to do with
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her, but Tuari awkwardly trying the welcoming gesture with Bedros
was a comedic enough happening to draw her mind away from such
thoughts – for the moment at least.
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CHAPTER 53
The greatest leaders in history had the greatest adversity during
their reigns, yet they overcame. Those who failed were, therefore,
not great leaders. That I should face trials beyond what others has
only proves that I am destined to be greater than all who have
preceded me…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
th

 Noinsdee, the 19 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
Darkness had dwelt at the edge of his perceptions for so long that
he no longer realized it was not normal anymore. Often, when he’d
turn his head, he’d catch a fleeting glimpse of something fleeing
before his sight so it could stay always on the periphery, just beyond
recognition. Things like this he had initially discounted as the stress
of his position playing tricks on him.
After all, it wasn’t like a few assassination attempts and a world full
of enemies made for restful sleeping. His men had made it clear that
the only person he could truly count on to protect him was himself.
Even Illias, patrolling the Westlichreich Clan Islands of the Kerathi
and burning every ship he could find, was not someone Corydon
particularly wanted to trust his life with. Illias had an insatiable
appetite for cruelty, which of course was an easily trait for Corydon to
exploit to his benefit, but it made him a poor guardian.
Corydon slumped in his onyx throne and contemplated his lot in life.
His eyes wandered the austere chamber he was in, befitted in mostly
black and grays. Its only real decoration being Linnea, and she had
been odd of late. She had shown an increasing amount of
independence and mobility, which seemed to indicate that the effects
of the damage done to her by the poison he’d administered to her to
faked her death were either slowly being repaired or that her mind
was finding a way to cope with her brain damage. Or, he thought
gravely, she was being led to do things by someone, which wasn’t
entirely impossible. That she could have faked as serious an injury to
her mind for so long was beyond his belief, so he discounted that.
She’d long ago earned enough of his trust to kill him should she have
chosen to do so. No, there was something else going on.
“Your fears prey on your duties and your efforts suffer for it.” The
whispers said. They had been rare at first, but ever since that failed
assassination attempt where they’d come to warn him, they’d
increased in frequency. What had been easy to ignore at first, was
now impossible as frequently as their dialogue came, regardless of
whether he answered them or not.
“What does that mean?” He snarled at the open air, clenching his
fists.
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Linnea’s head cocked to the side, a half-formed lazy smile
sprouting between the locks of hair that fell across her face. She was
scooping up handfuls of black gravel from beside the walkways and
letting each piece fall one by one from her palms, but this amused
her as it could only an idiot or an infant. Corydon grunted at her
idiocy, looking away from her too-Kerathi features to the atrium
above.
“You allow suspicion to detract your attention from your goal.”
“It’s hard not to. I have so many enemies.”
“You’ve but begun, and already you whine like a child.”
“What do you know?” Corydon asked boredly, not wanting a lecture
from a formless spectre.
“We had enemies far greater than any you could conceive of.”
“My task grows more mountainous with each passing Dee, even if
my army swells its ranks and my city and island become more
unassailable with each passing Wayke.”
“Yet you are not content with what you now hold. Why do you hold
off your expansion?” The voices asked eagerly, growing in volume to
the point where they were nearly at a speaking volume. “Already the
warrior children of our enemies reel with each defeat you deal them.
There are other lands to conquer and take as your own.”
“Who are your enemies?”
“They are the same as those who control your enemies.”
Corydon began tapping his fingers on the arms of his throne as he
considered this answer. “Who might that be, the Empress of the
diminished Elegian Empire, the Sammenkomst of the Kerathi Clans,
or the squabbling royalty of the Aynglicans?”
“They are but pawns in a greater game, a game you could make
yourself out to be a major player in. Those who inspire and draw
worship from these pawns are the ones we hate most, and they are
the architects of your people’s crippled nature.”
“Maletos?” Corydon wondered aloud. That anyone could be a direct
enemy of the Gods was something he’d not thought of before. Surely
he’d spread the truth that defeated the doctrines that had put
Maletos as the mother and savior of the Aureans, but even that had
been to free his people and not to challenge the Goddess herself. Of
course, she might not see it in such a light.
“One of many enemies, though her name has changed over the
Hectoyarres. Yet this has limited her strength, since she has
assumed the narrow role designated by her followers and she has
forgotten her old self.”
“The Gods are not what they once were? How can that be? They
are eternal.”
Throaty chuckles rang through the atrium, reflecting off the pillars
and the floor of the dim chamber. Linnea lifted her head and dropped
all of the remaining stones from her hand. She glanced toward him
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with a look that almost resembled intelligent curiosity mixed with fear.
Corydon sat up straight when he saw this, for it was rare that she
exhibited such expression.
“The Gods are but a shadow of their former selves.” The voices
said.
“As are you it seems, for that is all you ever are to me, if you even
exist outside of my imagination.” Corydon accused.
“We wait only for someone to give us form, but you are too afraid to
allow us that. You fear not that you are going mad with dark
poisoning, but that you might actually be talking to something that is
beyond your strength to resist. Your petty need to have the most
power limits your ambitions.”
Corydon shook his head and chuckled lightly. “I don’t see how
making war on the Kerathi and redirecting the course of an entire
race, nay, making a new race of stronger Aureans comes from my
petty need for power. I’m redeeming our race, forging it anew to rid it
of its weaknesses.”
“Your deeds are not petty, but your nature is. You are selfish and
don’t want our help because you fancy yourself great enough to take
on the world.” The voice said sadly.
“What could you do that I already have not?”
“You are blind to see that the Gods already move against you.
While you toyed with the girl-child you helped your friend bring about,
they are building her up to be your greatest enemy. She will destroy
you because you are weak.”
“Impossible.” Corydon said angrily, but even he did not believe it
entirely.
“Is it? You think she was a matter of chance? The Gods, despite
their lessening of power and shallowness, are wise enough to have
seen the events you make coming. They made the impossible
happen already, and that girl is the result of their tinkering.”
“What is a girl to us or them though? How much can she do?”
Corydon asked haughtily.
“How much can you do? You’re but one man, yet some fear you
and what you do.”
“You’re saying she’s my equal?”
“She’s your better.” The voices said accusingly, their words biting
deep.
He sat there in sullen disbelief, trying to understand how Anthea,
the daughter of his dead friend and old ally, Orestes, could be his
greatest threat. She’d eluded his servant Genero a few times, but
she’d been presumed lost or even dead. No sign had been found of
her in Waykes, not by any of his many spies and contacts throughout
the Broken Crown. “But how can she be so great?”
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“She is the confluence of many forces. She has the support of the
Gods, as she is one of their children, and she has the powers of our
children since she is also of our stock.”
“Who are your children?”
“You are, you and your kind, though none so much as the ones you
change and make anew.”
“How can that be?”
“In times before the world was as it is now, we were the peers of
the Gods as they used to be. Their jealousy of our abilities and their
terrible greed brought about war.”
“What of your kind? How can you be here if the Gods destroyed
you?” Corydon asked, not yet ready to believe this. Still, it rang true,
and there had always seemed to him that there were gaps in the
story of his people that could not be explained because there were
missing pieces to the greater picture.
“We became one with the Aureans, as you call yourselves, which
we created. Even as strong as your Dark Aureans are, they’re pale
comparisons of what they were with us. The strongest of warriors
were as pests to us.”
“Yet either you exaggerate to me or you lost somehow to an enemy
greater than even you.”
“The sons and daughters of the world, little more than cattle in
some ways, banished you and your ancestors beyond this cluster of
lands. The Gods and then the world’s children remade according to
their own needs, that they might grow stronger.”
“Even your powers as they were weren’t enough then, so why
should they be now?” Corydon scoffed, tired of hearing how inferior
he and his kind were. “Why should I even consider teaming with the
losers of the supposed Great War between Gods and whatever you
are?”
A palpable cloud of darkness formed in the apex of the atrium,
boiling with fury. Corydon stared at it, for it was the first obvious form
he’d seen of the voices he’d heard. He almost called for his soldiers,
just to have other witnesses for what he saw, but he noticed that
Linnea was looking at the inky darkness that faded even now as they
watched.
“That was it?” He sat forward in his chair and laughed. “A murky
cloud will strike fear in the hearts of my enemies, and they’ll run
away?”
“You know not what you speak of. Your foolishness is exceeded
only by your own arrogance.”
“As I last recalled, I was the one making changes upon the world,
while you, whatever you are or claim to be, must hary me with your
secrets and accusations like a cloud of obnoxious mosquitoes.” He
heckled.
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“There is still time, and you will come to see that you need us.
Yours is an incomplete people, missing what you once had. Only
when you acknowledge this and admit us will you have a true chance
to defeat what your enemies will gather to throw against you.”
“Let them come!” Corydon cried, standing as he shouted. “Bring the
tired girls, the beaten savages, and all the poor wretches they can
muster. I’ll cut them all to pieces myself. Let them litter our shores
with their bones and fertilize our fields with their blood!” He spat his
words out viciously, spittle dribbling down his chin.
“Sir?” One of his personal guards called from one of the doorways.
“I heard shouting. Are you alright?”
Corydon eased back down onto his throne, which felt harder and
colder than he’d ever known. He glanced quickly up toward the
ceiling before answering to make sure that the cloud was gone. “It’s
nothing. Leave me be.”
The Guardian nodded quickly and shut the door behind him.
“She’ll bring ruin upon you.” The voices whispered, but they were
quieter than they had been in a long while, almost tired sounding, so
Corydon gave them no notice.
Instead, he pushed himself out of the throne once more and walked
to Linnea, who regarded him with her typical blank expression. He
knelt beside her, looking into her greenish eyes that were set in the
middle of a well-proportioned face that was framed with reddishbrown hair.
“Let us go survey what our children do. We shall look upon the
shores of this isle and see the cities they build, and then go down
into the bowels of this mountain to witness the rebirths of the newest
converts.” He suggested softly, grasping her chin lightly with the cup
of his palm.
She made no effort to pull away or respond. She simply sat there
until he drew her to her feet, and then she walked beside him,
listening to his every word but responding to none. He knew when
she got down into Lower Cenalium, she’d grow more active. She
always did, especially of late. It was as if the blood she’d spilt there
to allow them all to survive the dark had infused the cavern city with
an energy that extended her own being. Perhaps it had. Perhaps she
truly was the heart of that city, figuratively and literally.
He found that no matter what diversions he found, the words
spoken to him in judgment and warning would not leave his thoughts.
The cryptic ‘world’s children’ phrase bothered him nearly as much as
the insistence that Anthea would destroy him. Certainly the voices
had come to him for a reason he decided. He just had to make sure
he was using what they could offer and not the other way around.
Worry had presented him with a sour expression that even seeing
his people flourish could not wipe away.
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CHAPTER 54
The wisdom of the Gods, as displayed through nature, has always
amazed me in the ways it shows a depth of planning for interaction
and interdependence. Every animal has its niche, complete with
predators and prey. The intertwining of the varied plants and animals
in any setting is almost too complex to follow. From the lowliest of
creatures to the greatest of trees, you cannot have the system work
without each piece doing its part and each creature fulfilling its job.
Yet mankind in all its unique forms has found a way to put itself
outside of this system. We stand above it, interact with it for raw
materials and food, but we are separate nonetheless. Perhaps
because we are outside of the system, we are able to do things that
would not befit any of the creatures within the system. Only mankind
preys upon itself in ways so contrary and alien to the ways of nature,
meaning not as food or territory in the same way an animal would
conceive those things. We are an entirely unnatural species. I know
of no other animal or plant that can conceive of inventive new ways
to destroy itself or that enjoys the suffering of its own kind as much
as we do.
Perhaps that is why I enjoy the company of animals over men,
since they live according to cleaner and more predictable rules, even
if they’re harsh…
- Excerpt from Okapi’s ‘Flora and Fauna of the Broken Crown’
th

 Noinsdee, the 19 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
To her disappointment, as she looked close there were no yellowygreen leaves breaking through the greasy concoction she’d made to
grow her laboriously-recovered seeds in. They’d not yet had a
second chance to go out and collect more should these ones fail, but
she knew that the seeds she did have might not have even
germinated yet. Another Wayke would tell the story more truly. If
there were still nothing then, she’d have to consider another means
of attacking her problem or at least collecting more seeds when Tuari
wasn’t busy.
As it was, Bedros’ healing, despite it costing the life of another, had
brought with it an incidental blessing. The dusty swath of land, which
Anthea really didn’t know where it’d come from or how it had come in
an intact piece to Uleaut lands, even if she had her guesses, would
make for better soil to grow things in than the sludge they’d been
using. And, if she was really lucky, she’d realized, there might even
be some seeds within the soil. The grasses had all been ground to
dust, but they might have left something besides the dry and dead
shafts of prairie grasses that had clung tenaciously to the narrow
chunk of earth.
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Makan pushed into her Apuyyaq, dragging a bag filled with soil. He
glanced behind him, only to be shooed ahead by Sagira, who didn’t
want him waiting on her like an invalid or something to that effect if
Anthea heard her correctly. She grinned and eagerly hurried over to
greet them or the soil they carried in at least. That she more eagerly
welcomed the soil was not lost on Makan, who eyed her with wry
amusement as she hefted the bag over to sit beside the trough that
cradled her seeds.
“Why hello, Anthea, how are you?” Sagira asked with a grin.
“Yes, thank you. Hurry and close the flap before all the heat is out.
Maintaining a certain temperature and humidity is important, and it’s
so dry outside that it’s hard to keep this moisture in here.” She
sighed. “It’s ironic that we’re surrounded by water and yet it’s dry.”
“What’s that again?” Sagira demanded, hopping on one foot as she
swung her splinted leg inside, which was only made more difficult as
the weight of the layered flap of skins that hung over the entryway
tried to pin her leg between it and the wall.
Makan braced her with great care, his hands to either side of her
waist as she backed in the rest of the way and consequently into his
arms. Even as she managed to get herself back upright, Anthea
noticed that she made no effort to hurry herself out of Makan’s gentle
embrace. The sight brought a smile to her face, even though it still
came as a bit of a surprise to see the very proper Mueran man and
the strong-willed Elegian woman acting thusly around each other.
She looked askance and turned her attention to her plants instead,
or the seeds at least if they were not truly plants yet. She began to
scoop handfuls of the dry soil from the hide bag it’d been collected
in, each of which she carefully placed, working it into the mixture that
was already in the trough in hopes of creating a richer mix to grow in.
She felt around for the seeds, and made sure they were not buried
too deep by her mixing.
“So Bedros didn’t mind that you took this dirt then?” Makan asked.
“It’s just dirt, why would he?” Sagira asked, nudging Makan for
posing any worries to Anthea.
“Maybe it had special meaning. I mean, how did it get here other
than by the efforts of the other Ox-Man, who died to bring it?” He
asked.
“The land lived out its purpose he said.” Anthea replied.
“Yet, what does that mean?” Sagira wondered aloud.
“Exactly what it means, but in a deeper fashion than I’ve puzzled
out yet.” Anthea replied.
Makan reached down into the bag, grabbing a thick double-handful
of soil in his heavy hands, which he placed where Anthea pointed
her finger. He massaged the sandy soil into the greasy mix
thoughtfully, chewing on his inner cheek and furrowing his brow in a
manner that drew the attention of the two women.
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“What is it?” Anthea asked, unable to restrain her curiosity about
what had the Mueran so deep in thought.
Makan shook his head. “I’m just confused about how the Ox-Man
got here. Somehow I don’t think it was by boat, and I can’t imagine
he got here in a Flier like we did.”
“It was something else then.” Anthea agreed.
“What’s that leave? He’d either have had to swim or steal a boat
and sail here.” Sagira said.
“Seeing how Bedros was healed, I’d bet it was neither of those.”
Makan nodded in assent, but her answer had piqued his curiosity.
“How exactly was he healed? I won’t pretend to understand the OxMen, but you’ve had much more contact with them and I was hoping
perhaps you could shed a little light on what you know. All the others
are asking, too, since they weren’t witnesses as you were.”
Anthea glanced at Sagira to find her face echoing the curiosity in
Makan’s words. She sighed and brushed back her hair with the back
of her hand since her fingers were caked with dirt and grime. “What
they did is beyond even me I think, even with what you’ve seen me
do. And as to knowing the Ox-Men, I’ve really only known one so
that hardly qualifies as understanding them since he seems to be an
outlier in their society.”
“You know nothing then?”
“No, I saw things I can’t begin to explain. The one gave his life for
Bedros, literally. It wasn’t like a man jumping in front of a sword or
rifle slug, I mean that he truly gave his life. Before my eyes the other
Ox-Man just,” she frowned as she searched for words, “melted, I
suppose.”
“How can an Ox-Man melt?” Sagira wondered aloud. “They’re not
exactly made of water.” Then she added quickly, “Not that I don’t
believe you. I just can’t imagine.”
“I’d not have been able to imagine it either had I not seen it with my
own eyes, but what I saw made me question my own eyes. The
other one just sloughed off weight and Bedros absorbed him through
his hands. The other’s body gave him what he needed to grow back
his damaged parts, though I don’t know if he is entirely as he was
before. Somehow he feels different.”
“How is he different?” Sagira asked worriedly. “He’s alright isn’t he?
We may need him in the Dees to come.”
“He seems perfectly fine. He just feels apart and more distant from
me, but maybe it’s that I’ve had to grow more independent of him
since his injuries made him unable to care for me. His ability to
regenerate like that was strange, even with the other’s help.”
Makan frowned. “He’s never shown any sort of ability like that
before has he?”
Anthea shook her head. “No, but he’s not the only one doing
strange things.”
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Makan looked to Sagira fleetingly, almost accusing her of speaking
of him to Anthea. Sagira shook her head slightly. The exchange
caused Anthea to break into another grin.
“No, I don’t mean you two. I mean Nishan and even Tuari. Tuari’s
ability with our language is remarkable.”
Sagira flashed a mischievous grin that bared her mix of metal and
real teeth. “He speaks better than Rolf.”
Anthea sniggered. “Perhaps he does. Nishan, I’m not entirely sure
about, but watching him and Rolf spar every Dee, I see him acting
oddly.”
“As Rolf might say, he’s Rumani. Their ways are foreign to
everyone but themselves.” Makan offered, not so much an
explanation as acceptance of differences.
Anthea shook her head as she spread out more of the soil. “It’s just
how he moves and how he wears that band of cloth over his eye.
Sometimes I see him alternating which eye it covers, too.”
Makan was more skeptical. “He took a blow to the head. There’s no
telling what that might have done to his eyesight or simple his head.”
“Men’s heads are a queer things. They make them do strange
things and act oddly.” Sagira teased playfully, directing the
conversation once more to Makan.
Makan grunted. “We’re far more predictable than women. We want
only for shelter, food, and company.”
“Yes, you’re such simple creatures.” She lamented dramatically,
winking at Anthea.
“Maybe we are.” Makan admitted, smoothing out the rest of the bag
of soil. He looked to Anthea then, ignoring Sagira’s victorious grin.
“What about you, Anthea? What changes has this land wrought upon
you?”
“Is it the land?” Anthea sighed and offered an apologetic shrug. “I
don’t know. It seems beyond that to me. I feel like we’re a toy boat in
the bathtub of the Gods. They all stood at the rim and blew mighty
breaths that threw us here. Now they’ve provided Tuari with his
knowledge, things get more complicated, and Bedros has been
miraculously healed. Bedros, though, was likely not the work of the
Gods.”
“The Ox-Men have always been a breed apart.” Sagira agreed. “It
was likely not the Gods but their own kind that managed to get
Bedros’ savior here, through how we may never know.”
“All I can do is keep my eyes open the next time we hunt that way.
Chogan will likely work back along the Ox-Man’s trail as much as
possible, in order to insure that there are no more coming after the
last one. Maybe I’ll find a boat or some sign that tells of his method
of passage.” Makan said.
“That would be a great boon. I know better than to expect it, even if
I may hope you find such a thing.” Anthea said optimistically.
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“Chogan being out of camp is always a plus anyway, even if he must
carry you away from us at the same time.”
Makan dusted his hands off and crossed his arms. “I worry that this
change in our status may serve as fuel to encourage him.”
“We’ll worry when that comes. As I said, if he’s gone from the camp
I have no worries. When he’s in the camp I have the whole lot of you
to defend me. I’m more worried about what each of your educations
in the Uleaut ways will require of you. Tuari has taught me what he
can so far, but things are about to get much more complicated.”
“My infirmities spare me some of that I think.” Sagira remarked,
tapping her bad arm with the good one.
Anthea winced and shook her head. The stiffness in her side was
bad enough, and imagining breaking an arm and a leg at the same
time was far from pleasant. “How long will it be until you’re free of the
splints?”
“I’m not sure. I need to make sure my bones are fully knit together,
or I risk a second break. Even after they’re fine I may continue the
guise of being wounded so that I can stay around here and watch
and help protect you.”
“I pray it won’t be necessary, but that may be a wise course of
action.” Anthea replied, adding apologetically, “I hadn’t thought of
that.”
“Nor is it your duty to think of everything. That’s what we’re here
for.” Sagira pointed out.
“You’re right again, of course.”
Sagira winked. “That’s what older sisters are for, eh?”
A shuffling at the entryway drew their attention just in time to see
Tuari poke his round face in past the entry flap. He smiled and
looked from face to face briefly before speaking, though each of the
three people watching him were tempted to demand to know what he
wanted before he offered it up freely. “Nantai wishes you to join in on
some tasks.”
“This is part of our instruction?” Anthea asked, looking around for
something to use as an excuse for not going, but there was nothing.
“Yes.” Tuari bobbed his head in an excited nod. Clearly he was
happy that they were learning more things about his people. They’re
simple things that children and the young do often, some of which
you’ve already begun to do, but now which are expected of you as
members of the camp.”
“Let’s be about it then.” Makan replied, but even his voice lacked
the gusto it often held. Uleaut life was exhausting.

Anthea heard snow crunching underfoot behind and to the side of
her. Immediately, images of Chogan creeping around after her in the
dark of the evening, his dark intents illuminated only by the silvery
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crescent of the moon overhead, came to mind. She held her breath
and stepped back until she was pressed against the wall of her
Apuyyaq. Her hand gripped the Uleaut bone knife she’d been given
to wear as a tool and weapon just a few Ouers ago. She didn’t think
to run. No, she would rather stand and deal the man his end than
slink off to seek the protection of her companions.
Crouching low, she waited for the approaching footsteps and the
advertising shadow that preceded the figure. Just as she was about
to spring, the person cleared their throat in a familiar manner.
“Rolf?” She called out, still crouching beside the wall, just a lunge
away from the corner and the unknown person.
“Anthea?” Rolf replied in turn, calling to her. He stepped around the
building and looked around for her, his eyes coming to where she
laid in wait for an attacker that she foolishly realized was not coming.
Rolf stood and stared for a moment, squinting in the dark to see what
she was doing. “Are you relieving yourself?”
“No.” she said quickly.
“Then what are you doing?” He continued staring at her with
squinted eyes.
“Nothing, I’m doing nothing.”
“Why don’t you do ‘nothing’ inside so you can be out of the cold
instead of there, and is that a knife in your hand?” He asked in
surprise. “Yes, it is. Why do you have a knife?”
“Rolf, there’s no good answer for that.” She said, standing finally
and slipping her knife into the sheath she wore on her hip. He started
to laugh, which drew more color to her cheeks than was already
there. “Shut it.” She grumbled.
“Who did you think I was, Chogan?”
“Maybe I did. You were creeping around after me.”
“Creeping? I was doing no such thing.” He said indignantly.
“What do you call wandering around after me in the dark?”
“I call it coming to say hello and talk to you, but obviously you have
a different set of definitions than I do.”
She sighed and crossed her arms, staring up at the less judgmental
sky. “I’m not in the mood, Rolf.”
“Why?”
“Why? Because I’m upset, that’s why.”
“I’m not stupid.” He said in irritation, as if her words had been an
accusation of his ineptness at reading her moods. “I can see that
clearly. I mean, why are you upset?”
“Rolf, the list is endless. I’ve been thinking about how I stopped
thinking of my father being alive, and it bothers me.” Her chin
quivered and her eyes moistened despite her willing it to not happen.
“Then there’s the nagging thought that my mother is somehow still
alive but in captivity, and I don’t know if she’s suffering. So, maybe
she’s better off dead than being tortured, but I can’t decide which.”
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He nodded. “What can we do about these things now?”
“Not a lot I suppose.” She grudgingly admitted, sniffing.
“Look, you and I are more alike that you may think.”
“I must have missed the Wayke I grew a beard.” She remarked
dryly.
“I don’t mean appearance-wise, and you know it. What I mean is
that we both have one dead parent and one that may be dead. I
know how it tears at your heart and eats at your mind. You can’t stop
wondering what you could have done different to fix things or prevent
things.”
Anthea glanced over at Rolf, who stood staring at his mittened fists
in front of him, as if they were bloodied by his iniquities or stained by
his shortcomings. “And so you swore a Racheneid to avenge them,
or Esben and the others at least.”
“It’s no different than the Racheneid you’ve sworn against the
Aureans, Anthea. You might not have sworn it before your most
beloved Gods, but in your heart you burn to do the same things I
must.”
“I can’t deny it.” She said strongly, or at least she hoped it sounded
that way.
“Family isn’t all about blood, Anthea.” Rolf remarked after a Mynette
of silence.
“How do you mean?”
“In my time among these people, not the Uleauts but you and our
other companions, I’ve come to realize that family is more about the
feelings in your heart than the blood in your veins. They’re all your
family, so even if your parents are dead, you are not alone. Even if
Bedros had not pulled through, you’d have had family still.”
“Then you do, too.” Anthea said softly. “You needn’t have taken
your burden on as you did.”
He nodded in agreement. “Aye, but I’m a foolish man and a man of
passions. I’m impulsive and brash, and I can only follow my heart.”
“There are worse things you or I could say about someone.”
“Somehow I’m missing the compliment in that.” Rolf said gruffly.
“Go beg Sagira for compliments. She’s the sweet one. I’m the
pushy little girl who drags people across seas and islands and then
cries when she doesn’t get her way.”
“Hah.” Rolf snorted. “That woman has all the charisma of a bear
trap. She’d as soon as choke me as start saying nice things. I don’t
know what Makan sees in her. I guess he needed his own little
general to boss him around.”
“That’s awful.” Anthea protested, though she couldn’t help but
laugh. “I think they’re sweet together. He’s so gentle and caring, and
she’s just soaking it up so happily.”
“Humph.”
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“So she’s not like your Anika or Catrin I take it, but they’re wellsuited.”
“Humph.” He repeated.
“Stop that, or I’ll have Nishan beat some sense into you.”
“My pride is intact, girl. I whup him rather soundly sometimes. I’m
improving more than he is, because he’s plateaued.”
“Alright, you do fairly. I’ll admit it. I’ve watched the two of you on
occasion, and you’re not as bad as you were when you started.”
“He’s an odd one. He moves like he reads my mind. He knows what
I’ll do before I do it, I’m sure of that.”
Truly?” Anthea asked, huddling closer to Rolf for warmth.
He draped an arm around her shoulders companionably. “I think so
sometimes. He and that eye of his are going to see interesting
things.”
“What about you? Have you seen anything strange? Have you
been feeling alright?”
“You mean have I suddenly developed the ability to speak in
tongues, read minds, or return from near death?” He asked, nudging
her with his hip. “Don’t think of me as so simple. I know where you’re
going with those questions, and the answer is no.”
“I see.”
“What about you, then?” He asked, feeling it was fair to return the
question.
“I don’t know.”
“Which means yes?”
“Perhaps it does.” She answered.
Rolf nodded, but said nothing, knowing she’d either tell him or she’d
not. Anything he’d say would not influence her one way or another. It
was her secret to tell, and she wordlessly thanked him for
acknowledging her in that right with an arm around his back.
“I saw within ice once. That’s how I found the seeds. It was like my
eyes and senses could pierce the ice like sun through clear water.”
He tilted his head thoughtfully as he thought of a response and tried
to visualize what she meant. “You are a child of Maletos, is that so
surprising?”
“It’s never happened before.”
“Maybe Ocel and Maletos wanted you to find those seeds so they
guided you to them. The Gods work miracles, Anthea. We’ve been
witness to more than one.”
“Truly.” She agreed, shivering in the cold.
“Let’s go in.”
“No. Let’s wait a Mynette or two more. You’re warm enough to keep
me from freezing.”
“If you spoke words like those more often I might forget those other
two girls.” He joked.
“Ah, but you’re ‘family,’ so it could never be.” She teased.
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Rolf grunted and stood there impassively after that, watching the
sky until Anthea was ready to go back inside. It wasn’t long though,
but to him it wasn’t quite long enough.
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CHAPTER 55
Ox-Men lands are relatively barren of life compared to some
regions. There are a few small rodents and the like, the obligatory
insects, and a few small birds that nest in the tall prairie grasses.
There are few if any predatory animals though. One might be lucky
to find a coyote preying on field mice and wild hares, or a hawk
looking to find the same. Yet the lack of the smaller creatures of the
land and fields do not make Ox-Men lands lacking in vibrancy. There
is an energy that imbues their lands that is unlike what one can find
in any other place. One can only assume that there is a magic about
these great herds or that they have chosen to dwell in these areas
because of their inherent magick…
- Excerpt from Okapi’s ‘Flora and Fauna of the Broken Crown’
rd

 Einsdee, the 23 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
Bedros did not feel the cold. Had he been merely one born of the
land, he would have. His rebirth of ice and snow came with the
sacrifice of Crooked-Tail, whom he mourned for and celebrated the
life of with each waking Dee. He was as much a part of this land now
as he was of the waving fields of grass that his ancestors had been
taken from to Cenalium where they were selectively bred for more
useful traits and a more human appearance.
Thinking of his ancestors brought about bitterness. He’d never been
more acutely aware of his separation from his kin as he was now.
Here, in the midst of a frozen land, he was utterly alone. The only
other Ox-Man who had been within half a Munth’s journey had just
died at his bedside. He huffed in frustration and anger, stomping his
hooves as he wandered further from the camp of the diminutive
Uleaut folk.
The winds swirled about him, lashing his immature fur and virgin
hide with their biting tongues, but it was not the attack of an
environment in which he did not belong. It was the caress of a land
trying to understand what manner of creature walked upon it.
Curiosity resonated through the vast sheets of ice, the echo of the
earth itself that was buried beneath the ice. The earth tried to soothe
him even as it sought to understand him.
Through the work of the Ox-Men and the sacrifice of Crooked-Tail,
a restorative magic not used for Hectoyarres had been used to
restore him to something of his former self, albeit changed. The fact
that a shaman of his people had attempted the crossing he had and
then had given his life for him ranked Crooked-Tail among the
greatest of the Ox-Men to ever walk the world. His bones deserved
to be returned to his homeland, and he would see it done if possible.
Crooked-Tail’s sacrifice also meant that they valued him as
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something more than a shaman, but he did not dwell upon it, for in
his mind he was no greater than he had been at birth even if his
duties and role since then had changed.
Birth, what a strange thing it was. To think that he was now nearly
as new to the world as he’d been when his mother had dropped him
from her womb was a strange thing. Yet he’d seen his reflection in
Anthea’s worried eyes and he’d known that he was not what he once
had been. Of course, he’d not needed to see his reflection to know
that, because he’d felt thoroughly changed from the inside out. That
was the gift and the curse of what Crooked-Tail had done – the
changes the shaman wrought in him would forever be upon him. One
could not give their life and spirit to save another without influencing
the course of their healing and therefore changing whom the healed
one was inherently.
The greatest of the changes, besides the physical effects and the
ties to these new lands, had been the spiritual ties he felt, however
faint they might be in his state of weakness, to the two great herds
back in the Broken Crown. One-Ear he’d met and roamed the
prairies with, but White-Hoof, whose herd Crooked-Tail had come
from, was unknown to him prior to his restoration. Now, though, he
felt the two of them tickling the lobes of his mind with their presences
– something he’d never felt before as he had been from a small
captive herd. Their collective presence was a gentle tingling that
grew with each passing Dee as he became more accustomed to his
modified body and drew more strength from the land itself.
The land had been sustaining him for some time even before his
restoration; that he was certain of. It might not have been the golden
seas of wheat and prairie grasses or the dark, ore-rich halls of
Cenalium, but it was land nonetheless. He, like all other Ox-Men,
drew many of their traits and their strengths from the lands of their
birth and from any lands in which they dwelt for a particularly lengthy
period of time. His blood recalled the lands of his ancestors even if
he’d never lived in them, and the mountains beneath Cenalium had
bequeathed unto him a steely strength of body and mind much like
the alloys the Aureans crafter their weapons of.
Now, the ice lent him not so much a brittle or cold nature, but one of
severity and perseverance despite the harshness. There was
strength in water, a hidden strength, for it was eternal where stone
was not. Yarres and Hectoyarres could show water and ice
triumphing over the greatest monuments of stone or metal whether
they were manmade or natural. Water could grind down an enemy
over time with a steady trickle or a series of freezes or thaws, and
yet it could also come at something with the explosive force of a
flood or tidal wave. It was these forces that his body was striving to
recognize within itself.
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Normally, he’d have had his ancestors, elders, or parents to help
him come to these realizations, but that was something the Aureans
and then circumstances had robbed him of. He knew this now more
than ever, since the secrets of the Ox-Men coming to Cenalium had
been the knowledge of Crooked-Tail, who had learned it from WhiteHoof and who had passed the knowledge onto him when he gave his
life on his behalf. He’d already decided that the Aureans needed to
be called to account for what they’d done to Anthea, but the imparted
knowledge only drove that need home, because there were certain
wrongs to his own kind that needed righting.
Bedros keened wildly into the snapping winds, which eagerly
grasped the notes of his song and carried them away, possibly to the
corners of the world. Knowledge had come with the price of
suffering. Better to toil in ignorance, he thought bitterly.
His head was awash with the pooled memories of a part of the herd
stolen away from the whole. In the clouded memories he possessed,
he saw the wild-eyed fear of his ancestors. They’d been stunned,
beaten, and loaded up into dozens of Fliers and taken away. Many
had not survived the trip, torn so forcefully from the lands they were
bonded with. That had been only the beginning of their trials though.
They’d been pushed into the breeding pens of Cenalium like
common animals, left to defecate and sleep in the same small area
instead of wandering majestically across their vast plains. Then,
they’d been selectively bred and trained to do various tasks.
Elegians had tried such things before, only to be defeated by the
stubbornness of the Ox-Men, but the Aureans had used different
tactics this time.
They’d waited until the adults had dropped their calves and
successfully weaned them, and then they’d butchered the adults.
With no adults to pass on their indignation and their fury at what had
been done to them through their capture and imprisonment, the
younger Ox-Men had slowly forgotten what it meant to be true Oxmen. They’d grown weak in their connections with the earth and
they’d begun to accept their roles as servants under the Aureans. As
they did this, their spirit ties to the greater herds faded and all but
vanished as each successive generation was molded into the tools
the Aureans needed to build their vast cities. Slowly the trickle of
stories to the great herds from the wiser of the captives, complete
with explanations of what was happening to them, faded away.
The Aureans had bred them for strength, durability, stamina, more
humanoid features, and greater intelligence so they might be able to
carry out immense architectural projects. Bedros was the result of
such things; only he’d been torn from his mother at a young age
when his particular line of breeding had produced an anomaly in an
exceptionally intelligent Ox-Man.
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Orestes had taken him in when he was still only an adolescent, and
he’d been raised almost as a son in some ways, though the
boundary of master and servant had always been there in some form
or another. Yet if Orestes proved often moody or contemplative, his
daughter had been a joy and a true friend. As a young child, she’d
been completely taken with his strange features and odd ways. He’d
gladly protected the girl from all that might have befallen her, and he
thought he saw now that this had been Orestes’ intent from the
beginning. The unlikely pair had formed the deepest of bonds Bedros
had ever felt, and now they were slowly breaking apart in favor of his
own people.
As his new body grew in physical strength, so too did his spirit grow
in leaps and bounds. His aura of being grew with each passing Dee,
encompassing a greater spiritual space than he’d ever had before.
His connectivity to the two herd leaders grew, and he became more
ensnared in their goals for him. He’d had some idea that he would be
called to serve after his meeting with One-Ear in The Vale, but he
had assumed he’d be able to serve their needs from Anthea’s side
as he continued to protect her.
Now, that future was in jeopardy. He doubted he’d be able to stay
at her side much after they left these lands, and if it wounded his
heart deeply to admit this to himself, he knew it would hurt that much
more to tell her. She relied on him for so many things, even if she
had the others now. Yet he couldn’t tell that they’d even be able to
defend her as well as he could, but his duties were elsewhere now.
She would have to grow up and learn to live without him.
He had a people to lead. He needed to gather the herds together to
sing the world alive. The Aureans would be put down, as would the
taint that was festering and threatening to infect the world once
more. Even the Rumani God Uman was stirring in the womb of the
earth, readying himself to be born. These were all things that couldn’t
come to pass lest they bring about greater ruin upon the world, and it
would take the combined strength of all the Ox-Men he could gather
to stop the Gods, the Lost Ones, and the Aureans. The true children
of the world would regain their dominion over the world, humbling
those who would ruin it by jealously trying to possess that which
could not be possessed.
For such a thing, he would need to first grow in strength. Then he
would craft a weapon anew. His maul was gone, and it had served
him well. It had been constructed of the greatest elements of the
mountains of Cenalium, stronger than anything else in nature, but it
had not been enough. No, he would need something greater, yet
more ephemeral and harder to grasp between his two thick-fingered
hands. He would need to harness nature and the spirit of the world
itself, but to do that he would have to become at one with it.
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For now, he could only become at one with the lands he stood upon
and wailed his lament over. He called to the great beyond, calling for
his ancestors to hear him and grant him the wisdom to do the world’s
will. They and the world itself listened and effected changes upon
him in reward for his piety and as recognition of his needs.
His horns, a grayish white pair of heavy curls that hooked out to
either side of his face, darkened and grew into great forks, as if he
were a great hart aging a Yarre and taking upon more spikes. The
new forms that arched skyward instead of outward were as crystal
ice, nearly clear except for a tinge of milky white where the sun
caught them. His body grew leaner and more upright, though no less
strong for it. His hair grayed, lengthened and became less coarse,
lying closer to the body like the coat of a dog instead of the rough
hair of an ox or buffalo. Then his hooves widened to be sharply
spaded at the edges and became as white as the snow.
When the changes were finished, he sank to his knees, staring at
more human hands than he’d even beheld as his own before his two
eyes, which he felt were smaller but sharper of sight. His hands
grasped upward at his horns, which he could feel the energy of the
world thrumming through. The darker pair, one to either side of his
broad head, was a testimony to his old body. They were not nearly
as black as they’d been before the attack in Aetheline when they’d
been burned from his body, but in the coming Dees they would
darken to somewhere near the ebony they’d once been. The nearly
clear pair were a showing of the new ties to this new land that
brought with it new strength. They were the beginning of his growth
in the eyes of the earth itself.
Panting out breaths of steam, he raised his eyes from the ice up to
the sky that stretched all the way to the Broken Crown and the two
great herds that he yearned to join. He gave out a cry, and then
turned back toward the Uleaut camp, noticing that a great bear
watched him with interest. Bedros flashed a grin of wide teeth at the
animal, which made a barking sort of noise in return and continued to
sit on its haunches and watched him as he began the trek back to
the camp.
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CHAPTER 56
Even the most tenacious and largest plants all come from
something small. Man y things that become great have had humble
beginnings, so judge not something too early lest you be proven to
be a fool later…
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘The Way of Things’
th

 Zehnsdee, the 30 of Snowing, 768 A.E. 
Anthea yawned as she pored over the loose soil, looking for signs
of successful germination. She didn’t have to look hard; sure
enough, there were infant leaves, yellow-green in color, starting to
poke up in two places. What’s more, there were dozens of small
sprouts starting up here and there, grasses or simple weeds whose
seeds or roots had survived the journey and had managed to sprout
anew under the conditions she’d created.
She grinned widely and laid her cheek on the soil. Simple contact
with the soil and the smell of it invading her nostrils filled her with
hope and warmth. The soil was warm and moist, and it was rich with
minerals. She closed her eyes, inhaled the heady, earthy scent
deeply, and listened with her ear lightly pressed against the dirt. It
might have only been a figment of her imagination, but she’d always
fancied that when she grew plants herself, she could hear and see
them grow, however improbable that was.
Her mother had taught her that a Flower-Enchanter’s strongest
enchantments would come from plants carefully and lovingly raised
from seed to bloom with the efforts of her own two hands. These, so
far, had been exactly of that sort, and so she could feel the thrum of
their living energies coursing through the soil with each Centi of root
or stalk they put on. The potential strength growing in each of these
plants, even the grasses she’d not specifically sought to cultivate,
was enough to make her shiver in anticipation.
She lifted her head, brushing the dirt from her cheek and hair, and
then sunk her fingers into the soil. Her fingers plunged in to the
second knuckle, surrounding each of the seedlings with a barred
cage of flesh. She closed her eyes once more and tried to feel the
energies of the plants as she had when Tuari and she had excavated
the seeds from the frozen cliff. At first there was nothing but the
moist sensation of soil on skin, but as she stilled her breathing and
pushed aside external sources of stimulus, she began to feel a tingle
in her fingertips. It was a tingle of life and kinship, the sort that a
master and a pet might create, or that of a mother and child. It was a
life’s bond, for their survival depended on her. Should she stop
caring for them, they may indeed grow larger, but they would not
likely make it to full adulthood. More than likely, they would wither or
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grow stunted. In a very realistic sense, they were like children, and
so it was not strange to her that she felt a protective, almost maternal
instinct swelling in her breast.
How many Mynettes she stayed like that she wasn’t sure. It
renewed her spirit and mind to simply feel them. The better part of
the last Wayke she’d hardly had a Mynette to herself. It was hard
some Dees to find time to even look to the plants that would have
been the center of her existence here were she not so busy learning
the ways of the Uleaut people. It would have been easy to become
angry or even incensed with the Uleauts for demanding so much of
them, so much in fact that she didn’t have time to see to her own
interests. Yet it was Tuari’s eagerness as a teacher and her
companions’ lack of complaints that made her feel as if she would
have been betraying the lot of them, or at least letting them down, if
she were to complain and refuse to participate as much as the
others. But on the other hand, she’d insisted that she must have time
to see to her duties – namely these plants that might be their ticket
home. They were certainly their best, and perhaps only hope at the
moment.
Her duties as an Uleaut grew daily, as did her understanding of
Uleaun, which the children and Tuari instructed them in for no less
than an Ouer everydee. The exception to this was Makan, who got
his instruction in the language from Chogan when he was in a
favorable and generous mood or from Apiatan when he was not.
Being how Chogan was, Makan learned more from Apiatan than
Chogan. Be this as it may, Chogan took credit for the Mueran’s
progress and became irritated when Makan’s learning didn’t match
his unreasonable expectations, as if Makan could pull the words and
training at will from thin air but was too lazy to do so. Thankfully, for
Makan or the others, it was not a classroom style of instruction, but
rather a learning of vocabulary and simple sentences that
accompanied their tasks as they learned them.
So, if they were scraping skins, trimming meat, and curing hides
and meat in sea salt, they would learn phrases and vocabulary
appropriate only to those tasks. This sort of utilitarian teaching was
extended to the mending and making of clothing, spears, and
snowshoes as well as a hundred other everydee tasks that went into
the Uleaut style of life. They quickly found that the Uleauts, and
therefore their Uleaun language, did not waste time with flowery
speech and subtleties. They did not need a dozen words to describe
the same thing. A thing was as it was, and had only one name.
Tuari struggled to push this concept through, confiding in them his
confusion at the need for so many words as Lower Elegian had. The
exception to this was colors. Being that they lacked the ability to see
colors, they had dozens of words for various shades of grey, white,
and black. The difference in these was so minute that all of them
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quickly gave up trying to even bother learn more than a few basic
ones, enough that they were understood even if it set round Uleaut
faces to shaking in disapproval of such inaccurately used terms.
Colors, grayscale or not, were the only thing they seemed to demand
vocabulary precision in, as there were few adjectives and no extra
words to confuse or misuse in other topics. Unfortunately, their ability
to see colors made it impossible to perceive things as one of the
Uleaut might.
Of all of them, only Bedros was exempt from learning Uleaun,
though the children delighted in trying to make the Ox-Man speak.
There were a few words he could stumble through, but most were
beyond his ability to speak, simply on account of the shape and
structures of his mouth, tongue, and nose. He made himself useful in
other ways, carrying things and hauling what he might. Often he
disappeared for many Ouers on end, coming back looking different
and yet more alert and vigorous after each reappearance. The
appearance of another pair of horns, the compressing of his torso
into a more manlike shape, and the lightening of his fur had been the
most obvious changes, but there were subtle changes about him that
Anthea could detect when she looked upon him. Her heart wrenched
with each change, because she knew that he was becoming more
distant from her with each alteration of body and mind. Yet his
situation was never more easily illustrated as it was with the Uleaut –
he was a breed apart from all of them.
Beneath her fingertips, the soil and plants radiated understanding
through simple being and existing. They were the perfect listeners.
Never would they emit a critical feeling unless she neglected them.
They would become an extension of her being for her to expend as
needed. A trickle of warmth met her fingertips, traveled up her arms,
and found its way into her spine and her core, where it was spread to
the whole of her body by the beating of her heart. She shivered as
she basked in the euphoria.
A cold draft across her neck brought her back from her silent
daydreaming. Her communion and sharing of her feelings and the
events of the past Dees with the plants beneath her hands ended.
She cast a glance over her shoulder and saw Chogan standing at
her doorway, eyeing her even as he was unable to keep his wary
eyes from roaming around the strange Apuyyaq.
“What do you want?” She asked in harshly toned Uleaun.
Chogan regarded her carefully, measuring her up. His eyes focused
on her fingers where they were buried in the soil. “You.” He
answered finally.
Anthea’s heart skipped a beat. She’d known this Dee might come,
but she never thought it would be so blatant and simple. She’d
expected him to be subtler or at least less direct. Instead he’d just
laid everything out on the line with one word. “I can’t.” She blurted
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out, first in Lower Elegian and then in Uleaun. She was unable to
think of something better for an excuse after being surprised in such
a fashion.
“Can’t?” Chogan repeated, trying to imagine how she would be
unable to perform the prerequisite tasks involved in mating. His eyes
rolled upward as he searched his mind for some explanation for her
answer. His head tilted to the side. His eyes roamed up and down
her once more as he tried to determine if she was not mature
enough physically for what he asked. He had no way to accurately
gauge though, as she was not Uleaut and he had no experience with
Aureans.
“I can’t.” she repeated.
“I will teach.” He offered, as if this were the only obstacle between
them. He stepped toward her and put on a smile he clearly thought
would be comforting, but she found repulsive.
She shrank away, drawing her fingers from the soil and backing
away. “I know, but I can’t.”
This caused him to stop once more. That she’d turned him down
was an oddity. To him it was as strange as the sun not rising one
Dee or fish sprouting legs and walking up onto the ice to build homes
and set up villages. It was something totally alien to him and beyond
his understanding. “We go.” He said, ignoring her protests and
pointing toward the doorway.
“No.” She said forcefully.
He jerked back as if slapped, a look of surprise fading to outrage
after a moment. Whatever sense her reasons made to her or
outsiders, he had been severely slighted and didn’t understand why.
“Now.” He insisted, balling his hands into fists.
Had he not been so important or so angry, she’d likely have found
his reddish face purpling with anger funny. He stood several Centis
below her in height and bundled as he was in Uleaut clothes from
having been outside, he looked very puffy. “No.”
He spilled out a string of Uleaun that was far beyond her
understanding after only a few Dees of real instruction in the
language. He continued, gesticulating wildly. Clearly he expected her
to understand everything he said. Abruptly he finished his tirade and
stepped over with his arm and hand extended; he clearly intended to
grasp her by the arm and drag her out of her Apuyyaq if needed. She
slapped his hand aside and shook her head. Chogan looked beside
himself with anger. He began beating his chest and thighs with his
fists. He spat on the ground and shook his head wildly. At first his
actions were so exaggerated that she feared he was having some
sort of fit or seizure.
“Blood.” She offered when he quieted enough that she might be
heard, hoping he might understand. It wasn’t truly her time, but he
wouldn’t know better. She’d heard in passing from Sagira that some
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men, especially those of Elegia, would not touch a woman while she
had her menses, and she prayed that Uleaut men were the same.
Chogan paused and looked down between her thighs, as if signs of
such a thing would be visible through her clothes. She blushed at
being eyed in such a way, but nodded anyway. Understanding
flooded across his face as well as a sense of relief. With one word
she’d restored his pride and explained why she couldn’t be with him,
as he demanded.
“Later.” He said, backing toward the entrance with a look on his
face that let her knew he was promising to come looking for her in a
few Dees, a Wayke at the most.
She wanted to grimace, shudder, or just scream, “No,” at him a
dozen times, but she restrained herself. She gave him neither a
negative nor an affirmative gesture. She simply allowed him to
believe what he would, and in the meantime she’d have to think of a
good excuse for the next time.
“Anthea.” Chogan said her name cheerfully as he let himself out.
Only when he was gone did she sigh in relief and shiver in
revulsion, a conflicting pair of actions that left her feeling
uncomfortable. For a brief Saycund, Nishan’s offer of doing away
with Chogan seemed more than appealing.
She stepped back over to her plants and eyed the finger holes in
the soil. When her fingertips were again immersed in the ground and
she could feel the welcome contact with the lives she was
responsible for, thoughts of violence faded away.
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CHAPTER 57
Darker hours lay ahead; nothing can be traded in their stead.
Though tears may be shed, further from our homes we must tread.
Many more lives may be spent, before we can fully repent.
But I pray that soon our deliverance is to us sent...
- Excerpt from Rehan’s ‘Songs of the Lost’
 Faestivul of Renewal – Dee One of Ten, 768 A.E. 
Iago coughed boredly, a gesture aimed at hurrying the other man
he shared the room with along as he proceeded through a boring set
of introductions, bows, and salutations. The other man happened to
be an Elegian man with broad, simple features and their meeting
place one of the waystations on the Great Stairs that climbed from
the Inner Seas to the city of Aetheline.
That he’d left Aetheline signified the importance of this meeting as
well as the need for secrecy. It was certainly not the first time he’d
met lowlanders in one of these waystations, but it was certainly not a
common occurrence. Iago could more easily slip in and out of the
city unnoticed than he could get a foreign man in and then back out,
assuming the man deserved to leave with his life intact. Spies and
messengers had more than once ‘found misfortune’ on the icy slopes
approaching the majestic Aurean city. Such thoughts brought a
mischievous smile to Iago’s face as he debated killing this man even
if his message was good, simply for having bored him and
inconvenienced him into coming out of his offices.
The dark-skinned man eventually – somewhere after Iago’s third
yawn – finished prattling on, describing the munificent, wise, and allpowerful woman he worked for, one Sanura II, the Empress-inWaiting of the Elegian Empire. He continued with a briefer, if still
flowery worded description of the might of the Grand Helion,
Aetheline, the Aurean nation, and finally Iago himself. Finally, the
man introduced himself as Sef, and attached a few meaningless
titles after his name. Clearly he was a man of modest import in his
dustbowl of a country.
“It is good to finally meet with a man who has the good fortune of
having the ear of Sanura II, whose wisdom and reputation precede
her here.” Iago offered.
“Oh, but I haven’t the ear of the Empress-in-Waiting, though I thank
you for assuming that someone as humble as I might be worthy of
such a thing.”
“Regardless, her wisdom is dispersed from her lips and eventually
finds its way to your ear, surely undiminished despite having touched
so many tongues, for her words are too succinct to suffer such
weakening.”
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“Truly, you understand.” Sef said with a slight bow, touching each of
his palms to his lips before pressing them together in homage of his
Empress-in-Waiting.
Iago withheld a sigh. It was clear that the Elegians had done an
excellent job impressing the importance and unquestionable might of
their Empresses onto their servants and citizens. Perhaps Aureans
were more cynical or just plain smarter, for they knew better than to
expect such infallibility of their leaders, though they still strongly
respected their Helions, especially the Grand Helion.
“I understand then that you carry a message, however indirectly,
from your master.”
This was followed by a repetition of the sequence of honoring
gestures before Sef could reply. “Not so much a message as a tale
that I am to relay to you, servant of the Grand Helion.”
“Be out with it then.” He commanded, though he was gifted with
another glance at the man’s close-shorn scalp as he bowed in
acquiescence.
“My master, the glorious Empress-in-Waiting Sanura II under the
tutelage of Tahirah III, wishes me to tell you a story of her childhood,
one which I can only pray to Juria,” he paused to kiss his fingertips
and press them to his temples, “that I might recall enough with my
feeble memory to allow you understanding.”
Iago’s hand twitched, itching to grasp his dagger and put this poor
subservient man out of his misery. He clearly had little mind of his
own anymore and as he was he could not be considered to be a
living, thinking being. “I will do my best to pull the intended meaning
from her words.”
For once, Sef did not respond with a series of honorary gestures.
He simply closed his eyes and began a recitation, concentrating as
he went so that he would get none of the words wrong. “My master
recalls events from her childhood when she visited the Drylands.
When she was there, she observed a very rare showing of nature’s
beauty and savagery.”
“What was it?”
Sef opened his eyes for a moment, only to close them again when
he was sure he had Iago’s attention. He did, for Iago was
memorizing every word as spoken to later disseminate any hidden
and symbolic meanings, for certainly this story would be nothing
more than a symbolic representation of what the Empress-in-Waiting
wished to see occur. Still, he expected it would be more
straightforward than subtle.
“She saw on that occasion, with her own two eyes, a pair of
Sandcats harrying a family of desert foxes that they’d cornered. Now
if you know of Sandcats, you would know that they are solitary
creatures who lie in wait to spring upon unwary prey from under a
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cover of light sand that has blown over them, so observing a pair
working in concert was a strange thing indeed.”
“Alone, the Sandcats would have easily been eluded, for the desert
foxes are one of the swiftest and craftiest creatures in all of Elegia.
Do not get the impression that they are without fangs either, for that
is not true. They are more like wolves or lions despite their stature,
and should not be taken lightly.”
Clearly an alliance was being proposed between him and Sanura II.
That was quite obvious, as was the fact that their enemies were
dangerous and perhaps more numerous than expected. Reports
from his spies in Cenalium had certainly confirmed that. “What
happened to this family of foxes the wise Sanura II observed?”
“Let me first tell you of the family, for they were a strange one,
much larger than one would expect. The father of the litter was a
dangerous and greedy hunter, taking all he might to sate his hungers
and leaving the cast-offs for his sizeable family. The mother, she was
patient, wise, and dangerous in a depth of ways that were not easy
to see unless you looked beneath the surface of her actions.”
Iago smiled. Corydon and Tahirah III were their enemies then. The
young Empress-in-Waiting didn’t want to wait for her Aunt, the
Empress, to die naturally and she was wishing to speed her
ascendancy along. She wanted help expediting the process. “But
because they acted in concert instead of pursuing their own goals,
the Sandcats ate well that Dee.”
“They did, but it was how they arranged such a thing that was most
intriguing to my master, for the foxes could have still escaped even
the two of them.”
“How did they do this then? I’m curious to see how the fiercely
reputed animals of Elegia hunt. I’ve heard that they are cunning
adversaries.”
“They are, for while the one kept the foxes from escaping, the
second attacked the female, the mother, and wounded her, but it did
so through stealth from a blind angle, so that the female would think
her dangerous mate had turned upon her. It’s quite common for
desert foxes to turn upon one another in moments of great hunger or
fear, as they are opportunistic and jealous creatures. Then, when the
two foxes attacked each other, their offspring fled, lest the victor eat
them. You see, when food is scarce, the male fox will often kill his
mate and eat the children. Their family is never more than a tentative
agreement, subject to change and betrayal without notice. The
offspring were gobbled up by the Sandcats, who then fell upon the
wounded foxes.”
“It worked out well for the two Sandcats then, but such an alliance
could have easily gone sour, as one might have found that it, along
with the foxes, was for dinner that Dee. But it didn’t, for they had
agreed how to split the spoils in such a way that was pleasing to
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both, and they knew that only ruin might have fallen upon them both
had they chosen the path of dishonesty. They knew that vultures
care not what they eat or how they came upon their good fortune of a
meal, and it was far better to walk away with pleasantly full stomachs
than tempt the vultures to find them slain through underhandedness.”
“Just how they came up with this agreement and what each
decided was a fair portion, I’d have liked to have seen them discuss
this.” Iago remarked.
“I imagine it dealt with a splitting of the fox meat as best suited
each. The one Sandcat was known to hunt in the higher passages of
the hills bordering the Drylands, so he wished for the tougher meat,
which would keep him warm at night. The other preferred the dunes
and sandy fields where it was dry, so it feasted on the blood and the
softer tissues that would quench its thirst. It was only a chance
meeting that had them working together that Dee, but greatly
profitable nonetheless.”
“Each went their own way when the business was concluded, better
off than before?”
“Sandcats are territorial, honored advisor. They know better than to
interfere where they’re not wanted.”
Iago nodded. “I understand. I will relay thanks to your master, as
well as a brief missive containing what I have learned from this
sharing. Her words are deep, as befitting one her position.” He
exaggerated, but flattery worked well in many cases. He also knew
it’d be taken in earnest, because he’d practiced delivering such lies
with a believable expression many times. One has to school his
expressions in politics.
“I only hope I spoke her message faithfully and accurately.”
“I’m sure you did.” Iago said with in a casual air. “You can retire to
your boat now. I will send someone along after I have gleaned as
much as I can from reflection upon your master’s words.” Then, for a
little more padding and pride-giving, he added, “I, too, would not wish
for a misunderstanding because her words are above me.”
Sef bowed and saw himself out, leaving Iago to his own thoughts,
which were many. In the end, he smiled and started back toward the
city of Aetheline, wrapped in a light grey cloak that would camouflage
him as he walked. He laughed once as he went, trying to imagine
how such good fortune had fallen into his lap.
Sanura II wished for an escalation of the conflict, and she was
willing to see her Aunt destroyed or murdered in exchange for
Maethlin and whatever else they might happen to take in defeating
Corydon. Of course, he would have to make it look like Corydon had
provoked Elegius with an attack first, which would not be hard to do.
He’d thought of doing just that even before it had been suggested to
him, only now he appeared to have the support of the Empress-inWaiting in such an endeavor. From what he’d heard of her, she’d be
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more than able to whip the Elegian people up into a vengeful frenzy.
Whether she’d stop before she’d conquered the better part of the
Broken Crown, he wasn’t sure; she was likely to be a caged evil that
couldn’t be put back after being let loose.
He assumed an expression of deep thought even as his body
continued back to his offices without his concentration. Surprises
came every Dee it seemed. At least this one had been mostly
pleasant even if its deliverer had not.

Jovan slipped back into the chamber holding his arm. Favian didn’t
need to look closely to know the man had been wounded fighting,
likely with a Guardian. The smug man was less a spy than a thug, so
his methods were brutal if still somewhat covert most the time.
While the treatments everydee had left them all weak, Jovan
appeared to have faired best while Dominic and Licia faired much
worse. Dominic was bed-ridden, and Favian hardly expected him to
last another Wayke, while Licia was sluggish and groggy though still
mobile and coming along slowly. Those two were still in the first
phase of the change, according to what the treatment administrators
had told them. Favian knew himself to be in the second phase, while
Jovan was in the third and final, hence his looking so hale and strong
despite his apparent wound.
The first phase of the change was characterized by disorientation,
gut-wrenching nausea, a lack of dexterity, weakness, constant
throbbing, and unlocalized pains throughout the entire body. This
was because the body was still seeing the other blood as an
invading force and not one of change for the better – a medicine
almost. Typically it lasted only a few Dees, but some subjects took
longer. Unfortunately for them, they often didn’t make it through the
whole process, since their bodies were too slow to adapt and
resisted the new life.
The second phase, on the other hand, was one of gradual
acceptance of change. The body’s defenses, overrun by constant
influxes of charged blood, were being beaten back into realizing that
this was not so much an invasion as it was a signal of things to
come. This meant bloating and cramps as the body expelled extra
waste due to the large turnover of organic material within, patches of
skin flaking off, and hair falling out. Overall, this was the least
attractive and most uncomfortable stage to be in. The entire body
was tender and muscles became rubbery. Sensitivity to darkness,
which had been an important issue for those in stage one, was no
longer an issue. Each passing Dee saw to it that light became less
and less important, which was something reflected by the
progression to another darker set of quarters.
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The third stage was one of rebuilding. The scaffolding for the
construction of a stronger, faster, and generally more effective body
had already been thrown up, and now the body simply needed to
grow and expand. Hair and tissue grew back at alarming rates,
amazingly tighter, firmer, and more responsive than ever before. The
weak and slow became strong and fast, while the already strong and
fast became tremendously so. People in this stage progressed to yet
another set of apartments in another tower with even less light than
in the previous two stages. Yet they were also the least numerous in
Lower Cenalium, since there was still a fair percentage that either
took a long time in their changeover or did not make it through the
entire process. And, the powers that be were quick to push people
who had completed the process out of the cave city to assume tasks
that could serve Corydon and the new Aurean nation he was forging.
So, being that Favian was in a different stage and therefore a
different set of apartments than either Jovan, from the next stage up,
or the other pair, who were behind him, it was a decided effort for
someone to visit him. Since many people had come to Cenalium with
family or friends or fellow citizens of one of the Grancittas or
Menocittas that they felt an attachment to – or perhaps they had
simply formed friendships as they went through the hardships of the
changeover – it was not uncommon for people in different stages
and different towers to visit each other. It was uncommon when they
were wounded and doing only a passing job of hiding it, though.
Favian swallowed nervously as Jovan came over and sat beside him
on his bunk, hoping others would just put his acquaintance’s injury
off to some side effect of the transition.
“How are you faring todee?” Jovan asked. “Is your progress as well
as could be expected? Our supervisors in the treatment rooms have
great hopes for us.” Clearly he spoke of Iago and he wanted to know
if he’d learned anything, despite what he had said literally.
Favian licked his lips and tried to slow his rapidly beating heart. He
knew himself to be an anxious man, but liked to think that such
nerves kept him on edge and sharp enough to do what he must. Still,
having to discuss things in the open like this, with six or seven other
people around listening for want of something else to do, was
enough to push his limits. To dismiss Jovan too quickly, despite his
lack of subtlety, would draw more curiosity than to see things
through, or at least he hoped so.
“As you can see, I am not yet in the next stage. I should be soon,
so you may have to watch out lest I surpass you.” He knew well how
poorly he must look, but he wanted to let Jovan know that he would
do his duties even if the other two failed.
Jovan nodded. “Just todee I was told that I was moving rapidly
through the third stage. They hope to release me after in a couple
Waykes I think.”
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Favian frowned. Jovan had found something important todee and
hoped to let Iago know as soon as he could. “They said as much?”
“It’s my own estimate based on their praise. There is only so much
one can do here before going out into the Lowlands and serving the
cause that way.” Jovan replied.
“Eagerness to serve is assuredly appreciated, as good help is
never in too great of supply. I hope to receive similar praise.” Favian
said, indicating that he had found little of use for Iago other than
general things so far.
“Oh, you know I am eager to serve, beyond eager even. And, if I lift
my eyes and ambitions too high by saying so, I hope it is from
Corydon himself I hear praise.”
Favian swallowed hard, and was terribly aware of the whispers of
doubt that such a thing was possible passing across the lips of his
bunkmates. Jovan was going to try to get as close as possible to the
center of all that was happening here. To do such would put them all
in danger, but it may also provide truly great news for Iago. One
never knew what a single good piece of information could do in the
right hands, especially hands as capable as Iago’s.
“Be careful.” Favian warned the other man. “Having ambitions is
good, but sometimes it sets one’s self up for failure. You needn’t be
the best. Simply serve as is to the best of your abilities and you will
further the cause greatly. Praise from Corydon’s lips specifically
meant for you is asking a lot.”
“I can only serve by doing my best, it just so happens that my best
is better than everyone else’s best.” Jovan said with a grin, driving
home the point that he would stab willingly at the center of the entire
plot and either bring down Corydon himself or furnish Iago with the
information he’d need to do it. He didn’t do things by half-measures.
“Let’s hope for your sake that your actions carry as much weight as
your words. You have a lot to live up to.” Favian remarked.
There were murmurs of assent from the others in the room as
Jovan took his leave then and wandered off, perhaps in seek of more
information or of the others.
For a moment, Favian entertained the idea of turning Jovan in as a
spy, except that to do so would likely get them all killed, for Corydon
did not a man who took chances. The man would likely destroy
everyone connected to Jovan rather than risk his forces being
infiltrated. So, that idea was but a fleeting idea to save his own skin,
lest Jovan condemn them all by clumsiness. If that time came,
Favian knew he’d destroy all of his companions if it meant he had a
chance to still complete their mission. Even a longshot was better
than nothing, which was what they might be left with if Jovan’s
digging around brought ruin down upon them.
Favian laid his head back to his pillow and tried to will time to speed
up so his suffering would last a few Saycunds less than the eternity
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he knew remained for him. Yet even as he tried to close his eyes and
rest, his mind was filled of images of Jovan murdering Guardians as
he explored areas he shouldn’t and asked questions he shouldn’t.

Corydon lifted his darkly ringed eyes from his meal to gaze sullenly
at the dark half-shape that sat to his right at the table he took his
meal at. The table sat in the middle of another dark and austere
room that was one of many chambers dedicated to the acting
Greater Helion as well as the marshal of all of his movement’s
forces. Perhaps it was because the room lacked decoration that the
shadow was so hard to ignore. There was nothing else to look at, so
in this, Corydon’s simple and understated tastes in décor were part
of the cause of his problems.
The shape was somewhat in the form of a man, though indistinct
and unclear, as if someone had tried to draw someone they’d seen in
a fleeting glimpse and had been unsure of the details. It was
wavering and shifting constantly, like a series of scribbled drawings
flipped through rapidly.
“What?” He barked gruffly at the shape as it materialized as fully as
it could, causing Linnea, who sat across from him, to jump.
She resumed eating immediately; apparently she had forgotten the
disturbance already, much like a child quickly forgets a pain or insult.
“You waste time, Corydon.” The shadow accused.
“It’s my time to waste. It’s what we beings with form call living.” He
replied sardonically.
“Be that as it may, it’s more than just your time now. If you don’t
agree to let us help, then we may not get another chance. So, you
waste our time even as you waste your own.”
“And why is that if you’re so powerful?”
“It’s because few are willing to see as deeply into the past and look
past the façade as you have done. They’re blinded by tradition and
the lies perpetuated to hide us from our own children.”
Corydon snorted and then slurped a spoonful of broth down,
burning his tongue and his throat after it by doing so. “Even if we
were your children, we’ve changed and grown apart from what we
used to be.”
“Not so much as you might think, and none are as similar to what
your kind was as your Dark Aureans.” The voice said, part
accusation and part congratulation from the sound of it.
Corydon frowned, not liking the dubious honor of being like this
shadowy being. “I could care less now. You haunt my waking hours,
and lately you’ve tried to invade my dreams.”
The shape only sat there and listened to his accusations.
When they did not answer or try to deny, Corydon slammed his
closed fist on the table and pushed his bowl of food away. He ate
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without relish when he actually bothered to eat anyway, and he slept
fitfully at best. He saw betrayal around every corner, and he knew it
was the doing of this being beside him. “I’d kill you or destroy you if I
could.”
“But you can’t. You haven’t the ability.” The shape said scornfully.
“So instead of whining, why not accept our aid and return to dealing
with matters as they should be handled?”
“You mean the matters of conquering the world for you as you dwell
within my people?”
“That, and the vengeance we seek against those you name as
Gods.”
“I fail to see how killing thousands more Kerathi, and as many other
Lowlanders as manage to find their way under our arc-swords, will
help you defeat the Gods.”
“The Gods have power only because they are worshipped. By
killing many of their worshipers, you destroy their base of power and
cause many of those who trusted in the Gods for protection to
forsake their faith when no deliverance arrives. You’ll erode their
base of power until eventually no one even remembers the Gods as
anything but a sad chapter of failure in their peoples’ histories.”
“The level of genocide that you suggest to do such at thing is
appalling even to me, and I’m a hideous man by many standards.”
Corydon said; his face soured while he tasted the bitterness of what
tasks were being laid at his feet.
The shadow laughed. “Don’t pretend you are not the perfect one for
such a crusade.”
“Do I have it in me? Yes, probably I do. Does that mean I want to
do it? I don’t think so.” He replied. “Any man has it in him to
potentially dash the head of his newborn child on the ground, to
crush a young animal’s spine beneath his heel, to trample even the
most beautiful flowers, but not doing these things is what makes this
thing called society. To simply cast aside these necessary morals is
just unthinkable.”
“Did you have such reservations when you poisoned your best
friend and partner’s wife so that he would think her dead? Then you
restored her as best you could and took her as your own, damaged
though she was. What of the hundreds of Lowlanders and Aureans
you experimented on trying to perfect a way to destroy the hold the
dark had on your kind? What of the dead of Maethlin that fell during
your bloody conquest?”
“Those events were on a small scale!” Corydon insisted.
“Was it? Was it not truly just the beginning of a larger project that
you’ve always envisioned? Did you not always hope to bring war and
destruction on the Lowlanders as retribution for what befell your
people? Your people came among them and saved them during a
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time of war, death, famine, disease, and ruin; they brought change,
peace, aid, and prosperity. And how were they repaid?”
“We were paid back with the betrayal and poisoning of our very
bodies by Maletos.” Corydon answered gravely, not noticing that as
he began to agree and follow along the shape grew more substantial
and began to take on more features.
“Exactly, and now you seek to finish what was started so long ago.
You want to take the world and unite it under your banner.”
“Unity?” He said in surprise. “You have spoken only of death and
destruction. How does unity fit into those things?”
“Only because these things are a necessary part of change, not
because we like such things. One must tear down before he can
build anew. You must rip asunder the fabric of their religion and their
cultures, and sew it back together in a stronger weave that can never
be broken.”
“And in all that, the Gods will be cut out of our lives forever?”
“Like the cancerous growths upon your hearts they are, they will be
forever banished and forgotten.” The shape prophesied.
“How would we know when to end the bloodshed?”
“When no temple remains, no shrine has been left unspoiled, and
no utterances of the names of the Gods are spoken except to curse
them, then your work will be complete.”
“Then truly the father and mother of our people are Porceth and
Wainseth, for no other would demand such a thing!” Corydon yelled,
flinging the names of the Dark Pair at the shape. “I have allowed
such evil to enter my chambers and my mind, only to realize now
what you must be.” He lamented.
“You know nothing!” The shape hissed, growing in size as it spoke.
It grew until it loomed overhead, though it had clearly not stood up.
Rather, its torso and arms stretched out and grew menacingly, and
the whole room seemed to grow darker as the light was engulfed by
the unnatural darkness. “The two you name are more of their kind,
only they were not foolish enough to bind themselves to their
creations. They are perhaps all that will survive of the rest of the
Gods’ twisted race. They, too, will fade into obscurity, as there is no
need for evil Gods where there are no good Gods, if such things
exists in more than the imaginations of feeble creatures.”
Corydon shrunk away from the encroaching, grasping hands of the
shadow, sinking into his chair as much as he could. His legs didn’t
seem to want to obey him, for he could not pull himself out of his
chair to run, not that he truly thought it would do any good.
Then, something tumbled through the air, piercing the shadow in its
middle. The shadow withered and resumed its sitting position, once
again the shape and size of an indistinct man. Corydon found his
legs once more and stood so quickly that he knocked his chair over
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as he stumbled away from the table, falling to one knee beside the
object that had been thrown.
He felt a brief stab of pain, and lifted his shaking hand. He grasped
a broken piece of a crystal glass. Blood welled up around the shard
of Linnea’s crystal glass that rested on his palm. He cast a look over
at her and found her to be sitting at her same spot across the table
from where he had been, playing absently with the food on her plate.
A slight nervous chuckle bubbled out from between his lips until it
grew into a complete fit of laughter. He couldn’t stop until his sides
ached as if they might burst asunder. Then, he wiped the tears of
laughter from his eyes, amazed at his good fortune in having
escaped that exchange with his soul intact. He came to his feet, still
holding the crystal shard in his hands.
“Creature, if you be who you say that you are, I have a task for you
to prove your worthiness. You must understand that I care little for
your quest, but if you can help me in mine and yours is a side-effect
of my coming to power, I care not.”
“What would you have of us?” The thing rasped, clearly not as
strong as it was just a Mynette before.
“Go into the dark city below this one and seek out the agents of my
enemies. I have in mind a demonstration of your abilities that will
once and for all determine whether I banish you from my mind
forever, or whether you become the tool for my ascendancy.”
“We cannot go without you.” The shadow said hesitantly. “Only you
can see us.”
“Go with Linnea. She can see you.”
“She is not Aurean. Such a thing is not possible.”
“More Aurean blood has run through her veins than any other
creature that has ever lived, and that is why, even simple-minded,
she has power over you. With an ally such as her, you can never
defeat me.” He paused to let his words sink in, and with the speaking
of them he grew to believe them even more than he had before they
crossed his tongue and were voiced. “That, too, shall be another
condition of our possible working agreement: that you shall never
again try to possess me as you just did.”
“We understand.” It replied, offering no apology.
Corydon came around the table to Linnea’s side, and whispered in
her ear while looking at the shadowy figure, “Go then, to Lower
Cenalium and walk amongst our children. Find those whose hearts
are not with us.”
Linnea wordlessly stood and began shuffling toward the door in her
lazy, witless gait. Corydon watched the shadow follow her.
When they were gone from his sight and the door had shut behind
them, the room seemed to brighten. Corydon walked around, turning
on all the crystal pods that hung from the ceiling, some of which had
not been turned on in Waykes. He basked in the light, smiling
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broadly as he came to sit once more at the table. To his delight, the
food before him had never tasted so good.
Life seemed to have regained its color.
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CHAPTER 58
Where the chill hand of our mother touches the golden breath of our
sun, life begins anew each Dee.
- Excerpt from Ezhno’s ‘The World is Still Blue’
 Faestivul of Renewal – Dee One of Ten, 768 A.E. 
To Anthea, the recent Dees had blended together into a single
collective image of exhaustion, learning, and duty. Ever since they,
or she as proxy for their group, had agreed to try to live fully by
Uleaut customs, they had been swamped with an endless
succession of lessons, tasks, and demonstrations of what was
expected of them. Certainly they couldn’t master everything after one
showing, but they had tried their best from dawn to sunset.
So, when Tuari came bursting excitedly into Anthea’s Apuyyaq,
waking her from a peaceful if exhausted slumber, she thought first
that it was time to start the next Dee’s chores. Then she thought it
might be Chogan deciding he couldn’t wait anymore, so even before
her eyes had focused, she gave a cry of alarm and curled up into a
ball with her arms wrapped around her knees. It wasn’t a particularly
dignified or brave act, but other courses of action didn’t come into
her tired mind immediately.
“Are you unwell?” Tuari asked in earnest concern.
She opened her eyes and felt more than a bit foolish as Tuari’s
round face came into focus, hovering over her. “Yes.” She grunted.
“Truly? Where do you ill?”
“No, I’m fine. I’m just grumpy to have been woken in such a way.
You burst in here like there was something awful happening outside.”
She complained.
“I didn’t mean to have caused you distress.” Tuari offered in
apology, his thick features screwing up into a pitiable look of
remorse.
Anthea felt guilty then for having caused him to feel bad for having
upset her. She sighed and straightened her limbs out, grasping his
hand. “It’s alright, Tuari. I was merely alarmed and thinking you might
be someone who cared less for me than you do.”
Tuari knelt gingerly on her pile of furs, as if he were invading
somewhere he did not belong in. His eyes twitched to and fro as he
considered his answer. “Someone like Chogan you mean?”
She nodded. “He is perhaps the only one among your people I fear.
The others are less vocal in their distrust or dislike.”
“Perhaps what is in store todee will help you forget such things.”
“Why? What is todee?”
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“It’s the first Dee of the Faestivul of Renewal. The Munth of
Snowing is past us now, and the new Yarre looms only a few Dees
away.”
“The Faestivul of Renewal begins todee? Has it been so long since
I left home?” Anthea asked of no one in particular, simply giving
voice to her thoughts.
Tuari shrugged. “I don’t know when you left, but that is what Dee it
is.”
“And how do Uleauts celebrate the Faestivul of Renewal?
Yesterdee looked as bleak as the one before it, so how you can
measure the passing of Saysuhns I don’t know.”
“There will be much to see, I promise you. Why do you think we’ve
been working so hard this last Wayke?”
“Because you’re a folk that works themselves to the bone to stay
alive and you know not how to rest.”
He chuckled at that, pulling his hand away from hers finally to clasp
his hands over his stomach as he laughed. “We are not as joyless as
you assume.”
“Prove it then.” She challenged him, setting her jaw and brow in a
playfully defiant manner.
Tuari stood abruptly, grasped her hands tightly, and tugged her to
her feet. Tall as she was compared to him, she weighed little more
than he did, for Uleauts were built thick with dense muscle and bone.
“Hold, hold please!” She cried when she was halfway to the
entryway. “I must pull on a coat and boots or I’ll catch my death out
there.”
“I shall wait outside then. Don’t tarry long.”
“I won’t.” She promised, waving him off.
From the speed he practically threw himself through the shelter’s
opening, she couldn’t help but feel a little excited herself. She’d
never seen the boy so worked up before. She dressed quickly,
unable to keep a wide grin of anticipation from sprouting across her
face. The only thing that held her up in following Tuari was quickly
checking the progress of the plants that grew under her care.
Upon exiting her home, Anthea was immediately greeted with an
unexpected sight. Sometime during the earliest Ouers of the morning
or late last night after she’d gone to sleep, lines of cured and dried
sinew or cord had been strung between the shelters. They’d used
occasional poles to help keep the lines aloft where the distances
were great enough that they drooped. This would not have been
spectacular in and of itself, but with the plethora of ornaments
hanging from each of the crisscrossing strands they were a sight to
behold.
From the lines there dangled many colored icicles in various
shades of red, grey, yellow, and white from blood and other bodily
fluids collected from the various animals they had hunted. The
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morning sunlight glittered through them, casting colored shadows
that danced across everything in sight. Interspersed between them
were banners of various furs or fish skins that had been trimmed into
long ribbons which fluttered animatedly in the winds, twining and
untwining as they created the illusion of walls around the border of
the camp and between buildings. Spears had been grouped together
with the points driven into the ice and the butts lashed together like
teepees that caged in various birds or live animals that would more
than likely be meals later in the Dee or saved for nextdee. She even
saw an arctic fox, a tireganierk, trapped in one of the cages.
Then, various snow and ice effigies of lifelike animals had been
erected here and there, often in very natural poses or in family
groupings. Teeth, claws, and bits of fur or other actual parts left over
from previous hunting expeditions had been bestowed onto the
creations to lend them an even greater touch of realism until the
whole camp seemed surrounded by Nanuq, Aiviq, Tuktu, Amarok,
and Qaluk, or bears, walruses, elk, wolves, and fish as they better
knew them. This was an illusion only made stronger by the encaged
animals that lent their noises to the throng, making it seem as if there
were really herds of animals within the camp. Their noise mingled
with those of people going about their merrymaking and the sounds
of Uleaun being spoken at a volume greater than the winds and
animals.
When she finally clapped her jaws back together as the surprise
wore off, she looked around for Tuari. He was chasing giggling and
howling children around with Nishan, though more often than not it
seemed that they were all chasing the Rumani. Occasionally they’d
catch up to him – when he allowed it – and they’d bear him down.
This took a concerted effort of a few of them clinging to his legs while
the others snatched at his arms and coat and then piled on top of
him to finally topple him over. Perhaps such play would have
normally been frowned upon, but on a Faestivul Dee, anything
seemed to go. Although, Nishan’s recent acceptance into the fold
had also made his popularity with the children of the camp more
acceptable to the adults, so they no longer scolded children for
playing with him so often. Still, it was a pleasing sight that brought a
mirthful smile to her face.
“See something you like?” Sagira asked, almost startling her by
appearing at her side.
“You move more swiftly every Dee.” Anthea replied.
“I do.” The older woman admitted with a grin. “Makan keeps me
young.”
“Does he make you chase after him?”
“He does, in more ways than one.” Sagira admitted, winking at her.
Anthea cast a thoughtful sideways glance at Sagira, liking the way
the smile of metal and real teeth lit up Sagira’s dark and dimpled
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cheeks. “You’re unused to being in such a position of wanting him
more than he wants you?”
“I’m unused to wanting anything more than my old life back,
Anthea. Only with you and him have I discovered once more what it’s
like to live each Dee with relish. It’s as if I awoke from a deep
slumber and the dream I held was revealed to me as just that: a
dream instead of reality. I’ve moved on finally and the veil has been
lifted from my eyes.”
“I am happy for you then, yet I worry that when we leave here your
happiness may prove short-lived. I can’t begin to imagine what trials
lay before us as we seek the completion of our journey. Never would
I have imagined used coming to be here, let alone many of the other
things we’ve done.”
Sagira’s face sobered, her smile melting away. She looked Anthea
in the eyes before answering. “Dwelling on foul things to come is as
bad as dwelling on foul things in the past. I should know better than
any, for I wasted Yarres waiting for the stain to be lifted from my
reputation, not even knowing there was a matching one on my heart.
Don’t waste time like I did. Take what happiness you’re offered
without questioning its duration, or it may be gone before you realize
it.”
“You think it may be Yarres before this is all finished?”
“You’re at war, Anthea. It may be a war between your small faction
here and the Aureans back in your home, but it is a war even if there
are no huge armies yet clashing against each other.”
“I see the wisdom to what you say, but I notice you also said ‘yet’
when you said there were no armies clashing. That’s a rather
foreboding way to put things for someone who doesn’t want to dwell
on foul deeds to come.”
“The Kerathi will seek revenge if they’ve already not. Violence has a
way of breeding violence. Every Elegian knows that, for our creation
of an Empire brought about the retribution and destruction of that
very same thing.” Sagira said wistfully.
“Weighty topics are not for light-hearted Dees such as these.”
Makan reprimanded them, coming up beside them. Clearly he had
been able to read the looks on their faces if not overhear part of their
conversation.
“You are right, of course.” Anthea replied, putting a smile back on
her face. “I will leave you two alone though. It would be remiss of me
to hog Sagira’s time when you’re waiting for her.”
Makan shook his head. “You’re never intruding, Dear One.”
“Just knock before you come into our Apuyyaq.” Sagira jested; it
earned her a sour look from Makan that could not last long without
melting before her radiant smile.
Anthea felt young and naïve around the pair, so she took her leave,
feeling a bit giddy from the contagious excitement that was filtering
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through the camp. There were games of chance and skill to play,
stories to listen to, food to eat, and dancing and songs to come. She
quickly lost herself and forgot her worries, if only for a short time.

As night began to fall, bellies were filled with meat, fortified broths
of blood, and fermented pastes of marrow and rich fat. Limbs tired
from games and contests of skill and strength began to gather their
owners together and find the energy to form a circle built entirely of
people. Blankets were cast from one set of shoulders to the next until
a circle was formed of a couple dozen people. These people sat
down and a second, although smaller, circle was formed within the
first, and then a third was made within that. The third was comprised
of children and the guests of honor: Nantai, Chogan, and the new
camp members minus Bedros, who had lurked about the fringes of
the camp all Dee.
Anthea had put his strange behavior off to feeling inadequate to the
social demands of so many Uleauts, who expected that he might act,
look, and speak like one of them; they often seemed to have no
concept of his differences or they had simple chosen to ignore them
entirely. It was probably wise, for the children could have been
crushed beneath his great limbs if he moved too suddenly, and he
would have blocked the view for a number of them anyway.
When the last of them had settled into place, Nantai and Chogan
excused themselves, and then waved over Bedros, who followed
them to Nantai’s hut while the Uleauts waited expectantly and
patiently. If they knew what was happening, they gave no indication
to Anthea or her companions, who kept searching each other’s faces
for answers, none of which were forthcoming.
The crowd didn’t have to wait long. Only a few Mynettes later,
which felt like much longer due to cold winds and anxious
anticipation, they returned laden with dozens of heavy bladders. The
bladders were passed out, slowly at first, but then more rapidly as a
cheer went up from the crowd. Bedros backed away when they’d all
been passed out, his burden dispersed. Everyone but the young
children had a bladder of their own. The children would share one
amongst themselves it seemed.
Anthea stared at the lukewarm, squishy bladder of unknown
contents that was thrust into her hands. Tuari, who sat beside her,
grinned toothily and untied the knot of membranes at the intended
nozzle to the bladder. The fluids within began to leak out from the
opening, so he lapped quickly at it and then placed his mouth over
the nozzle and took a long draught from it.
“What is it?” Anthea asked.
Tuari wiped his mouth, pinching off the nozzle so as not to allow
more to escape unwillingly. “It’s blood wine. It’s been cured in a
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specific way known only to our elders, though I can tell you that a bit
of the Milk of Yenis is in there.”
“Where’d he get all this though? There’s an awful lot.”
“He’s been making it and storing it up since the last Faestivul.”
“Still, there’s an awful lot of it.” She replied, untying the knot on her
bladder of wine as Tuari had with his own. She pinched the nozzle
closed when it was untied and then carefully took a slight taste, just
enough to let the fluid cover the flat of her tongue before swallowing
it. It burned all the way down, like a mild fire seeping into her blood,
starting at her tongue and working its way down into the core of her
being. “It’s… different.”
Tuari nodded, his eyes seemingly more wide and excited than ever
before, which was to say a lot since he was an excitable fellow.
“Truly it is.”
“Truly.” She agreed.
They broke into a fit of giggles after a few more swallows, but their
laughs were swallowed up when mingled with the laughs, voices,
and rhythmic clapping of the others around them. Anthea caught the
eyes of her companions once or twice, but they were too caught up
in their own conversations to pay her much notice. Sagira had
Makan, Nishan had a child upon his lap and a couple clambering to
get up on the other thigh beside the first, Rolf had one of the camp
dogs sprawled out as he rubbed its belly companionably, and she
had Tuari. So they all had someone or something to speak with or
attend to, even if Rolf’s playing with the dog seemed somehow lonely
to her. Yet she found comfort speaking to flowers and grass, so how
was his choice of friend any different? Kerathi were known to
befriend all manners of animals, perhaps because they respected
them so much when they hunted them.
Anthea shook her head, feeling silly for thinking such things.
Melancholy always seemed to threaten to show its ugly face, even
amidst joyous events such as this. She took a deep swallow of the
blood wine, hoping it would chase away such feelings as she felt it
slide down her throat and warm her thin frame all the way to her
fingertips and toes.
Chogan worked his way to the center of the rings of campsfolk
along with Nantai, each carrying a half-drained bladder of the same
wine that everyone else was savoring or gulping down as suited their
own desires. She noticed then as Nantai raised his arms for silence,
that he was more decorated than usual.
Nantai’s costume of furs and hides had been supplemented with
colored dyes, which to them must only appear as shades of grays,
and a series of belts adorned with carved pieces of whalebone and
the claws of Nanuq had been strung across his shoulders and waist.
The claws and scrimshaw tinkled together like wind chimes as he
lifted his arms and turned in a slow circle.
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Silence came quickly, so he began to speak. Yet his words were
entirely in Uleaun, which they didn’t understand well enough to follow
along. So, the newcomers all turned as one to Tuari, who held up a
hand in admission of duty. He would wait for a pause and then
translate. Nantai was a man of precise words, who did not waste
time with flowery speech and pointless rambling, so he was finished
quickly.
“He says, basically, that the people of our camp have made it
another Yarre. He praises Yenis for her bounty, and reminds us that
with another Yarre comes experience and more to be grateful for.
We mustn’t forget what we have been gifted with, and we must strive
to protect our ways and our ‘family group.’ Also, to commemorate
this occasion, as is tradition, we will hear the telling of our people’s
coming into being, as told by Chogan.”
“So we’re to be happy we’re alive, we must continue to work hard,
and we’re going to listen to a story?” Rolf summed things up.
“That’s about right.” Tuari said with a nod, lifting his skin to his lips
in a sort of salute to Rolf’s understanding. Rolf returned the gesture
with a wide grin.
Chogan remained standing while Nantai took his seat amongst the
children, putting his arms around the two closest ones, while the
others that had not claimed Nishan as a stool slid over to sit with
their backs to Nantai’s front so they might bask in his wisdom and
warmth.
“I will translate, but I request that you do not ask me questions until
the tale is finished, for many things may explain themselves as the
story completes itself. You will also break my concentration and I
may not relay the story well if I am interrupted.” Tuari warned them.
“That’s fine. We understand.” Sagira offered. Her words were
caught up in murmurs of assent from the others.
“Very well then, I’ll begin when he does.”
Chogan took a minute to make sure he had everyone’s attention.
Dead silence was required, and after a series of significant and
silencing gazes at his fellows arranged in circles around him, he
launched into his tale.
From the beginning, Anthea was surprised by how into it the man
got. He was truly captivating in his gestures, his tones, and his
storytelling craft. Even without understanding the words she felt as if
she knew what he said, but as Tuari began his translation, it only
helped to prove how good a story was actually being told, for it put
even stronger images to mind.
In the Beforetimes, the Gods and Goddesses lived amongst each
other, wise and yet lonely. They had no one to worship them and
realize their wisdom and glory, and what use is there to being such
things if no one notices? It is the noticing of things that defines them.
Yet the Gods were not merely vain, as vanity is a decidedly human
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trait. They are beyond such things by virtue of their nature. What
simple creatures such as us might think to be failures or flaws in the
characters of the divine are just things we misinterpret because their
ways are beyond our ken. Instead, it was not a flaw of character that
created us, but a maternal and paternal need. They wanted children,
even if they would be doomed to be lesser versions of themselves.
Now there are many peoples who walk the world of Elegia, and
each of them has their own origins. Speaking with Makan, our new
brother, I have learned that the Muerans are said to have grown to
adulthood on the back of Fallu, the great whale. This is a great
beginning, and I understand because of this they have never lost
their love of the sea, as if they wish to go back to their childhood and
reconnect to their Father.
All eyes had shifted to Makan at this point in the story, so even
before he heard the translation, he knew he was being spoken of.
Rather than shift uneasily under the scrutiny of so many eyes, he
lifted his chin proudly. He was one of them in spirit and community if
not in blood, and the eyes upon him were not searching for flaws, but
rather understanding. Many of them found it in his eyes.
I have not spoken with all of the other new brothers and sisters
among us, for their understanding of our language fails them, but I
imagine that the bearded warrior has a great story to tell of his
people’s birth in history. Surely then, do the dark woman from the
sandy lands of her home, one-eye who plays with the dogs as if they
are his brothers, the beast man, and the delicate one from the hills
have stories as well.
Again, eyes turned to each of them as they were mentioned, and
they followed Makan’s example, raising their eyes and chin to
acknowledge the people around them. The exception was Bedros,
who still roamed the periphery of the camp, not joining the story
circle. Even Anthea, caught up in the middle of this event, had
temporarily forgotten him. Her thoughts flicked to him, only to have to
take note of her own name being spoken. Anthea locked eyes with
Chogan, who licked his lips and regarded her with open desire that
was not missed by others among the camp.
But this is not their story, but rather ours. Let me retell it to those of
you who have forgotten or to those of you who just wish to remember
once more. Our beginnings were not unlike the lands we now walk:
cold.
Yenis, as we all know, is beautiful beyond all, except perhaps
Maletos, who is Queen of all the Gods. Some say that Juria, the
blessed mother of the Elegians is second in beauty, but I think that
they do not understand the nature of our Mother. They see only on
the surface - a cold woman. Yet that coldness is there to hide the
warmth and graciousness she hides within her breast for her beloved
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children. That warmth is a mere shadow of the upwelling of joy and
love she used to feel, a joy that was cast aside in favor of another.
In times past, she burned more brilliantly than even Maletos. She,
with Juria, Kaneitha, and Maletos all competed for the love of the
strongest God, which is Haestos. Naturally, one might think that the
God of the Firmament and Moon would be drawn to Maletos first, as
she, too, is one concerned with the skies. Yet the Goddesses are all
cunning, beautiful, and incomparable. How then could one choose
amongst such beauty? It is said that Haestos loved Yenis first, but
out of fear of what the others might do to his love, he decided that
only a contest could decide whom he would take as mate, so as to
not anger each of the others he also loved. He was wise to know that
among such beings only one mate would be tolerated, though I’m
certain he wished for all four. Would that not have made him King
over all Gods then if he had each of them beside him?
Still, he loved Yenis most, and created a contest that would favor
her. He wanted a demonstration of love from each. Since Maletos
was jealous and thought often only of herself, Juria was convinced
she was more lovely than them all, and Kaneitha thought her darker
side would appeal to the God of the Moon and Night Skies, they all
figured they had the advantage. They didn’t know that Yenis’ love
was truer than all and that she would do whatever it took to insure
Haestos’ happiness even as the others plotted and schemed to win
the contest. For Yarres beyond our reckoning, since we are so shortlived, they vied against each other to push each other out of the
running as they considered how they could best demonstrate their
affections, but the four remained in the competition until the decreed
Dee where they would have to demonstrate their love.
Kaneitha, by tricks of her great wit, went first. She tore her heart
from her breast, but in doing so ripped it in twain. “Only you can heal
my wounded heart, for you are my perfect other half. You are the
salve upon my soul and the loving lips upon my brow.” Now the
others were all moved and surprised by this great showing, Yenis
most of all. Haestos wept and begged Kaneitha to put her heart back
together, but she refused, saying she’d weakened herself to do as
she had, and it would take his love and gentle hands to repair her.
She stepped back and awaited his decision as the others went, the
beating of her ruined heart resonating as they made their own
demonstrations.
Juria was next. She appealed with her regal nature, boundless
beauty, and maternity, for it is known that Haestos appreciates a
woman of great poise and wished for many children. “With me, you
are guaranteed a child who will carry on your traits and your wisdom.
You will be the father of a great and endless dynasty unequaled in all
that is. I will be your other half, and together we shall rule for an
eternity.” After Kaneitha’s sacrifice, Juria made no such grand
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gesture. Instead, she pulled from her body a million eggs, all waiting
for him to spray his seed upon and create the dynasty that would rule
the heavens and the world.
Again, Haestos wept, and his eyes searched for the face of his
loved one, who was distraught by what she was seeing. She offered
him no end to this contest though, for it had been him who decided
on this course. They had to see it through.
Maletos went next, and never did she shine brighter. As the
Goddess of the Sun, she was dazzling and brilliant beyond anything
imaginable. “I offer you not children, but a wife. Children are merely a
way to distract a husband away from the failings of the wife. Instead
of weakening you by taking a portion of your power and bestowing it
unto a million children, instead we will keep it, and you and I will rule
forever, diminished not in such ways.” She knew that Juria wanted
Haestos to become weak so she was unchallenged by him; Juria
was not one to accept a secondary position to her mate, and yet he
was stronger than her, so such tricks were necessary. To prove that
she, Maletos, would not do such things to him in turn, she tore from
her body her womb and presented it to him.
Haestos fell to his knees at this, begging them all to stop. If the
others could do these things, what would the woman he loved most
do to prove herself beyond them? But they all cried that he had
brought these events about, even Yenis. Haestos would not even
watch when Yenis began her demonstration, which was remarkably
brief.
Yenis stood there before them all, as she tried to decide what would
best serve her love. In the end, there was only one choice for her. “I
give you your freedom. I give you the knowledge of knowing that I
have not hurt myself to please you, for that would wound your heart
greater than any wound to myself might harm me. I free you, one
that I love beyond my own being, because it is not love if by clinging
to it I must hurt you. It is a poison and not the fruitful bond between
two who have no other to complete them.”
As they all watched in stunned silence, Yenis fled from them, tears
flowing from her eyes that diminished her heart forever. Haestos
wanted to run after her, take her up in his arms and claim her, but
she’d abandoned him to do what his foolish decision to have that
contest demanded of him. In the end, we all know he chose Maletos,
but what did his decision cost him?
Kaneitha was forever a darker and more brooding Goddess, prone
to shadows and subtlety. Her heart was never repaired. Juria had no
children, and instead she cast her eggs into the skies as a million
sparkling reminders of what Haestos had denied her and himself.
Maletos had no children, and she rules over her husband much like
she does the other Gods. He has no heart to raise his voice against
her, for his heart is scabbed over and unfeeling after what he lost.
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As for our Mother, she cried her eyes out for Dees, Yarres, maybe
Hectoyarres. In the end, she was lessened, for all of her love fell
from her eyes, and the brightness of her heart vanished. Her love
was poured out of her in the form of tears. Those tears fell to this
world, but instead of being wasted as they crashed to the waters of
our world and became one with the seas, Aaren, who had secretly
loved Yenis, caused the winds to hold her tears aloft until they froze.
Those frozen tears, imbued with the spurned love she had felt,
became our forefathers. We gently fell to the ground, nearly unable
to care for ourselves.
Aaren went then to Yenis, to show her what he’d done. She was
moved, and couldn’t let us die, so she gave to us the gift of her milk.
Even todee we still drink from the Bosoms of Yenis, which restore
and nourish us. Yet it was the pain caused her by the King of the
Gods and the subsequent kindness of Aaren that gave birth to us.
Perhaps that is why we know the heartbreak of such a harsh life.
And despite all that may happen, we know that it was our Mother’s
sorrow that created us, so we are creatures of sorrow whose aim is
to bring joy to replace the pain of living. We must live in such a way
that it reflects the sacrifices that were made on our behalf. We must
live on and grow in gloriousness in these hard lands and hard times.
Chogan wound down, sitting before anyone knew he had finished.
They were all hanging on his lingering words so much that it wasn’t
clear at first that the story was over. Tuari fell silent and solemn, his
translating duties complete. His eyes, as with many others, were wet
with tears. Makan looked to Anthea as if he’d been quite moved by
the story, perhaps because his people had much in common with the
Uleaut folk; Sagira clung tightly to his arm, her face evidencing the
heartache she clearly felt. Rolf looked off at the stars, as if that would
hide the fact that he was feeling a bit emotional. Nishan smiled
broadly, like a man after a satisfying meal. The Rumani knew
misfortune like a long lost brother, so such a story appealed to the
darker nature within him.
Anthea wiped her own eyes dry, noticing that night had fallen
heavily on the camp, so that moonlight filtered down through the
wispy clouds and made the colored icicles and decorations glitter like
too-close stars. “That’s an amazing story.” She said softly, breaking
the silence of those around her. Her eyes were on Chogan, who had
surprised her by showing such a depth of understanding and feeling.
He noticed her eyes on him and met her gaze proudly.
“It rings true.” Tuari replied, attracting her attention. “That is why it is
so powerful. There’s a beauty in the tragedy that transcends culture.
I can see that each of you has been touched in some way to know
what you know of our people, and in that you are more Uleaut now
than you have ever been.”
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Chogan stood again and helped Nantai to his feet, not because the
older man needed it but out of respect. As they left, the people
began to disperse slowly, going tiredly back to their Apuyyaq shelters
to rest. This was but the first of ten Dees, and while none but the last
would likely match the celebration and pageantry of this night, they
would still be tiring and exhilarating affairs.
“I wonder what they’ll do in the Dees to come to top this.” Rolf
wondered aloud.
Tuari grinned. “We have surprises yet.”
Anthea laughed lightly and went with her friends back to their
Apuyyaq, where she slept instead of in her own shelter. After sharing
the Dee with them, she felt a sense of renewed closeness to them
that she didn’t want to sever by sleeping apart from them. As she fell
into sleep, even Rolf and Makan’s gentle snoring, Nishan’s
whispering breaths, and Sagira’s shifting around in her sleep as she
struggled to get comfortable with her splints and casts, proved to be
comforting and familiar sounds. Only Bedros’ musky, reassuring
scent was lacking.
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CHAPTER 59
Into the fire we’ll plunge, for fire is surely what the changes we
wreak upon the world will bring. We can’t do all that we must without
destroying much of what is. The old ways will be laid low, the old
patterns torn apart and cast aside, and the strong shall be humbled.
These are our tasks…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
 Faestivul of Renewal – Dee Three of Ten, 768 A.E. 
Torgny scratched idly at his face, where a few Waykes worth of
stubble had grown in place of what had been a great beard, broad
and braided. He grunted as he recalled the stubborn youth who had
cursed him in Rummas, though not wrongly. His own careless words
had brought about his cursing, and every Dee the dark words uttered
against him rang in his ears.
“Then tell me your name,” the boy had prompted angrily, “that I
might remember you as a crow cawing bad news, old man. Let me
remember the face that brought me grief without a hint of sympathy.
Let me recall a man who does not mourn men and women of another
clan, Kerathi brothers, savagely murdered by a devious foe that has
hunted him. Let me hear the name of one who forgets that Kerathi
stand together against outside forces, lest they be lost once more
under the dominion of another people!”
He remembered the shame and weakness in his voice as he had
said his own name, “Torgny.” Yet the curse had been yet to come.
“Well, then, Torgny, may I see you on the Dee that we make the
Aureans pay, for I declare unto you an Ehrenschuld. May you be
there that Dee to reclaim the honor you so casually threw to the wind
todee because you were too drunk to keep your wits about you. Until
then, may Cainel and Comrain not let you rest with your honor intact,
and may Nelius offer you no rest if you are of such ill luck to die
before you can redeem yourself.” Then the boy had touched his
knuckled fists together and bowed his head, like a vision of devotion
to the Kerathi ways.
Torgny shook his head. Recalling one’s own foolishness never
came easily, but he wasn’t one to allow a curse to lie on his head
long while he had a way to see about redeeming himself. This way
had presented itself as he had been on his way home from the
Faestivul and the shipping jobs that had occurred between then and
his homecoming.
The Aureans, clearly the same that had taken Maethlin and had
burned the fleet that had tried to retake it, had struck his hometown
of Bode. He’d heard rumors of the Aurean’s flying machines and the
terrible weapons they supposedly possessed, but seeing a firsthand
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demonstration of their might had been humbling. The entire port,
Yarres worth of shipbuilding and construction, had gone up in flames
in a fraction of an Ouer. Not even the weapons of the Aynglicans
could have spelled destruction so soundly.
Certainly, Gandahar and Cainel were working together to offer him
a chance to rid himself of the Ehrenschuld. He had observed the
enemy’s tactics and weapons with his own two eyes. He’d been
shown their weaknesses, if only he had the wit to discern them. He
came to this realization as he helped sift through the ashes and burnt
timbers of his home village, Bode. His hands had blistered and then
scarred as he had dug barehanded through the wreckage to save
women, children, and clan brothers. There had been people of his
clan, or those of brother clans trapped inside buildings and ships
when they went up. What were his hands when others lost their
lives?
News of similar attacks had come in the following Dees. Brentholm
had been the first, followed by Bode, Seundsvalle, and Vadser.
Nelius had been busy in that time, and it was a good thing that his
was The House of Endless Rooms, since the dead Kerathi had taken
many of them as residence after the attacks.
“There is nothing yet, Geistervergeltung.” One young Kerathi called
up to him.
Torgny glanced down at the boy from his lookout post in a platform
atop a cedar. The boy was barely old enough to cover his face with
hair, but he had taken up with Torgny’s cause. “Don’t call me that.”
He said with a grunt, knowing full well why he was being referred to
as the spirit of retribution for the Kerathi people. It was not that he
didn’t understand, but rather that he didn’t feel like such a noble title
was befitting to a cursed man.
“What should we do?”
“Keep watching the skies toward the sunset.” Torgny barked gruffly.
The boy’s eyes flickered between the ongoing festivities and the
stations he and his fellows manned. “Are you certain they’ll come?”
“What is certain in this world? Death is certain, and so is my wrath if
you shirk your duties. That’s about it. Unless, of course, the words
you swore in Bode meant so little to you that you’d abandon them for
a girl’s soft teat beneath your one hand and a cup of froth in your
other?”
“No, sir.” The boy said, lowering his head. “I’ll watch until the
morning light if need be.”
“Good, now be about it.”
“Yes, Geistervergeltung.”
“Stop calling me that.”
“Yes, Geist…“ He cut off, switching to, “sir.”
Torgny grunted and resumed watching the sky, scratching at his
face as he did so. Speaking to the boy had opened old wounds in his
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heart. Every time he heard that name they’d given him it brought to
mind the speech he’d made in the burning ashes of Bode and of the
vows he’d made and had taken up by likeminded men who had
stood around him. That name caused his mind to recall the blisters
on his hands, the smell of burning wood and his seared flesh sticking
in his nose, and the deep shame of being unable to help his
countrymen. Then, more than ever, he had understood that boy
who’d cursed his foolishness in Rummas, because his Stammheim
had been burnt the same way.
Sighing, he cradled his head in the taut, shiny flesh of his palms,
scarred so badly from fire that it no longer showed lines where it
should, but rather strange whorls and pits. Unbidden, his declaration
of vengeance swept back into his mind: “By Cainel’s blade, I shall
see the end of our enemies at the end of my own knife!” He’d called
out, clenching his damaged hands into fists. His own skin had torn
and shifted beneath his tight grasp. “They come not as warriors, but
as cowards who rain the fury of the sun down on us. They toss their
lightning from afar, and show they have no honor, so I shall pursue
them using no honor. My honor has already been forfeit, but were it
intact, I would cast it aside gladly todee to see the end of those who
did this – by any means.” He had screamed, especially the last three
words, as he turned around, grinding ashes beneath the smoldering
leather of his boots.
He had not wanted an audience other than the Gods, but people
had gathered – survivors or onlookers drawn by the force and
emotion in his voice. Assuredly there had been a crazed wildness to
his voice. Blood and flesh had dripped from his hands as he’d took
up his knife and cut off his beard. What use was the mark of a
warrior for one who could not lift a blade to defend his home? It
certainly had no use to a man who had just declared that he would
see any end to his enemies, honorable or not.
“Honorable means of battle are not required for those who show
themselves without honor.” Torgny whispered for his own comfort,
lifting his eyes once more to the horizon, where the blood red sun,
the color of pomegranate juice, boiled as it sank beyond the distant
seas and mountains.
He’d studied the maps on the walls in various villages, trying to
determine what islands and ports had been hit, and which ones
would be struck next. There had been a gradual eastward push
through the Westlichreich, and Lunde had been the ground he’d
chosen to defend with the men who had sworn his same oaths. He’d
chose Lunde not because it was likely to be one of the soonest cities
to be attacked, but because they had opened their halls to him and
his men.
Other cities had declared them fools and had closed their
Stammheims and Familienheime to them. Their tactics were without
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honor or merit, they’d said, or some combination of nonsense to that
effect. Although, a bunch of beardless mercenaries willing to try
anything to defend the city were not likely to be welcome in many
ports within the Kerathi Clan Islands. Indeed, when they’d begun
experimenting with the various modified siege weaponry that could
be produced in Lunde, many a distrustful and doubtful eye had been
turned their way. When a gunpowder charge had detonated
prematurely and had killed one of his men while damaging a vessel
in port, Torgny had been forced to defend their methods before the
town’s Hersker. It had only been the worry that Lunde might suffer
the fate being experienced by many other ports across the Clan
Islands that had allowed Torgny to convince the Hersker to let them
stay. The decision had not been a popular one, especially with the
more mercantile-minded men within town.
Torgny snorted as he thought of these weak fools who would rather
save a few coins in the short term and run them out of town than
stand and be ready to defend their village from the inevitable doom
that loomed just on the horizon. Except to many folks, troubles afar
could not convince them that the same troubles were inevitable for
them too. It was easy to discount and ignore what was not
happening to them directly. They’d not had to dig graves for
hundreds of people and scatter boatloads of ashes on the sea
because many people had died in fire and left little or nothing to bury.
At least there’d been plenty of mud to smear across eyelids in
preparation for the victims’ departures.
As he took a deep breath, trying to bite down the lump rising in his
throat that threatened to bring tears to his eyes, he spotted a series
of dots on the horizon – black specks hidden in a terrible halo of
crimson. He wiped his eyes and blinked away the image of the sun
that remained in his vision before he looked back to make certain
that he truly saw what he thought he saw. With mixed feelings of
excitement and fear, he realized that the moment had come to prove
his worth – nay, the worth of the Kerathi people as a whole. He
wondered who would live through the Ouer, and who would die in a
blaze of lightning spat from the pointy swords that adorned the
winged vehicles that were coming to pay him a visit.
He inhaled deeply and put his lips to a great horn that was tied to
the cedar’s trunk beside him. The deep resounding filled the air,
stilling the Faestivul below them. A second and third note had most
people scrambling to defend the village, while the women and
children were hidden in stone enclosures or hurried deep within the
forest. Even if they could help repel ground attackers, the women
could do nothing to help with fighting the Fliers. Some of the men,
volunteers from the village or from the ashes of Bode, helped man
the untested siege devices that Torgny and his men had devised,
while others readied themselves to man bucket brigades.
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Thatch roofs were hurriedly soaked with water or covered with
buckets of snow that was thankfully plentiful in this Saysuhn. The
ships in port, those that would allow such a thing anyway, had been
painted black to make them harder to spot from the air. Herds had
been taken to safer grounds inland. Key buildings had been
disguised with fresh-cut green pine fronds that had not yet wilted.
There was little else they could have done in the time they’d had in
the Dees since they’d arrived.
“Come then, wretches. Your deaths await you.” Torgny screamed at
the approaching Aureans. His screams were echoed below him, but
if they were of fear rather than of promised vengeance, Torgny did
not notice the difference.

“I want this to go well. You know the drill. We’ve practiced it and
carried it out many times, and this is no exception.” Illias had said to
his pilots before they’d left the latest of their rocky bases. He’d been
forced to move the base of his operations a few times to avoid
detection as well as to keep expanding their efforts further eastward
as they burnt everything in their path.
Illias tired of watching the skies and turned back to the map. Their
progress was slower than he’d hoped. The Kerathi had apparently
bred like rabbits unchecked by predators. They clung to every sorry
excuse for a harbor and every rock that could be called an island or
islet. Some places weren’t even mentioned on maps, but they mostly
weren’t worth their time, likewise with shipping patrols. It came to a
point where if they paused for every settlement or boat, they’d not
finish their job in fewer than three of four Yarres. Yet their goal
wasn’t to destroy every Kerathi; rather it was to cripple them and
their ability to retaliate. Even the destruction of the largest quarter of
their ports would probably be enough to accomplish that, but, being
an overachiever, he went for a full half, or at least a third.
Deciding which ports to hit wasn’t all that hard. He had maps and
general facts about the populations and commercial importance of
each settlement – those that were more than a collection of muddy
hovels at least – on most of the Kerathi Clan Islands. Corydon had
supplied the maps. He had probably gotten them from spies he had
hidden on the islands, unless he’d just outright bought a merchant’s
set of maps. These maps were now dotted with delightfully added
scribbles of red and orange ink that Illias added after each of his
attacks. Yet even though they experienced success without loss, he
still wasn’t happy.
As a warrior, he knew that the enemies in any conflict could
essentially be expressed as a pair of duelists. It didn’t matter if there
were ten thousand men on each side or just two men hacking at
each other with swords, the nature of combat was the same, just on
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a different scale. So far, this war had seemed like little more than an
eagle rending a mouse with its beak and talons. Their rifles and
paltry efforts to counterattack had been so feeble that they barely
warranted notice. There was more danger of them crashing into each
other than of actually being damaged by the Kerathi, and so Illias
was beginning to consider his efforts here to be a poor use of his
valuable time. Surely there were other, more effective ways he could
be advancing the Aurean cause than turning the crude logs the
Kerathi styled as homes and boats into ashes.
“Start your run.” Illias announced, not looking up from his map. He
didn’t have to. He knew they were close to their target without
looking. His sense of time and of the craft told him as much. He
could feel the wings start to shudder as they lost altitude and the
winds that swept up from the salty waves buffeted at them.
“Aye, sir, I’m commencing our attack run in the number one
position. All Fliers are in correct formation.”
Illias began humming a tune, a little ditty that he fancied as his
symphony for the suffering of the Kerathi people. He was certainly no
musical genius, he knew that much, but it was a pleasant tune to him
nonetheless. Perhaps he’d even make the Kerathi people learn it
once he’d subjugated them all. The others around him took up the
tune, humming it or mouthing some words that they’d apparently put
to the tune since he’d begun humming it a few Waykes before. At
least, he thought that’s what they were doing. They’d better not be
praying for help, he thought. Then he shook his head and grunted.
“There aren’t many ships here.” The copilot announced.
“Really?” Illias asked boredly. “This is a sizeable port. There should
be no fewer than a dozen.”
“They must be out then or hiding, because I’m only seeing three.”
Illias shifted forward and took his seat behind the pilot and his
assistant. He squinted as he looked at the scene that unfolded
before them as they approached. Strange shadows played across
the waters under the failing sun. Suddenly, he laughed, startling the
pilot enough to cause a perceptible jerk in the ship’s steering.
“Sir, what is it?” The pilot asked nervously.
“The ships are all there. They’ve just been painted dark colors to
hide them.” Illias grinned. “Finally the savages are starting to try
something. Maybe they’re not as dumb as we all thought. It’s of no
matter though, darkly painted wood burns just as well as unpainted,
perhaps better.”
“Maybe the other Fliers haven’t noticed them though.” The copilot
suggested, showing a great deal of foresight in Illias’ opinion.
“Then it’s our duty to light them up so on the second sweep they do
see them. Is that understood?”
“Yes, sir, that’s understood.”
“Let’s do it then.” He barked.
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There was no opportunity for the pilot to reply. Something that
looked to be a barrel flung past them, as they swung low to start
using their arc-lances to turn ships into ashes.
“What was that?” The copilot wondered aloud.
His question was rewarded with an explosion from behind them
even as they swept the fire from their arc-lances down across a
scattered set of blackened boats that lay in the calm waters of the
port.
“They knew we were coming.” Illias said in wonder.
The pilot swallowed audibly as another explosion sounded off near
them. “Should we press the attack?”
“Of course we should. What harm can they do us? We’ve shrugged
off their slugs and even a cannonball or two from them before. They
can do little more than dent and scratch us unless they get extremely
lucky.”
No sooner had he finished speaking did a tangled net fling across
the nose and wing of their craft, clinging like an angry puppy to its
master’s shoe. It reluctantly slid off the polished surfaces of the
craft’s nose, only to catch on the arc-lances on the port wing.
“See? They can throw their nets at us, but do no more.” Illias
scoffed.
There was a terrible wrenching noise as the net pulled free of the
Flier, taking a pair of arc-lances with it. A crewman called forward the
damage report, drawing a worried glance from the pilot at Illias.
“Just repay them in kind. We have spare arc-lances. Make them
wish they’d hid in their homes instead of trying to fight back. Sweep
along the shorefront on the next pass.”
“Break formation?”
“Absolutely.” He said excitedly. Finally, he was given a challenge.
“They’re changing their tactics, so we shall, too.”
They swung around, breaking out of the cloverleaf formation to hit
the docks and buildings on the shorefront. Their arc-lances sent
ribbons of whitish-blue fire out to lick along the roofs of the buildings
and along the wooden docks. He smiled to see that green branches
had been thrown over some of the buildings, an obvious attempt at
disguising them that did little good when seen from this close. Green
or not, and covered with snow, they still went up in flames when a
strong enough heat source was applied to them. The homes, as well
as what looked to be Faestivul decorations and pavilions went up in
smoke.
They wheeled around for a second run at the front of the city, for
this was a city now that they looked at it more closely. It might have
been disguised as a city, and it might be cloaked in steam and
smoke, but it was still a city. Dozens of shelters and even a few
bigger buildings and warehouses were scattered throughout a
clearing that butted up against a forest that engulfed the better part
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of the island on one side and the sea on the other. With the small bit
of sun left and the flames they were adding to the scenery, the
village was well enough lit that they could see the people scurrying
between buildings with buckets to put out the fires. Yet there were
some that were clearly manning what upon a second glance seemed
to be defensive works slinging out large projectiles like the nets or
barrels. He had only to lift a finger to point at them to put them under
the fiery scrutiny of Aurean arc-lances.
As they lit one such station on fire, it blew apart with surprising
force, flinging bloody chunks of the men who had been near it
dozens of Mayters along with the wood and stone that the apparatus
had been built of. Illias sat back in his chair, trying to wrap his mind
around what was happening here. He was beginning to feel a
growing anxiety in the pit of his stomach, like maybe they’d finally
met someone who could put up a sort of fight. It wasn’t worry,
because he wanted a fight quite badly, but at the same time that
meant a potential for losses.
Half a dozen closely timed explosions off to starboard, toward the
center of the harbor, drew his attention. As he watched, one of his
Fliers banked abruptly to one side and then took a sharp nosedive
into the water, as one of its wings had been torn off in the
explosions. The Flier had been nearly torn in half where the wing had
been ripped clean off like a wing plucked from a fly.
“That’s enough. Get us out of here.” Illias ordered, but then he saw
a man waving hysterically from a tree platform. Almost as if there
had been an audible click of a switch in Illias’ head that caused him
to act, he raised his hand to point at the man.
The pilot turned back to look at his commander, but then nodded
and swerved in midair to avoid a giant ballista bolt with a heavy chain
attached to it. That was fortuitous, Illias decided, since the bolt was
likely tied to something heavy, if not driven into the bedrock itself.
The pilot made directly for the tall cedar, bearing down on the Kerathi
man who shook a heavy axe at them.
“What is he going to do, cut us down?” Illias laughed.
Arc-lance fire spit ahead of the craft, cutting burning furrows
through the air to either side of the man, who stood before them like
a man in front of a tornado. The axe rose in his hands and then
started forward at an alarming speed, carried toward them even
faster by the fact that they moved toward it themselves. It dashed
against the forward portal, cracking the pane with a sound like
thunder even as the man threw himself from the platform to escape
the arc-lances.
As the Flier lifted past the treetop, the pilot cursed. The Flier
wobbled noticeably because the pilot had started shaking nervously.
Illias noted the sweat on the man’s brow and the race of his own
pulse as they climbed free of the city of Lunde. The two remaining
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Fliers, one of which was struggling to keep up, followed them
loosely.
“Things have changed.” Illias said somberly, even as he wondered
if they’d managed to kill the man when he threw himself off that
platform some thirty Mayters off the ground. Surely if they’d not killed
him then the fall had.
“We’re getting signaled from the third Flier. It can’t keep aloft.” One
of the crewmen called forward from the rear of the craft, coming up
to report.
“Let them crash in the sea then. It’s a punishment for getting
careless. There will be no rescue. The sea will claim their lives for
failing to be better at what we do.”
“Sir?” The crewman said in surprise.
“You heard me. If they can’t make it on their own then they’re of no
use to our cause.” Illias said forcibly, brooking no challenges. “Now
set a course for Maethlin. We need a bigger force. Tactics will have
to change after this defeat.”
The crewman visibly wilted, hurrying back to signal the other ship,
but Illias paid him no further notice. He was already considering how
to change their attack plans to avoid such a debacle from happening
again.
“We’ll have to stop being so predictable. We’ll hit them anytime,
anywhere, with any number of ships from any direction. Too long we
used the same mode of attack. We hit from the sea, coming from a
place where the sun would blind them until we were upon them.
Whoever set up their defenses must have seen us attack once
before. But if they can learn from us, then I can learn from them.” He
reasoned out loud, earning a series of nods from the pilot, who eyed
the crack in the forward portal seriously. “They will not catch us
unaware again.”

Torgny laughed, picking himself up off the ground. His hair and
clothes were covered with tree sap, and pine needles had torn at his
skin as he’d slowed himself down during his fall. He looked up at the
burning remains of what had been his observation platform.
Limping, he started into toward the shorefront to see where he
could help out. His hip had been wrenched badly during that last fall,
some three Mayters to the ground. He ignored the moans of the
wounded and the cries of the frightened, hearing instead the cries of
triumph from his men.
He’d seen that Flier go down, and the damage done to the city had
truly been minimal compared to Bode and every other place that had
come under Aurean attentions. Even the angered look of the
Hersker, who had apparently expected less damage to his city, could
not dampen his spirits.
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“Worry not. What you see is but a scalding compared to the
immolation experienced elsewhere. This is a victory any way you cut
it. This is a triumph. Call back your people and see to rebuilding.
Bury the dead, and celebrate the Faestivul for one more reason,
Hersker, for your people have been given a new lease on life.”
“You make it sound as if you won’t be here to help celebrate your
victory.” The Hersker replied, putting a dubious emphasis on the
word victory.
“I won’t.” Torgny replied cheerfully.
“What? Where will you be? You promised to defend my town.” The
Hersker protested, his face reddening in what he imaged to be a
betrayal of an oath sworn. “What will happen if they come back?”
“That’s why I’ve trained your men. Now there are a hundred other
cities that need my help. We must prepare every city for their return.
They’ve but left to lick their wounds before attacking what they think
to be weaker prey. I hope that every city finds them as toothless a
predator as we did todee.”
The Hersker certainly couldn’t argue against that. There were
things to be done that were for the better of the entire Kerathi people.
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CHAPTER 60
The Ox-Men are and always will be a breed apart. They are unlike
us in more ways than they are like us. Still, there are those who try to
see the humanity in them. I have heard it said that they have the
ferocity of the Kerathi when angered, the intelligence and ingenuity
with crafts of the Elegians, or the touch with all things natural and the
inner peace of the Muerans. I’ve heard all these things and a dozen
others likening them to our peoples.
Perhaps this need to put everything, Ox-Men included, into their
proper niche in the system of life is a failing of our people.
Sometimes things just don’t fit. There are always odd happenings
and creatures that defy any strict definition. This is part of the glory of
all that is, that there are some things beyond our understanding. For
if we could understand anything we put our minds to, would we not
be Gods ourselves?
Some things are better left unknown, yet I will study them in case it
is the will of the Gods that we do understand them…
- Excerpt from Pravat’s ‘A Brethren Apart’
 Faestivul of Renewal – Dee Five of Ten, 768 A.E. 
If the first Dee of the Faestivul had been an exciting surprise, the
second was no less fantastic, if more of the same. Typically, the
biggest Dees of a Faestivul were the first and the last, with the Dees
in-between reserved for recovering and preparing for the last. Some
people were strong enough, reckless enough, and rich enough to
continue on a five Dee, or as with the case of the Faestivul of
Renewal, ten Dee binge of wanton lust, drinking, and other less
sociable habits. More than a few had died doing such a thing, but
that was not the Uleaut way.
The Faestivul of Renewal was a different sort of celebration though,
being a Wayke long instead of simply five Dees. It was in effect two
Faestivuls in one: five Dees ending the previous Yarre and five Dees
beginning the new Yarre. So, celebrations had to be paced out
carefully. Dees one and six marked the beginning of the first and
second halves of the Faestivul, and so they each marked the themes
designated by each half of the Faestivul. The first five Dees were
about the end of things or things past, and they tended to be more
solemn. The second five Dees were about birth and the things to
come. These were always joyous Dees, often ones filled with
dancing, music, and couples sneaking off to be alone together.
Being the fifth of ten Dees, this one would officially end the Yarre
768 A.E. and so there was something special planned. There would
be a tour out on the ice, one that took them to the nearest shore. In
that way, the end of Uleaut lands would be a metaphor for the end of
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a Yarre and of a Saysuhn. This all came as a surprise to Anthea,
who had spent the last few Dees reconnecting with her companions
even as they were embraced as the new family of this Uleaut clan.
She hadn’t been told
“What are we doing?” She had asked Tuari, who stood before a line
of sleds and a pile of snowshoes that was being readied.
He turned to her with his broad, crooked smile and had said, “We’re
going to the end of the world. Are you excited?”
“Where is the end of the world?” She had replied, already fearing a
long trip.
“An Ouer or more away, but it’s a tradition among our kind to go.”
“What is it then?”
He’d looked at her in surprise then, as if she were a fool for not
knowing. “It’s the edge of our lands. What else would it be?”
She remembered her frown she’d seen reflected in his eyes upon
being asked this question. “I don’t know. I’m not one of your people,
so it’s not always easy for me to understand what you take for
granted.”
“So it is. I’m sorry, Anthea.” He’d replied with a soft smile. “Come
then, let’s enjoy this Dee, for it is a special one. It is the last of this
Yarre.”
“What will we see at the end of the world?”
“That is for us to see when we get there, for I cannot predict this.
I’ve been there every Yarre in memory, but every Yarre it is
different.”
This open-ended chance he’d offered had imparted a sort of
excitement. Too often it seemed as if her future had been planned
for her, and yet here was a chance to see what fate and nature itself
would present for them. There was only a promise of good things to
come. She had even thought that perhaps it would even shed some
light on what they were to do.
Tuari had already begun busying himself preparing for the journey,
so any further comments she might have wanted to direct at him had
to be postponed. Instead, she directed her attention at Sagira and
Makan.
“What will you do?” She had asked Sagira.
“I will stay here. I can’t yet move as freely as I’d need to so that I
could accompany you all.”
“You’ll be here all alone?”
“I’ll be here with her.” Makan had said simply.
It had been enough. She had pressed no further. Clearly Sagira
could have gotten on one of the sleds, and in fact the campsfolk had
been a bit surprised when she had opted not to, but she was in good
hands. Perhaps they’d even wanted the time alone. Anthea had
decided that it couldn’t be easy getting to know each other better
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when they had to share a shelter with two other men and
occasionally a wayward half-Aurean girl.
So they’d all ventured out onto the ice flats, armored with heavy
coats, mittens, and snowshoes and armed with walking poles for
checking the ice in front of them. Bedros and some of the stronger
Uleaut folk took turns pulling the sleds of supplies behind them as
the dogs yipped and pranced around the pack of Uleauts working
their way toward the sea. It had taken an exhausting Ouer and more
of shuffling through the snow and ice, as Tuari had predicted, and
middee had found them eating on a cliffside overlooking the brilliant
water, which seemed to alternate between colors of slate grey and
the deepest that blue could be without becoming black.
“What will do we do here?” Rolf asked Tuari when they were settled
in on their vantage point, which seemed to offer more than its share
of biting and snapping winds.
“We will watch.” Tuari answered cheerfully.
“Watch what?”
“We will watch the changing of the Yarre and the Saysuhns.”
“Is it that obvious? It seems like it’ll be cold and icy here Yarre
round.” He protested.
“It is true that the changes in the Saysuhns are less perceptible in a
place such as this than where you are from, but they are there. You
need only to broaden your senses to detect the subtle changes.”
Rolf frowned, stroking his beard as he considered the words offered
in answer to his question. The answer had been enough for Anthea
and the others, but for Rolf, it wasn’t quite enough. “Does this mean
you think I’m oblivious?” He asked Tuari gruffly.
“No. I mean only that you need to use the senses offered to you to
their fullest, and you will see and feel what I speak of.”
“Open your eyes and ears, and you’ll see the Saysuhn of Brown
coming, even if it’s not accompanied by mud and rushing rivers of
thawed ice.” Nishan had offered in explanation, gazing out beyond
the cliff with one golden eye.
“I think I see more than you.” Rolf muttered.
Nishan frowned at him and lifted his bandana from covering his
right eye to look at the Kerathi with both eyes. “Do you now?”
Rolf grunted and wandered away to have a better look at the sea.
The Kerathi were no strangers to the sea, even if they were not the
friends to it that the Muerans were. Their longboats plied the waters
between their dozens of Clan Islands, doing commerce, taking food
from the sea, or making war. Maybe they weren’t the most graceful
of crafts, but they were useful nonetheless.
Anthea alternated spending time with her fellows and the Uleauts,
who were eager to speak to her in streams of their tongue as if she
understood it fluently. She replied in what little she really knew,
which was meager and sometimes disappointing to them.
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To her surprise, Rolf took to the scenery watching quite well. She
wasn’t sure if some stoic part of his Kerathi nature was able to just
stare for Ouers on end like a warrior awaiting a coming battle, or if it
was merely stubbornness that made him want to not miss what Tuari
and Nishan had said he would see if he merely looked hard enough.
Nishan and Bedros looked restless, though none more than the OxMan, and not because the camp’s dogs liked to hary his ankles as if
he were a bear they might bring down if they barked loud enough. As
sun went down, she found him alone, arms crossed as he stared
northward across the Outer Seas.
“You are unhappy here.” Anthea said to him quietly.
Bedros’ ears twitched in the wind, positioning themselves to catch
all of her voice that they could. This action drew her eyes to his
head, which seemed ever so different from what she had known
growing up. The features were thinner and the mouth more
humanoid since the face had shortened. The second pair of whitish,
almost icy horns that had sprung straight up instead of curling at the
corners of his skull were the most obvious signs of change, but there
were a hundred other when she took the effort to notice. How had
she missed so many?
“Time passes and duties grow more important.” He signed to her in
their secret language.
The use of their individual language, a mixture of grunts, sign
language, and spoken words, was a comfort to her, a sign of the old
Bedros. “You worry of what lies ahead of us?”
“I worry of what lies ahead of me.” He replied, but the use of
pronouns was difficult to relay in their cant, so he had to repeat
himself several times to make her understand he meant himself
separately from her.
“You are leaving then.” She said sadly, finally realizing all the
changes in him had finally brought them to a point where he must
abandon her.
“I died once for you, beloved one, would you have me do it again?”
He asked of her, turning his broad, brown eyes to her. They were
wet with tears as he said this, tears that couldn’t be hidden under his
lightened fur as they leaked from his wide eyes and froze upon his
cheeks as lasting proof of his sorrow.
“No.” She whispered. “I wouldn’t ask anything of you that you
wouldn’t give freely.”
“Then know I don’t give you up easily. It is a burden beyond which I
can bear. Yet my people have placed an even greater burden upon
me. I must serve them now as I have served you in the past.”
“When will you go then?” She demanded. She wasn’t worried about
the reasons; she only wanted to know when he would be gone from
her life.
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“I will leave as late as possible. It will be Dees yet, perhaps
Waykes. I will see you gone from this icy place and back safely
before we part ways, but eventually we must part, Anthea.”
“Your fate grows apart from mine? I had always pictured you beside
me as I won our home back.”
“It was your home, not mine. You being there made it home for me
for a time, but in the end I must obey my being and my nature and
return to my people.”
“Stop,” She begged him, her own eyes glistening with tears now,
“say no more. I can’t bear to think that you were only my friend
because of such things. I thought our bond was deeper.”
Bedros shook his head; he clenched his fists in anger that he must
hurt the one he loved most. “You are more important to me that life
itself, I have proved that once, have I not? But what has been laid in
my lap now are the lives of all my people.” He signaled to her
furiously, snorting and pawing at the ice with his hooves. The noise
brought the brief attention of the Uleaut, who gave up watching as
soon as they realized they didn’t understand the exchange.
“If I meant so much, would my last family leave me? My mother and
father are dead, Bedros. You were witness to both, were you not?
Now even you are gone to me.”
The Ox-Man went silent, knowing that there was nothing he could
do to relieve the pain of her losses from her.
She sighed, wiping her eyes after a moment. “I know I am being
selfish and unfair.” She said to him, sliding her small hand in his
large one. “I knew you wouldn’t be mine forever, even if I hoped for
such a thing. Go, Bedros, and when your task is finished, come back
to me if you can.”
Bedros nodded severely, squeezing her hand as tightly as he could
without crushing it or causing her too great of pain. She smiled
bravely and parted from him, going to sit alone at the edge of the cliff
and watch the sun set.
She wasn’t meant to be left alone it seemed, for Tuari and some of
the others of the camp came to sit beside her. Apparently she’d
picked a good vantage point, and they wanted to share it with her
and point out the pod of whales that surfaced a Kilome away,
breaking the calm of the sea in the twilight.
“There are wonders in the world, Anthea.” Tuari said, putting his
mittened hand on hers.
“I know, Tuari.” She sighed and wiped her eyes once more.
“Sometimes wonders are less pleasant than a simple reality though.”
Tuari looked at her long and hard, his eyes peering into her soul.
“Things do get better.”
Anthea smiled bitterly and nodded to him. “Yes, but for me that time
seems a long way off, and the price I might have to pay before that
seems too high.”
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“Living is not without a price.”
“Tuari?”
“Yes?”
“How about you describe the setting to me, the things we’re
seeing? Tell me about the beauty of nature, and stop talking about
sad things. Help me forget it all, if just for a few Mynettes.” She
sighed. “Let me see with your eyes, the eyes of a Uleaut hunter, and
not with those of a foolish girl who is already tired of the world’s
ways.”
Tuari nodded as he considered his task solemnly. Then he began,
explaining how he saw things from an Uleaut perspective, a narrative
charged with feelings rather than colors. “Alright, then. Well, what
you’re seeing right now, is the blessings of Yenis. She’s bestowing
unto us a new Yarre, and with it comes…”
Anthea didn’t even hear his words after awhile, but his voice was
reassuring. A mix of Uleaut and Lower Elegian saw the end of what
she hoped would be the worst Yarre of her life. If this one is the
worst, she decided, then I can put it behind and always look forward.
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CHAPTER 61
Unvoiced questions breed ignorance. Yet I seem to be the only one
willing to ask them in a world full of ignorant mutes…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
 Faestivul of Renewal – Dee Seven of Ten, 768 A.E. 
Corydon smiled faintly at his reflection in the mirror, a reflection
bathed in more light than he’d seen in Waykes past. It pleased him to
see the color and health coming back to his face and the darkness
lift from beneath his eyes. Since he’d turned the shadows over to
Linnea, he’d slept better and ate better. He was mastering himself
again and had begun to right certain wrongs and oversights he’d
made when he was not entirely himself.
Some of his men had proven lax, thinking that their master had lost
his mind and their vigilance was no longer required. He let them
know, by means of banishment to the building crews that manned
the coast of Maethlin and the never-ending line of fortresses going
up, that this sort of thing was just not acceptable. Then there was
Illias, who had returned with mixed results just earlier in the Dee. Of
course, mixed results were better than nothing, and he seemed to
have a logical set of changes he’d adapt into his regiment of tricks to
improve his success rate. There was no point having captains in your
armies if they had to have their hands held the entire way, so what
Illias thought was best for his offensive campaign was probably right.
Right now though, Corydon was enjoying making other people wait
for him. Apparently over the last six Dees the shadow had been
gathering spies from Lower Cenalium while being led around by
Linnea. Now there was supposedly a group of spies waiting for his
inspection and sentencing. All of this was supposedly proof of the
shadow’s good intentions, though Corydon had his suspicions that
perhaps the shadow would just grab whomever it pleased in hopes
of earning his trust. Besides, a few spies in his midst would only let
out news of how strong he was, which might scare the fainter of
heart into holding off from interfering in his plans until it was too late.
“Time to set more things aright.” He whispered to his reflection,
leaving his stark sitting room behind.
His personal Guardians fell in around him as he left the room, one
at each side and one in front of him. Their footfalls were evenly
measured, keeping in time with each other as they kept rigid and
watchful, wary of a fate such as had befallen their predecessors.
They separated from him as he entered the Greater Helion’s
audience chamber, breaking away from his person like leaves from a
stem. So he entered the audience chamber alone, but he was not
alone there.
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Twoscore of his best soldiers, helmeted in black to indicate they
were his personal guard, lined the periphery of the circular room.
They stood along the narrow walk that ringed the circumference of
the room and along the spoke walkways that connected in the middle
of the room near the onyx throne and the dais it sat upon. Another
score of Guardians ringed the prisoners arrayed for his viewing and
dispensing of justice. They were hemmed in with arc-swords drawn
and ready to discharge.
Corydon casually took his throne, noting Linnea standing directly in
front of him with a dark shape boiling like an ugly wound beside her.
None of the others seemed to notice it, and it seemed to take no
notice of anyone except him. This time he was not worried, for he sat
in the center of a pillar of light focused down upon him from mirrors
in the atrium above. That shaft of light was further defense against
the dark nature of the beast that had once almost consumed him.
“These are the spies?” Corydon asked, though they obviously were.
He eyed the ragged lot, most of them already beaten and bruised
before they’d been chained and led here.
“Sir, they are the ones selected by the Mother of our kind.” One
eager black-helmeted Guardian answered.
Corydon bit back an angry reply at the fact that his rhetorical
question had been answered. “What’s your name, Guardian?”
“Quentin.”
“You have no family name?”
“You know I swore off family to become your Guardian, Sir. As I
understand, they are mostly dead now anyway, or living in far away
Grancittas. Only my duty matters to me now.”
“And you were one of the Guardians who accompanied Linnea on
her trip into Lower Cenalium to select each of these spies?”
“I was.” He answered with a nod.
“How did she select them?”
“Sir, it was most peculiar.”
Corydon nodded as if this were to be expected, which to him it was.
He waved his hand. “Continue.”
“Well, she’d tilt her head really far to the side, and then point at
various people she saw. Each time she took my hand or the hand of
another Guardian and pulled them along to a specific chamber in
one of the towers. Then she stood there and eyed everyone until she
found the ones she was looking for. How she knew, I cannot say.”
Quentin finished with a slight shake of his head, not one of disbelief
but rather of amazement.
The eyes of the prisoners all moved toward Linnea as they heard
recounted before them the same scene they’d each seen before
being pointed out as a traitor.
“It is as I figured.” Corydon stood, becoming the center of attention
as he spoke. “As you see, spies, backstabbers, treacherous dogs…
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the ties in our blood cannot be faked, and our Mother can see what
lies within the heart of each of her children.”
At this, many of the eyes of those who may soon be condemned
shifted once more to the blank-faced woman who stood in the center
of the walkway. A drip of spittle ran from her lips, dropping to the
ground.
Corydon frowned. He waved Linnea forward and began speaking
again to draw attention away from the idiot woman’s unathletic
shuffling of her feet. “Looks are not always what they seem.” He
offered almost in apology. “You thought you could walk in here and
infiltrate our ranks for whatever powers you sold your souls to,
expecting the appearance of your loyalty to be enough. Now you see
differently.” He glanced over at the shadow where it waited at
Linnea’s side, just outside the pillar of light.
“What did you have in mind for these people?” Corydon asked,
purposely looking at Linnea even if he knew only the shadow would
answer and not her. He’d be the only one who heard the voice, too,
which would only add to his mystique. After all, who else could
converse with the woman, and in words or thoughts from her that
remained unspoken?
“A demonstration of our power would be advisable. After all, you
agreed to letting us show our wish to aid you and your cause by
weeding out the cancers within your midst. You see the cancers here
now, and we would ask for one to show you our strength.” The
shadow requested.
“Just one? What would you do with him or her?”
“We’d try to kill you.”
“You’d try to let one of them kill me?” He asked, surprised by the
shadow’s answer.
“Are you afraid? After all, don’t you have sixty men in here to
protect you?”
“You say it’ll take sixty men to stop one man if you take them?”
“Hardly, but how many people will it take to stop the man before he
cuts you down?”
Corydon sat back down, a wicked smile appearing on his face.
There was such animosity and ferocity in the claims that he couldn’t
resist. “Make it so. You may have one of your choice.”
Quentin, and many of the other Guardians, looked back and forth
between Corydon and Linnea, trying to figure out the entire
conversation. Clearly much was going unsaid, but what he did hear
was unnerving. He twitched nervously as Linnea walked down to
approach the line of kneeling prisoners who were all chained to each
other. He swallowed as she tilted her head like she was listening to a
whisper, and then she extended her hand to point at a particularly
rough-looking prisoner.
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The prisoner had a broken nose that hadn’t been set again. Dark
blood had dried crustily around his nostrils, but he seemed to be
breathing okay. His eyes and the flesh around his nose were darkly
bruised and the skin of his knuckles was torn from fighting and
punching something harder than flesh. He had not been handsome
even before his recent bout with his captors, and his wounds only
made him look worse.
“Release him.” Corydon ordered.
Quentin nodded and stooped behind the man, keeping his face and
extremities out of biting range. Even if he was behind the prisoner
and even if the prisoner had arc-swords pointing in his face, he still
might try something foolish, so as the shackles snapped off from
around his ankles first and then his wrists, Quentin sprung away from
the man.
The man rose slowly, well aware of the swords poised over his
heart and throat. Still, he risked a quick jerk toward Quentin as if he
were about to lunge at him and dig his eyes out with his bare hands.
It was only a jerk, nothing more, but Quentin jumped back in
surprise. For his efforts, the prisoner took a gouge to the chest and a
pair to the neck from Guardian arc-swords, each drawing blood
where his skin had been pricked. He snorted mischievously, ignoring
the dark looks from the Guardians, who were more than ready to put
an end to the pug-faced man.
“What is your name, spy?” Corydon called down from his throne.
“Jovan.”
“Where are you from?”
“I lived in Choraeyn before I came to be here.”
“Whom do you work for?”
“Maletos and Haestos, and those who do her will.” He said proudly,
defiantly, touching his thumb and forefinger to his forehead.
“Are your fellows here?”
“I only had one, and he’s over there.” Jovan lifted his hand slowly to
finger a weak-featured man who looked about ready to faint at being
mentioned. “Dominic is more of a companion of chance than an
actual comrade though. He’s useless.” He grinned as the man he
indicated wailed aloud and earned a sound thumping on the back of
the head from the butt of an arc-sword.
Corydon laughed and then leaned forward with great interest.
“Would you like to kill me, Jovan?”
“More than anything, but I don’t expect a coward like you would
give a man as dangerous as me such a chance. It would be foolish.
I’ve nothing to lose and everything to gain, so I’d do my best to see
an end to your heresies right here and now.”
“Then prove it.” Corydon challenged.
“Just like that?” Jovan scoffed. “I can’t make it more than a step or
two without getting skewered, that’s not very sporting of you.”
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“My men will back away and give you a few Saycunds to ready
yourself for meeting Nelius. You may pray, cry, or beg if you please.
It won’t make any difference. Then, when I deem it time, you will be
given a dagger to use to seek my end, or the end of anyone else in
this room before you die.”
Jovan nodded, his beady eyes shifting from face to face around him
like a caged beast that was about to be unleashed and was picking
its prey. His hands shook anxiously and his muscles tightened like
coils of steel under great pressure. He licked his lips repeatedly,
awaiting the first step of what was sure to be his death.
“Quentin, step back with your men. Make it two full paces. On a
count of twenty Saycunds, slide your belt knife to him across the
floor. You may attack him only when he moves and not before.”
“What if he simply uses the knife to end his own life?” Quentin
asked.
“I won’t, so don’t worry.” Jovan answered with a wicked grin, cutting
in before Corydon could answer himself.
“I understand then. It will be two paces and then twenty seconds.”
He made a quick two-count and then had his men step back twice.
Corydon fully expected the man to try to dart for a gap between the
dozen men that surrounded him and make for the door before they
could even slide him the knife, but he did not. Instead Jovan closed
his eyes instead and took a couple measured breaths. That was all
the time the shadow needed to slide between two of the Guardians,
each of which shivered as it passed unseen beside them.
The shadow seemed to look one last time up toward the throne
before embracing the man with its wispy arms of intangible evil.
Jovan stiffened, his breath catching as if his heart had stopped, only
to start again in a gasp unlike any Corydon had heard. In that single
gasp, there was agony, fear, enlightenment, power, and wonder born
of being suffused with the shadow’s energies. Immediately, Corydon
saw a halo of darkness surround the man, and his heart began to
race as he wondered what would happen next.
Quentin and his men were still looking at each other trying to figure
out what was going on when the count of twenty had come and
gone. Corydon cleared his throat as a reminder, and Quentin slid his
dagger across the ground toward Jovan’s feet. Perhaps they were
still confused as to Jovan’s strange behavior, the shiver that had run
down his spine, or the visible darkening of his eyes. Whatever the
reason, they were not expecting what happened next.
Jovan threw himself backward without warning, sliding alarmingly
fast right past a Guardian’s extended arc-sword and driving his
elbow into the man’s face, ruining it greatly with just that single blow.
The Guardian’s hand went limp as he fell to the ground to cradle his
broken face in his hands, dropping his arc-sword into Jovan’s waiting
hand as he wheeled with it and in one fluid motion relieved the next
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Guardian of his arm and his arc-sword with it. This sword, too, he
grabbed before it hit the ground, shaking the lower half of the
Guardian’s still-attached arm loose as he began a whirling attack
with two swords.
The dagger forgotten, and the shock of seeing two of their
comrades dispatched in a scant Saycund, the Guardians began to
hedge in Jovan, staying mostly on guard but relying on training and
superior numbers to close in on the man. Theoretically, that might
have been the thing to do, but Jovan was no longer Aurean or even
Dark Aurean. He was a whirling dervish of arc-swords spitting arc fire
in angry bursts at the circle of men around him and then following up
those bursts with maiming or outright lethal strikes of his blades.
Six men were dead or dying by the time they managed to put one of
their blades into Jovan, and even then it had seemed like he’d
walked into it just so he could kill another man. Jovan and his
controller had never planned on his living through the ordeal, so a
lethal wound was of no matter as long as it did not stop him before
he’d finished what he’d started.
When the seventh man fell, Corydon waved in the other Guardians
from the outer corners of the room. Many were itching to jump in and
save their comrades, men they’d worked beside for Yarres, from
dying at the hands of a traitor. Another blade pierced Jovan through
the abdomen, and if he showed signs of slowing, they were minor.
Now the men were giving him room, pushing him slowly toward the
walls so that he would have nowhere to maneuver. Jovan wasn’t
oblivious to this fact, or the fact that the Guardians were using their
shields and arc-swords to absorb the last few bursts of arc-fire he
squeezed out of his weapons. His blood was slicking the front of his
body and the ground beneath him; he was running out of time.
Jovan fainted quickly toward the door, only to spin around and
catch another Guardian off balance and take him in the neck with the
point of his sword. As that man fell, Jovan propelled one of his
swords through the air, piercing another soldier through the thigh.
From the spurt of blood that came gurgling out, it seemed to have cut
deep, slicing into the femoral artery. Jovan stumbled then, or made
what seemed to have been a stumble. As he came back upright he
held that forgotten dagger in his hand, which he cast overhand
toward the center of the room, clearing the Guardian’s heads as he
did so. Yet in doing so, he opened his body up to a trio of life-ending
cuts that sent him to the floor never to rise again.
The dagger tumbled through the air, coming not for him, Corydon
realized almost too late, but for Linnea. He hurriedly threw himself
headlong off the dais into a body tackle that brought him down on
Linnea heavily. She made no cry of pain, but he thought for a second
there was a register of something wrong in her eyes. His eyes went
to the dagger that laid a few Mayters away, its tip darkened with
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crimson. He got up quickly, examining himself first and then Linnea
for wounds. By the time he looked at her, the cut across her collar
had been made obvious by the blood seeping out to stain her white
gown. Corydon shot an accusing look at the shadow, which hovered
dispassionately only a pace away.
“Sir, are you alright?” Quentin called over, looking torn between
seeing to the wounded and his duty to make sure that his master
was still sound of body.
“I am fine, Quentin, though displeased at the loss of so many
Guardians at the hands of but one man.”
“I am speechless and without explanation. The man fought like one
of the Gods incarnate. Surely he was touched by Cainel or another
God.”
“Or one who cares little for Gods and your foolish hesitation to use
what is offered you.” The shadow hissed.
Corydon struggled to master himself. His anger was getting the
better of him, and he knew it would be easy to act precipitously. Still,
he’d lost a number of good men and Linnea had nearly been killed.
Had he not thrown himself at her to protect her from the knife, surely
it would’ve struck her in the throat. Yet he’d known she was a barrier
of protection from the shadow worth keeping around as well as an
important icon to his Dark Aureans, so he had thrown himself into
her defense without a thought for his own safety.
He took one last long look at the shadow and then turned back to
Quentin. “Kill all the men, save the one pointed out by Jovan as his
accomplice. Question that one severely. Use any means necessary
to extract what you can from him. He needn’t survive the process.”
The man Jovan had indicated fainted with another wail of fear. The
other spies around him looked at him in disgust.
“The women, sir?”
“Give them to Illias as whores for soldiers whose efforts greatly
advance our cause. He’s to take them from Maethlin and leave them
on the first Kerathi Clan Island he takes beyond Maethlin.”
“I hear and obey.” He replied evenly, bowing quickly before barking
orders.
Swords were drawn and put to men’s necks.
“Fool, don’t do it here!” Corydon shouted in disgust. “Do it outside
the city. Make a spectacle of it as you pitch them from the cliffs.”
Then, to spite the shadow, he added, “Aaren’s winds surely won’t
hold up traitors.”
Quentin had the chain of spies pulled to their feet and marched out.
His unwounded men marched alongside them, while the dead and
wounded were carried out of the room by the Guardians from along
the rim of the room, all of which were waved out with a couple flicks
of Corydon’s hands.
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Only when everyone had cleared the room and the doors had been
shut behind them did Corydon turn once more to the shadow. “What
was that? I thought you said you’d kill me.”
“Your enemies don’t always strike at your heart, Corydon. They can
kill you by striking at your other vital organs as well.”
The shadow had a point. He grunted in irritation. “Point taken, but it
was hardly something that endeared you to me. How can I trust you
after that?”
“Consider that a protest of our treatment. We’re not your dog that
serves you, but rather a partner who shares goals and aspirations
that you also hold. We are brethren in a common struggle.”
“Any creature that has no body and refers to itself as a plural thing
cannot be brethren to me.” He replied bitterly. “How is it that you are
more than one? You always say we or us when you refer to
yourself.”
“To survive so long with no host or body, we were required to unite
in spirit. Many of us who tried to remain separate were lost. As we
evolved into this collective being, we became eternal.”
“Yet you entered the man. Was part of you diminished?”
“His piece of us was added back to the whole when he died, yet we
were not diminished by lack of contact with that piece. We are a finite
being, never less nor more no matter how we are divided.”
Corydon scratched his chin and looked to the bloodstains that
marked where Jovan had died and the men he had taken with him.
“And you would enter every Aurean in such a way?”
“No, we can only enter the Dark Aureans, as you style them.”
“There are a lot of us.”
“Not so many as there were of us once.”
“Each would be as strong as Jovan was?”
“Jovan was strong in body before you changed him, and we put
more of us into him that we would be able to with every Dark Aurean.
Still, they would each be stronger than four of the lowlander
creatures, as well as smarter, faster, and more agile.”
“You despise the lowlanders that much?” He asked, continually
surprised by the vehemence in the shadow’s voice when it spoke of
lowlanders or the Gods.
“Only because they are creatures of our enemies. We care nothing
about them. They are merely obstacles on our path to destroying the
Gods.”
“Then I shall give you another test to see how you might perform as
a larger group. Remember that your betrayal shall not be tolerated. I
will possess far more soldiers than even the ones your spirits enter
could hope to destroy.”
The shadow seemed to shake its blurry head. “You forget that we
are not enemies except if you refuse to help us. We are tools waiting
to be used to seek the common goals we have, all of which would
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benefit you greatly. We’ll leave the lowlanders decimated and their
Gods will be weakened and thrown down when their worshippers
have all forsaken them or died.”
“And after that? What will you do when there is nothing more to
kill?”
“Rest.”
“You would rest?” Corydon asked in surprise.
“The reason for our being would be complete.”
“You have not thought beyond revenge?”
“There is nothing beyond revenge.” The shadow replied.
“Then seek your revenge on the nearby Kerathi islands with a
thousand Dark Aureans of Linnea’s choosing.”
“Only a thousand? With ten times that, we could sweep across all of
their islands and the lands beyond that as well.”
“There will be time for that later.” Corydon promised, waving Linnea
and the shadow off to go about the business of selecting a thousand
hosts. His mind was too filled with dark thoughts and visions of
Jovan’s performance to notice Linnea’s limp as she left the chamber
with the shadow in tow.
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CHAPTER 62
The surprises and complexity of life can be summed up as one
word: perfect. I don’t mean that every life is perfect, but that in the
grand scheme of things life is as perfect as it could possibly be. The
Gods in their wisdom do all that they can to see that things happen,
as they should…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘Musings about Gods and Goddesses’
 Faestivul of Renewal – Dee Ten of Ten, 768 A.E. 
Makan crossed his arms in front of him, trapping what body heat he
could. Even if it was technically the new Yarre, and only a Dee from
being the Saysuhn of Brown, it was not by any means warm outside.
They were in a land that never thawed much at all, even in the Munth
of that name.
It was as if Thuraish had an eternal lapse in concern with this land,
leaving it forever locked in the Saysuhn of White. Yet there were
wonderful exceptions Tuari had told them, and on some occasions
small areas briefly blossomed and provided the land with its only
plant life. Life teemed in those times, as the few herbivores of the
land converged on the plant life with voracious appetites, only to
return to their hibernation until the next such occasion. Such a thing
was of little comfort to Makan as he shivered.
The Dees had rolled by quickly, these festive Dees of the holidee. It
was the longest he’d stayed still since the long Munths ago when
he’d started on his path of misfortunes and wandering that had
eventually shipwrecked him on Maethlin in time to help Rolf, Bedros
and Anthea escape. It seemed like lifetimes ago, perhaps because of
all the Kilomes they’d put behind them since beginning, and he more
than them because of his wandering prior to joining up with them. All
told, it had really only been a Saysuhn and a half, with a new
Saysuhn only Ouers away.
Those first five Dees were meant to be the most contemplative, a
retrospective look back at the Yarre they’d completed, with the
following five Dees designated as a time for forethought and wishful
thinking about the Yarre to come. Makan, ever more serious than his
fellows, found that he instead looked back on the past Munths for
most of those Dees, and when he did happen to think forward, his
mind was clouded with worries and fears for what lay ahead of them.
Todee, though, he only looked forward. These were, after all, the
last Ouers before any disbelief of it being a new Yarre would fade.
They were all a Yarre older, too, although in truth they had been
since the sixth Dee of the Faestivul. That was how age was
reckoned in the Broken Crown, not by actual birth date, but rather by
the turn of the new Yarre.
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“What are you thinking?” Sagira asked, leaning on a crutch to
support her weight.
Makan looked to her, almost grinning at how spindly the crutch
looked beside the thickly bundled up woman. The weather was
perhaps hardest on her, since she came from a constantly warm
country, though she complained little about the weather. Nature
shows no pity, he had told her, so neither would he. It was part of the
severe mindset regarding life that the Muerans and Uleauts held in
common. Admittedly, he had recently felt a softening of such things
in regard to Sagira though, but he still maintained many of his
hardnosed feelings.
“I’m thinking about time spent.” He said in a volume only she could
hear.
She leaned in closer, conspiratorially. “Weighty topics for a
Faestivul, old man.”
“Are we not supposed to consider endings and beginnings during
the Faestivul of Renewal?”
“Indeed we are, but I think you worry about such things all too
often.”
“The ways of life for a Mueran –“ He began to say, but Sagira cut
him off.
“They ways of life are difficult and dangerous, and one must always
consider his station.” She completed for him, grinning.
“Am I so predictable and dull that you know the words I would
speak?” Makan asked.
“Yes.” Sagira answered playfully.
“I see.” He replied sourly.
“But, I like it that way. You’re solid. Predictability is often assigned
to things that are not so predictable as they are dependable. With
you, I feel safe.”
“Dependable. Safe.” Makan repeated slowly, pondering whether he
liked such labels.
“Don’t put on that dour expression. Being such things is a good
thing. Would you rather I lied and told you about how unbelievably
handsome you are, how you make my loins quiver with excitement,
and how I’ve never met a man more amazing that you?”
Makan grunted. “Well, as much as my heart might wish such lies
were true, I would prefer the truth.”
“Exactly! As would I.” She shuffled over and slid an arm under his,
pulling his crossed arms apart so she could hold onto him instead of
leaning on the crutch.
Uleaut children ran around, occasionally pausing to gaze at the
strange pair of very affectionate – as they determined the behavior to
be at least – foreigners. Makan gave them a stern glance to hurry
them along if they stopped to point or stare for too long, but with the
ending festivities coming up as evening encroached, the children
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didn’t need much urging to run along and find something more
exciting.
Tuari ran by, animatedly waving them out to a series of benches
that had been cut out of ice and covered with skins and blankets.
Most of the camp had already assembled, including Anthea and the
rest of their companions. From the small clouds of steam rising,
more than was expected from simple exhalations of lungfuls of air
warmer than the night, it appeared that hot drinks were being passed
around. Heads were already tilting up toward the sky, where
apparently there was to be some spectacle worth watching.
“You spoke of your heart.” Sagira began, walking with a very slight
limp as she continued to lean on Makan. “It’s odd to hear you speak
so frankly of emotions. Normally you’re more reserved.”
“I know.”
“Tell me then. I want to hear more in that vein.” She eagerly urged
him.
“What would you have me say? That I want you like nothing else I
have ever known, but I still fear what would happen if ever such a
time arose when I had to choose between you and Anthea.”
“Makan, you always come back to this. You worry what you would
do if put into such a situation, and you spend more time worrying
about the hypothetical than about living.”
“The Gods are not always kind, and I must be prepared.”
“Well let me put your mind at rest,” Sagira replied, “and tell you that
if it came down to that choice, my spirit would look down kindly upon
you from Nelius’ House of Endless Rooms if you saved her instead
of me, but I’d always feel you betrayed her if you chose to save me
instead of her. She is like a sister to me, and has much life ahead of
her. You must save her if you must ever make a choice.”
Makan’s brow furrowed as he eased down onto one of the benches,
lowering himself slowly so that Sagira could seat herself first. “But
you would understand that such a choice was made out of duty and
not out of a lack of affection for you?”
Sagira sighed and pulled the heavy fur blanket up over the two of
them. “I was a commander in an army, remember? I had to choose
more than once between two soldiers, one of which I might have had
stronger feelings of friendship for than the other, and I couldn’t let
that influence who might die. There is always a better man or woman
for the job, and sometimes that job gets people killed before it’s
finished.”
“But you would understand?” Makan asked worriedly.
“Certainly. My mind would understand even if my heart did not.
These two things are often in conflict with one another. The mind and
heart can rarely agree.”
Under the fur, Makan clenched her hand tightly in his. Sagira turned
to look at him, wondering what she felt trapped between their hands.
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“What is this?” She asked, gently pulling her hand away to see what
Makan had left on her palm.
When he didn’t answer, she withdrew her hand to look. She stared
at it for a long moment. It was one of a mated pair of bone bracelets
with a depiction of the God Solmin and the Goddess Ithilia on it.
They were engaging in a variety of lewd or romantic acts, as it was a
set of Lover’s Bracelets. Makan held out his own palm, displaying the
mate to the one she held.
“Where’d you get these?” She asked, a sly grin beginning to form
on her face.
“I got them back in Rummas.” He answered.
“When?”
“Do you remember that old man, Ince, who wanted a kiss from
you?”
“He gave you these and you’ve kept them a secret until now?”
Sagira asked in wonder, trying to put the old man out of her mind.
Kissing him to earn his help had not been a pleasant memory.
“Yes.”
“I’ve underestimated you then.” She said, slipping on the bracelet.
Makan swallowed and put on his own bracelet, knowing what such
an act symbolized. “It’s a mistake many make.” He tried to say with a
hint of bravado, but his nervousness echoed in his words.
“You thought I might say no?”
He shook his head stiffly. “No, I thought I might not say yes.”
Sagira glanced to and fro, noticing how quickly it was darkening
and how no eyes seemed to be on them. She reached over with her
good arm, and pulled his head down so her lips touched his, and
kissed him softly. He was hesitant to pull away, and the eyes that
had noticed and the excited whispers of the Uleauts around him did
not bring color to his cheeks out of shame or embarrassment.
“Next time, don’t make me start things.” She said, letting her hand
drop to put it back under the warm blankets and grasp his hand in
hers once more.
“I thought Elegian women liked to run things.” He whispered in her
ear, chuckling throatily.
She laughed aloud and felt all the warmer for it.

Anthea had been trying to forget about her conversation with
Bedros for five Dees. She felt weak for trying to push the thoughts
out of her mind instead of facing reality, but sometimes avoidance
was easier than confrontation. As a result of trying to forget the
conversation, it seemed that it was all she could think of. She
couldn’t even look at Bedros without feeling betrayed and
abandoned, and then she’d feel guilty when she remembered what
he had said about having to die for her a second time. What it all
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amounted to was that she was little more than a scared girl trying to
make adult decisions and do great deeds that were beyond what a
girl her age should have to deal with.
So, worries had made her miss or forget most of the last few Dees,
choosing to spend as little time as possible out of her Apuyyaq
despite Tuari’s attempts to lure her out. Flowers don’t abandon
people. People abandon flowers, so that control and predictability
was reassuring. She realized she was being a bit absurd by
expecting that just anyone could abandon her on a moment’s whim,
but Bedros was the closest thing to real family she had left. That he
could leave her was something that shook her to the core and left
her rattled.
Nishan, of all people, had been the one to drag her out for this final
event of the Faestivul. It was him, then, that she sat next to on one of
the carved benches waiting for the promised spectacle in the night
sky. No one had really been able to explain to her what it was that
they were to see, or perhaps they just didn’t want to spoil the
surprise. She expected some shooting stars or something of that
sort, which she’d seen more than her share of as a child who loved
to stare into the night sky from atop a mountain.
Still, even if she expected little, the warmth of Nishan beside her, a
friend and companion who she was pretty sure wouldn’t abandon her
– not soon at least – was of comfort. She sighed and scooted a little
closer to him. He pretended not to notice, continuing in his
monologue of pointless talk meant to distract her mind from her
worries, though she thought she heard a slight intake of air as his
breathing pattern changed. She thought back to him making her
leave her Apuyyaq earlier in the Dee. It had really been one of the
more memorable exchanges she’d had with him, filled with more
energy and tension than she’d felt between them since those Dees
together on Rummas.
He had burst into her home, flakes of snow and ice caught in his
curly black hair that had grown until it now fell past his shoulders. His
eye had been ablaze with inner light, and she’d frozen where she’d
stood beside her plants. She’d known a moment’s fear as he
regarded her severely.
“Are you finished pouting, or are you going to waste away in here
feeling sorry for yourself?” He’d demanded.
“What do you know of my worries?”
“You think I’m stupid? I can see Bedros prowling the edge of the
camp like a caged animal begging to be free. I know that something
passed between you two, and it is likely that Bedros cannot stay with
us anymore. I’ve been preparing for that eventuality, and I think that
you’re not so daft as to not have expected it.”
“Perhaps I knew it might happen.” She had admitted sullenly.
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“Then stop acting like a spoiled brat and start acting like the woman
I know with fire in her heart, the kind of woman who walks into
danger with her head held high because she knows she’s doing
what’s right.”
“That woman is just a little scared girl in reality.”
He’d made her regret those words. Never had she seen him look so
angry and at the same time so disappointed in her. “You want to be a
little girl? Do you want me to go have the camp women knit you a
doll? Maybe you’d appreciate a blanket and some toys to hold while
you cry yourself to sleep in fear of some shadows that wander about
your bedroom at night?”
“You forget yourself, Nishan.” She’d said angrily, standing a bit
straighter.
“Do I? Maybe if you were that woman I knew, you’d be able to say
such a thing to me, but I see only a whiny coward right now. I wonder
if you were the sort of person worth risking my life for. I see a
whipped cur, not a lionhearted leader who can stand up against the
enemies she has.”
“That’s enough!”
“Is it? What do you care? You’re just going to sit here, cry, and pet
that sad patch of grass like it was your friend.”
“That is quite enough, Nishan.” She’d all but shouted at him, her
blood running hotly as she’d stepped toward him in anger. “If you say
another word, I’ll –“
“You’ll what?” He’d demanded as he stepped forward and stuck out
his chin proudly.
Her fists had tightened and her arm had cocked back, but she’d
hesitated.
“Do it.” He’d said, but the pleading in his voice had only become
clear when he’d added, “Let me see there’s still something of the
woman I knew left in you.”
“Why must I hurt you to show that I still have the strength to finish
what we’ve started?”
“Because there is honesty in pain, Anthea. Pain rings true in a
world where other things are unsure. There is nothing more honest
than suffering, and I suffer beside you, as do all the others.”
She’d gritted her teeth and punched him as hard as she could,
striking him in the chest just beside the breastbone. He’d shaken his
head in disappointment, so she’d struck him again with the other fist.
He’d just kept shaking his head, so she’d hit him then again and
again until that expression had faded from his face. Then she’d sunk
against his chest, breathing heavily and crying without realizing she’d
been doing so.
“I hurt you, and now you’ve hurt me. Yet in doing so, you further
hurt yourself, and you’ve never felt more alive, have you? The pain is
so real.” He’d whispered in her ear.
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“Is pain all we can trust?”
“No. There is more, only you need pain to put things in perspective.
Only when you understand pain can you appreciate the better
things.”
“Then may I be a student of pain so that I can be a scholar of love
and happiness.” She’d whispered softly as his lips had pressed
gently to her forehead and she’d dried her eyes on his coat.
So in that way he’d coaxed her out of her reclusiveness, and it had
only cost her tears and bruised knuckles. Anthea sighed and cast a
thoughtful look up at the sky, wondering what it was about Nishan’s
methods that set such a spark to her heart. He could move her as
much with a look as Makan could with a speech, and his manners
around her made her feel so much more alive than Rolf’s awkward
protectiveness could. Rolf treated her like a fiery brand that he was
wary to let too close to him lest he get burnt. Nishan embraced the
fire like a man walking over coals or jumping into scalding water. He
became one with the ferocity and the darkness she felt within herself
that demanded retribution and vengeance.
Nishan ceased his meaningless talk to regard her significantly. “We
are among friends, albeit short and a bit ugly ones, celebrating the
coming of a new Saysuhn and new Yarre, and you’re still dwelling on
what you cannot help?”
She shook her head. “No. I am thinking about you.”
He registered a brief look of surprise. “Why?”
“You make me feel like no other can. Sometimes I wonder if it is
love.”
“You’re cold and mistaking bodily warmth for love.” Nishan said
dismissively.
“No, I’ve seen how you look at me sometimes, as if I were truly
special to you.”
“You are special. Makan and all the others will tell you the same.
You mean much to all of us, and that is why we stand beside you.”
“Then I make you feel nothing special? There is nothing about me
that makes you feel like no other can make you?”
“No.” He lied, and she saw it clearly. His golden eye flickered away,
the other hidden still beneath the bandana that encircled his brow.
She said nothing for a few Mynettes. Her mind was whirring, trying
to decide what exactly she had wanted him to say and what she’d
wanted out of him if she was willing to demand such an admission.
Her eyes caught sight of Sagira and Makan then. Sagira’s hand lifted
to Makan’s cheek, pulling his mouth to hers. Anthea’s heart swelled
with warmth to see such a thing between the pair.
They certainly deserved what comfort and affection they could find
in one another, and looking around, Anthea could see that they were
not the only pair to be seeking out others that night. Perhaps it was
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merely the mood set by the evening sky, or the closeness created by
huddling with another person under a warm blanket.
“They are lucky.” Anthea whispered.
Nishan looked back her way finally. “What?”
“Nothing.” She replied, and she was thankful that he did not pursue
the topic further, for she was not feeling like being evasive.
Cries of delight arose around them as colors of light zigzagged
across the sky, though the Uleauts were likely not seeing anything
but grays and whites. For those who could see colors, green,
cerulean, and azure streaks splashed around them in the night sky,
rippling and shifting like wisps of smoke in a breezy room. It was as if
the heavens had decided to put on a show for them, and the
countenance of Haestos was being reflected.
“What is it?” Anthea asked as she watched the dancing colors.
“I don’t know.” Nishan admitted.
Tuari happened to be nearby, so he overheard the exchange and
offered an explanation. “The skies remember the wonder of Yenis’
tears caught in Aaren’s winds. You are witnessing a showing of our
births. Many Uleauts will be conceived tonight in remembrance and
honor of our own creation. A new Yarre begins now…”
As if that explanation were an invitation, Chogan appeared at
Anthea’s side. There was an expectant look on his face. Anthea
looked from him to Tuari and then to Nishan and back to Tuari again.
“He’s wanting to take you for the night.” Tuari said, shame-faced to
have to explain such a thing.
“Just like that?” Anthea asked, swallowing hard as she recalled
putting the man off last time. This time it would not be so easy she
though. “Have I any choice?”
“Not much, as you’ve pledged to act as our people do.”
Chogan released a long string of Uleaun, his eyes never leaving
Anthea.
“He’s said you already promised him once before.” Tuari translated.
“You are fertile and ready for childbearing. He says as much.”
“He did come to me once before, and I merely explained that it was
my woman’s time.”
“Then your age cannot be used as an excuse.” Tuari offered
apologetically.
Nishan, who had sat quietly through the exchange thus far, though
Anthea had felt his hands beneath the cloak reaching for his
Kerambits, spoke now. “What if she’s with another?”
“Who?” Tuari asked. “There might be a challenge for rights.”
“Me.” Nishan said, standing slowly to stare down the Uleaut hunter
with his one exposed eye.
Nantai was standing now, looking their way. His ornamented coat
cast a strange bestial shadow in the night. They were beginning to
attract attention, Anthea saw, and all nearby listened to what Tuari
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said to Chogan as he explained that Anthea was Nishan’s, at least
for the time being.
Chogan listened and then glanced hatefully at Nishan, his rage
boiling just beneath the surface, threatening to burst from him in a fit
that would bring about unfortunate consequences for one party that
night. He began to speak curses, foul words that many around them
murmured to hear, but it was Nantai who silenced the lead hunter
with a bark as fierce as the growl of the Nanuq. Chogan blanched,
and then backed down. He might be important, but he could not go
against traditions and culture by challenging the elder of their camp.
To do so was to invite banishment, which was tantamount to suicide.
Rolf appeared. He looked as if he was itching to start cracking
heads. “What’s going on?” He demanded.
“I’m taking Anthea for the night.” Nishan replied.
“What? You can’t do that!” Rolf protested angrily. “She’s too young
and it’s just not right because of who she is.”
“I’m saving her from Chogan’s clutches. If you want to pretend to be
all noble at this moment, why don’t you go grab one of the Uleaut
women to keep her out of Chogan’s reach for the night, because he’s
not likely to be kind to whichever of them happens to fall into his
bedroll this eve.”
“Nishan, this isn’t right.” Rolf insisted, even as Makan put a
restraining hand on his shoulder.
“Some things happen, Rolf. She is far safer with Nishan than with
Chogan, regardless of what you think of Nishan. He will not mistreat
her.” The Mueran said, but even as he did he caught Nishan’s eye to
get his assurance that it would be so. A brief nod from the Rumani
was all he needed.
“Go now.” Tuari suggested, though it was more of an order the way
he said it. “Chogan is not likely to hold off much longer if you do not
make your claim on her sincere.”
Nishan nodded, reached down to clasp Anthea’s hand, and began
half-walking and half-dragging her behind him toward her Apuyyaq.
Rolf continued to protest while Makan and Sagira tried to calm him.
Chogan did likewise, but it was Tuari and Nantai who tried to diffuse
the incensed man’s temper.
Amidst the clamor, it seemed as if all except a few children and a
solitary Nanuq who sat outside the camp and watched had forgotten
the display in the night’s sky.

Nishan lay down on her pile of furs, pulling off his coat, boots, and
shirt before sliding beneath. Anthea watched this with something
akin to morbid curiosity. There was a dreamlike quality to the last few
Mynettes, as if she were watching herself from outside her body. It
must have been someone else, she told herself, who dimmed the
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light from the Aurean crystal pods, which she now left on less than
half the Dee for her plants. It must have been that other person, too,
who tossed aside her own coat, boots, gloves, and outdoor clothes.
“This is strange.” She whispered, kneeling beside where Nishan lay
beneath her furs.
“Is it?” He asked.
“I don’t really think of you like this.”
“I’ve protected you. Think no more of it.”
“What do you expect as payment?” She asked nervously, her heart
pounding in her throat.
“A place to sleep.”
“And?”
Nishan rolled onto his side to face her instead of laying flat on his
back. “Who says there’s an and?”
“Can I ask a favor then?”
Nishan laughed aloud. “Shouldn’t I be the one doing that?”
Anthea bit her lip nervously. “Can I lay beside you?”
“As opposed to sleeping on the cold floor beside your plants?” He
asked in turn, chuckling. A dark look from her silenced him though.
“I just want to be held. Bedros used to hold me when I was sick or
hurt, and I never slept so well as I did in his arms.”
“I smell little like an Ox-Man, Anthea.” Nishan said evenly, with no
hint of humor on his face or in his voice. “Nor am I nearly as hairy.”
He indicated the dark curls of hair across his chest, along the
breastbone and pectoral areas, as well as a dark line that ran down
the center of his stomach. “I can’t quite wrap you up in my arms like
he does either, but if it is what you would like, I would not deny you
that.”
“You make it sound like a chore.” She grunted.
“Do you want the truth?”
“Yes, please.”
“Your scent fills these blankets, and it makes me want to possess
you. If you let me put my arms around you for even just an Ouer, I’d
be the one owing you a favor, and not the other way around.”
“My scent? That sounds strange.”
“Maybe to you, but not to me. I’ve been blessed by Comrain with
senses stronger than any I’ve ever met, so it makes complete sense
to me.”
Anthea thought for a moment, and then lifted the Uleaut dress of
furs over her head, leaving her on just her undergarments, which
were left over from the clothes Nishan had gotten for her and all the
others in Rummas. Nishan’s eyes didn’t roam over her body like the
way Rolf’s eyes searched her slim figure sometimes, and he
certainly didn’t have Chogan’s looks in his eyes, so she felt
comfortable slipping beneath the furs beside him. Maybe it was just
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because he’d seen everything she had before, and probably better
samples of womanhood than her had crossed his bed before.
“I thought you would want to face away from me.” He said after a
moment, sliding his arms around her to gently enclose her in a soft
embrace.
She grinned. “I can turn around if you want.”
“No, it’s quite alright.”
“Can I ask another favor?”
“Anything.”
Her eyes searched his face. “Let me see your other eye, too.”
He reached up with the arm that had been draped over her and
pulled off his bandana. After it was off, he blinked a few times and
then looked to her with his pair of golden yellow eyes. She shivered
very slightly in his arms, but he felt that as well as heard the speed of
her heartbeat increase. She leaned in, closing her eyes and pressing
her lips to his, as she’d seen Sagira do to Makan, though not
because of that. She had her own desires for that, and didn’t need to
copy the other woman.
Nishan’s lips were warm, and softer than she expected, though a bit
rough here and there where they were chapped. Her kiss was
tentative and reserved, not one that invited more, but one just to be
accepted. As she opened her eyes again, she curled her arms up
between them and pressed her head to Nishan’s chest. His heart
thundered loudly beneath his flesh.
“Can I stay like this?” She whispered, knowing he’d hear her. He
always did. He was dependable in that way, and many others she
now realized.
“Yes.” He breathed the word toward her ears.
She fell asleep still wearing the smile that word brought her still on
her face, and the feelings of belonging and being wanted filled her
heart.
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CHAPTER 63
When death approaches, people often wish to examine the
worthiness of their life’s work and deeds. These things are more of a
comfort to those who will miss us when we are gone, that they can
see evidence of our having existed and having left an impact on the
world. At the end, only Nelius can judge us before taking into his
House of Endless Rooms…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘Musings About Gods and Goddesses’
st

 Einsdee, the 1 of Thawing, 769 A.E. 
Favian rubbed at his brow. His head ached, as did his hands, but
the pain in his head was greater, so he attempted to assuage that
first. The aches and pains he felt were from his body’s rapid
regeneration and growth. Muscle tissue appeared overnight,
accompanied by new patches of skin and hair that replaced the old.
Most of the hair he’d lost had grown back, if not as long as it had
been before, and if darker than ever before. His formerly silver,
almost iridescent hair had grown to dark, shimmery silver that
reminded him of graphite or oil. He’d not yet seen his eyes, but they
felt different, and it wouldn’t have surprised him to learn that they,
too, had changed color.
He stood up slowly and began the walk down to the nearest of the
series of bridges that connected to the next tower. The halls were
narrow and dark, lit only where light passed in through a series of
portals in the outer walls that lit the chambers within. The light
entered into the rooms on the outer rim of each tower, which
purposely had no doors so they would leak light into the interior of
the towers.
Dozens of people passed him as he walked, brushing shoulders but
making no other notice of passing each other. There was no reason
to greet someone you didn’t know and could only faintly see unless
they walked with the heavy clank of armored boots and the weight of
Guardian armor. If you heard one of them coming, you pressed
yourself to the wall and bowed your head until they were well past
you.
When he finally saw what passed for a significant amount of light as
in Lower Cenalium, it was at the beginning of the walkway between
his tower and the next. After the darkness of the tower interior, even
that much light was almost blinding. He blinked and shaded his eyes
against the clusters of crystal pods that seemed like miniature
versions of the sun after the Waykes of darkness he’d experienced.
His newfound strength carried him out of that light quickly though,
drawing him swiftly across the low-railed bridge that was nearly fifty
Mayters long and twice that above the cavern floor below.
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He passed into the next tower, which was a second stage housing
area. It was filled with people who were molting, for lack of better
term. Favian tried to hide his revulsion, not so much at how awful the
people looked, which they did, but at his memories of the pain he’d
been subjected to in his own passage through that stage, but one of
three in the transformation into a Dark Aurean. He did his best to
close his eyes and ignore the moans and groans of suffering and
agony, but it was like trying to swim without getting wet. He was
unable to do it, and the memories of his own trials came back in
force, which seemed to aggravate the throbbing in his head and the
aches of his building muscles.
By the time he’d passed from that tower into its adjacent neighbor,
also a second stage housing area, he was struggling to keep from
screaming or vomiting up his lunch. Screaming was a luxury that
people who were suffering through the second stage couldn’t afford.
They simply hadn’t the ability because of their weakness, and now
that he saw and reflected upon what he must have been like, it was
hard to still the urge to do so. He was acutely aware of his horribly
discomfort at reliving the memories of those few Dees. Yet Licia was
still going through that. She was tenaciously holding on to life,
though she’d nearly been sworn off as dead by the technicians and
doctors that continuously pumped the foreign blood into her body.
He was unprepared for what she looked like, which was but a
shadow of her former self. She was unrecognizable, and he had to
ask a dozen people for her whereabouts before he finally heard his
name being rasped by a bloated figure purpled with bruises and
covered with spidery veins of blue that throbbed angrily beneath her
skin. She was hardly a woman at all anymore, but rather some
distorted creature whose lot in life was pure agony.
Favian sank to his knees beside her, weeping openly. She was not
his friend by any means, but it was impossible to not be moved by
someone’s horrible suffering when witnessed from so close. He
grasped her hand tightly at first, only letting up when he saw how
much the contact hurt her and how even in a few Saycunds he’d
bruised her.
“Why do you not let go?” He hissed I her ear. “You’ve done all you
could. Why do you prolong your own suffering?”
“Duty propels me forward, Favian.” She whispered between
gurgling breaths that showed she had fluid in her lungs. Froth built at
the corners of her mouth and a mixture of tears and yellowy pus ran
from her eyes.
“I can end it for you.”
“I know, but how would I be judged in the end?”
Favian lowered his head to pillow it on the edge of her bed, which
smelt foully of infection and illness. “You have fought beyond
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anything that can be expected. You would be honored in this life and
the next.”
Her face curled into a rictus of a smile, and her painful inhalation
caused him to look up and see it. It was a horrible thing, so he
looked away once more.
“I used to be beautiful.” She lamented.
“You can be again. Even now I’m recovering quickly.”
“They say I won’t last the Dee.”
“They’ve said that for a Wayke.”
“What Dee is it? I can’t remember. My mind escapes me even now.
I cannot find words. I remember strange things that might never have
happened.”
“It is fever, delirium, and lack of sleep.”
“Sleep? What is that?” She chortled bitterly, choking on phlegm. “I
don’t remember what sleep is.”
“Jovan and Dominic were taken. They are assuredly dead. I would
not lose you too, but I cannot bear to think of you suffering longer.”
Favian looked up at her once more with pleading in his eyes. “Please
let me end your life.”
“I would not let you.” She replied slowly. “Yet I haven’t the strength
to stop you. Mercy or murder, I know not which it is, as I’m not in my
right mind.”
“I will carry on alone, Licia.”
“Then my time is over?” She asked, but she seemed to realize the
answer immediately. There was something in her eyes that told him
she knew her time on this world was at an end. “I would see the light
once more.” She announced, her last request.
“I can offer you only the light of the cavern outside. It is not the true
sun, but it burns like fire before my eyes.”
“That will be enough. I can hardly see as it is, so just having the
vaguest suggestion of light would be a balm to my soul.”
Favian nodded and slid his arms beneath her bloated form, ignoring
her cries of pain. He straightened up, her mushy form in his arms,
draped with white cloths that clung moistly around her form.
Orderlies came to insist he put her down, but with a snarl and harsh
words he didn’t hear himself say, they backed away so he could
carry the dying woman out of the tower. She cried every step of the
way, out of pain and out of fear and out of relief that it would all be
over soon.
He brushed by people in the halls, but they saw him coming with
the distorted form in his arms, so they made way for him as if he
were a Guardian. They lowered their eyes, knowing they could have
easily suffered the woman’s fate: to be filled with three times your
body’s natural allowance of fluids, to have their muscles and organs
liquefy, and to have your bones become rubbery and flexible as your
body slowly disintegrated.
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“We are here.” Favian declared suddenly, halting halfway on the
bridge. He held her still in his arms though his body protested at the
weight he’d carried so far. The light from a cluster of crystal pods
burned his eyes, but it was a pain that felt righteous amidst all the
suffering.
“I can see.” Licia whispered. “It’s so perfect, the light.”
“What Corydon does here, what we do here, it is wrong.” Favian
said quietly.
“Remember why we do what we do.” She replied. “Now set me
down on the rail so that I might sit once more under my own power.
He complied, steadying her with his hands around her shoulders
when her strength was not sufficient to keep upright. Her muscles
were too disintegrated and her bones too unstable for such a thing,
or so he thought. As he stood and watched the false sun, she
suddenly threw off his arms and pitched herself over the railing. She
did it with a last flurry of strength, a movement of will that
empowered a body that had nothing left to give to move just one last
time.
Favian gasped as he watched her tumble, her clothing billowing
about her like a handkerchief waved in the wind. Then, when she hit,
her body burst like a ripe melon, her skin unable to hold her body
together any longer. Screams of horror and alarm erupted from
below, where people had been close to the point of impact.
On unsteady legs, Favian walked back to his apartments. Never
before had he felt so numb. Yet when he thought about what had
happened to his companions, the numbness receded to be replaced
with a burning anger that he pushed down into the depths of his
heart, where it could stoke the hatred that dwelt there for Corydon
and his perverse ways.
He knew that all he saw here was just the beginning of things. It
would only get worse from here out.
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CHAPTER 64
To Elegius, the Empress is the center of life. She is both a mother
and a sun to us, for she as integral to life as both of these things.
She provides food and guidance like a mother, and her countenance
is akin to the sun that warms our lands. Yet like the sun in the depth
of the Saysuhn of Red, she sometimes burns. Many have mistaken
her warmth and gotten instead her fiery wrath...
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘A Chronicle of Elegius’
 Tewsdee, the 2

nd

of Thawing, 769 A.E. 

Iago was unable to keep a wide, excited grin from crossing his face.
He wished he’d been in his office to see his own expression in his
mirror just then, because it was a rare smile indeed. He’d left the
safety of Aetheline for this mission, because he couldn’t trust anyone
else to do it right. The risk was his and the payoffs would be his.
His sharp eyes darted back and forth, at once admiring the beauty
of Jhiza while also seeing its weaknesses. Dressed as he was in
Elegian clothes, wrapped up in bands of silk and linen, he was
horribly warm, but the sweat that beaded at his brow was more of
anticipation than discomfort. Still, it was surprising to find a place so
warm during the first Wayke of the new Yarre, the Saysuhn of Brown
just begun. Elegius was a rather warm place though, and the thicker
air made it something of an effort to breath regularly when he was
used to cool, thin, mountain air.
Jhiza was the jewel in the crown of the Elegian Empire. It sat nearly
at the exact midpoint between The Hundred Isles and the Bay of
Seals, presiding over the waterway that fed life to the entire
continent, which was the Empress’ Bounty. This made it ever the
more obvious how central Jhiza was to the Elegian people, though
such a thing could not be missed merely on account of the city’s vast
size. It housed the supreme leader of their people, the Empress, in a
palace that dwarfed cities. It was far larger than the Grand Helion’s
palatial estate that dominated Aetheline. Any number of thousands of
servants, courtiers, messengers, foreign and local ambassadors,
soldiers, bodyguards, consorts, courtesans, and a variety of priests
could be found there at any one point in any Dee of the Yarre.
The Palace, officially known as The World Seat of the One Who
Walks Among us as a Goddess Incarnate or The House of She, was
a city in itself, but only a third of the greater metropolis, which also
housed something like ten thousand of the Empire’s best soldiers in
tidy rows of barracks in one quarter of the city, the largest temple in
the Broken Crown, which was the Royal Temple of Juria, and a
market capable of feeding and creating revenues that could pay for
the largesse of the city around it. It was a staggering city, complete
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with what passed for shantytowns around the periphery, although
even the poor areas looked downright modern and luxurious
compared to many areas in the Broken Crown. Truly this was the
cradle of civilization; it had been and still was the greatest city ever
made.
Despite the beauty around him, Iago was less concerned with the
cultural or architectural aspects of the city than with the one woman
who ruled all of the Empire. The Empress Tahirah III was whom he
had come for, and that was no insignificant task. It was said that
people of good standing had died of old age waiting for an audience
or even a glimpse of the Empress. She was so important that many
people might never even hear the echo of her voice or catch a
reflection of her person off a mirror or off the rippling surface of a
fountain. Often you heard from her only many times removed, as
people deemed worthy of hearing her voice spread the news and
commands to lesser and lesser people. The words had passed,
supposedly unsullied from touching so many mouths or hands if it
were her written word, to the lesser folk like officials and
ambassadors and those who would carry out her will.
Was he worried about a chance to meet her? No. He had his own
well-paid spies and the help of the Empress-In-Waiting Sanura II to
help him have his meeting with her, though it was not so much a
meeting as abduction. He laughed to think what Sef’s punishment
might be as the bearer of bad news to the Empress-In-Waiting after
she learned that the Empress had not been killed but instead was
being held like an axe over her head.
Of course, the Empress-In-Waiting probably expected some
duplicity, and had at least a modest amount of cunning, or she’d not
have survived the six attempts on her life thus far. So, her agents
would be watching for signs that all was not as it seemed. Either the
death of the Empress or the faithful protection of her from outside
enemies, however it seemed after the dust had settled, were both
great boons to the Empress-In-Waiting. Either she was the
successor of a martyred Empress or she was the dutiful savior of the
Empress she would eventually succeed.
Failure for Iago meant one of two things. First, and worst, was the
exposure of the Aurean’s intent to create a war between the Elegians
and the rebel Aureans they were trying to frame. The second would
be better but still not acceptable, that being that there had been an
attempt on the Empress’ life by the rebel Aureans, which had been
thwarted. If it were thwarted, he’d have exposed himself or possibly
gotten himself killed at no gain to himself. Either of these
eventualities was dismal as far as he was concerned, so his spies
and agents were thick as flies in the Palace and the city of Jhiza at
the moment. He’d hedged his bets and had done all he could to
insure the success of the mission as he had planned it, and not as
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Sanura II had planned it. Now all that remained was the waiting, and
that was nearly finished.
From his vantage point atop a small inn run by agents, agents he
was more than willing to sacrifice for this mission, he looked out on
the surrounding domed buildings of sparkling white marble, red
sandstone, and black volcanic stone. Towers bristled around the
Palace like quills on a porcupine’s back, each no doubt filled with
dozens of soldiers, spies, and bodyguards who kept watch because
that was their lot in life. Banners of purple, crimson, and the darkest
shades of green waved from flagpoles, hung from arched windows,
and waved from the crests of the pointy towers spread throughout
the city. This lent a constant feel of motion to the multistoried
buildings that lined the narrow streets, which were always choked
with carts, pedestrians, and men mounted on all manners of two and
four-legged creatures. It was a city that always moved. It had to,
because it had so many mouths to feed and so much commerce to
go about.
His eyes were drawn not to the Palace where the Empress was just
now probably beginning her evening approach toward the Royal
Temple of Juria, and not to that temple, but to the orderly collection
of barracks that formed one quadrant of the city. The campgrounds
around the barracks were filled with drilling soldiers, both on foot and
mounted on desert horses or camels. His sharp eyes could discern,
though he already knew it, that these soldiers were drilled by women
officers wearing individualized sets of armor whose orders were
pounded onto bronze-capped drums that were burnished like the
sun’s own fire.
Rows of white, pitched tents topped with streamers of every color of
the rainbow arose from the edge of the city and the end of the
parade and drill grounds like the tips of waves upon the Inner Seas.
It was awe-inspiring to an Aurean to see as many soldiers as there
were here, and they truly were soldiers, proper and orderly. They
were not just a drunken rabble of savages like the Kerathi, the
divisive and ragtag collection of brigands the Aynglicans styled as
armies, or the pirates of the Rumani, and this was but a portion of
the Empire’s greater army.
That was why this mission had to succeed. Corydon had grown too
strong and they would need a great army like this one to pressure
him and weaken him enough that they might sweep in and end up
with more than the Aureans had ever controlled. The entire world
was in their grasp if enough of the lowlanders died in the coming
war. The Kerathi were already being beaten back by feeble, simple
attacks aimed only at maiming their ability to resist, the Elegians
would break themselves on the rocky fortresses Corydon had built
on Maethlin, and the Aynglicans would certainly sweep in to finish off
the Kerathi and perhaps even strike at Maethlin if they feared it
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enough. All the great armies of the lowlands would be left in ruin, and
the Aureans could deal Corydon his deathblow while seizing the
world in their capable hands. Such ambitions and dreams kept Iago
up at night when things grew to exciting to sleep. He didn’t lack for
sleep though, because for him the glories that were still to come
were far more restful to contemplate than any real sleep would be.
Presently, a parade of sound and people began to make its way
through the massive city-structure that was the palace toward the
Royal Temple of Juria. This would take a half Ouer to just clear the
Palace grounds, and then another quarter Ouer to reach the temple.
That’s what happens when your entourage includes some twenty
elephants, three hundred soldiers, hundreds of retainers, a band of
drummers and trumpeters some fifty or more persons large, and a
crowd of commoners the size of a town following and watching.
People prayed just to be able to see the elephant upon which the
armored castle of the Empress might be strapped. Of course, all
twenty of them had similar structures, and it was impossible to tell
which one might actually be the Empress’ castle, for they were all
extravagantly and richly decorated. Soldiers wearing breastplates
and carrying bronze swords or rifles gilt with gold and silver were
aswarm around the elephants. They rode at the head, walked beside
their great feet, or were atop the castles strapped to their backs.
Iago smiled. Even if an army had attacked at that very moment,
they’d not have been able to penetrate the crowds clamoring for just
a chance glimpse of the greatest of their people. Three hundred
soldiers and twenty armored war elephants wasn’t exactly an
insignificant force either. It was also rumored that everyone in the
entourage carried some sort of weapon that they were an expert
with, so any drumming buffoon or foppish tagalong might in fact be a
weapons master or assassin well capable of killing a dozen men on
his own. That was not to mention the ten thousand soldiers a Kilome
away and the few thousand agents and guards that constantly
patrolled the city in or out of uniform.
Yet, for all the bluster and show, the Empress wasn’t even in the
procession or the train. Despite her duties to go to the temple every
Dee during the first Wayke of the new Yarre and pray for a fortunate
Yarre to come, she had sent one of her stand-in imposters and was
neglecting her duties in favor of a dalliance with a consort who also
happened to be in Iago’s employ. He was a boy with soft skin,
innocent eyes, and the ability to heal fast after the work over he was
given in accordance with the Empress’ own sexual needs and
desires. As fast as she went through lovers, killing them or
discarding them so as not to weaken herself through attachments or
dependence, Iago knew it was likely todee or never.
Never was not acceptable he decided while he descended from the
rooftop of the inn through the wooden hatch. He waved along his
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soldiers and nodded to his captains to begin, and then he pulled on a
pair of gloves and a hood that would disguise his lighter skin and
features from the townsfolk. This completed, he and a small portion
of his team entered the streets of Jhiza, breathing in the smells and
odors associated with too many people living in too small of a place.
Yet to Iago, they smelled liked the sweet perfume of coming
success, and the growing heat and humid stillness felt like him to be
as brisk and cool as the mountain winds in Aetheline.

Conspiracy was a tricky thing.
If you trusted only a few people, the success of a plan might hinge
on the trustworthiness of just one person. If you trust too many, the
plot was too complicated and too broad to managed. So, Iago was of
the mind to trust a modest amount of people so that no one person
could picture the entire plot and no one person was integral enough
that their failure could be responsible for the breakup of the entire
plot. Fortunately for him, he’d been planning this sort of thing for a
long time, and the help of Sanura II made things a little simpler if
more dangerous because of the risk of her betrayal.
A few times as they were led through the city and then into the
palace, Iago caught glimpses of men and women shadowing them
down the next tunnel or alley. These were his backup, Sanura II’s
agents, agents of Tahirah III, or just random people who had nothing
at all to do with the plot but had reason to follow them.
Still, he was hardly worried, as he had so many contingencies for
the smallest possible complications that his mind could scarcely
contain them all. He had grossly over-planned this mission because
of its importance. A dozen unrelated things could go wrong, and he
could still escape alive, likely with the Empress stowed in the cargo
hold of a Flier. He had no fewer then ten possible exit plans with a
total of fifteen exit locations, and somewhere near a hundred men
waiting within the palace to help him. He was thankful that he had a
mind for details, so that he could usually keep in mind who was
nearby to help him and he could flip through the contingencies he’d
planned depending on what location they were at and what was
happening at that exact moment. He might as well have been sitting
at his desk with a catalogued plan spelled out before him.
They traded off guides a dozen times as they went through the
warren of passages between chambers, courts, and gardens that
made up the palace. Sometimes they cut through actual hallways,
some more than a dozen Mayters wide, as if they were important
dignitaries on a diplomatic mission. It just stood to be, that if you
acted important enough and walked with enough urgency and
dignity, people were afraid to question your being somewhere that
you maybe shouldn’t be in case you really were supposed to be
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there. Generally, the place was crowded with enough people and
there were enough side passages to avoid any serious notice.
People had a way of seeing you without seeing you that you had to
adapt to avoid becoming entangled in dangerous or personal affairs
of others. Those that did see what happened around them
remembered what they saw for later, just in case they could use
what they’d seen to put a few more golden Empresses in their
coffers. However, this was a dangerous game that one did not play
for long without earning someone’s ire.
The palace itself was actually quite pleasant. Carpets and rugs
crushed gently beneath their feet, padding their steps until they were
whisper quiet in their passage. Perfumed air swished overhead from
the efforts of servants who did nothing all Dee but pill cords, which
controlled series of louvers or stiff embroidered sheets of colored silk
hanging in rows along the ceiling that moved the air with each swish
and tug of their cords. Other attendants hurried around with written
dispatches, great trays of aromatic fruit, censers of incense, or
smoking bowls of opiates used for the pleasure of the people who
were rich but who were outside the more important or dangerous
circles that would require a clear head for plotting and subterfuge.
Their footsteps eventually led them to a sector of rooms and
apartments more beautifully furnished and whose servants were
more richly attired than what they’d seen yet. These were not part of
The Hall of Wisdom, the Empress’ own throne room that the size of a
hamlet and was decked out in enough gold and bronze to buy a
kingdom. Rather, they were very mid-level apartments used by rich
merchants or servants of aides to the Empress.
They took up their positions in a nearby apartment, one of three in
the area that had been emptied for him by his agents. The apartment
afforded them a good view of what was happening in the hallway via
a series of vent holes along the ceiling that opened into the hallway
to allow a better exchange of air. They spent little time examining the
fine quarters though, for they wouldn’t be staying any longer than
necessary. So the men he’d brought with him changed into
Corydon’s Dark Aurean Guardian uniforms, which had been priorly
deposited here for them, and they readied themselves to climb up
through the narrow crawlspaces between the ceiling of this level of
the palace and the floor of the next. While they went about that, Iago
changed quickly and then inspected a conspicuous bundle that had
also been left for them in the corner of the room. The freshly dead
woman within the bundle looked remarkably like the Empress as he
had seen her before. In fact, she was one of the stand-ins the
Empress used, but that she was a fake wouldn’t be clearly
determinable after they were finished this Dee.
It was immediately clear to Iago as he looked closely, that the six
guards who stood outside the apartments stood with a little more
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poise and alertness than was expected of guards of people of a
station that would come to or live in these apartments. Even if their
outfits were strictly to the financial level one would expect, to the
point of almost trying too hard to fit in, the way they wore them and
the attention at which they stood was clearly atypical. They were the
Empress’ Royal Guard in disguise, even if they were considerably
uglier and rougher looking than the average Royal Guard might be,
although this seemed to be another attempt to approximate the look
of base-born bodyguards. Iago almost laughed when he saw this.
Even now, his agents around the city were starting trouble. He
hadn’t even insisted that they do it away from the Palace. Rather, the
closer it was the easier it would be to pull off the abduction under
their noses. He waited with his crew of six men for a few Mynettes,
for it took time for chaos to spread. Fliers would be striking at the
Royal Temple of Juria, burning elephants and soldiers alike with arclance fire. Insurgents would be slitting throats in the markets. The
palace would be no different. Every manner of thief and arsonist
possible had been paid off in the last Ouer or less to raid the palace.
For some, this would be an obvious death sentence that they’d
rather avoid, but when money in the right amounts was pressed into
the right hands, when the wrong things were threatened to be made
known by the wrong people, or when someone had your family and a
lot of sharp knives, it was amazing what could be accomplished.
It was the duty of the Royal Guard to see that the Empress was
never disturbed for any reason, no matter what she was doing. She
might be picking her royal nose or simply sleeping off the previous
night’s excesses, but that in no way meant that she was to ever be
given cause for alarm. Indeed, were she to be distracted, heads
were sure to roll, squish, or do whatever gruesome act pleased her
whim. People living in constant fear of wrath and death were good
servants in some fashion, for they tried ever so hard to please, so
when a trio of obviously drunk men appeared in the hallway banging
pots and pans, and something that sounded like a circus was
beginning in another adjacent hallway, those six guards began to get
very nervous. This was exactly what Iago wanted, for he preferred
diversion to confrontation.
When an ostrich ran by followed by a man who was carrying a
burning torch on the end of a long pole so that he could light afire the
swishing sheets of silk that were supposed to be cooling the halls,
the guards took certain notice but they stood their ground. A wave of
heat rolled down the hallway as the cooling sheet fans just catching
on fire faster as the servants tried to shake them quickly to put the
flames out, and the guards finally decided it was time to do
something. Except that knifing the arsonist and leaving him to bleed
to death where someone else could clean up the mess did nothing
about the fire or the flock of geese that ushered out of one room to
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escape the building smoke of something else that was burning and
starting to smell rather awful.
So, two of them went to go get reinforcements and figure out what
was going on, while people began to rush about with buckets or
cages for the geese – people learned to act quickly in Jhiza. Only the
people collecting geese couldn’t do their job because a Sandcat had
somehow gotten loose and was riling up the geese into a panicked
frenzy as well as terrifying people who had to choose between
certain death if they didn’t clean up the mess and probable death if
the Sandcat decided they were more delicious than the squawking
birds. A Sandcat is was pretty fierce opponent even if it was not
normally an indoor predator, and not one that can be risked roaming
loose in the halls to maul dignitaries and the Empress’ friends and
relatives, so this warranted pulling yet another pair of guards away
from the door.
Iago really did laugh when the Sandcat, when cornered by the two
Royal Guards, got a hold of one of the guards and tore him open
from thigh to sternum with a single swipe of its powerful claws. His
eyes started to tear up as he witnessed the mayhem going on, but
that was as much from the smoke that was stinging his eyes as it
was from laughter.
As more soldiers hurried past, though they managed to move in an
amazingly quiet fashion, and began trying to assert order in this and
in other parts of the palace, Iago ordered their move. It wouldn’t
occur to them until too late that they might want to check in on the
Empress, because to do so would to interrupt her during a
particularly private time as she worked out the frustrations of running
an Empire on an unfortunate, though in some ways fortunate,
plaything. Many of the soldiers never knew which one of the many
women they guarded was the real Empress and which ones were
stand-ins or look-alikes, so they couldn’t know that they were
guarding the real one and that her safety might actually be worth
putting their heads on the line for. So in this, her own fierce rules and
savage temper were working against her. No one was willing to risk
their life by poking their head in to make sure that the Empress was
indeed all right.
Iago was the first to enter the apartments deeded to the Empress’
plaything Rashid, who was also his agent. It seemed only fitting
anyway, since he’d orchestrated this thing and was going to be the
one using her as leverage, that he be the one to announce such a
thing to her. Also, he’d been very eager to get out of the dirty, dark
crawlspace between the levels of the palace. It had given him the
chills to be in the dark even for those short few Mynettes, and his
stomach was still twisting in a knot when he finally exited the
crawlspaces through a secret passage that the Empress herself had
used on occasion.
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Rashid’s apartments were quite unlike the ones they’d just been in,
which had been outfitted with marble vases, silk pillows, settees,
tapestries, palm fronds, and plates of sweet foods or various
expensive alcohols. Rashid’s apartments were scarce, except for
occasional diversions of food and drink from the true purpose of the
room, which was essentially a twisted dungeon wherein the Empress
might torture Rashid in any way her imagination and the assortment
of knives and tools might allow. Apparently the price of her moderate
policies was the death or maiming of an occasional lover, which no
one would begrudge the Empress anyway. Tables had been set out
with various implements both fierce and strange that were horribly in
contrast with a pile of cushions, furs, and feathers on which a trio of
huge housecats bedecked in diamonds and jade sat licking
themselves boredly. They looked up at Iago with their wide yellowgreen eyes and then went back to licking themselves. He was
beneath their status and not worthy of note.
Currently, the poor boy was stretched out on a rack having things
carved into his back and then having vinegar splashed on the
wounds. Of course, the Empress had apparently lost some blood as
well, for the floor and the loose band of clothing she wore across one
shoulder and was tied off at her waist were slicked with it. Although,
there was a heap in the corner covered by a linen sheet that could
have been the body of another plaything that had spent its last
breaths this Dee. The Empress’ dark hair, waves that fell nearly to
her knees, shook as she stepped back from her carving and lofted a
scourge to strike Rashid, who was crying hoarsely for mercy. Only
she noticed Iago then, and turned to him not with surprise, but
irritation.
“Have you taken leave of your senses? I ordered that I not be
bothered, and yet here you are, you whoreson not worthy of the
blood of our great nation.” She said in the quick syllables of High
Elegian, though of a different dialect than the Aureans used. Still, it
was very understandable.
Iago laughed at this, taking the Empress aback. She hadn’t yet
seen through his pitiable disguise that he was not Elegian. The idea
that someone other than one of her guards might be wearing this
uniform was slow to dawn on her, but he saw that very moment of
realization when he opened his mouth and asked, “Have you quite
finished with the boy? He’s half dead already.”
Her chest heaved with exertion, and Iago noticed that the nipple of
her exposed left breast – in the fashion of the Goddess Juria whom
the Elegians revered – was pierced with a ring of gold, which held
behind it a disk the size of a large coin to cover the rest of the nipple.
Sweat from her exertions thus far trickled down her cleavage and
down her brow. “Who are you?” She demanded, and from her tone
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Iago knew she had never not been answered before when she’d
asked a question.
“I’m your kidnapper.”
Tahirah III laughed mirthfully and raised the back of her hand to
wipe her brow, smudging the dark kohl from around her clear eyes.
“You must truly be a fool. However would you get me out of the
palace, assuming you did kidnap me?”
“Who says I have to?” Iago asked. “This place is large enough that
you might never be found if I wanted to hide you within the palace for
Yarres.”
“And you think my soldiers would never find you, that they’d not
hack you to pieces if I but called out?”
“Why would they come? They’re used to hearing the screams and
shouts that come from here, and you’ve always warned them never
to interrupt.” Iago raised his arc-sword. “You’ve doomed yourself with
your own perverse gratifications.”
The Empress’ eyes swept over the blade with recognition but
without fear. Her mouth curved up into a smirk. “I’m also a rather
accomplished warrior accustomed to pain. You’ll need more than
that to stop me.”
“Actually, this is just to cut your hair.”
“Cut my hair?” She asked in surprise, as if such a thing had never
occurred to her since her hair was a status symbol. She’d probably
never had her hair cut during her entire life, other than to have the
frayed ends carefully removed when needed.
As she stood there with her mind still trying to wrap itself around the
concept of having a haircut, Iago shot her in the chest with a bolt of
arc-sword fire. She grunted and clutched the spot where her loose
linen wrap had darkened from the blast and her skin was steaming,
and then she looked up at him in accusation. “You said you were just
going to use that to cut my hair.”
He shrugged. “I lied.” Then he waved the other men behind him to
come forward after dropping the body wrapped in heavy layers of
cloth they’d carried over from the other apartment.
These, she recognized immediately as what they were, and so she
quickly drew a pair of Yataghan knives from the nearest table and
made as if to defend herself. Truthfully, Iago had to admit that she
did put up a good fight. She killed two of his men and wounded
another before they finally brought her down. Of course, they’d not
been able to just cut her down and leave her dead since they’d
wanted her captured, but then the extra dead soldiers here just
added to the image of the Aurean attack and murder of their
Empress. Their deaths had been allowed for in his plans.
Iago walked over beside the Empress where she lay on the ground
face down with a man larger than her holding each of her limbs while
she shook and flopped around like a fish out of the water and called
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curses down on them. After she realized they would not let her go,
she began to laugh.
“What’s so funny?” Iago asked.
“That you think I’m the actual Empress.”
“You are. Believe me. The boy you’ve been abusing told me as
much, and the story has been corroborated.”
Her kohl-rimmed eyes flickered over to Rashid in surprise. Iago
nodded, and then walked over to where the boy hung on the bloody
rack spread-eagled with his skin striped and torn. Iago muttered
some meaningless words of comfort, and then ran the boy through
with his arc-sword. The sword pierced through the small of his back
and protruded through his stomach. He thrashed about for a
moment, urinating and leaking body fluids onto the marble floor.
The Empress stared in surprise. “You killed him.”
“No, he was already dead, you just hadn’t gotten around to it.” Iago
said as he knelt beside her then, meeting her brown-almost-black
eyes with his glinting jade eyes.
“Even if you cut my hair, you’ll not be able to get me out of here
unnoticed.”
“Then we might just have to cut off your ears and nose.” Iago
suggested, slugging her in the face with his fist, driving her face into
the marble floor.
She grunted and raised her head spitting blood at him.
Iago hit her again, and then seized her by a handful of hair before
she could raise her head once more. He began sawing off Yarres of
growth in just scant moments, ignoring her cries just as the men
outside the door would. In Elegian culture, what he was doing was
more serious than rape, even to one not an Empress. What he was
doing here was enough to earn him and his entire family and those
of his other men here, perhaps his entire race, a debt of vengeance
that would not be halted until the Empress and all of her offspring
and anyone who owed her debts of honor were dead.
“How about that nose then?” Iago asked as she sagged weakly
against the floor with piles of hair falling around her. When she said
nothing, he said, “That’s what I thought.”
He came back to his feet and then ordered her to be lifted up. A
good portion of the fight went out of her eyes after she saw the piles
of hair at her feet. Still, she managed to get an arm loose once and
break one of the soldier’s noses before they restrained her again.
Iago shook his head sadly and delivered a quick jab to the bridge of
her nose. Her eyes widened in pain as her nose cracked audibly
beneath his knuckles and blood began to flow from her nostrils. She
gagged from the pain and her knees went weak, buckling as she
sank to the floor.
Iago held up a small looking glass and lifted her chin to see what
she looked like with her nose already swelling and her eyes purpling
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from the bruising. Her eyes went instead to the raggedly cut hair, no
more than a few fingerlengths from her scalp that marked her as one
no higher up the social scale than the lowliest of whores and farmers
or thieves.
“You still can’t escape.” She said heavily, her voice strange with her
nose broken.
“No?” Iago asked, angry that he’d not yet broken her spirit. He
reached out and grabbed the golden ring on her pierced nipple and
began to pull.
The Empress shook her head. “You’ll all die here.”
Iago tore the ring from her flesh with one savage jerk. She
continued to scream even after the disk of gold had clinked onto the
floor and rolled to a stop.
“You’ll be repaid in kind for your kind treatment of my servant.” Iago
announced, pointing to Rashid as her screaming died down. As she
shook her head defiantly, Iago held his arc-sword, still bloody from
Rashid, to her head and discharged a bolt into her temple. She went
senselessly limp and hung in his men’s arms.
“Let’s get her out of here.” He said to the two men who held her. To
the other two he said, “Burn her hair and spread her blood around.
Then trash the place. Make it look really believable and then leave
through the front doors after you cut up the spare body we brought.”
The two men who had just been condemned to stay and die
nodded severely. They had known this was a suicide mission before
they left. Their families would be well compensated. That was all that
mattered to them.
“Take out as many of the scum as you can before they kill you.”
Iago left then with the remaining pair of men, who were all too
eager to leave the grisly tasks of cutting up Rashid and the dead
look-alike behind them. All around the city, especially within the
Palace, men were being rounded up now who would only be able to
verify that it had been Corydon’s men doing this as a message to
stay out of his affairs or there would be more of the like to come.
Even as they hid out in another apartment, which they reached by
means of the secret passages, and watched the brave ends of the
two men they’d left behind, Iago couldn’t help but begin to plot
ahead. In his head he was already celebrating his victory and the
leverage he now had over the Empress-In-Waiting, who would have
to jump in quickly to assert her power after the news of the Empress’
death had arrived. Of course, some of Sanura II’s men were among
those who put an end to the ‘murderers of the Empress,’ so they’d be
able to carry word back to her that the deeds were done.
The mayhem didn’t completely die down for Ouers, and then it
started up again in a more feverish pitch as people realized just what
had supposedly happened. The death of the Empress by the
treacherous Aureans, which was a rumor only propagated by
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attendants and people of import who read no further than the
obvious signs laid out to them, had made certain that there would be
no doubt of what would be believed to have occurred here this Dee.
They would believe what Iago let them believe.
He was all but singing in joy as they finally spirited the beaten
Empress out of the palace in a Flier in the middle of the night. She
had been abused all Dee long by the two men who had survived the
kidnapping, so she was in no state to put up much fight, and even as
they walked her out of the palace, she was unrecognizable as
anything approaching royalty. No one was about to stop a Royal
Guard captain and two soldiers now also in Royal Guard uniforms
escorting a prisoner, likely someone who had helped kill the
Empress, out of the Palace. People even volunteered to help,
believing this to be the case.
Appearances were, after all, everything in Elegius.
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CHAPTER 65
A Flower-Enchanter’s strength is in flowers. She may be able to use
roots, leaves, or sprigs of other plants, but their true power is in
petaled blossoms and flowers. Perhaps it is the beauty and
perfection of these living things that grants them such power, or
maybe flowers are more blessed by the Gods. No one knows why
this is so for the Flower-Enchanters any more than they know where
a Flower-Enchanter gets her powers. It is but one of the many
mysteries that surround them.
What is known is that a flower grown by their hands and picked in
maturity is almost of immeasurable potential. What can be done with
them depends only on what the particular situation demands and
what things are asked for in the enchantment itself. The words seem
to form a vehicle for desire and will, focusing the energies of the
mind and the enchantment through that single point of the flower like
sunlight through a magnifying lens.
It’s also clear that each enchantment takes something out of the
enchanter. Some are stronger than others, just as the things they
ask for are sometimes stronger if the need or desire is great.
Thaumaturges have been killed before by asking for too much or
from asking too often of themselves. Yet there is always someone
who steps in to fill the gap…
- Excerpt from Alistair’s ‘The History of Thaumaturges’
rd

 Thraysdee, the 3 of Thawing, 769 A.E. 
Anthea had gathered everyone from her group into her Apuyyaq,
including the often-absent Bedros and Tuari, who she now
considered an honorary member of their party, despite Rolf’s
protests. There were things to discuss, weighty matters which
required all of their presences.
She glanced over at Nishan, who winked at her, earning another
grumble from the Kerathi present. She’d spent the last three nights in
his arms, savoring the warmth and closeness that it brought to her,
and every Dee Rolf made an issue of it. Todee looked like it’d be
another, as would the next seven Dees, for when one took a woman,
according to Uleaut customs, they took them for a Wayke.
Apparently that was deemed a fortuitous amount of time to get a
woman with child, though it hadn’t clearly been explained why. It
didn’t seem to matter to Rolf that she stood a little straighter, held her
chin up a little higher, and felt more confident and strong because of
the simple kindness the other man showed her. When she’d tried to
explain such a thing, he had turned a deaf ear to her and had walked
off after saying something rude.
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“Did you call us all here to discuss your late-night dalliances and
love play, or was there an actual reason for this meet?” Rolf asked
priggishly, his brow furrowing deeply as his lip curled down into a
heavy frown.
“Rolf –“ Sagira began with a sigh.
“What?” He demanded, letting her fall beneath his displeased gaze,
too, until she quieted and just shook her head.
“What I did saved her from Chogan’s clutches, and what happens
beyond that is between us.” Nishan said, staring down Rolf with one
golden eye.
“I’d rather we’d just killed the man and have been done with it than
see this ridiculous farce continue.” He said in irritation.
“Well live with it,” Anthea said harshly, “because I don’t want
another death on my hands. I’m not about to spill blood when I can
avoid it. These people will need Chogan after we leave.”
Tuari nodded in agreement. “To have killed Chogan would have
been a grave crime. I cannot even begin to imagine what would have
done to you in retribution for that crime. Banishment would have
been the least of the punishments, though that is tantamount to
death usually.”
“Can we skip the moral lesson and get to why we’re here?” Rolf
asked.
Bedros grunted and gnashed his teeth. Rolf looked at him, thought
better of it, and sat down before the Ox-Man tossed him out on his
backside, which he looked quite ready to do. His grumbling subsided
to mutters under his breath as Anthea finally took over the meeting.
Before she began, she cast a mournful look at Rolf, who wilted and
looked away, unable to meet her gaze.
She bit her lip to keep it from trembling. Was what she did every
night to avoid Chogan or having to kill the man to avoid his attentions
so bad? Should she have just subjected herself to him? Would that
have made Rolf happier, or would he have truly struck the man down
and earned them the enmity of the entire camp? Was it merely
jealously, or was it like the protectiveness of an older brother for a
sister because he worried about the things Nishan, an untrustworthy
Rumani as far as he was concerned, did to her at night? Did he
really not trust the man’s honor and her judgment?
The pair had even stopped their training sessions together, as Rolf
was unable to master his mood when the other man was around,
and the last time they’d tried it had broken down into a fist throwing
and shouting match until Rolf had just stalked off. He’d wandered
back in an Ouer after sundown, chilled to the bone. He’d ignored
Anthea’s worried reprimand and brushed off Makan’s attempts at
giving advice the next Dee as well.
“Why I called everyone here was to decide our course in the next
seven Dees. I plan on being gone before Chogan gets a second
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chance at me, and I think it’s about time to head back. Sagira is
nearly healed, we are all recovered as much as we are likely to get
while we stay here, and even Bedros has had his miraculous
recovery.” Anthea looked shamefully over to Bedros, whose eyes
radiated only concern for her despite the guilt she still felt after their
last real conversation.
“That’s well and good, but I don’t recall us finding another Flier or a
handy three-mast sailing ship in the last few Waykes.” Rolf pointed
out, earning another round of dirty looks.
“He’s right. Even if his mood is sour, it does not change the reality
of our situation.” Anthea admitted. “We have no way to get there, so
I’ve come up with a possible idea.”
“What might that be?” Makan asked, strictly curious.
Anthea indicated the budding flowers beside her, colored nubs of
petals not yet unfolded due to their immaturity. “I’ll make another
enchantment, or perhaps cast my vision about to find the easiest
way off of this ice.”
“Is that really the best course of action? I seem to recall, from my
own experiences and those I’ve heard from the others here, that your
previous enchantment dragged you around like you were on a leash
before. It thought little of the pains we suffered through or what we
had to do that lead up to getting shipwrecked here on a field of ice. A
field of ice, I don’t need to add, where we have only survived through
the kindness of Tuari and his camp.” Nishan replied, nodding
appreciatively to the Uleaut boy, who took the gesture with great
humility.
“Have we really got a choice here?” Anthea asked. “What is the
alternative? Shall we sit here and truly become Uleaut in everything
but appearance? I recall that we each have connections back in the
Broken Crown, not to mention duties to my quest that we have been
pursuing if duties of your own to attend to. We all have reasons to
leave that outweigh the ones that say we should stay.”
“The Gods may provide us a way out soon.” Makan suggested
somberly, touching his palm to the top of his head. “Always before
they have offered hints or they’ve given us ways out. Nothing less
than a string of miracles, albeit often painful for us, has brought us
this far. Most of us should have been dead at least once over if not
twice.”
“I trust the Gods, as their hands are truly in our continued
existence.” Anthea replied, touching her thumb and forefinger to her
forehead in the Aurean fashion. “Yet, I can’t help remembering what
I’ve heard some of you say before, and that is that the Gods offer a
general path to walk, but they do not lift your feet and make the steps
for you. They give you a map but they don’t carry you down that
path. We must seek to fulfill their duties for us with a concentrated
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effort of our own, and in this moment that requires us to finally free
ourselves from this land so that we can return to our responsibilities.”
Rolf frowned and voiced his doubts again. “You hope for a way to
repair the Flier? That’s impossible. A boat? Well that’s not going to
happen either. I don’t think we can paddle those little Uleaut canoes
the few thousand Kilomes home either.”
“Kayaks.” Tuari offered, using the Uleaun name for their boats.
“No, I don’t expect any of those things.” Anthea replied. “I think they
will show us another way. I think there are ways we have not even
considered. How did the other Ox-Man get here for example? He
certainly didn’t swim. I’ve seen Ox-Men swim, and they’re not exactly
the best swimmers. Their bodies aren’t shaped for it. They’re land
animals.”
“How did he get here then?” Sagira asked, and her eyes, as well as
everyone else’s in the room had swung toward Bedros, who took the
weight of their stares without worry.
“I think he ran, or walked at least.” Anthea answered, and her
answer was such a surprise that everyone’s eyes snapped back to
her, but she continued to look at Bedros, and in doing so she saw
the truth reflected in his eyes.
“How is that possible?” Three of them asked her at once.
“That’s what I mean to know, as well as if it can be done again for
more of us.” Anthea announced.
“Have you just asked him?” Sagira queried hopefully. “Although, I
don’t know why Bedros would keep such things from us if he knew.”
Bedros began gesturing and making Ox-Man noises, which startled
those sitting closest to him, for he was normally something of a
statue, not prone to trying to communicate. He continued for nearly a
Mynette, for it was not easy to explain things in the language he and
Anthea shared.
“He says he holds some of the memories of the one who died for
him, but even if he knows what was done to get the other here – my
guess about him running here was correct – he cannot duplicate this,
as it took many Ox-Men of great power to do it.”
“Ox-Men of great power? What does that mean?” Tuari wondered,
for he knew the Ox-Men least of any of them, but he was greatly
curious of them. His dark eyes looked upon Bedros without fear or
judgment. He only studied what he could see on the surface and
tried to see beneath what may have been a façade, for any being’s
true nature was often hidden.
“Clearly, they have some mastery of nature or magick that is
unknown to us.” Sagira interpreted.
Bedros would offer no more, despite expectant looks from the
others.
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Anthea eyed each of them in turn. “What of it then? Shall I pluck
one of these flowers from the soil that carried another Ox-Man here
and ask of it how we should get out of these lands?”
“I am not doubting you, Dear One,” Makan said, “believe me in that,
but I just don’t want you to waste a flower. It’s not like those are
easily replaceable. I certainly tried to find some, and had no luck. We
must consider at length how to best use each one until you can find
a greater supply.”
“Then what would you have me ask of it, for I have a flower here
good for little other than looking beyond. If we are to consider that
every trial and every piece of material we have been granted
throughout our journey was put here for a reason by the Gods
themselves or at least their servants, what else would I use such a
tool for?”
“I don’t know, Anthea.” Makan admitted. The fire in her eyes and
the energy she showed surprised him, but it was a pleasant surprise
that reminded him more of how she had been when he first met her.
“Then it is settled. I will ask now. Only tell me what questions to ask
or what sights to ask it to show me.” Anthea requested, looking from
one face to another, expecting a suggestion from each.
“How do we get home?” Makan asked. Then he turned to Sagira
who sat beside him.
“What method of travel will we use to get home?” Sagira asked.
“How did the Ox-Man get here?” Nishan steepled his hands
beneath his chin and grinned.
Rolf shrugged when it was his turn. “Where is the easiest place to
leave here?”
“Do I go with you?” Tuari asked, his question tinted with hope and
apprehension.
“Will we have to kill to get out of here?” Anthea wondered herself, a
dark look crossing her face.
Before any more conversation could be had, she stepped around
legs and feet outstretched on the furs and hides that covered the
floor of her shelter, and she plucked a flower from the soil, taking the
simple network of roots with it. As it tore free of the soil, she felt an
almost electric tingle of excitement running through her body. The
flower was a Crocus, with three sets of purplish petals still wrapped
like a protective cocoons around the yellow anthers that were still
maturing within them. She’d just torn it from the soil that nurtured it,
but the flower seemed to know why and that it was time for it to do
the task it had been born for. It felt ready and willing to do what she
would ask of it.
Anthea sat back down on a pile of furs beside Nishan, who scooted
away to give her room. She rolled her head and stretched her
shoulders before settling into a relaxed pose. Then, with a nervous
laugh, she said, “It’s been awhile.”
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“Do your best, Anthea. It’s all anyone can ask.” Sagira offered
supportively, smiling her half-metal smile. The others in the room,
even Rolf, quickly echoed her sentiments.
Anthea nodded to Sagira, feeling her heart swell a bit with pride that
she had such friends. She closed her eyes for a moment, held the
flower up in front of her face, and slowly opened her eyes. Darker
veins of pigment ran through the small petals, but there was strength
in the small flower. Like her, it was frail and small, but it could thrive
even in icy mountain passes and bloom amongst the thawing snow.
In a way, it was fitting that this flower was the one she had chosen in
the new Yarre and the beginning of the Saysuhn of Brown.
Her mouth made a clicking sound as a torrent of thoughts rushed
into her head and her mind bonded with the spirit of the flower. She
fancied for a brief second that she could almost see a beam of light
between the center of her forehead and the heart of the flower. The
flower rose of its own accord and began to jealously gather the light
from the room. Then her mind blanked except for the words she
knew to say, as if they’d been written on a slate for her to recite.
Crocus born out of ice and snow,
Show us the way by which we must go, and the easy path through all
this snow.
Hope nurtured by my hands, how did the other come to these lands?
Petals of indigo and blue, will Tuari come too?
Blossom by me torn free, whose blood must we see?
Everyone watched with inheld breaths as the empowered words
tore loose from Anthea’s throat, especially Tuari, who had never
seen this before. With each passing syllable, a cadence of
thrumming energy built as light pulsated within the enclosed
blossoms. The blossoms unfolded as the final words spilled from her
mouth and her head tilted back, exposing their golden anthers. Her
hair glowed like the morning sun as it rose from beyond the ice shelf.
Each strand lifted to glisten independently and then weave into
complex patterns, that folded and collapsed upon themselves only to
form anew in another beautiful pattern as if woven by unseen hands.
Then the air darkened and motes of dust and ice began to form up
into shapes, glowing with faint shades of colors much like how Tuari
saw color. Transfixed, everyone watched an aerial view of the land
around them, starting in close first with small lumps indicating the
camp growing smaller as the landscape grew more distant because
the perspective hurried north to show a great iceberg. It focused on a
herd of seals basking in the sun there, numerous for this time of
Yarre.
The picture shattered and then reformed to show plains of
sweeping grasses with dozens of Ox-Men gathering around at the
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shore. One of their number stepped onto a plaque of soil that floated
despite the weight put onto it. The single Ox-Man, complete with a
crooked tail like the one that had died here, turned south and began
running with the chunk of earth staying beneath his feet every step of
the way, propelled by forces unknown. Bedros’ eyes glowed brightly
as he watched even this poor illustration of his people, but it
shattered as he leaned forward as if he might touch it.
Once more the images formed together. This time they showed
Tuari struggling across lands strange to him, lands clearly part of the
Broken Crown. Despair played across the face of the Tuari
representation, and there was blood across his hands, pink stains
that floated within the matrix of crystals of ice and dust. Once more it
showed Tuari, but he seemed to be back in Uleaut lands, and there
was a Nanuq with a darker splotch across its chest rearing up on its
back legs and bellowing with its mouth held wide open to expose its
great maw. Before the bear was a hunched over Uleaut man with a
spear.
As suddenly as the images had begun, they burst apart like a
firework during a Rumani celebration. Bits of dust and snow and
smoke filled the air as the flower disappeared with an audible pop
from where it had floated in front of Anthea. Her hair fell limp around
her face and her head sagged forward. She lolled to the side and
would have fallen had Nishan not caught her.
“I don’t understand. I need to see more.” Tuari protested.
Makan nodded understandingly. “That is how they always are.
They’re but glimpses that you must use to see the whole picture.
Sometimes it’s more worry than help, but Anthea pays the price of
the information regardless of its helpfulness or lack thereof.”
“That was Siarnak, I’m sure. That bear was marked as the one I
know is. Yet was it me it was attacking or defending itself against, or
another? Why were my hands stained with blood when I was in
those foreign lands?” Tuari asked one question after another, his
face contorted with worry.
“Those are questions to which the answers are not easy and cannot
be found until you live the events foretold. Some you might be able
to avoid if you are careful and watchful.” Makan offered. “Live as you
always do, only with a broader eye cast upon things that you might
avoid that which you would not live through.”
“He’s right.” Sagira said. “We’ve seen bad things before, or
confusing things. We can only use what we see to guide our paths,
because what it shows might only be a possibility or even a symbolic
showing of what may occur.”
“Enough about the boy, he’s sure to encounter horrible things if he
doesn’t stay here and play with the seals.” Rolf said dryly, but Tuari
didn’t even register hearing his words. “What about the iceberg,
though? How are we supposed to get home on a chunk of ice?
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They’re not exactly fast moving, and they tend to melt in warmer
waters. They also lack a steering mechanism.”
Makan stroked his reddish chin thoughtfully. “We’ve seen icebergs
near Far Muera a few times. They are usually vastly shrunk from
what they have once been, or so we think. They only appear after
great storms, like the Gods’ Storms. The winds and waves such
storms create can move things great distances, as we know
firsthand.”
“Bedros will take us home.” Anthea announced, surprising even the
Ox-Man. She spoke weakly, but strength and conviction came back
as she continued. “We saw the magick his folk can work. I am certain
he can work similar magick on the iceberg.“
“How can you be sure?” Nishan asked. “We saw little to suggest
that he would lead us.”
“We saw that his people can work miracles with handfuls of dirt.
We’ll take the dirt left here by the other Ox-Man to the iceberg. The
iceberg was shown to be to the north of here. I’m sure we’ll
recognize it when we see it in person. We’ll go and spread the dirt
around.” Anthea surmised.
“Why the dirt?” Rolf asked.
“Usually, an Ox-Man never leaves his home. They take their homes
with them, and this dirt is a piece of the home of that Ox-Man who
died to restore Bedros. His connection to the soil from his people’s
homelands, or at least the piece of it we have here will help us get
home.” Anthea answered. “It makes more sense now that I would
have thought.”
“I’m still lost.” Rolf admitted with a grunt.
“They are part of the land, or at least tied to it. That bond will allow
Bedros to carry the iceberg north as it allowed the other Ox-Man to
come here.”
He still looked dubious about such a plan. “Well, that’s a mighty big
leap of faith, but it seems better than sitting here until we lose a few
fingers and toes each to frostbite. I just hope we don’t end up lost on
a melting chunk of ice in the Outer Seas somewhere. Somehow I
don’t expect that if such a thing would happen that whales would
come and save us.”
“We might get lucky and they might leave you behind while they
rescue the rest of us.” Makan looked irritated, as the whale comment
was something he could not ignore, even if he ignored most of Rolf’s
bitterness and cynicism. “All we need to do is get far enough north to
find a vessel and we can switch to that and hurry home even more
swiftly.”
“Perhaps it’s just me, but I don’t seem to recall where ‘home’ is.”
Nishan remarked. “Where do we go when we get away from here?”
“That is something we must discuss when we get going, and I fear
that we will have nothing but time on our hands once we start north.
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We’ll have to gather as many supplies and as much food as we can
before we go, and see what we can salvage in the way of a shelter
or materials to build one on the iceberg.” Anthea said, adding with
excitement and much energy in her voice, “There’s so much to do.”
Makan looked very serious as he contemplated what they must do.
“Thankfully we have so many hands to pitch in.”
Anthea nodded in agreement. “All must be done so that we can
leave in seven Dees, at the latest.”
Everyone nodded, even Tuari, who still wore a grave expression.
He looked from face to face as if they were the last faces he’d see in
the rest of his life if he went with them. Somehow that thought was
both exhilarating and terrifying to him in the same moment.
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CHAPTER 66
Troubles are the world’s way of saying that you are going against
the current. This is not always a bad thing though. In fact, sometimes
it is necessary to fight the current to right things when they have
gone too far from their correct path…
- Excerpt from Ezhno’s ‘The World is Still Blue’
th

 Noinsdee, the 9 of Thawing, 769 A.E. 
For the last six Dees, it slowly became clearer to the people of the
Uleaut camp that something had changed with their new camp
members. They had stopped participating so much in daily chores,
choosing instead to work on their own projects with materials they’d
gathered themselves. Nishan and Rolf had agreed to work together
briefly to go out on a hunt with Makan and Tuari, who remained
distracted and haunted by the visions Anthea had shown him.
Bedros disappeared off and on again, wandering the frozen plains
only to appear for brief moments, almost as if he wanted to check in
with Anthea to let her know he was still alive but was still
uncomfortable around her. As for Anthea, she had continued to
spend nights in Nishan’s arms and Dees beside Sagira preparing
clothing and supplies for the long trip.
It wasn’t so much that they had a definitive plan, but rather they
expected the pieces to fall into place if they moved in the direction
they’d been shown. As far as they knew, Bedros was no more
capable of doing what he must do with the iceberg than he had been
the Dee he’d been shown the vision. They existed on the blind hope
that everyone would know what to do when the time was right.
Instincts were sometimes better than training.
The camp was abuzz with the change, but they were unable to
complain too much even if the former outsiders had withdrawn in
among themselves, forming a de facto camp within the camp once
more. After all, they did continue to work in accordance with Uleaut
practices, and they fulfilled the minimal duties required by being a
member of the camp. It was just that they worked every available
Ouer doing extra things with the added supplies that they gathered
through hunting trips. Clearly they were making a collection of
everything they might be able to use; it was all being gathered.
The biggest complaint was that the outsiders, for they started to be
regarded again as such because of their recent segregated
behaviors, were once again tinkering with the foreign flying machine,
which had long since been covered in snow and ice to the point
where it was just another lump of white on the landscape. Sleds had
been fashioned of struts and other oblong pieces of metal that would
work of runners. Pole-like shafts were bent and twisted into what
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would be framed shelters around which hides and skins or ice from
the iceberg would be stretched or stacked in such a way as to form a
relatively windproof structure. They couldn’t, after all, depend on the
fact that there would be enough available shelter on the iceberg.
Such a foolhardy expectation would no doubt result in death, and as
Makan had said before, Gods provided opportunity but they did not
give handouts.
Anthea’s Apuyyaq was stacked nearly floor to ceiling, other than in
places where one had to walk or sleep, with materials and supplies
they’d all gathered: blocks of meat wrapped in hides that had been
frozen into neat blocks that one had to warm with body heat to eat,
the parts of the shelters and sleds, the bladders of blood, fat, and
other animal parts that could be used as nourishment, protective
greases to combat the weather, bone tools and needles, blankets
and hides. Many of the hides had not been properly cured for lack of
time, except for when they were traded for older and more worn
pieces from Uleauts who were more than willing to trade theirs to
upgrade their own things if only they waited for the hides to cure
properly. Such strange behaviors, namely trading new things for old,
made little sense to the Uleauts, who were beginning to think that
some infection of the mind had overcome their new camp brethren.
Chogan began to demand explanations that were harder to give.
Nantai, who was perceptive enough to realize that the newcomers
were preparing for a journey of some sort, was slowly beginning to
echo these demands. When enough voices had been raised in
concern and puzzlement, Nantai finally called for a meeting between
himself and Chogan as representatives of the rest of the camp and
Tuari and Anthea as representatives of the newcomers.

“Now that we are here, let us clear the air of our concerns.” Nantai
announced to the three around him, so that the meeting might start
on a note other than accusation. “A camp cannot stand with
members apart.” He added solemnly, quoting Ezhno.
Anthea regarded the elder first, admiring his costume and the
ornate carvings that went into it as well as the scrimshaw
resplendent within his Apuyyaq. Nantai was a man with a lined face,
a rarity among Uleauts, and yet each of those lines represented
wisdom gained and the endurance to survive in such a harsh land.
There was peace and acceptance in his expression, one not echoed
by Chogan.
Chogan’s face had flinty eyes in which dwelt a look of desperation
and distrust. He had never accepted them, and the shameful denial
of Anthea during the last Dee of the Faestivul had only renewed his
misgivings. Clearly, to him, these were people without honor that
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would never fit in. Lines had been drawn and then crossed, and
there would be no going back without major concessions to his pride.
Beside her, Tuari wore the same bewildered look that hadn’t truly
left his face for six Dees. The weight of what he had seen bore
heavily on his soul, and he could not shake it. He worried what his
own existence and the plots of the newcomers would cost his
people, and rightfully so. He was torn between loyalty to his people
and camp, and the duties laid before him by Anthea, the girl of
colors, and Yenis, the Mother of his people.
“Let me begin honestly then, and believe me when I say I have
been meaning to share this with you, only I wanted to wait for such a
time when it would be least inconvenient for the camp.” Anthea
began, pausing now and then for Tuari to draw out of his stupor to
translate. “It must have not escaped your notice that we are
preparing for something. That thing is our leave-taking. We must
return to the lands we came from and follow the paths the Gods have
left for our feet.” She touched her thumb and forefinger to her head
solemnly.
“What of the debts she owes our people?” Chogan demanded
before Nantai could even respond.
Nantai favored his camp’s greatest hunter with a look of rebuke.
“She and her kind have done what they can to repay us. They have
adapted to our ways as closely as is possible for outsiders, and yet I
feel that in their hearts they are still not Uleaut. I was perhaps a fool
for telling them to become like us, as the Nanuq can not become
Qaluk or Kringmerk, because it is against their nature.”
“What of the Milk of Yenis that they have used without spare?”
Chogan demanded angrily.
“We were given it in excess by the Mother to feed these strangers
to our lands.” Nantai replied, clapping his opposed palms together in
front of his chest.
Anthea waited a moment before continuing the conversation,
bowing her head slightly in respect for Yenis, though she was not
one of her people’s favored Gods. “I regret that we must leave, and
we are doing the most we can to leave as gracefully and with as little
strain to your people as possible. We are preparing knives of foreign
metal that will not dull within your lifetimes, and other gifts for your
camp to help offset what we have taken during our stay. We also
leave you with my Apuyyaq and some of the fruits of our labors over
the last few Waykes. We would only take the extra that we have
gathered this Wayke to feed and shelter us as we travel.” She
proffered one of the knives as a sample, a bronze-colored hand’s
length of Aurean metal with a short serrated portion of the blade near
the handgrip of bone and wrapped leather. They were Rolf’s work
actually, with touches from Makan and Bedros.
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Chogan snorted in disgust. “These gifts are but a pittance
compared to what they have taken.”
Nantai would have none of it. He held up the knife in his open
palms and smiled. “The knives they offer are a great boon to our
people, unmatched tools that we would be fools to devalue. Do not
let your pride blind you, Chogan. That is an important lesson for any
man, especially one who may some Dee be leader of this camp.” He
took a breath and then turned back to Anthea before speaking more,
relying on Tuari as a translator still. “When would you leave us,
daughter of the skies?”
Anthea smiled at the apt name he offered to her in respect. She
thought for a moment for a similar title she might offer him in return.
“Elder brother of these snows, I would leave on the morrow. Nextdee
is as good a Dee as any, and I perceive a need for expediency, lest
the weather or the world turn against us. The change of the Yarre is
a signal for us to change our ways and begin anew our journey.”
Nantai smiled broadly at the title she gave him, but he looked a bit
troubled as well. “So soon you leave us. I had not expected this.”
“Things tug at our hearts, minds, and our feet. Things have been
set in motion that cannot end until we return to put them at rest.
There is a storm gathering in the north, and we must plunge to the
heart of it and still its awful winds before it consumes all.” Anthea
prophesied.
Chogan’s face darkened. “How do we know you will not bring this
storm down upon us or that you have already not brought us to its
attention?”
Anthea turned to the hunter after Tuari explained his words. “Tell
this one that darkness may follow in any woman or man’s footsteps,
but the brightness of one’s heart and goodness might turn it away. I
pray that he is not one to harbor such darkness and let it take root. If
his people are strong in their ways, I feel that the evils of the world
will leave them be as they have always been.”
Tuari hesitated at first, but then after a nudging in the ribs from
Anthea, spoke her words. Chogan hissed as he expelled a breath.
That she’d accused him of being a man of wavering heart who might
bring harm to his people was a serious matter.
“Who is this girl to question me so?” Chogan demanded hotly,
wringing his hands in fury as if wanting for a knife to cut her throat.
“There is an opportunity for darkness in all men’s hearts. She
speaks truly.” Nantai announced. “Yenis may have birthed a pure
race, but the trials of the world can make us impure if we let them.”
“I see more darkness in her than in a thousand nights.” Chogan
spat at her.
“Then you see falsely,” Tuari declared bitterly, “for she is a child of
light. She is a daughter of the Sun Queen and the fierce warrior God
Cainel, whom her mother’s folk worship. She is the embodiment of
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wrath and vengeance, in that she is the light that uncovers the truth
and the fire that burns away the wrong. She has seen dark things in
our futures, yet she plods forward because it is her assigned task.”
“What are these things you say?” Nantai asked in surprise. Chogan
looked apoplectic that the boy was questioning him or trying to offer
him a lesson, but Nantai still held the floor. “What are these visions
you speak of and the storm she has spoken of?”
“A darkness, one of man’s making and perhaps more, has befallen
the lands of the Broken Crown.” Anthea answered. “In my dreams I
see what has begun and what is still to come. I have shared some
visions with my fellows in order for them to understand the part we
must play, but we see only glimpses of a greater picture. I fear that
which is to come, because surely it is larger than the feud and
deaths that have surrounded the two peoples of my heritage. This is
something that threatens to spread to every corner of the lands to
the north like that which has not been seen in many Hectoyarres.”
Nantai’s brow furrowed as he took her words to heart, clearly
moved by what he had heard. “Then I pray that we stay clear of it.”
“Yours are a remote people, but when Gods are involved, who is to
say how far the effects might spread if we do not do their bidding?”
“Or even if you do their bidding.” Nantai replied. “Perhaps it is best
that you leave soon, that you tarry here can do us and you no good. I
worry only that you haven’t the means to go, and we have little we
can offer.”
“Then give me one of the Bosoms of Yenis and what little else we
might require that we have not yet gathered.” Anthea asked.
Nantai thought for a moment, staring deeply into Anthea’s eyes to
see if she was worthy of such a gift. “It will be as you ask, though you
must know that the one gift you ask has never been shared with
outsiders before.”
“But we are not truly outsiders, as we have been invited and
accepted into your camp.” Anthea replied with a soft and
appreciative smile, which Nantai returned in kind.
“This is not possible!” Chogan raised his voice as he lifted himself
out of his cross-legged sitting position.
Nantai looked to be bordering on anger himself as he rebuked the
lead hunter once more. “Stay, hunter. Know your place. If what they
say is true, we would be remiss to not offer them all we can.”
“You hand away our legacy like it were of modest value.” He
protested.
“No, rather I think we both understand the worth of what I offer her.
I only hope that it might be a spear in her hands to deal defeat to the
evil that dwells in the north, and that would indeed be a small price to
pay to retain our way of life unchanged by the ways of men who
have forgotten to listen to the voices of the world around them.”
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“Then it is settled, and we will leave nextdee.” Anthea announced. “I
must prepare, and I wouldn’t think to take more of your time.”
Nantai waved them off, not out of rudeness, but because he had to
speak at more length with Chogan, who was eyeing Anthea darkly
even as he spilled long strings of Uleaun from his mouth in protest of
what was occurring. Tuari didn’t even translate, but Anthea could see
from his face that they were severe words being said, not that she’d
have expected less.
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CHAPTER 67
Journeys start not with a single step, but rather with a plan for that
first step…
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘The Way of Things’
th

 Zehnsdee, the 10 of Thawing, 769 A.E. 
Nishan blinked his eye against the crystals of snow being thrown at
his face.
He looked at the baggage they’d assembled, a motley collection of
sleds made from Aurean materials and the regional variety that had
been made by novices in the arts of the Uleaut people - them. These
were all packed with spare supplies, mostly meat and the supplies
for throwing up a shelter on the iceberg when they got there.
Anthea’s trough of ice, containing the flowers that remained and the
random grasses and weeds that also grew within, had been cut from
its place in the center of her Apuyyaq and was on a pair of Aurean
runners. A tarp of sorts had been tied over it to protect the fragile
flowers and infant grasses from the elements
Uleaut children milled about with great interest, weaving between
adult onlookers, and the camp dogs that came to bid Nishan
farewell. The dogs knew, even if the children didn’t. There was
something in the air that clued them off, and seeing how he was their
favorite, Nishan got the lion’s share of their goodbyes, which
consisted of excited tail wagging, yipping, prancing, and other playful
manners. Such noise brought out even the more reclusive
campsfolk, who gathered to either side of the train muttering among
themselves as they waited for some declaration of what was
occurring.
Nantai came out eventually, forming the head of the bank of Uleaut
faces on one side. He carried with him a few bundles, and another
Uleaut behind him carried even more things. Nishan barely had an
eye for them. He looked instead for Chogan, whose scowling face
wasn’t to be found among those that gathered around.
Nishan listened to the heartbeats in the crowd around him and
smelled the emotions that ran through the crowd with Nantai’s
eventual explanation that they were leaving. Many registered
surprise or even mild relief as tensions had been on the rise of late,
but there were also some feelings of genuine sadness. One woman
in particular rushed forward to hug Sagira, whom she’d worked sideby-side with for Waykes even if they’d hardly exchanged words.
Makan laughed mirthfully at this, and that only seemed to encourage
the other Uleauts to converge on the group for well wishing and
grasps of hands accompanied by nods. Some ran off to return
quickly with small trinkets or other small gifts that they pressed into
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hands that could only accept lest they offend the spirit in which they
were offered. None of them really needed to be weighted down
extra, but some of the gifts were practical.
Even he found a few gifts pressed upon him, by shy women
sometimes of inappropriate ages, or from a few of the men who had
once or twice crossed weapons with him; some men had wanted in
on the practices he and Rolf had been having up until about a Wayke
ago. This had peaked during the Faestivul, when a dozen or more of
them had sparred. Even Makan had joined in then, and Sagira had
showed off some relatively fancy knife work of Elegian style, though
her limbs had limited what she could show. Of course, some of that
was feigned helplessness. That much was clear. He’d seen how she
moved when Uleaut eyes weren’t on her or when she thought no one
was looking. There were good reasons for hiding her true abilities
though.
His attention was drawn back from the crowd, which melted back
from them when Nantai began to speak again. He offered the first of
his gifts directly to Anthea, a long and narrow bundle wrapped in the
slickest of seal hide. They all waited for Tuari’s explanation.
“Within is a token of whalebone grafted with the magic of protection
that the blessings of Yenis can provide. We would give this to the
Mueran, though we know of his respect for the creature that
surrendered its life to give it. Perhaps he can make the animal’s
sacrifice a worthy one.”
Makan twitched slightly, and wordlessly accepted the gift from
Anthea’s hands, which he drew out. It was an oblong spear of curled
ivory nearly two Mayters long that had been traced with very delicate
pictures of the sea and whales, illustrations that had been carved
into it by Nantai’s own careful hands. It glistened like fire in his
hands, and he swallowed deeply, for he knew it was a narwhal’s
tusk. His hands trembled as they enwrapped the tusk and he felt a
tingling throughout his whole body. Never before had he held one of
these, for the narwhal were considered to be one of the rarest and
most special kinds of whales. It bordered on blasphemy to hold it,
and yet as he did he could feel the power of the arctic whale in it, a
power for good. He simply hoped that he could use it in accordance
with Fallu’s will. He touched his palm to the crown of his head, first in
reverence to Fallu, and then he bowed in deep respect to Nantai, a
gesture returned by the elder.
Next came small gifts of furs, crampons, and food from the stores of
Nantai himself. These were modest when compared to the gift to
Makan or the gift that came next. A single flower the size of a large
onion bulb or an eggplant was drawn out from under a shimmery
cloth that had been woven of an arctic fox’s tail fur.
Anthea breathed deeply when she saw it. The waxy flower
reminded her of a grey blueberry, for it had a bladed circle of
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protrusions on the top that reminded her of the berry’s crown, but
also the thing’s general shape was like a squat blueberry half the
size of her head. It had little in the way of roots, which was curious,
making it quite possibly not a true flower, but from the tug it gave her
heart to simply see it, she knew it was more than any mere plant.
She licked her chapped lips and eagerly stepped forward to accept
the plant. It quivered in her hands as if it was meant for her, and she
smiled broadly as Tuari translated words from Nantai that she had
hardly heard, so caught up was she in the plant.
“I gift unto the daughter of the skies, the one fallen from mountains,
the flower she asks for. May she recall her time among us as a
blessed time and use this most precious of gifts to right what is
wrong with the world, that our way of life isn’t interfered with.” Tuari
explained with a deep and serious sigh, for this was indeed a tall
order and responsibility.
Anthea quickly returned the gesture by bestowing more of the
special knives of Aurean alloy unto Nantai, which he dispersed to the
greatest hunters around him. The knives were observed with Oohs
and Aahs as they were lifted aloft to catch the sun on their bronzecolored cutting surfaces. The other gifts they were leaving behind for
the camp were piled outside of Anthea’s Apuyyaq, so she did not
need to hand those out specifically. She merely pointed to them and
bowed, and her meaning was clearly taken.
“Let us go then in peace, taking with us the gifts we’ve been given.”
Anthea announced loudly when the gift giving was finished. Her
voice carried well enough in the morning winds that it reached every
ear. “We’ve far to travel, and that distant gets no shorter the longer
we delay, but our path grows harder every Dee we wait.”
As this was explained to the eager, round faces of the Uleauts who
drank in her words, they cheered them on, almost pushing them out
of the camp as they once more flooded in around them to help carry
their burdens out of camp. Children, dogs, and some of the adults
followed for several Mynettes. Some of the campsfolk followed for
significant fractions of that first Ouer, but even they eventually broke
off from the column led by the imposing figure of Bedros.
Nishan breathed a little easier when they were all gone, for that
made the pounding of familiar hearts all that much duller in his ears.
He’d not had this much peace from the white noise of lives around
him since their flight from Rihyas and their trek up the stairs of
Aetheline. Although, as he thought about such things, he realized
that Anthea’s heartbeat had never been so strong in his senses as
those nights they’d spent in each other’s arms.
He’d breathed in her scent, tasted the soft skin of her lips, and he’d
felt his heart assume a rhythm with hers. Never had he felt so at
peace and oblivious to the outside world as he had those nights, but
they were gone and past. He knew he couldn’t expect such a thing to
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continue, regardless of how he and she might want it. They’d not risk
open confrontation with Rolf at this point. Yet even though he
understood that, it didn’t lessen his desires. He craved her touch and
her warmth.
As the Dee wound down, he decided that it must suffice that they all
slept in a huddled mess. That closeness would have to do. So they
bedded down sheltered by furs stretched across frames of Aurean
metal and a circle of sleds that they’d pulled Kilomes already with
many more Kilomes still ahead of them. Rolf purposely situated
himself in such a way as to prevent him from lying beside Anthea
again. Instead she was trapped between a restless Bedros and the
commingled limbs of Makan and Sagira who lay together under a
large set of blankets for mutual warmth. At least Tuari slept fitfully
beside Rolf, tossing and turning in a way that irritated the Kerathi but
gave Nishan a feeling of justice being served. If he was to be denied
a decent night’s rest, than so should the one who deprived him of
that thing.
He lay there for the better part of an Ouer, just trying to close his
eye and let sleep take him. As he felt his heartbeat separate itself
from Anthea’s, something that caused him great grief, he felt
something beyond their small group. There was a thrumming out
there on the frozen plains, the thrumming of three more hearts. One
was that of a beast, and the other two heartbeats were those of
Uleaut men.
Nishan found his eye meeting Bedros’ in the restless Mynettes after
everyone else had gone to sleep. Volumes past between them in just
one significant glance, but they both came away from that glance
knowing that the other sensed the men and beast out there
somewhere.
Such a thing meant Chogan was following them for certain. This in
and of itself was of small concern, but killing him when the time came
would have to be handled just right. It wouldn’t do to let their
departure be stained with such an ill omen for the camp that had
sheltered them, and it also wouldn’t do to let another death weigh on
Anthea’s already heavy heart if it could be avoided.
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CHAPTER 68
Betrayal is to espionage what breathing is to life…
- Excerpt from Iago’s ‘Trust Unfounded’
th

 Tewsdee, the 12 of Thawing, 769 A.E. 
Iago laughed aloud when one of his trusted attendants brought him
the news that Sef, chief messenger of Sanura II, had landed at the
foot of the Great Stairs. After dismissing the attendant, who was
gazing curiously at the Elegian woman in the gilded cage in the
corner of his spacious office, Iago walked over to speak with his
prisoner. He pulled his office’s silken curtains aside from the
windows to let more light in to illuminate the room. Success was best
viewed in bright light after all.
Tahirah III sat placidly in her cage – a cube wrought of Aurean
alloys some three Mayters on a side. She had a simple white wrap
around her, also in the Aurean style, so her left breast was not bared
as was normal for her people when they were of high import. Of
course, the fact that she was no longer important coupled with the
fact that the flesh torn when he’d ripped the ring from her nipple had
not healed yet, meant that she didn’t really need to keep to Elegian
fashion styles. The bruises around her nose and eyes had lightened,
but they were not entirely gone, though her dark complexion hid
some of the purpling of the bruises. Her nose hadn’t been set right
either, so it tilted a little toward the left of her face. Other places on
her body were also bruised, but many of those were recent rather
than the result of her kidnapping.
Unfortunately, the Empress had proved to be quite resistant to
physical tortures, being that she was a practiced sadomasochist.
They’d not gone into any dismemberment or bone breaking because
of the permanency of such a thing. It wasn’t that he lacked the
cruelty to order it done or to do so himself, but then he’d have to look
at a malformed creature. It wasn’t worth having such a valuable
captive if he couldn’t gaze upon her at will and enjoy his victory. So
lately they’d been experimenting in deprivations, be they the
cushions in her cage, the chamber pot, food, water, or any other
easily removed staple of life she would want. The woman was
strong-willed, and Iago greatly anticipated finally breaking her spirit, if
it could be done without killing her.
“I must go meet the people who conspired to place you in my loving
hands. Do try to be quiet while I’m gone.” Iago suggested, looking
pointedly at the muzzle she’d been fitted with that prevented her from
talking. “We can’t have you shouting like before.”
The Empress looked back at him, and while her body was relaxed,
her eyes shined with hatred that ran deep. Iago gave her a cheerful
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wave and hurried out of his chamber. From there, he ducked into
one of the many passages hidden within the Colonnadi Dignitae.
The Colonnadi Dignitae had been built in a time of suspicion and
unrest, and as the headquarters of the greatest man in the Aurean
nation, it needed secret passages. That they existed was a wellknown thing. It was no secret. How extensive they were or where
they ran was a secret though. Aureans, being thin by nature, could
squeeze through narrow passages quite well, and so many of the
passages in the Colonnadi Dignitae were just wide enough for an
average-sized man to slide through with his shoulders turned
sideways and his back against the wall.
That was exactly how Iago slipped through the parts of the warren
of passages that traced through the part of the tower near his main
office. He had backup offices and additional passages to those,
some crawlspaces, some thin walkways, and still others were narrow
shafts with grooves cut into the walls so that one could press their
back against the opposite wall and climb with the toeholds and
fingerholds. He knew more of the system than any living man, more
than even the Grand Helion; he’d made sure of that. Even his mosttrusted agents knew only small portions of the system, a quarter at
best, and even that much was more than enough to be dangerous.
By the time he’d made free of Aetheline proper, Iago had used
many of these secret passages to escape the main tower, and more
of them that had been cut into other buildings and the walls of the
city itself. It was a short slide down a tunnel he had rigged with a sled
on a system of pulleys to make it to the nearest waystation, which
was where Sef would be waiting. Sure, he could have walked, and
usually he would have, but eagerness overtook him this Dee, as he
much wanted to hear the messenger’s words. He was so eager that
he’d went through more of the passages than he’d had to, and as
they were often very dark, he felt queasiness mixing with his
anticipation.
Sef was waiting for him, shivering against the cold even though the
mountain’s steam vent had been opened for the man’s comfort by
some of Iago’s agents, who had preceded the man here. Iago
nodded briefly to the dark-skinned man, his eyes washing over the
man’s plain, broad features. He took in how the man had quite fine
raiment todee, more so than before. Clearly he’d jumped up in pay or
Sanura II was trying to impress him with petty riches. Sef’s finely
embroidered robes were inappropriate for this climate despite how
nice they were, so any point she might have been trying to make was
lost to the foolishness of her servant’s appearance.
“How was your trip? I trust my men flew you straight here without
undue delay?” Iago asked, cutting through Sef’s ten Mynettes of
introductions and flowery speech before it could even begin.
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Sef looked taken aback for a moment to have such a mundane
thing discussed instead of the topics they’d obviously come to speak
of. “It was fine, sir, much faster than conventional methods. I must
convey unto you my appreciation. It makes our discussions much
easier when relayed in an expedited fashion.”
“Yet speed often makes for mistakes, like when decisions are made
out of haste rather than out of proper introspection.”
“But in some cases, haste is called for, as with this last matter,
which we carried out rather quickly, thanks in no small part to the
planning of the Empress Sanura II.” Sef replied, kissing his palms
and then clapping them together.
Iago tapped his index finger thoughtfully upon his lips. “While your
gesture of respect seems more appropriate now than nearly a Munth
ago, I must wonder if it is still inappropriate. I must only assume by
now that your Empress-In-Waiting has discovered my duplicity.”
“You speak of the matter of the Empress having been kidnapped
instead of killed as agreed?” Sef accused, his eyes glinting like twin
pieces of flint, reflecting the irritation of his distant master. “That
much was determined after a simple examination, though she and I
are perhaps the only ones alive within the Empire that know it.”
Iago’s face split into a broad grin, mostly just to irritate the other
man. “Of course, what else would I speak of? However, I think it’s
only fair considering the traps that she had laid in wait for me after I
completed my task.” His grin shrank a bit as he recalled the teams of
assassins that had combed through the city at the designated
meeting points, as well as some places that had not been agreed
upon. Sanura II’s men had penetrated into his circles and had
discerned some of the backup locations he had set up as exits. His
agents and her counter-agents had shed much blood to discover
each other’s secrets.
“There were unfortunate losses and errors made on both side, I
think we can agree to that.” Sef replied. “Sanura would like the
prisoner destroyed or adequate proof of her real demise provided.”
“I’m sure she would, but you must realize that while your Empress
might play at these things on the surface, I am in a much deeper
game. The lifespans of Aureans are longer and our plots far broader
than those of lowlanders, who must dabble in our games hurriedly
lest they die before their plans can come to bear fruit. I am not one of
those sort, Sef, and you may tell your Empress that she will have no
such sign from me until she has fully engaged Corydon and his men
in war.”
“This is unacceptable.”
Iago rolled his shoulders in an exaggerated shrug. “I care not what
is acceptable to her. She couldn’t have been as foolish as to expect
anything less, just as I expected her to try to kill me. She must have
known, in her infinite wisdom, that we would seek insurance that she
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wouldn’t merely try to ascend the throne early and then rest on her
royal behind without carrying through on her end of the bargain.”
“You speak as if the Grand Helion were behind you…” Sef
ventured.
“And you fish for information. My ties within and without my
government are my business, but suffice it to say that they far
surpass those of the girl who sits on her broad throne and suddenly
has a large role to fill. I might suggest she see to her lands and her
end of the bargain rather than send her toad to bark useless threats
at me.”
Sef’s fists clenched and then unclenched, as did his jaw. He knew
better than to make a big issue of the slander of his Empress, for
such indignation would do him and his Empress little good. What she
did not hear could not harm her, but him reacting to such simple
provocations would. “I beg you watch your tone, sir.” He said it
angrily at first, but it was clear to both of them that he was in the
weaker position, so he switched to a more diplomatic tone as he
continued. “We are working as partners in this, and if you have
fulfilled your obligations, I must assure you that the Empress fully
intends to fulfill hers. Already the people are being whipped up into a
fury, hungry for revenge.”
“I imagine the nationalistic riots, the expulsion of foreigners, and the
calling up of the army might take a good Munth, but time is not
something that she may have if Corydon decides to move against
her first. She will have to move in force, too, for Corydon’s resources
deepen with each passing Dee.”
“The Empress, though new, is not without military advisors and the
wealth of many Hectoyarres of strategic instruction at her fingertips.
The wisdom of the greatest strategists the Empire has ever created
is at her disposal.”
“Well I hope she plans on using more than books and students of
books on war in the attack, for neither kill men very fast.” Iago said
dryly.
Sef struggled to master himself once more, but it was clear that this
man had the upper hand. His hand itched to stray to the Yataghan
on his hip, but he stilled that urge as well. Iago’s eyes were sharp
and his movements belied quick reflexes. “Your worries are
unfounded. Already a series of plans are being readied for the
various assault methods that will be used.”
“Might I suggest hitting the outlying settlements first? He’s begun to
spread beyond Maethlin as I understand it, and Maethlin itself will be
a difficult nut to crack. Drawing his soldiers out where you can face
them away from the towers that laid the Kerathi fleet to waste before
they could even touch their keels upon his shore, would be highly
advisable.”
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“A direct and immediate assault was not planned, and while I
cannot share the details of our plans with you for various reasons,
know that some are of like mind with you. Any additional information
you can disclose about Aurean fighting styles, their equipment, their
numbers, their locations, and their defenses would be greatly
appreciated.”
Iago nodded, and as he’d been prepared for this, he made a grand
gesture of cooperation. “I will send a few advisors with you, who
might be able to serve as advisors about Corydon’s men and how to
defeat his particular breed of Aureans.”
The other man pursed his lips into a frown. “You seem unworried
that such information might be used against you.”
“Because I have your Empress, and you can hardly march an army
up the Great Stairs without being noticed.”
“There is that.” Sef admitted.
“You can tell your Empress,” Iago began, putting a special dubious
emphasis on her title, “that she needn’t worry about her predecessor
if she only carries through with her end of the bargain. I quite like her
as a pet, and I’d not want to part with her, but…” He paused
dramatically and sighed, “I’ll be more than willing to return her to
power if it ends up that your master’s promises were but empty
words.”
Sef nodded. “I shall relay your message, but have good faith that
what was promised will happen in due time.” Sef bowed, and hastily
made his way out to the Flier that would take him back to the base of
the Great Stairs.
“I have better than good faith, I have insurance.” Iago said to
himself after the man was gone. Another grin broke across his face
as his mind drifted to the insurance that rested in a cage in his office.
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CHAPTER 69
What is life other than a series of trials? What can come of a life
without trials?
I think nothing, for that would be to not live at all. Yet man is the
only creature that can live a life without trial if the Gods and his very
nature favor such a thing. He may set himself up to live a life without
challenges, and only nature and the will of the Gods can interfere
with this plan of peace. Everywhere else, beasts and plants must vie
for every scrap of food and every breath of air. The nature of the
world is a competitive one…
- Excerpt from Okapi’s ‘Flora and Fauna of the Broken Crown’
th

 Sechsdee, the 16 of Thawing, 769 A.E. 
For Dees they’d been sloughing through snow and ice, hazarding
storms and unstable ice to work their way to the sea. It seemed
impossible to most of them, that they might ever reach what was the
furthest southern reach of the Outer Seas. Though they had started
out heading north, they’d turned east after only a Dee, and had been
heading in a mostly eastward direction since then, occasionally
heading north when going east was no longer possible. Certainly
they could have just gone to the sea, but they were following the
visions shown them by Anthea’s enchantment, and so such an easy
path was not waiting for them.
Sagira suffered the worst, for her rehabilitating leg was not up to the
task of walking along or even standing for so many Ouers of the
Dee. She walked when she could, but the rest of them took turns
working in pairs or trios pulling her along on a sled when she could
go no further on her own. When they did this, Bedros proved again
how invaluable he was, for with his great strength he was able to
tirelessly drag most of their supplies along under his own power.
Beyond that, the land seemed to bend to his hooves, offering him
steady purchase so that he never slipped. Anthea had not noticed it
at first, but Nishan’s keen eyes had seen as much after he’d been
moved to curiosity from something Tuari had said about how surefooted the Ox-Man seemed. Anthea had watched closely after that,
supplemented by Nishan’s own detailed observations. They’d both
concluded that it was most unnatural, or perhaps just very natural,
the way in which Bedros moved. His hooves never sank down into
the snow even where theirs did, and they had snowshoes on. He
glided across the frozen landscape like it was pushing him up to bear
him along.
Yet while this was odd, they’d understood that the Ox-Men had ties
to the land that could not be easily explained. It was just that this OxMan in particular, perhaps denoted by his new horns and his
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changed appearance, had also bonded with this frozen land. His
second pair of horns, silvery-clear, as well as his whiter fur, his more
intelligent eyes, and more deft fingers, they were all touches of this
land and it’s gifts or costs upon him. If all of that truly was evidence
of his bond to the Uleaut lands, then they decided that could only
bode well for them if he was to have to command an iceberg to do
his bidding.
As for the rest of them, they trudged along in the wake of the sleds
he pulled, crossing seemingly endless Kilomes of white until even
Anthea began to despair that she had acquired the Uleaut affliction
of being unable to see color. That worry was minor compared to the
soreness, the pain, and the dull boredom of simply walking and
surviving. Minds would wander, as the routines became second
nature. No longer was a large portion of the mind required to poke
the ice and check for weak spots when they crossed a gorge. Any of
them could do those things even in their sleep, so it became that
Dees passed with no real reckoning of the Ouers that had passed.
One blended into the next, with only unfulfilling meals punctuating
the monotony. The exceptions to this were: Makan, who had spent
much of his life staring at vast stretches of rolling waves that looked
much like one another; Bedros, who looked ever more alive with
each northward step he took; and Nishan, whose sharp senses were
able to determine enough small contrasts in the setting that he was
never quite bored. Still, even Makan and Nishan got a bit short with
the others from time to time. It was only Bedros who seemed entirely
unaffected by the environs they traversed.
Nishan also had another reason to keep alert, that being that they’d
been followed ever since they’d left camp. At night their entourage
would close in a bit, just far enough that they might not be seen
unless directly sought out, but close enough that they could easily
pick up the tracks of their party the next Dee, even if the weather had
tried to scour away any traces of them. Of course, six people, an OxMan, and half a dozen sleds weren’t exactly hard to track, not for a
pair of Uleaut hunters and a Nanuq. In the stillness of the night,
amidst the winds that raked across the land, Nishan listened to nine
heartbeats besides his own, and he knew them all. During the Dee, it
was harder, because the familiar heartbeats of his companions were
racing from the effort, but when they relaxed to rest at night, he could
listen to those heartbeats from afar and know who they were:
Chogan, Apiatan, and the Nanuq Siarnak.
Apiatan’s presence, as well as that of the mysterious white bear,
was a puzzle to Nishan. Apiatan was a hunter from Chogan’s group,
the one that Makan had been part of during his time in the camp. But
this was a personal vendetta, so why bring another? If it had been a
simple escort from the camp to the shore, then they’d have traveled
with them and not apart. Tuari had sufficed for negotiating their way
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past the two small hunting groups from other camps that they’d met
thus far, which had entitled little more than introductions to the
strange companions the Uleaut boy had and the giving of small gifts
of passage that they’d prepared for that eventuality. Nishan
wondered about this up to the Dee they finally caught a glimpse of
their iceberg.
“We are here.” Anthea pronounced suddenly, her gaze directing
everyone else’s toward a shape of white amidst hundreds of other
that matched what her enchantment had shown them all.
They’d come to the edge of a cliff that jutted out with a great
cutback beneath it. It offered a great vantage point of the area
around them, as it was some number of Mayters above the
surrounding area, and perhaps fifty Mayters from the iceberg-laden
water below.
“I see it.” Rolf said, pointing out to it where it floated among the dark
blue waters, only a few Mayters from the other icebergs that would
serve as stepping-stones for them to reach it.
Sagira sighed in relief and sagged against Makan, who took the
burden of her weight gladly despite his own weariness. “At last.”
They settled in to rest before they attempted the descent, but
behind them, Nishan felt the two hunters surge forward to catch up.
Somehow they must have known that the journey was nearly at an
end, requiring only a short jaunt down and around the cliff they stood
on. Then they would cut across the field of white islands that floated
between them and their goal. Nishan closed his eye and felt the
heartbeats growing nearer, trying to gauge their distance and their
approach time. At the speed they were traveling, they would
intercept them before they could reach the bottom of the cliff by the
means that Tuari and Rolf had begun to search for.
Tuari turned back from his vantage point that overlooked the
rugged paths down to the water level with his mouth curling into a
great O of surprise. His eyes glazed over and his body went slack.
Nishan observed the boy’s heartbeat, starting in surprise when he
felt the boy’s consciousness split away from his body and race back
toward Chogan. Moments later he was back in his body and running
toward the group, leaving a surprised Rolf to stand there and watch
his back as it retreated from him.
“Chogan is coming!” Tuari shouted in alarm.
Anthea’s head snapped toward Tuari. “What?”
“Chogan is near.” The Uleaut answered, looking in the direction
Chogan would come from.
“Why would he be near?” Sagira asked, voicing the question on
everyone’s mind. “He’s back at camp, and that’s Dees away.”
“I don’t see him.” Makan remarked, looking from the horizon to
Tuari and then back. A thoughtful frown settled onto his face as he
considered Tuari’s statement.
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“Perhaps the boy’s eyesight is better suited for this land, but he
says nothing I do not already know. Chogan has been following us
the whole time.” Nishan offered, protecting the boy from having to
share his ability to see from afar, though Tuari had already explained
as much without saying a word. “I could hear their heartbeats.”
“Why didn’t you say something?” Anthea demanded accusingly,
wounding him with the look of betrayal she wore.
“Would you have rather worried for all these Dees as you walked
here?”
“No, but still I should have known.”
“I could just as soon say there’s a storm coming, for all the good
you could do about it.”
“There’s a storm coming?” Anthea asked in alarm.
“Isn’t there always?”
Bedros grunted in assent, his eyes turning toward the iceberg as if
it called out to him, which for all Nishan knew, it did. Anthea followed
the Ox-Man’s eyes, and then cast a look back toward the direction
Tuari still looked.
“Can we make it to the iceberg before he reaches us?” She asked.
“I’d like to avoid any unnecessary bloodshed.”
“No.” Nishan answered.
Rolf had returned, trudging along to follow Tuari’s excited footsteps.
“What’s going on?”
“Chogan.” Makan answered with a word.
Rolf unlimbered a rifle. “Let’s make an end of it then. He’s certainly
given us reason enough.”
Tuari slapped away the barrel of the rifle bitterly. “Would you betray
all that my people have done for you?”
Rolf snorted. “I would spare us the danger of having a pointless
duel or something foolish.”
“How do you know what he comes for?” Tuari asked, but it was a
futile question, for even he knew what the man came for.
“I don’t see what he hopes to gain against us all. He can’t possibly
defeat us.” Sagira said, clenching mittened fists around the pair of
Yataghan knives near her belt.
Two figures appeared on the horizon, grey and brown clad in the
skins of their many kills, as they watched.
“He will ask for a challenge against Nishan. He comes not as much
for Anthea now as for the wound against his pride. I suppose he
could not live with the slight given him and be the elder of our people
when it is his time.” Tuari raised his eyes to meet Nishan’s one
exposed eye. “He lost face that night you took Anthea.”
Nishan shrugged. He had figured it would come down to this. It was
all a matter of when. “It was better than the alternative. I will go and
meet him if that is what he wishes.”
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Anthea looked nervously from Chogan’s approaching figure on the
horizon to Nishan. “I don’t like this one bit.”
“I don’t mind.” Nishan replied, taking a step toward Chogan.
“Can we not talk him out of it?” Anthea asked, though there was
little hope in her voice.
Sagira shook her head. “Men are foolish, prideful creatures.
Sometimes you just have to let them fall down because they would
not take your hand even if you offer it.”
Nishan started out away from them, heading to meet Chogan. Tuari
fell in beside him.
“Wait. Why are just you two going? Why not wait here and meet
them?” Anthea asked, surprised they’d not use their numerical
advantage.
“He must answer the challenge, and I must be his witness, as
Apiatan is to Chogan.” Tuari replied; he unknowingly answered the
question that had been bothering Nishan since they’d left the camp
and he’d first sensed the heartbeats following their trail.
Even then, Anthea started to follow, but Rolf restrained her with a
hand that she angrily shook off. Nishan smiled and tried not to listen
to what passed between the two, choosing instead to imagine that
Anthea was worried about him out of something more than just
friendship. It lightened his steps and eased his heart as he walked
toward a man he must kill.

Chogan stood with his spear in his right hand and a knife in his left.
Apiatan waited behind and to his left him with his own spear ready
and in his hands, but it was clear that he held it as a tool and not as
a weapon – for the moment at least. Nishan stopped five paces from
Chogan, and Tuari stepped into his spot behind and to the right of
Nishan, so that he directly faced Apiatan.
Nishan cast aside his own spear, really little more than an icechecking tool, and bared his hands to the cold, only to swap his
heavy mittens for tighter and thinner sealskin gloves. He slipped his
fingers through the holes in his Kerambit knives and tightened his
knuckles around them, enjoying the feel of the sturdy base of the
knife against his palms. He was going to be giving up a serious
amount of range to the man with the spear, but better to fight with a
familiar weapon than an unfamiliar one. The dark pair of knives
looked like the dark claws of a Nanuq, and Chogan regarded him
accordingly – a wild beast of great danger to confront.
“I have come to reclaim what you took from me.” Chogan
announced, fully expecting Tuari to supplement Nishan with an
explanation where his knowledge of Uleaun failed him. “I will dispose
of you, and with it my dishonor. Anthea will be the prize I take back
with me after you are finished.”
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“I wasn’t aware that Uleauts took permanent mates.” Nishan
returned in fair Uleaun.
“Foreigners are outside the rules, like dogs or other beasts to use
as needed.” Chogan returned with a foul smile.
This required a little explanation from Tuari. That delay could have
likely diffused any anger that such a barb might have caused, but
Nishan was a man of passions, so he chose to take offense.
“Then let this dog show to you that it has teeth.” Nishan said with a
dark grin, raising his knives that extended beyond his hands as clawlike extensions of his body.
Chogan grinned. “I will do this with great joy, but only if I know that
Anthea will be mine if you fall todee.”
“Tuari is my witness. He knows the stakes.” Nishan replied by
proxy.
“I so witness.” Tuari said gravely, not liking what loomed before
them.
“Then let us begin,” Chogan said, shaking his spear at the sky, “and
let me show Yenis, our Mother, and Rishalt, my father, that I am
worthy.”
“Rishalt?” Tuari repeated in surprise, but his voice was lost when
the two men rushed forward, unfettered of their snowshoes.
They met with a clash of bone spear against hardened steel.
Nishan knew he might have been able to dodge or deflect the attack
and end their duel just then, but in his heart he felt something of a
sporting nature and a duty to honesty when it came to duels. It was
for that reason that he left his eye to the future covered. He would
save Anthea fairly, or he would die. The severity and all or nothing
nature of their duel appealed to him, and he would not lessen it with
unneeded advantages.
His senses drew in every sight, smell, and sound. His muscles
twinged with exquisite pain, for they were wrapped so tightly and so
intent on being used that his whole body ached in anticipation of a
lengthy conflict, and Chogan did not disappoint.
Chogan had Yarres of spear practice, and was more skilled on the
ice than even the sure-footed Rumani could be. He knew how to play
the ice, and had chosen his ground carefully so that he would never
step somewhere that had an unpredictable surface. Nishan, on the
other hand, always had to keep a part of his perceptions downward,
lest he slip and end up skewered by a spear when he fell. Also, the
combination of the light and quite quick one-handed spear with a
short knife was a good one, time tested and proven to be effective at
a close to medium melee range even if its advantage was to keep
the opponent too far away to deal harm to the wielder.
“You should use two eyes.” Chogan breathed heavily, his eyes
flashing from brown to a golden wheat color.
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Nishan nearly slipped on the ice as he was drawn into the man’s
flickering eyes. He found himself having to dodge a spear thrust.
Chogan laughed, and the scent of his mouth and lungs filled
Nishan’s lungs, only it smelled like the breath of a beast and not a
man.
“One eye is all I will need.” Nishan replied in broken Uleaun, dealing
a series of quick strikes to the shaft of Chogan’s spear. Were it a
simple wooden spear and not a bone spear hardened by Decayarres
of use, the strikes would have been enough to sever it, but instead
they simply scored its surface, though not enough to weaken it and
break it just yet.
Chogan continued to press Nishan, working him around in a circle
to skillfully keep him at a distance. Certainly he knew that the other
man was very lethal at a short range, and had to be kept outside his
guard. He had many Ouers of watching him battle Rolf to learn his
style, Nishan realized, grinning widely as he realized that perhaps
this would be a good match after all.
Chogan growled, his voice deeper and more guttural than was
expected. Nishan’s eyes rose to the man’s face, noticing that fine
silver hair was growing before his eyes on the man’s cheeks and
chin. More than that, his round face stretched out in the center,
stretching the skin around enlarging mandibles. Even the man’s
shoulders and legs began to grow. His mittens and boots stretched
at the ends and then tore to expose black talons that wrapped
around his spear.
Nishan deflected a quite forceful spear shot and darted past it,
trying to sneak inside the man’s guard. The other man’s knife was
waiting for him, and Chogan tried to drive him backwards over the
lowered spear, which would trip him and send him to the ice. Like a
dancer, he spun and avoided it, darting around the opposite direction
and delivering a cut across the man’s shoulder, slicing through the
many layers of his coat. A tuft of whitish hair protruded, darkening to
crimson as blood soaked it. The Uleaut grunted in anger and pulled
up into his aggressive yet defensive stance once more, showing he
was patient enough to try to tire Nishan and wait for him to make a
mistake. Nishan, having a much shorter range, was forced to expend
more energy with feints and attacks that had to penetrate the other
man’s longer range and careful guard.
“Tuari, what is happening?” Nishan asked.
“He has been touched by Rishalt.” Tuari pronounced, amazed that
Chogan had such a rare gift and that none of his camp had
seemingly known of it. Perhaps only Apiatan knew, and not Nantai.
Tuari watched the other man, but saw no evidence of surprise or
knowledge of what was going on.
Nishan laughed and threw off his bandana to look at Chogan with
his future eye. If the man would use all of his gifts, then so would he.
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“Then we are well-matched, since I have been touched by the Gods
as well. Both Elecin and Cainel have had their hands upon me, and I
know not who else.”
Nishan threw himself forward then, striking Chogan’s spear in a
feint and then diving past its point to come at Chogan’s exposed
side, for he could only defend himself well from one side at a time
with that knife, and that was where the spear actually became a
weakness instead of a strength because of its length and
unwieldiness. A cut across the elbow, for he would attempt no more
lest he come under Chogan’s knife, made the spear spill from the
Uleaut’s hands.
Chogan backed away, fending off Nishan’s next few feinting attacks
with wild gestures and a flurry of motion that was dizzying to one
seeing from two different moments at once. Nishan backed away to
let the man settle down. Already Chogan’s face was covered in hair
a few Centis long. He walked more stiffly and his eyes had grown
into hazel pits in the middle of a face that was increasingly ursine
with each passing moment.
Abruptly, Chogan snapped forward and went onto all fours,
dropping the knife he’d held. When he tried to rise again, his coat
tore down its seams, shredding to reveal a furry white body beneath
that grew in size at an alarming rate. The sleeves and legs of his
coat and pants went next, and the transformation was complete.
Chogan was no longer a man but a Nanuq, albeit half the size of a
regular one.
This surprised even Apiatan, yet it was not seen as a horrible thing
but rather a blessing from the Gods that had been given to one
among his hunting camp. On either side of the duelists, he and Tuari
simultaneously clapped their opposed palms together in the gesture
of respect their people had to praise the Gods, though namely Yenis.
It was a wonder to be praised.
Nishan regarded his enemy, seen now in another light, one that
reflected dangerously for him. He’d not shied away from any man
before, and he would not begin now, even if this one could turn into a
beast.
“Uman! Witness now.” Nishan shouted into the skies, touching his
crossed wrists together.
Chogan charged then, and reared up onto his back legs, swiping
powerfully with his clawed paws. Nishan ducked beneath these,
having seen the attack coming with his eye. He cut deep into the
pectoral region of the Chogan-bear, but the bear’s twisting prevented
him from reaching the artery under the armpit. The Chogan-bear,
faster than a man could have been, nearly crushed him beneath
itself. He realized then, as a modest slap from one paw spun him to
the ground, that he had been drawn in and allowed to strike at it.
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His eye hadn’t seen far enough ahead to notice the trap. It did,
however, see the bear coming to rip him apart and spill his guts on
the ice, so he rolled away quickly and came unsteadily to his feet,
ignoring the pain from where he’d been struck across the shoulder
blade. Chogan came at him again, bounding forward and sweeping
paws at him once more. He cut and sliced, but his knives could do
little harm through so much fur, and it would take him a long time to
bleed out Chogan from cuts to the forelegs. He feinted right and then
left before actually going right to get at the spear that Chogan had
dropped earlier.
Where knives don’t work, spears will, his mind told him. He kicked
the spear into the air with his foot, flicking aside one Kerambit out
onto the ice, and then snagged the spear with his now available
hand before the spear could fall back to the ground. As he drew back
to cast it and pierce the approaching Chogan-bear through the
breast, his legs were swept from under him and he was upended.
Tuari howled in rage and spat out a string of Uleaun, that Nishan
knew he probably would have had trouble following even were he not
dazed from hitting the ice. He stared up in surprise at Apiatan, who
was backing away to let the bear barrel down on him and end him.
Yet just before the bear reached him, there was a meaty slam of
body against body and the howling rage of a true Nanuq. Choganbear tumbled and rolled over three or four complete times before
skidding to a halt and wobbly coming up on all fours.
Nishan found himself in the unpleasant situation of having Apiatan
trying to drive a spear into his chest when Chogan could not finish
him off as planned. He deflected it with his knife and caught the
spear’s tip between his arm and his side, trapping it. Then he drew
his legs in and kicked Apiatan in the chest, sending him sprawling
backward. He regained his feet just as Tuari came past him to
threaten Apiatan with his spear.
The Chogan-bear bellowed in irritation at Siarnak, and Nishan
imagined that it was demanding to know why the other had
interfered. Siarnak grunted in return, standing up on its hind legs,
which drew its head up to nearly three Mayters at full height. It was
the size of an Ox-Man, and heavier still. Chogan made as if to
charge at Tuari and Nishan once more, but Siarnak cut him off.
Tuari, caught up in watching the two bears face off, forgot he was
guarding Apiatan, who used that chance to deliver a swift kick to the
side of Tuari’s head, which felled him. Tuari’s untended spear sailed
through the air, cast by Apiatan’s hand to catch Siarnak in the side
and pierce deeply. Nishan hissed in anger at the hunter’s second
blind attack, dropped Chogan’s spear for want of a more hands-on
type of vengeance, and ran at the man.
Apiatan saw him coming, but was not the fighter Chogan was, and
could not defend himself as well even if he was only facing one of
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Nishan’s Kerambits. He feebly fended off a pair of Nishan’s attacks
before leaving his throat open to a quick kiss from Nishan’s knife. He
tumbled to the ice, grasping at his neck as blood bubbled out frothily.
Nishan knelt over him and pinned the Apiatan’s arms back so he
could not try to stop the blood from rushing out of his neck, as it
would inevitably do anyway.
“You shouldn’t have interfered.” He said, but he understood that
Uleaut rules were for Uleauts, and he’d never truly been Uleaut even
with Nantai’s declaration that they were. None of them were. That
had meant that anything went, and he did not feel the least bit bad as
Apiatan’s last breath came.
Nishan looked up as he heard the bears clash once more. Chogan
struck at Siarnak then, attacking the wounded side as the larger bear
struggled for breath. Its lungs had been pierced even if its heart had
not. It was a mortal wound, Nishan realized, and Chogan was not so
wounded that he could not take out his fury on the other bear. At the
edge of his vision, he saw Tuari race across the ice to where the two
bears were fighting. His hands were wrapped around the shaft of
Chogan’s spear since his own was stuck in Siarnak. Chogan was
winning easily despite his smaller size because of the other’s
wounded state. His claws raked across the face of the larger bear,
ruining one of Siarnak’s eyes and ears. Siarnak tumbled over, the
side with the spear in it exposed skyward even as blood spurted out
around the entry wound to paint the snow crimson.
Tuari’s voice rose in a shout of anguish, and Chogan turned toward
him, rising up to strike him down too. Nishan knew he could move,
and likely save the boy, but he did not. He watched and waited, for
the Gods were playing todee, and he would not interfere. This Dee,
the Gods were with the small Uleaut boy even though he stood
against a greater foe. He drove his enemy’s own spear through his
heart. Heart’s blood, dark and oxygenated, washed out in a great
spray that slicked Tuari’s hands and face even as Chogan tumbled
just past his trembling shoulders.
Nishan looked to make sure that Apiatan was dead and then
walked over to where Tuari was crawling over the Chogan-bear to
get to Siarnak. Both bears were breathing their last; Chogan was
twitching his death spasms, and Siarnak’s heart was slowing as its
lungs filled with blood and its last Saycunds approached.
“I am sorry. I have brought ruin to you, who were only a friend to
me.” Tuari wept, uncaring about the blood on him that he was
smearing onto the dying bear or the fresh blood he was acquiring
from Siarnak to mix with Chogan’s.
Nishan came to kneel beside the bear, saying nothing as he
listened to the exchange between the boy and the bear. The bear
twitched violently, expelling a large volume of blood and other
internal fluids as it struggled to draw breath. The bear jerked a few
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more times as Nishan listened to its heart finally come to a stop and
they heard it exhale a final time. Tuari threw his head back and
howled, his mouth stretching to its fullest extent as he screamed
himself hoarse and then collapsed upon Siarnak’s dead form.
After a few Mynettes, Nishan reached down and lifted the boy from
the bear. “It was not your fault, but that of Apiatan. He deemed us
unworthy of the respect of your rules, and brought ruin upon himself
and this bear, Siarnak, who was surely more than he seemed.”
“He was Rishalt’s servant. He was declaring Chogan unworthy of
the gifts he had been given at birth, but still he persisted in his foolish
attempt at vengeance.” Tuari replied, looking in disgust at the bodies
and the blood around him, though he did not notice that which was
on himself.
“Then curse Chogan’s pride and arrogance, and Apiatan’s betrayal.
Do not mourn for the servant of a God who died doing his creator’s
will.”
“I mourn that my mistake caused his death, and that Anthea’s awful
vision came true.” He replied, looking finally at the blood on his own
hands.
“If these are the only deaths on your hands when this is all done,
consider yourself lucky. I fear that my skin will be so saturated with
those I must destroy that I will be forever stained by it.”
Tuari collected his spear without saying another word, but as they
started back toward the others, he declared, “This is a dark Dee for
Yenis’ children.”
He didn’t notice that the blood on his hands was bright red. He had
stopped seeing color once more.

Some things cannot be explained at certain times, as it may be
inappropriate in timing, unfitting to share the knowledge, or the
events may simply be unspeakable. It was like that with what had
just occurred. Nishan’s look when Anthea and the others demanded
explanation spoke volumes and promised that what had happened
would not be spoken of again. They accepted this grudgingly and
moved on toward the iceberg, a blood-covered Tuari leading the
way; he had refused to clean himself off and they could not suggest
it a second time.
Bedros led the way as he had, choosing a path across the smaller
plates of ice as if there were some path in flashing lights laid out for
him. He did not falter or lead them astray. Even when there were
sizeable distances between them – more than they could leap – he
would leap back and forth with them in his arms or toss them across
the gap so that their fellows conveyed across ahead of them could
catch them. Even the sleds were not hard for him to ferry back and
forth. Indeed, his strength seemed to grow with each step toward
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that iceberg until the point that he was quite literally glowing with
energy, though part of that was the sunlight hitting sweat.
In just under half an Ouer, assuredly a long exertion if much shorter
than they’d endured in the last few hours, they reached the iceberg
that was to be their boat and their vessel on the road home. It was a
large one, bigger than some of the smaller Mueran islands for
certain, Makan declared. Some seals made their home on it, as well
as among the shifting bergs around them. They could be seen
playfully popping in and out of the water as they hunted fish and
other creatures while they began to gather for the upcoming mating
Saysuhn.
Bedros continued to press on even as they were content to relax on
the edge of the iceberg and rest for a bit. They were all exhausted,
even if he still had the energy to continue. By the time Anthea
pushed herself up from her resting place, she could not see Bedros
anymore, even if his tracks were still fresh. As she waited for
someone else to go with her, she noticed that two deep Bedros-sized
handfuls of soil had been scooped from the flower trough.
Tuari sat dejectedly, staring at his still-bloody hands. Sagira had
gone too far and had nothing left to give, so Makan was wont to
leave her side. Nishan was checking his wounds, so that left Rolf,
who noticed she was looking at him expectantly. He tiredly levered
himself up off the icy ground using the stock of his rifle.
Walking up in Bedros’ steps gave them a greater idea of the size of
their new home, however temporary it might be. Nothing conveys the
scope of something so well as having to walk on and around it. That
Dee, though it was likely to begin shrinking rather fast as they went
into warmer waters, it was nearly a third of a Kilome long and
seventy-some Mayters across. It was by no means rectangular,
though, having instead many protrusions here and there as ice was
wont to have when it broke off from something larger and began to
melt.
They found Bedros standing at the crest of the iceberg inside a ring
of what Anthea discerned after a long moment to be the other OxMan’s bones. They had been driven into the ice like stakes, albeit
odd-shaped and often curved ones. Bedros’ arms were extended out
to his sides as the soil in his hands slowly fell between his fingers to
let the winds take it to spread. Bedros glistened in the last sun of the
Dee, the result of sun on his shiny, sweat-slicked coat and the OxMen magic he worked while they watched. They could hear complex
sounds, more than an Ox-Man might typically make, coming from his
mouth, but even Anthea did not understand. The sounds were simply
beyond her ken.
Bedros’ hooves raised and began to stomp rhythmically until the
whole iceberg began to resonate. At first Anthea thought it was her
imagination, but Rolf felt it too and looked to her in surprise.
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“How can he be doing that?” Rolf wondered, half in awe and half in
something bordering fear of the unknown. “This thing is too massive
to feel his footfalls.”
“We’re seeing the magic of the world itself now, Rolf, and who can
know how it works but the children of the world?”
“Is that what they really are? They’re the world’s children?” He
wondered.
“Does any other answer make sense?” Anthea asked, not entirely
sure herself, but it felt like the truth. Truth has that way about it that
makes it ring true in ears when spoken aloud.
A breeze kicked up and dusted the last of the soil from Bedros’
hands, and as it did his footfalls ceased. His arms slowly began to
lower, ever so little at a time. Only then could they feel that they were
moving, something apparent when they looked and saw that the
Uleaut lands were slowly being left behind as they accelerated. It
was a crawl at first, but something that slowly increased in pace until
they heard the crash of smaller icebergs being pushed aside ahead
of them, as the tip of their iceberg cut the water like the prow of a
ship. When Bedros’ arms reached his sides, he turned and looked
toward them.
Bedros panted exhaustedly, but smiled like a man in post-coital
bliss. Perhaps there even had been an element of excitement or
release in what he had done, or maybe it was just the fact that they
were truly going home that had him so excited and energetic. His
whole body trembled with energy as he hurriedly gestured and
grunted a message to Anthea in their secret language.
“This is a good iceberg, for the winds of the north that rose in that
storm which left us here also covered this with a thin dust from our
homelands, and that made his task easier.” Anthea translated,
though she didn’t entirely understand him either.
“Perhaps it brought more flower seeds with it?” Rolf suggested
optimistically, scratching at a bearded cheek. “We’ve nothing but
time now, since we’re not exactly going too fast and there’s no God’s
Storm to push us along - thankfully.”
“That’s the best thing, or rather the most optimistic thing I’ve heard
you say in Munths.” Anthea replied, but even as she said this, as if
Rolf’s words had taunted nature into showing its face, winds picked
up and began to hurry them along.
They both looked at Bedros, who simply chuckled in a snorting sort
of Ox-Man way before moving back to his former spot to begin
running in place.
“I feel that what he does is something we cannot help in, so let us
make camp with the others.” Rolf suggested. “It will be cold tonight
with the wind and the water so near.”
Anthea sighed and tried but could not take her eyes away from
Bedros. “I’m not in a hurry to dig in, as we will be stuck here for some
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time with nothing else to do, but night is not far off. We should see to
shelter despite our weariness.”
Rolf shook his head, disagreeing. “We have training, healing,
thinking, planning, and much more to do. We will not lack for things
to do, Anthea. Our rest is over and our road home begins. When we
leave this iceberg we must be ready to make war on our enemies.”
“You are right.” Anthea admitted, looking away from Bedros finally.
“Let us begin these things then.”
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CHAPTER 70
Whispers are the method in which secrets travel. Thus, there is a
power in a whisper that cannot be matched even by the loudest
yell…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
th

 Aytesdee, the 18 of Thawing, 769 A.E. 
“I’m a bit busy, Corydon.” Illias said testily as he brushed through
the double doors at the entry to the Greater Helion’s audience
chamber.
Corydon laughed, saying nothing about the use of his name instead
of a title of respect. His general was under a lot of pressure these
last few Dees. “So you are, but no more than I.”
“Doubtless, but I have to see to the launch.” Illias replied
impatiently. He was more than eager to get back to the loading of
vessels and Fliers that would wash over the Kerathi Clan Islands like
a wave of churning arc-sword fire.
“The launch will be fine.”
Illias frowned. “I haven’t your level of trust in my subordinates. I
would like to be there to see how your new crop of pets works
together. That will give me a good idea of how to use them and how
valuable they really are.”
Corydon pursed his lips thoughtfully and began to tap his fingers on
the armrests of his onyx throne. “You sound like you have doubts as
to my methods.”
“I can’t disagree with that statement. What you did to us was one
thing, but when I look at those men even I am repulsed. They’ve no
souls, Corydon. I can see nothing in their eyes that reminds me of
how a man should look.” Illias’ mouth curled up into a sneer of
disgust.
“What do we know of how men should look, Illias? Are we common
folk? Have we anything in common with the masses that swarm this
world? Are we really even men after all we’ve done and all we still
have yet to do?” Corydon asked, and Illias settled into a patient pose
that showed he was ready to listen to further ventures down this line
of thought. “You and I are not common Aureans, not even common
Dark Aureans. Why do you think we’re playing such pivotal roles in
the ascendancy of our kind?”
“I had thought that the situations of this particular time and the
bloodlines that led to our births were all preparations for our
assumption of power in these Dees.” Illias remarked.
“Perhaps, but perhaps a leader is not born, but rather made. We’ve
been hardened and tested and shown the way.”
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“What is the way then? For I am still confused where all this leads
other than to the deaths of many more Kerathi, which I’ve no
problem with, but I wonder where it ends and when we consolidate
our gains.”
“Are you satisfied with what we have done? Would you stop where
we are now?” Corydon asked, but he did it in such a way that the
disappointment was clear in his voice.
Illias shrugged. “I don’t know, but I can honestly say that what
we’ve built on the lands below will stand against anything this world
can throw against us. The combined might of all the lowland races
cannot stand before us. I am sure of it.”
“Why leave it at that though? Why leave any chance that something
from outside this world could interfere and throw us down just as we
are reaching for glory?”
“You refer to the Gods?”
Corydon stood and looked to Linnea, who fell in at his side. The
shadow figure behind her was barely visible now, but a shimmer in
the air where once it had a palpable solidity. It was stretched
between a thousand men now, and had little time to bother with the
leader of the Aureans anymore. “They are jealous creatures, the
Gods. They see the accomplishments of their worshippers, and claim
it was all done in their glory, and partly they are correct, for much of it
was. Yet they will not abide that we should stand on our own two feet
without them, for to do so is to flaunt the true nature of things, and
that is that the Gods are not necessary.”
Illias thought for a moment, and then a look of alarm came across
his face. “If this is true, then will they not urge all the peoples of the
world to strike at us for illustrating such a truth?” He blurted out.
Corydon nodded and smiled proudly. “You see to the heart of
things, Illias. That is good, for such perception will be needed in the
future.”
“Should we not continue to build defenses? We could build more
Darksight Outlooks and create more Fliers. We could build an
unmatchable force here, one such that even if the Gods were to walk
among the lowlanders, they could not defeat us.”
“But we don’t alleviate the problem if we only do that. There will
always be that enemy lurking and waiting for a show of weakness,
and then we will be ruined. That is why we must continue what
you’ve begun. We must crush them all so that they cannot ever
retaliate.”
“All?” Illias echoed in surprise.
“All must be destroyed. When we show them that their Gods can do
nothing to save them, they will forsake their worship, and then their
last hope will be gone, for nothing can match us save the Gods. That
is why we must destroy them all before they can have a chance to
stop us. We must ever be on the offensive and give them no chance
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to put us on the defensive. A scattered foe is easier to defeat than a
gathered one.”
“If this is so, why is it you have only made a thousand of our men
into these new creatures you say are as good as three of my Dark
Aureans or five of any lowlander men?”
Corydon cast a wary glance back toward the still splotch of shadow
that lurked just out of the shaft of light that bathed the throne and
dais it sat on. “Because how well they can be trusted is still an
issue.” He turned back to Illias then and continued, “Besides, you
said for yourself that they have no souls. What use is it to rule a
kingdom of the soulless?”
“Can the process not be reversed?”
“I fear none of them will survive the coming war anyway. There will
be battles like which the world has never seen, and the toll shall be
high on both sides.”
“Then I must use tactics that minimize our losses.” Illias announced.
“Such is always advisable.” Corydon agreed.
“How do we go about this then? I am still to ruin the Kerathi?”
“They are a fierce people, and they were the head of the spear that
threw down the Elegian Empire. I would see them destroyed first.
Already their navies are in ruin and their major cities on a third or
more of their islands are in various states of disarray and destruction.
The Westlichreich will soon fall before our armies. We must seek out
their population now and decimate it.”
“Down to the last man?”
“No, that’s not necessary. Leave some to despair and spread the
word of the hopelessness of their cause. Then the fear of us will
grow and do half the job for us. They will turn on each other as they
battle for ways to flee and gather together in desperate pockets of
defense that will only make their extermination easier.”
“And after them?”
Corydon grinned, enjoying this chance to spell out his plans. “We
must leave the Kerathi a welcome carcass for Aynglican
advancement. They will finish the Kerathi nation, as it is in its death
throws, weakening them as the Kerathi struggle with their ancient
enemy. While they do that, we will see to the Elegian Empire. But the
time we have finished with them, the Aynglicans will be ripe for a
harvesting of souls that Nelius has never seen and will never see
again. The other nations will fall quickly after that, for they haven’t
the strength or numbers to resist long.”
“When will it be over?”
“Already tiring of the bloodshed?” Corydon asked, unable to hide
his disappointment that his staunchest ally was already looking to the
end of things when they’d barely begun.
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“Hardly.” Illias snorted. He was a man who took his job seriously
and enjoyed it, even if it was war. “I merely want to pace myself for
the road to come. I prefer to begin with the end in sight.”
“A Yarre maybe, perhaps more. It is hard to see, and the Gods
have not played their last tricks. They will resist and will not go down
without a fight, so we must do it as quickly as possible to give them
less time to align their people against us.”
“How can we stand against the Gods if they throw their might at
us?”
“Do you forget the new crop of Dark Aureans, as you called them?”
“The ‘Darker Aureans’ you’ve made?”
“They are the children of the Lost Ones.”
“The Lost Ones?” Illias repeated, combing a hand through his
reddish-silver hair nervously. The mere sound of what Corydon
spoke of was disquieting somehow, and it sent a shiver down into his
very core.
“They are the old enemies of the Gods, and they are waiting for
their chance to spell an end to the lowlanders.”
“We’re consorting with the enemies of the Gods? That’s what has
happened to the men you give me to make war on the Kerathi?” Illias
looked both disgusted and appalled. “Will this not bring the Gods
down on us for sure if we involve some dark force that was once
their enemy?”
“You are thinking of them as your Gods still, instead of interlopers
who enslaved your people and work for the lowlanders. Forget what
you were raised to think, and begin to view them as the enemies
they truly are.” Corydon stepped down from his throne, took the other
man by the shoulders, and shook him. “They would attack us
anyway, Illias. Don’t you see that? Only this way when they
inevitably come, we will be in a much stronger position and with
greater allies than they could expect. By the time they attack they
won’t have the strength to defeat us.”
Illias stepped back as Corydon released him. He regarded his
master, trying to determine the state of mind behind his eyes. “I don’t
know. It just seems as if the scope of your plans has just exploded
into something much greater than ever before.”
“We need to reach a point that has never been reached before, and
that is to create an empire that has no predators and no foes biting at
its underbelly while it stagnates from within. With each new Dark
Aurean we are purifying our race to prevent such inner rot, and now
we are seeking to destroy external sources that could bring about
our downfall. It is not that our scope of operation has changed, but
rather the enemies of our plot are becoming clearer. The lines are
being drawn, and soon everything shall come to a head. We must
see that the enemy is divided and weakened before all is out in the
open and they see things as they are.”
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“What if the Aynglicans don’t attack the Kerathi as you think they
will when we leave them at the brink of destruction? What if they
choose instead to sit back and garner their own defenses and
marshal their troops against us?”
“Can a cat suddenly become a dog, Illias?” Corydon scoffed. ”Will
Aynglicans take up arms in support of their enemies of many
Hectoyarres? It’s only been done once before, and that was only to
throw down Yarres of tyranny. Only we don’t seek to enslave. We will
destroy, but they won’t see it until the knife is at their throats and
their cities are ablaze.”
“And if the unthinkable happens and they do join together, what
then?”
“Then our cost of freedom from challenge and adversaries is
greater, but the end is the same.”
“Then let me be about this, so that when the enemies do finally
realize they have a common foe, it is too late and they are but pests
to grind beneath the heel of our army.” Illias declared, coming to
attention.
Corydon smiled, and a look of trust and reassurance came over his
face. His entire body lifted as if relieved from a burden, and the light
seemed to seek out his head to wreath his silvery crown of hair. “I
knew I could count on you. One needs a partner in things, and the
burdens we bear are the greatest the world has ever known.”
“I am grateful that I am worthy to share even a portion of your
burden.”
“Do not belittle your contributions to our people, Illias. I may have to
make the tough choices, but it is your hands that carry out the tough
deeds.”
Illias bowed his head. “Thank you, sir.”
“Thank you, Illias. Go now, and serve your people.”
Illias raised his head and turned on his heel, all but rushing from the
room in an invigorated state. Corydon had no doubt that the
thousand men he was given, each inhabited by a facet of the greater
being that was the shadow in that very chamber, would be put to a
good use.
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CHAPTER 71
Government is less a static body than a massive, mutating creature
that exists through constant adaptation. Every Dee there is a need
for change, as dictated by the collective mores, moods, and values
of the constituents that are within the governed region. These
changes are delivered through the vehicle of alteration that is the
lawyer or the diplomat. While they may be working to advance the
ideals of their ruler, often they have to do it in their own way with
their own minds, which can lead to some ambiguity. They must
soften harsh words given by their masters and make them sound
sugary sweet to the receivers, and they must put in check their own
leaders’ actions.
One usually finds that the personalities of lawyers and emissaries
vary greatly from those of leaders. This is because there are
opposing roles, one tempering the other that tests it. One cannot
exist without the other, but while kings, queens, and empresses may
fall and be exchanged for new in a Dee, the body of lawyers and
emissaries is a brotherhood that is eternal. They are the true
governors, for without them the words of a ruler are merely words.
They are the ones that make reality from what is only a dream in
someone’s head...
- Excerpt from Iago’s ‘Trust Unfounded’
st

 Einsdee, the 21 of Thawing, 769 A.E. 
Iago sat just outside of the Empress’ reach pelting her with a
collection of beans and nuts that were her midday meal. She mostly
ignored these, letting them fall where they might, but he knew she’d
collect them later and eat them when he was not watching.
Occasionally he paused to spray her face with water from the nozzle
of a Flextainer, as that was her accompanying beverage. If she did
not open her mouth to try to catch the water, she would go without.
That was fine by him. It offered her the choice between deprivation
and humiliation.
For her part, she made a brave show of not throwing herself at the
wall of the cage to reach out and try to strangle him, but he could tell
she wanted to. She had that predatory flicker in her brown eyes that
arose in anyone’s eyes as they contemplated murder or revenge.
It reminded Iago of a mother bear he had once seen in a Rumani
circus during one of his brief and infrequent trips into the lowlands. It
had been being poked with a spear while she strained at the
extremities of the chain she was tied up with, in order to get free and
go protect her cubs, which were also being mistreated. Eventually
the bear had snapped the chain, pulling the links apart. Seven
Rumani and four dogs had died before they’d finally put down the
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entire bear family. Yet he was neither Rumani nor a dog. He would
not make their mistakes. He knew that even caged beasts had fangs
and claws.
“Aren’t you going to eat?” He asked. “One needs to keep up their
strength to resist torture.”
“This isn’t torture. These are only silly games put on by a petty man
too weak to kill me.” She scoffed.
“You mistake patience with weakness, woman. These tortures are
hardly the conventional sort of pain, as you like that sort of thing. But
like a sliver that festers and infects beneath the skin, my methods
wear at you and slowly take you apart. And when you have finally
broken, I will continue to push and prod and poke until all that’s left is
a tattered mind within a babbling, broken woman.”
The former Empress raised her graceful chin defiantly. “You’ll never
defeat me that way.”
Iago chuckled and leaned forward, pressing his knuckles to the
underside of his chin as he stared her right in the eyes, something
that bothered her deeply, as no one dared to look at her directly in
her Empire. “What will you do to stop me, starve yourself to death? I
have ways to force-feed you. I’ve nothing but time and you’ve no one
to rescue you. You’re already a martyr in your own Empire, and your
successor rallies its troops even now to make war to avenge you
upon the wrong enemy.”
“No, I’d not kill myself. I have too much to live for. Seeing my hands
around your neck as I choke the life from you some Dee is reason
enough to keep me going. The chance that I might someday destroy
my betrayers within the Empire is, likewise, quite enough to keep me
alive.”
“Sadly, you’ll never get to do either. Instead you’ll rot in this little
cage, shitting yourself and eating whatever I decide to throw at you
or dump on you, and that’s only when feeding you even occurs to me
at all. Likely you’ll die of neglect, like an expensive bird a child
forgets to care for. All that pride and willfulness will come to naught,
I’m afraid.”
The Empress shook her head, unworried. “We’ll see. Only Thuraish
knows for certain. Juria has not forsaken me either. She will
remember her servant.”
“Oh yes, I forgot about Juria. I suppose she was there protecting
her most valued servant, the epitome of beauty and royalty which are
her domains, when we broke your nose, when you were being raped,
and when we threw you down from your pedestal of glory?” Iago
asked, punctuating each statement with a bean he threw at her face.
“Yes, Juria’s majesty and grace within you shine even now as you sit
in a cage.”
“The world offers us trials. I can only hope to own up.” The Empress
replied, ignoring a peanut that bounced off her brow as she spoke.
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“So wise and humble is the Empress these Dees.” Iago mocked. He
opened his mouth to say something else, but he felt a sting at his
neck.
Twitching, he raised his hand to his neck, surprised when it
encountered an obstruction. He probed around with his fingers and
then plucked out what turned out to be a dart upon observation. He
dropped the bowl of beans and nuts. They scattered across the floor
as he looked around in surprise, only to see one of the secret
passages into his chamber whisper shut. The dart dropped from his
fingers.
Iago ran to the passage and tripped the hidden lever. He dove into
the passage and ran after the retreating sound of footsteps. The trick
was, the passages were a complex set of turns, and at the first
intersection, the way the echoes thrown in the tight quarters made it
impossible to tell which direction the person had went as they fled.
Iago, ever a man to play the odds even if he usually tried to stack
them in his favor, made his best guess.
Todee, he thought he could hear Sellae and Gandahar laughing as
he reached a dead end and there was no sign of his attacker. There
were no more footsteps and no more sounds to indicate the attacker
was still within the passages either. They had escaped.
Fury rose unbridled in his chest, to think that he’d been assaulted in
his own office no less. He pressed down that raw fountain of emotion
and tried to consider, in the dark, what it all meant. Surely it had to
be an Aurean, since they attacked within the city and they knew of
the passages, which severely limited who it could have been. A
thought occurred to him then as a trickle of cold sweat ran down his
back: poison. Iago felt fear as if it had slugged him in the guts, and
he rushed back to his office.
He had to examine the dart. Yet as he rushed back, his mind was
awhirl with the possibilities. It might have all been a diversion to kill
the Empress or even to help her escape. It could have been the
Grand Helion, Corydon, or any number of enemies he had. Minute
details over the last Wayke played through his head as he searched
his mind for hints of betrayal that he had missed before. Complex
plots, misdirections, and other shadowy acts of subterfuge unraveled
in his head as he tried to connect all the pieces together, but it was
impossible to tell just yet.
As he burst from the passageway back into his office, he was
relieved to find them empty other than the Empress, who sat in her
cage calmly eating a handful of beans. She offered him a slight
smile.
“I’d check that wound, were I you. Elegian darts have a tendency to
cause festering wounds that might even lead to death.” She
commented idly.
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Iago scowled and moved over to kneel beside the dart. It was a
hollow, pointy tube of crafted bronze, with some sort of bright-colored
green feather protruding from its rear. These were slicked carefully
back with wax, which also seemed to cap in a bit of thick black paste
that had once filled the metal from back to its pointed tip. He had
been poisoned.
“Elegian?” He wondered, part in amazement and part in admiration
that they’d managed to get someone here. “How?”
“Well, it seems my successor doesn’t like my being used as
leverage against her. I’d imagine her emissary is on his way here
now, or will be waiting to hear from you.”
“So it’s to be like that. Yet they couldn’t have gotten an Elegian
inside the city, so that means that one of my own people has
betrayed me. There are few that even know of the passages, too, let
alone know how to get to my office with them.”
“Anyone can be bought.” The Empress agreed, crunching into a
peanut noisily.
Iago turned the hollow-tipped dart over in his hand, furrowing his
brow.
“Definitely poison, but I don’t know if it’d work on an Aurean. Likely
if they had an Aurean do the deed then they used a poison that
would work on you though.”
“They could have killed you, and then I’d have had no leverage on
them.”
“Then my successor must want to attack the Aureans, or she sees
some gain to be had from carrying through. Only she’ll want more
support from you in the attack in return for small doses of the
antidote. You’ve both got knives to each other’s throats now, and
there’s little more than you can do other than see the dance through
and hope neither of you slips.”
Iago grunted, though he saw the truth in what she said, at least at
that moment. There was always renegotiation and alterations in
circumstances. He held up the dart. “Heads are going to roll for this. I
plan on having enough of them to play silly games with. Perhaps
they’ll even decorate your cage.”
“But I’d imagine one of them won’t be Sanura II’s and it can’t be her
emissary either. She’s probably using that spineless toad of a man,
Sef, and if you kill him you’ll likely just die of the poison since none
will offer you an antidote. So now you’re in a position where you will
have to find a way to defeat the poison or get your own source of the
antidote before your cooperation with the Empire is complete. When
your cooperation is done, she’ll have no reason to continue your
supply, so this seems to speak of an anticipated short cooperation.”
“Aureans are not without their poisoners. I’m certain they can find
an antidote, especially if I’m given a sample.” Iago remarked.
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The Empress shifted forward, kneeling at the edge of the cage, her
face pressed up against the bars as she spoke. “Ah, but it won’t be
given in excess, and you’ll not want to skip a treatment. To do so
might be lethal. Besides, Elegians do not play with poisons like
Aureans. It is a very serious trade to us. Master poisoners know
hundreds of poisons, each with its specific applications, ingredients,
effects, and antidotes. Do you trust your luck that much?”
“And I imagine that you would offer to help me for a chance at
revenge upon your successor?”
“I’ve little else to do, and such a chance might not come again for
me, especially if you die.”
“How do I know you weren’t the one who bewitched one of my men
into acting on your behalf and this is all a plot?”
“Of course it’s a plot, but whose? Whom would you trust more, a
free Empress with an Empire of resources at hand to use in seek our
deaths, as well as the reasons for doing so, or a woman in a cage?
With anything there are risks. I’d just rather not starve to death in this
cage when you go off and die a horrible, wretched death from
poison.”
“Your eagerness to help is duly noted. However, I have always
done things on my own, and I will continue to do so. As I cannot rule
out that you were involved, I will likely just have to execute you and
everyone who knows of the passages through here. Then I’ll
probably have to assassinate the new Empress, but not until after
I’ve tortured the antidote out of her or one of her many subordinates.”
Iago replied, already making a mental checklist of who to kill, how,
and when.
The Empress settled back into her cage, shrugging. “I had not
expected you to be a man of such narrow vision. I guess you cannot
see the opportunities to gain here.”
“Oh, I do, and I will use everything I can to see both Corydon and
the Empire ruined after I’ve got my antidote. Don’t worry about that.
This just speeds things up, and I don’t like to do rush jobs any more
than is necessary.”
Iago rose, clenching the dart in hand, and walked over to his desk.
He pulled the gauzy green curtains to his wide windows closed, as if
they could offer protection from the outside world. Then he sat and
began to work. Any further comments from the Empress, he ignored,
working instead on a plan of revenge and murder that would leave
his ranks depleted but not destroyed. Sometimes one had to carve
out a bit of good flesh and not just the cancer to make sure all of the
entire rot was gone. With each imagined fluctuation of his
temperature and each twinge of pain he thought he felt the list got
longer.
The game just got much more complicated.
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CHAPTER 72
The Kerathi Clan Islands exist as separate entities within a greater
confederacy that is loosely governed by the Sammenkomst. The
interactions between them are complex, as are their dependencies.
Few islands can support their current populations without outside
influence and commerce with the other islands. While game or sea
life might be plentiful on and around the island, there may not be
enough arable land for the crops that the people require. Other
islands, on the other hand, are so small that they can only feed on
the birds, fish, and shellfish available locally. They must trade for
fruit, grains, and vegetables. These settlements still exist, usually for
a strategic reason or because of mineral riches or metal ores.
Generally, you see the richness of minerals, ores, and sea life in
the Westlichreich versus the Östlichreich, which is rich in timber,
crops, and game. Due to these varying resources, a strong trade
between the two halves of the greater collective is required for the
maintenance of the Kerathi people. One half cannot live without the
other, despite their frequent protests that such is possible. So, one
side always jumps in to help the other in times of war, and you see
an initial reluctance to help the other side mixed with the anxious
feelings of a warlike people who see a chance for glory.
So, out of need for one another, this social and political web known
as the Sammenkomst was initially created, growing into the body of
rich traditions and governance it is todee. Still, there is a fierce sense
of independence among the Clans, so its powers are mostly as a
mediating or judicial force in times of disagreements or as a war
council during one of the Kerathi’s frequent bouts against the
Aynglicans or Elegians…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘History of the Kerathi’
nd

 Einsdee, the 22 of Thawing, 769 A.E. 
Torgny rushed on the heels of a young Kerathi down a woodenplanked walkway that snaked between cedars and other hardwoods,
occasionally touching down moorings in rocky footings. At the end of
the walkway, overlooking a thirty Mayter drop to the crashing seas,
there was a platform with a simple railing that had been grayed and
weather-beaten so that it no longer looked like the bright pinewood it
had once been.
“What is it?” He demanded of the young boy, who was no more
than sixteen turns of the Saysuhns as far as he could tell.
“Geistervergeltung, they come!”
“I told you not to call me that.” He blustered, but it was of no use.
No matter how many times he refused to acknowledge that name, it
was his, regardless of how accurate or inaccurate it might be.
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Grunting, he swiped the spyglass from one of the watchmen and
turned its attention out to sea.
As he saw the image focus and come into view as he twisted the
knobs on the side of the spyglass, he blinked twice and withdrew his
eye from the eyepiece. He looked once more, moving the end across
the horizon to get a better view of everything, for it would not all fit in
one eye’s worth of sight.
“Cainel save us.” Torgny said somberly, lowering the telescope.
“Is it bad?” The boy whose name he didn’t even know asked.
Torgny began to open his mouth to say something reassuring, but
stopped. He regarded the boy closely. He was merely one of many
that had joined up with him over the past Munth since his victory in
Lunde, another bright-eyed youth looking to distinguish himself in
battle as his ancestors had. Somehow, lying to him now and
counseling to strength just didn’t seem fair though. “This situation is
grave.” He said finally.
“But surely with all the things we’ve done, the obstacles in the
harbor, the increased siege weapons… surely they will win the day.”
Torgny inhaled a breath that he meant to use to explain to the boy
just how blind his faith was, but he did not. He turned the telescope
once more to the horizon and counted ships instead. “Seventeen,
eighteen, twenty…” He lost count after a bit, partly because he
wasn’t good with numbers. More worrisome were the brassy shapes
that swarmed above the fleet of boats like dragonflies over the
surface of a summer lake.
“They’ve over a score of ships, and about a half-score of the Fliers.
What that means then, is that we’ve no chance, boy. I could say
otherwise, but listen to me when I tell you that we’ll likely all die
todee. They’ve got hundreds of soldiers waiting to sheathe their
blades in Kerathi men and women todee.”
“Sir?”
Torgny held up his hand, making sure that the watchmen were
listening too. “It’s the part of a Kerathi, his lot in life, to die gloriously,
and you’ll be given that chance here todee, but I must ask you to
forsake that fate for a short time. Postpone it, and flee now. Gather a
score of your smartest comrades, the ones who listen and work well
and the ones who understand most everything I have done here.
Take them and flee on to the other islands, for when this one falls,
they shall be next. We must make the price of their taking of each
one dear. Let them not forget us even as they level our cities, burn
our homes, and slay our families.”
“But if we pitch in our arms here, we could –“
Torgny shook his head, halting the boy’s protest. “A score here will
be like a drop of water in the bucket, but a score spread about
teaching how to defend, that will be an investment in enemy lives
taken that is returned many-fold.”
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The commands he’d been given battled with the thoughts in his
head, and the war was plain on the boy’s face. “I don’t want to leave.
What of you?”
“If the Gods want to take me todee, then they shall. Yet I plan to
make them remember me. They’re going to catch my wrath, these
Aurean dogs. They’ll not take the island without every last drop of
blood being spent to stop them. Nothing will be held back.”
“We will all be lost if you fall!”
Torgny laughed bitterly. “Hardly. I’m a tinkerer, a hack. I do what I
must, mostly through trial and error. But you all have observed my
failures, and you can avoid them. Use my successes as lessons for
your own battles, but don’t fear to try other things.”
“I shall not fail you.”
“Fail me all you want, just don’t fail our people. Don’t try to defend
too close to here. You’ll need time to build and set up, so the nearer
islands are forfeit. Dig in where you can give it your all, as we shall
here.”
“And allies, will no one come to our aid?”
“Ours is a stubborn people, with more enemies than friends even
among our own kind. We will fall here or we will stand, but it will be
alone. Expect nothing and no one to help you. Now go...” He trailed
off to let the boy fill in his name.
“It’s Svein.“ The boy answered, and then he bowed his head, his
flaxen hair glistening in the sun as it fell forward to obscure his face.
He took a knee, and then pressed the knuckles of his fists together
before him. “Cainel and Comrain grant you strength,
Geistervergeltung, and may Nelius have a large room, nay a palace
waiting for you.”
“Enough of that.” Torgny said, his voice choking with emotion that
made him feel weak. He returned the gesture of respect and glory to
the Gods. “Go quickly. Take small boats and hide along the sea
caves if you must. Some of you should set out immediately in canoes
covered with canvas or grey cloaks so that they cannot be seen
easily from the air. Some of you must survive beyond Trounedlag.”
The boy’s footfalls retreated behind him as he turned to the two
watchmen who had adopted the severe expressions of men who
were about to die. Torgny put on a smile he didn’t feel, and began to
sing a song as he looked out on the approaching enemy with the
telescope. He didn’t hear the words as they flowed from his mind
thoughtlessly. The men around him took up the song in voices that
helped drown out the clamor of a city coming alive to defend itself
and people scrambling about to prepare to do battle.
It’d been a Munth since his last scuffle with the Aureans, and he
realized how foolish he’d been to trust them to keep to their aerial
assaults. Sure, they’d changed tactics and had started striking with
only one sweep, any time of the Dee, and from any direction, but
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they’d stuck to the air. Torgny shook his head as he surveyed
implements devised to destroy an attack from air.
For three Waykes they’d refined the tools they’d begun using in
Lunde. They’d adjusted, experimented, and built new things, but
three Waykes had only been enough to grant slight progress a new
style of war that was just in its infancy. They were battling machines
that had been used for Hectoyarres, he assumed, and they were far
more skilled with them than they were with their crude defenses.
Other cities had been more willing to believe them and accept their
tactics after the results in Lunde, which, even if they weren’t
complete successes were far better than a city being burnt to the
ground. Torgny did not begrudge their initial lack of faith. He realized
there simply wasn’t an alternative, so they’d went from city to city for
a Wayke and a few Dees, explaining what to do and how, and then
they’d come inevitably west to brace for the next Aurean attack.
Only they hadn’t, or he hadn’t at least, expected such an abrupt
change in tactics. After all, even with the occasional casualties they
inflected on the Aureans, they were still dealing a ridiculous amount
of damage that was not being reciprocated. The most aggressive
people on Elegia were being pushed into a defensive stance, and
they were doing poorly at it. Even when they won, they still lost
because the fighting was on their soil and not on the enemy’s.
Although, for that matter their enemy’s soil was actually Kerathi soil,
since Maethlin was still technically a captured Kerathi land even if
few Kerathi had been heard of since the attacks there had begun.
The Aureans were nothing if not prompt. They pushed forward with
a full head of steam, as if they were afraid to lose their momentum.
Yet if someone couldn’t dig in and slow them down, they wouldn’t
lose that momentum. While many were beginning to see this, that
didn’t mean that they had the discipline or the schooling to fight
defensive battles. The Kerathi mindset was one of offense.
The retaliative strikes against Maethlin had wound up being
disastrous failures, though none so great as the first. The
subsequent attempts had been smaller, and the horrible fires of
Aurean swords had cut down the men who had even reached the
shore, or so the survivors had reported – survivors Torgny assumed
existed only because it served Aurean purposes to inspire fear in
their enemies by letting a few survivors explain the impossibility of
opposing them.
That left Torgny and a few others, who were a rare sort of Kerathi
who could think defensively instead of only offensively, to devise
methods of defending Kerathi lands. He did this with the trusted men
who had seen his results. They were his disciples, who constantly
had to defend their methods and strange tactics from purists and
traditionalists among the Kerathi, the sort of men who were of the
school of thought that the best defense was to rush a man with your
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sword or rifle out and ready to kill him. The same men scoffed as he
set up nets, snares, heavy ballistae, explosive charges to be lobbed,
and a number of other devices that were ‘less honorable’ than
running up to an enemy and lopping their head off. As far as Torgny
was considered, these were the same sort of fools that had all gotten
shot to death when rifles first came into prominence and they had
insisted on fighting them with their arrows and swords. Minds had
changed about the honor behind rifles, though still not completely
even after these many Yarres. He prayed that it would not take so
long for his people to come around this time or they’d all be dead
before new tactics were accepted.
“At least I could see this as the first place they’d hit.” He mused,
breaking his song. He might not win the Dee, but he had anticipated
the enemy, and that much at least eased his heart a bit. There was
nothing worse than an unpredictable enemy. “Trounedlag will be a
key battle, I told my men. It’s close, it’s big, and they’ve not bothered
it much yet. They will be back, and here they are. We’re as ready as
we’ll ever be.”
Well, there was still time to ready a few more things, he decided.
He turned to the two watchmen waiting and holding the spyglass.
“They’re coming. We know that. Your post here is of no purpose
anymore. Come help me whet our blades for Aurean blood.”
The two watchmen grinned and followed him into the town, where
they ran about bellowing echoes of Torgny’s orders to prepare for a
ground and air attack. It was unheard of in the annals of Kerathi
history to attack in such a way, and they were going just by gut
instinct, but any preparation was better than none. Win or lose, todee
they would set the pace for the war to come, Torgny realized.
“We will give it our all.” Torgny kept repeating whenever he had a
spare moment to catch his breath.

Illias gazed anxiously out the front portal of the command Flier. His
particular Flier was of the force type, which meant it held the largest
crew compliment and the heaviest armaments of the three models.
The other eleven arrayed in a wedge in front of his were all of the
recon variety, which had only two or three passengers each. This
marked a decided change in tactics from his previous assaults.
Before, he had chosen four Fliers of the medium size or Incursion
models, because they offered enough crew space and firepower to
suit long term attacks. Pilots and crew could be swapped as needed,
and they could deliver heavy, damaging attacks while not sacrificing
too much mobility. Now, he chose recon models because of their
speed and agility. This would make them harder to hit for the men on
the ground, who had been trying, and occasionally succeeding to
bring larger models down ever since the battle on Lunde. That battle
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had been significant in many ways: it had served to remind him of his
fallibility and at the same time it had proven that the Kerathi wouldn’t
be quite the pushover they had initially looked to be. Not that it would
matter todee, as the Kerathi had absolutely no chance against an
army of this size.
Todee was more a measure in his ability to win at a low cost in
manpower rather than a simple test of his ability to win. A child could
win by just telling the soldiers to sail their boats until they ran
aground and then just rush the town. He was almost tempted to do it
just to put Corydon’s new breed of warrior to the test, but having
been a soldier himself, he was learning that he needed to preserve
the lives of his men by not spending them foolishly. That was an
even more important thing to consider with the extent of conflict that
Corydon was suggesting they undertake. It wouldn’t do to run out of
men before they were finished with their conquests.
Illias looked out one of the side portals down into the water below
them, where a thousand men pulled at oars, directed by twenty-five
sets of captains and drum-beaters whose cadence echoed even
through the shell of the Flier. The men pulled with perfect rhythm, but
that was to be expected of them, for they were a queer lot. Their
synchronicity was almost frightening to behold.
He had watched them file down the mountain from Cenalium,
march across the land to Fjorlen, and then load into the twenty-five
boats, that the Aurean soldiers stationed on the land had been
building or refitting for the last couple Munths. They’d done
everything without missing a step even once. They were like a single
mind with two thousand arms, two thousand legs, and a thousand
bodies. It was never so apparent as it was at the moment, with the
twenty-five ships in as near to perfect formation as nature would
allow with its winds and waves interfering. The ships’ drummers
weren’t even in off rhythms from each other. They all took their cues
from the men, who were all pulling at the same time on their oars.
With something like two men per oar, that meant five hundred oars
were lifting and falling, their blades cutting the water at the same
moment. It was unthinkable, unheard of even, to have such sublime
coordination. Yet they did it and made the unnatural seem natural.
Perhaps he had nothing to complain about, but he had his
misgivings. A force that fully anticipated what the next man’s actions
would be was a dream for a commander. They would respond to any
threat with levelheaded preparedness to cover for the next man as a
complete unit. But this brought worries to Illias as well, for battle
never worked out as planned no matter how much one wanted it to.
Complications arose the moment things went from the planning
stage into being carried out: supplies were unavailable, equipment
was damaged, the weather was contrary, morale was low, food was
unavailable, or any number of things and that was before battle was
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actually joined.
Once battle started the enemy was prone to doing the unpredicted
and as the Kerathi were warriors who often fought entirely on instinct
rather than with a plan, they were the antithesis to an organized
fighting unit, as the Elegians had learned before. Even on Maethlin,
the outclassed and poorly skilled Kerathi had managed to inflict a
serious level of casualties simply because they would do the
unthinkable. It was nothing to them to charge when the odds said
they should retreat. A sane man wouldn’t throw himself into the midst
of enemies and start hacking away, but they did it routinely. They hid
anywhere, fought any time of Dee, used anything that might function
as a weapon, and they did it was a surprising effectiveness that
sometimes rattled the Dark Aureans that had been under his
command. Like caged animals they fought, but animals were all they
were, and right now Illias and his men were well-armed hunters with
vastly superior weapons.
Illias sighed and looked over the ships once more, admiring their
uniformity for all the work it had taken. Being that they were not a
seafaring race themselves, they’d simply copied Kerathi designs with
slight modifications for their style of weapons and their physical
dimensions. Thankfully, the Kerathi were not that dissimilar in height,
if they tended to be a few more Centis taller on average and much
bulkier. Mueran boats, on the other hand, would have been far too
strange to operate, too small in dimensions, and unfit for carrying
such a vast number of troops. These Kerathi ships had simple oars,
rudders, and a single great sail that went up on the their mainmasts.
The ships didn’t need to last for Saysuhns either, as they would likely
take replacements for the ones they lost, or find materials that would
allow them to repair those that received damage. Or at least that was
the plan.
That boats had to be floated so the wood would swell and that the
cracks had to be packed with pitch was something he’d never have
considered, but the few Kerathi slaves they’d kept alive had been
forthcoming about such things, as they were the ones who were
assigned to watering the troops and manning the bilges. It was in
their own interest to make sure the boats made it to the next island,
but some of the stubborn men had tried to sabotage the vessels,
withhold information, or simply die rather than help their captors.
Truly they were a hardheaded people.
“Are we nearly there?” Illias asked, looking forward so that he could
see himself without needing an actual answer. “I’m anxious to begin
the extinction of these savages.”
“Ten Mynettes, sir.”
“It’s time then. Fire the first signal.”
The arc-lances under the wings of the Flier tilted up and fired over
the heads of the Fliers in formation before them, and the left group of
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seven swung north. They would come at the city from over the land,
hugging the treetops to avoid detection until the last possible
moment. It was when they were openly visible and seen coming that
they would be most susceptible to the enemy’s defenses. The other
four slipped down toward the sea. They would run interference near
the harbor’s entrance, laying down suppressing fire and attacking
any open defensive works that could be destroyed without too much
risk to the Fliers. While he hated risking the Fliers, one Flier was
easier to replace than a boat and the twoscore men on it, especially
since they’d made a habit of burning every sizeable ship they could
find for the last Munth or so.
As they approached, they swung wide and faced the harbor. He
began to see the way his enemies were arrayed before him,
manning various platforms with siege weapons that were already
cranked back or readied to fire when the first set of Fliers dove in
sharply and then hooked back out to sea. They were simply baiting
the Kerathi, and while a few impatient defenders fired shots that
missed quite badly, most had been schooled to wait so as not to
waste ammunition.
That was how the battle for Trounedlag began, with a few
unimpressive bangs of gunpowder charges and grapeshot cannons
going off. It was nothing compared to the clamor of his blood vessels
resonating with his excited pulse within his head and in his inner ears.
It was exhilarating and maddening at the same time to be poised on
the brink of the certain death of so many men, both enemies and
allies. He laughed and ordered the second signal, which drew fifteen
ships north to follow the coast and release their men there while the
other ten continued on as if to challenge the harbor itself.
Of course, to send his boats into the harbor was tantamount to
suicide, even against a people as backward and uncomplicated as
the Kerathi. They knew how to defend against boats and men, and
they were learning to defend against attacks from the air, so one had
to be a little subtler if one wanted to avoid massive casualties. And if
a two-prong attack was a little predictable, it worked, and as they
were outnumbered badly and had no real force to sally forth and
guard the northern beachhead, it would work. And, just to avoid
possible traps, the northern body of soldiers would land on two spots,
neither the easiest and most predictable landing spot. They’d have to
wade ashore, but wading was far better than being blow apart by
cannons or other traps.
On the second pass, one of the Fliers got a little too daring and a
concussive explosion nearby its right wing almost put it into the
harbor bay. It wobbled and scraped along the treetops as it struggled
to regain altitude. A net of lines several Centis thick was cast in front
of it by men who had been camouflaged with pine boughs on the
treetops, and it caught around the front of the Flier. If the Flier was
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fast, it was not stronger than the trio of ancient pines that the sturdy
lines were tied to. The Flier executed a sharp nosedive when it ran
out of line, and it swung down in an arc into the trees like a spinning
rock on the end of a string.
“First casualties.” Illias said in a detached way, angry that they went
to the enemy as far as he could tell.
His pilots were not complete fools though, so they split up and
began raking the trees with arc-lance fire that couldn’t quite cause
them to catch fire, as the Saysuhn of Brown had already produced
several rainy days as well as the thaw that left everything plenty
damp. Still, this put them out of the range of most of the weapons,
since they pointed in the harbor’s direction, so the trees that
protected the city also protected the attacking Fliers.
At that time, the seven other Fliers came across in a broad
sweeping pattern, each on burning twin furrows across the town.
When they were done there were fourteen smoking or burning
stripes across the village, and only one of the Fliers had been
damaged in the run, and that was mostly cosmetic. The seven broke
into two teams, one of four and one of three, and they joined the
remaining team of three and began taking potshots at anything still
exposed after their last attack. Yet the defenders weren’t totally
shaken yet, as a few answering shots, mostly wide misses, arced up
at the Fliers. Enough grapeshot and explosive charges were fired to
keep the Fliers from committing to any serious attack, but the threat
of the Fliers was enough to prevent the enemy from setting up to
defend against any charge from the ground that the approaching
ships might offer.
As the ten ships of the southern group turned toward the harbor,
smoke began to rise on the horizon to the north. Illias quickly made a
count of the Fliers still in the air to see if another had crashed down
in the trees, but there were still ten aloft, even if one was only turning
left instead of right now because its struts and flaps had been
shredded by grapeshot. They had apparently upgraded to something
harder than the lead balls they normally used, for those usually
plinked off a Flier’s skin with little more than a dent to show for their
efforts.
“Sir, the smoke?”
“I see it.” Illias said in irritation. He wasn’t blind, and he was seeing
the same thing as the pilot, yet the pilot had felt the need to point it
out anyway. “They must have set traps for the northern group. Lets
just hope it was something on the ground and not in the water, or
else we lost a boat too.” He interpreted.
No sooner had he said this than did one of the boats nearest the
waterline erupt in a great spout of water and flame. Dark shapes,
either the ship’s complement of soldiers, pieces of the ship, or both
rained down on the other ships. With the color of the water, it was
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hard to tell how much of it was stained red by the blood of the dead
and how much was caused by the fires on the remaining hull, fires
which were being doused as the temporarily displaced water
returned to the sea. Another explosion nearby rocked a ship up on
an angle that nearly capsized it, unsettling most of the crew as it did
so, but it weathered it and came through intact.
“Alright, that’s plenty enough. Let’s hit them. Assume our second
position.” He ordered, and immediately the ship lifted sharply, its
rotors straining to lift the bulk of the Flier as fast and as far as was
necessary.
When they’d reached a height of about two hundred Mayters, they
headed over to position themselves directly over the eastern end of
the city, which really wasn’t much more than a hundred buildings
anyway, a fifth of which were actually of any serious size. He left the
pilot’s chamber, for they knew what to do anyway, and went back to
oversee the bombs. He laughed as he heard a few lead slugs ping
off the hull, barely hard enough to make noise after climbing this high.
His team of six men was gathered around six weapons that had
been constructed. They were not complicated. Rather, all they
needed to do was drop a significant distance, enough to break open,
and the mere crushing and contraction upon impact would ignite the
material inside when a number of sparking materials were
compressed and did just what they were designed to do: make
sparks. The six barrel-shaped weapons were on a track, and all that
had to be done was to remove the pegs that locked each of the
barrels in place and they would roll down the slight slope and out the
open hatch and into open air. Saycunds later there would be a lot of
fire on the ground.
With a nod, the hatch was opened, and the winds tore through the
compartment. Illias grabbed onto the rail that ran along the ceiling,
and gave a nod to his men. With a lot of nervous grins, they pulled
the first peg, and the first bomb began a slow roll down the two
Mayters that lay between it and open air. There was an almost
deafening silence as the bomb was loosed from the track and twirled
off the grating floor and into the air beyond. Then the air seemed to
rush around once more, as if time had started again, and Illias was
vaguely aware of himself giving the order to move further west so
they could drop the next one.
Beneath them, the air seemed to suddenly get hotter, and the Flier
wobbled as the hot air followed the loud cracking boom from below,
shaking the craft. Illias fought off the urge to look at the damaged
they’d caused and ordered the next bomb dropped, and then the
next. After the fourth had fallen, they pulled back to look at the
damaged they’d wrought, escaping the turmoil of hot air and smoke
that jetted up at them.
The fourth, for whatever reason, had been a dud. It had not blown
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up, but rather it had broken and spilled across a swampy corner of
the harbor that ducked under the docks and made crossing one or
two muddy streets all but impossible. He snorted, amazed that these
people’s disorder had saved them from the fourth bomb. The first
three had leveled the Stammheim, a number of warehouses, and
had strewn enough wreckage to create serious carnage. Bodies lay
everywhere around the blast radius, most not completely intact.
Elsewhere, men and women stumbled around in stunned trances,
blackened, missing limbs, or drenched in someone’s blood, possibly
their own, though just as likely not.
“Take us back down to join the southern attack group at its landing
point,” He called ahead to the pilot as his six man team closed the
hatch, “but first signal the other Fliers to renew their attacks.” They’d
all pulled away when the lead Flier had taken its position, and they
waiting like three groups of vultures sitting just in sight of a dying
animal.
By the time Illias had returned to the front, the city was falling
behind them, but he could see the colorful lances of fire and light that
the Fliers plied the city with, like threads in a great tapestry of misery
and death. He laughed joyously and settled into his chair so he could
watch the approach on the southern landing point.
At the southern landing point, one of the boats was listing curiously
to one side with bodies and bits of wood floating around its rent side,
and as they approached they saw a heavy cannon hidden in a tight
enclosure of stone. This, in and of itself, was surprising, because the
men who worked on the cannon would surely go deaf from the
echoes, but then they probably didn’t expect to live through the Dee.
Corydon’s Lost One Soldiers were challenging the cannon enclosure,
but a complement of something like a dozen riflemen inside it were
keeping them at bay, while plinking off an occasional soldier who
was wading to shore. Arc-lance fire struck and scorched the rock
enclosure, but arc-lances could no more penetrate the stone than a
rifle could. The cannon fired again, sending grapeshot ripping
through a half dozen men and maiming others before the powder
smoke from the cannon barrel had even stopped its forward trek
across the beach.
Illias pointed out the cannon to the pilot, who obliged by sweeping
down across it and bathing it in arc-lance fire. Their arc-lances were
heavier and they had a better vantage point to strike through the
cannon’s portal. As they neared it, a puff of smoke from the treeline
beyond the beach brought his attention, just in time to see a dozen
small holes open in the hull beside the copilot, who slumped forward
onto the controls, clearly dead. Illias winced at a stinging pain in his
thigh, and looked down lamely at his leg, which sported a bright
green sparkling thing of an oblong shape that protruded from the
meat of his leg. It was roughly the shape of one of the holes in the
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hull. The pilot shouted something unintelligible, but it sounded quite
like a curse, and then they went down heavily. There was a crash,
the sound of metal wrenching, and a lot more pain.

Illias grunted as he plucked an emerald from his thigh. He shook his
head to think that the Kerathi had resorted to shooting jewels and
gemstones at them. Though riches wouldn’t do dead men much
good. It was just a show of how desperate they knew their situation
to be.
He shook his head and slipped down out of the Flier. While it hurt to
walk, the beach had been secured, and he wasn’t about to stay
much longer in that Flier. It might go up any second since the bombs
had been shaken loose from their tracks. They had crushed two men
in the back. The pilot had faired little better. He’d been impaled on
the controls of his own Flier, but Illias still felt like he should
congratulate him for setting down without blowing them both to
pieces and half the men on the beach with them, so he flicked the
gem onto the dead man’s lap through a hole in the broken front
portal glass.
Loosing his arc-sword, he fell into a body of troops that was forming
up with an alarming rapidity. He grinned to see them do such a thing
so fast, like beads of water along the rim of a glass after a sip that
rushed to rejoin the larger body of liquid at the bottom of the glass.
Officers cast looks his way, waiting for orders even if they’d already
been given them. Illias hurried over after casting one more look back
at his Flier; it looked salvageable, but it’d take a Wayke probably.
“Let’s move.” He shouted, forcing his lungs to press out a louder
sound than they wanted. His ribs were bruised quite nicely after the
crash, but he ignored it as best he could.
The Lost One Soldiers started forward all at once, keeping a perfect
formation, even when the column had to melt into a narrower column
to enter the forest pathways. They met resistance along the way,
mostly in pockets of men who would rush at them suddenly,
bellowing loudly to give their positions away before they could reach
the column. The more dangerous ones were snipers who were in
tree stands or hidden in the rocky forest terrain. There was an infinite
supply of places to hide, and even Aurean armor couldn’t always
defend them from well-placed slugs.
So, after weathering a few more losses, nothing substantial though,
they made it to the city proper, where they encountered a few small
groups of resistors, many of them already wounded from the bombs
or the arc-lance fire of the Fliers. They fought bravely, but they
fought against what amounted to a giant scorpion with dozens of
stingers and tough armor, that was what the organized and
defensive group of Lost One Soldiers were. Greatswords, axes,
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flails, and rifles just weren’t up to the task. Still, there were traps and
many men died gruesomely before things finally quieted down. Fliers
circled, looking for stragglers, while the northern force cleared out of
the city and pressed on to the other settlements on the island,
supported by a couple Fliers that had taken no damage and who had
fresh crews swapped onto them.
This left the southern body of Aureans to finish securing the city by
going house to house and kill whomever they could find, be they
men, women, the elderly, or children. It seemed it didn’t matter to the
Kerathi either, for they all fought with some sort of weapon, or tried at
least. The battle was over, and Illias stood in the middle of the city,
right in the smoking crater of one bomb he had dropped, smelling his
victory as much as seeing it.

Torgny winced. He couldn’t feel his legs, but the pain in his chest
was unbearable. He looked down, seeing the blackened stumps
where once legs had been. His hands curled spasmodically as
another wave of pain wracked his body. He threw his head to the
side to shake off the pain, and as he did so, he saw a familiar face
standing in the wreckage of the city, just twenty Mayters away.
He almost laughed aloud, or rather he tried but only pained
wheezing came out. He’d seen that face once before, but it had been
in a Flier back on Lunde right before he’d whipped an axe at it and
dove from the treetop into the snowy boughs below him. Now that
man was taking reports and issuing orders to what were clearly
officers, while the Aurean soldiers continued to ransack houses to
find survivors. Torgny shuddered, feeling revulsion for the Aureans,
who acted like soulless killing machines, but at the same time it
could have just been the pain. He was in too much pain to be sure.
His hands found a splintered piece of wood that had once had an
axe head on the end of it. Now it was simply a leather-bound stake,
but it would pierce a man’s heart, he was sure of that. So, he began
a slow crawl toward the commander, not even thinking for once
about how miraculous it was that he was alive or that he would be
spotted before he reached the man.
“Comrain give me one last chance.” He mouthed as he crawled on
his elbows toward the man, the face of his accuser from Rummas
filling his eyes.
His honor would be his again if he killed this man, he was sure of it.
Centi by Centi, and Mayter by Mayter, he made his way toward the
man, occasionally lying down to rest or play dead when men walked
by. Surely Kaneitha was lending her breath as an obscuring veil for
him. She wanted this as much as Nelius, who would welcome
another body into his halls soon.
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Twenty Mayters became ten, and then five, and when he was three
Mayters away, one of the officers turned and saw him. There was
eye contact, followed by a moment of surprise, and then the secret
was out. The officer didn’t end him though, instead he indicated him
to the leader, who turned to regard him in surprise. There was
recognition then.
“The man from the treetop.” The leader said, staring in wonder as
Torgny crawled a step closer.
Just keep thinking and staring, Torgny begged him with his eyes,
gritting his teeth and dragging himself a bit nearer to his enemy.
“You survived. It’s amazing, and now I know why this city fought so
well.” The man said, speaking in Low Elegian Torgny realized. “Tell
me, how many more lead and fight like you?”
“Hundreds. Thousands.” Torgny breathed, clutching at the man’s
legs. He began pulling himself up by them, trying to raise himself
onto the stumps of his legs that ended near the knees.
“Then perhaps this campaign will be more costly than anyone
anticipated.” The man said with a bit of a sigh, but not a sad one but
more one of what sounded to be longing for battle. Then he did the
strangest thing.
He knelt so they were of a height and pulled Torgny to him,
embracing him. Torgny blinked in stunned silence and looked into
the man’s eyes. They were not soulless eyes like those of the
soldiers. Instead there was darkness within them. It was a darkness
that said that this man did this not out of duty or out of mindlessness,
but out of madness and a love for blood. Torgny’s heart felt a
moment of fear to see such darkness, and his hand tightened around
the stake.
Even as he gathered his last strength for a final attack, he felt a
sharp pain in his side. He pushed away from the man to look down
and see a stiletto knife that had entered between his ribs to pierce
his heart. Dumbfounded, he raised his arm to plunge the stake into
the man even as his heart stopped. His last sight was to see his
stake stab into the man between the plates of armor he wore, but it
was not a killing blow. It was only enough to draw a little blood, and
the man hadn’t even bothered to stop him or brush away his attack.
It had simply been too feeble to kill him.
“Remember me when Nelius comes.” A whisper said, and then he
felt another pain that he just knew, even if he didn’t see because his
eyes had clouded over, was an Aurean sword piercing his middle
and pinning him to the ground.
Like so, he left the world, wondering if he had redeemed his honor.

Illias stared at the dead man for a long moment, wondering who he
was. He was of a mind to have a few Kerathi spared long enough to
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divulge the man’s name, but prudency argued against it. He
watched the man’s dead body for several Mynettes, almost daring
Nelius to show himself as he took the man’s soul. He saw nothing
but flies though, and he hardly thought flies were the gatemen to the
afterlife. He smiled to think such a thing even as the casualty reports
were finishing.
In the end, his curiosity won out, and as they tortured a few men to
death, a name came out: Geistervergeltung. What that meant was
anyone’s guess, as it seemed to be a word only of the Kerathi
vernacular. It was a name that stuck with him, a name that clung to
his palate like a bad taste, but to know one’s enemy was to know
one’s self.
They’d lost two Fliers and two would not fly again until they’d
undergone serious repairs. Four boats were sunk or damaged
beyond repair. Just over a hundred and seventy men had died, but
they’d killed somewhere near three thousand before the day was
done. The bombs had done much of that, with the Fliers making it a
complete rout before all was said and done. He wasn’t even sure
how good these figures were, but he’d seen what Corydon’s Lost
One Soldiers could do, and he was impressed. Still, there were tens
of thousands of men left to kill in the world, and they’d only just
begun. He wondered how many of those with him todee would return
to Maethlin before all was said and done.
The throbbing in his leg broke into his reverie.
“Alright. Someone get me a Maletos-damned field doctor. My leg
needs dressing.” He bellowed, limping off to oversee some other part
of the eradication of the Kerathi from this island and the
reprovisioning and resupplying of his force.
They would move on as soon as they could. This was merely the
first step in a marathon of death.
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CHAPTER 73
Sometimes the best misdirection is an obvious move...
- Excerpt from Iago’s ‘Trust Unfounded’
th

 Noinsdee, the 29 of Thawing, 769 A.E. 
Sef trembled as he entered into the Empress’ audience chamber in
The World Seat of the One Who Walks Among us as a Goddess
Incarnate, or the House of She as it was called by those who were
not within earshot of someone important enough to order their head
be taken off for being lazy and disrespectful to the Empress by
calling her home less than its full name. This was only the second
time he’d entered this chamber, the first having been a few Waykes
past when his master, the former Empress-In-Waiting and current
Empress Sanura II, assumed the mantle of Empress and the control
of the Elegian nation that came with it.
He had stood before the massive double doors that marked the
main entry to the audience chamber for a long moment, trying not to
think about what lay beyond. The doors had been hewn from a single
tree ten Hectoyarres or more ago, supposedly the largest tree in the
history of the world. The doors were so old that they’d hardened to
something approaching stone, but they were not brittle, rather hard
as marble but strong as steel. As the doors opened, he winced as
two rows of magnificent bronze, jeweled idols of Juria, each with a
bare left breast, sprang into view beyond the massive double doors.
The stupendously decorated chamber beyond those great doors
recalled to him the slaughter that had come with Sanura II’s
ascendancy.
The previous Empress’ trusted diplomats, emissaries, consorts, and
advisors had all been killed or had been forced to kill each other in
brutal games or in contests of fate, luck, and strength. The halls had
flowed with blood, and it hadn’t even been for the enjoyment of the
people of Jhiza, but rather just for the edification of the new
Empress. And enjoy it she had, for she had sat on the edge of her
magnificent throne carved of ivory and traced with gold, silver, and
bronze and she had absorbed every moment of suffering. She had
not ordered a stop to the deaths even when the new combatants and
participants had been slipping and sloughing through Centis of
collected gore. It had gone on for a full Dee, and only then were the
remaining prisoners spared, but they who had witnessed much of the
death were not quite right in the mind afterward.
Even then it hadn’t been finished. Sanura II had ordered that the
surviving males be castrated, lest they make a new generation of
malcontents, and then they had been shipped off to fight pirates on
Zaraig or protect caravans from Sandcats in the Drylands. The
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women were not spared either. If anything, they were treated even
worse. They had been made unable to conceive through cruel
methods that Sef didn’t even want to think about, for they were often
as lethal as they were gruesome. More than half the women had
either died during the process or had killed themselves afterward.
The now infertile women were working as field nurses for the soldiers
or as workers in cities in remote corners of Elegius, disowned from
their families and their heads shaven to indicate their lowly status. In
response to the mass arrests and murders, foreigners had been
fleeing Elegius at every opportunity, for Tahirah III had employed
many foreigners. The remnants of the previous regime who had
been smart enough to flee had left the instant they’d heard news of
their Empress’ death, likely to Zaraig, Respite, or the Forsaken
Islands.
Sef took a deep breath and continued in toward the Empress. His
eyes wandered from one row of statues to the other, from one statue
to the next, each one depicting a subtle mood or expression upon
Juria’s lovely face. He stopped occasionally to kiss his fingertips and
press them to his temples. Yet those statues were hardly the only
decorations, or even the grandest ones of the chamber, which was
larger than some villages in itself.
There were cages of foreign and exotic birds and each one
assigned a caretaker whose life consisted of nothing more than
caring for a single bird with plumes some rare color of the rainbow. It
was a harder job than it sounded, though, as they tended to get
tortured or killed if their charges died, escaped, or happened to shit
where they shouldn’t. There were also massive floating pots shaped
like Elegian boats and vessels, which worked their way through
intricate systems of fountains and waterways ferrying floral
passengers about the massive room. These also needed to be
tended to.
Then there were the pillars, dozens of them, and each was unique
except for those on the main approach to the Empress’ throne.
Those on the main approach were fifteen to eighteen Mayters of
black marble capped and ringed with bronze bands. The others were
of any color of stone or metal, usually a mix, but they’d each been
adorned with carvings or paintings that contained, if viewed as a
whole, the history of the Elegian people. Triangle swatches of silk the
size of ship’s sails had been strung between these, and each triangle
designated the territory of a certain group of emissaries, courtiers,
officials, or any number of other folks that might have doings with the
Empress’ hangers-on, advisors, or messengers. Now these were all
arranged in such a way that only the highest of them might chance
upon a fleeting glimpse of the Empress every now and then. The
others had no prayer of experiencing such a thing, as the layout of
the room, the room’s decorations, and the social hierarchy of people
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around them prevented their sight of the Empress. It also helped that
there were hundreds of soldiers mingling within the crowd, constantly
searching, with hands on sword hilts, for some offense worthy of
death – this happened no less than once or twice a Dee and still the
halls were filled. The dead would be quickly and easily replaced, and
those who replaced the dead would consider it an honor to do so.
Yet all of these things, other than the statues of Juria, were just
distractions to Sef, who passed them by unseeingly. He was seen,
though, and his passage caused ripples of conversation throughout
the astronomically sized room, much like a cannonball being
dropped into a pool. By the time the story of his passing had ran
through the room once, back again, and finally finished, it would
have been distorted to something that it was not, and there would be
a thousand different assumptions about the topics that would be
discussed, who he was, what his business was, and what his
attachment to the Empress was. He didn’t care about those things
any more than he’d cared about the construction he’d had to wade
through on the way to this chamber, the result of the fires and
mayhem from the Dee of the Empress’ kidnapping/murder and the
reconstruction demanded by a suspicious Empress, who was not
going to allow the same thing to happen to her. Indeed, from the
scale of what was being done, it seemed that nothing short of a total
redesign of the interior of the massive complex would alleviate her
fears of betrayal.
He was quite winded and his feet ached quite royally by the time he
actually reached earshot of the Empress, which was as close as
anyone stood. The only thing allowed closer than that was her pet
Sandcat, which she’d domesticated over the last six Yarres after its
pregnant mother had failed to assassinate her. She’d taken up the
bronze blade she’d slain the mother with and had cut the baby out of
her belly, as if it were something she did every Dee despite having
been scarred by the mother. Some went so far as to say she’d
nursed it, but that was only part of the legend of Sanura II as far as
Sef knew. It seemed highly unlikely, but not impossible where an
Empress was concerned. He put such thoughts out of his mind and
dropped thankfully to his knees, touched each of his palms to his
lips, and then clapped them together as he bowed his head until it
was brushed the floor.
“Empress, ruler of all the Elegian people and the right owner of all
things on Elegius, which is fed by the bounty of the river that bears
your name…” He continued on in this vein for several Mynettes,
finally ending with, “…your magnificence, your wonderfulness, I
cannot portray my joy at being allowed to touch my lowly head to the
ground here in such proximity of your person. Surely you are soiled
by my lowliness while I am lifted to what would be the status of a
king were this another nation of lesser folks.”
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“Enough flattery, Sef. What was his answer?” The Empress
demanded huskily, her voice like the rubbing of leather together,
somehow seductive yet forceful.
Sef raised his head just enough so that if he strained his eyeballs at
their utmost upward position he could just see the Empress’ shadow
and the tips of her feet, which were laced into the softest skin of
some baby animal. Likely that specific species of animal was now
extinct because of the making of those shoes, which could only be
made from the most perfect animals, lest imperfect animals sully the
Empress by touching her feet. He licked his lips nervously.
“Empress, if I might be bold and be allowed to bask within your
unimaginable glory so that my words will not carry far, even in they
may sully your ears with crude vocalizations from my lowly tongue
and it will surely warrant my death to so speak.”
“Sef, you were my childhood friend, and for that I demand you stop
such formality just this once. And, as I have gifted you with the ability
to speak as an equal, you are elevated for the duration of this
conversation to a level, that, while it may cause me extreme
queasiness and disgust to listen to you even with your back turned to
me, it will not cause the need for your untimely death.”
His heart nearly stopped to be granted such a boon. Surely he
would die on the spot out of complete joy, and indeed he wished for
such a fate, only until he realized he would do her a disservice by
dying and leaving his missions unfulfilled. “Empress, yes!” He cried
in ecstatic glee, jumping up from where he sat.
Briefly, his eyes raked across a form too perfect for words. Even he,
with his gift of a honeyed, silver tongue, could not express her
beauty and magnificence. What might have been plain on another
woman was breathtaking in her case. Even the Sandcat-caused
scars across her shoulder, which terminated just above her heart on
her dark, exposed breast, were trophies of eloquence and wonder.
She was clothed in a shift made of threads of copper and silver that
had been drawn over a robe of the finest silk, which had been spun
by the most carefully chosen silkworms and had been worked into
cloth by women who had gone blind from doing such delicate work.
He nearly tore his eyes out so that this would be the last thing he
would see, but again prudency interfered. He would have plenty of
time for that after his report if she so willed it or if his usefulness was
at an end. So instead, he put his eyes back on the floor and walked
to within about five paces of her, when she indicated he could stop
with a simple grunt, though it was far more of an eloquent utterance
than a lesser being might have made. Then he turned around and
sank to his knees so that he could speak as she had asked.
“Your worshipfulness,” He started, but she cut in before he could
continue.
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“Just tell me about the encounter without the titles, flattery, and
general worship that you normally put in.” She ordered.
“Forgive me, oh font of all wisdom, for I am but a fool and I cannot
understand well. My simple mind cannot comprehend how I am to
show you proper respect by speaking without the honorifics that my
lowest of low positions requires of me to use in such close proximity
of your magnificence.”
“Sef, you will certainly cause my displeasure if you cannot speak to
me straightly and simply, whereas you will only run a mild risk if you
speak plainly. Vagaries are not something I need to hear right now.
Tell me what I need to hear, and tell me what you think he means,
because I was not there to judge the man myself.”
Sef’s heart thundered in his ears and chest. He took a deep breath
and tried to decide what to say. As much as he wanted to apologize
and offer to end his own life for displeasing her, he knew that would
only anger her, so he focused instead on the most recent meeting
he’d had with Iago, and began to recite what had happened. “He was
waiting for me when I arrived, but usually I’m made to wait upon his
convenience. While this seems to say he’s willing to be compliant, I
think it’s a measured move to keep us guessing. He spoke about his
anger at the betrayal, which I countered with accusations of his
betraying us first, and how you, in your wisdom, aimed to level the
playing field so that our two factions could be married in this effort
against Corydon and his minions.”
“He couldn’t have truly expected me to sit back and let him hold that
axe over my head.” The Empress said self-righteously.
“Indeed not, and as the conversation wore on, he allowed it to be
known that the betrayal on our part, or reciprocation as I chose to put
it, was not what bothered him so much as that he had not been able
to foresee it. He is a man of great pride, and yet I think this
admission was staged at least in part for my benefit. He promised to
help us as we asked, with details about Cenalium, maps, guides, and
support from their flying machines at least insofar as carrying me
back and forth from Aetheline is concerned.”
“I have wanted to ride in one of those things ever since I heard of
them. Is it truly like being a bird, flying among the clouds?”
“It’s nauseating and dizzy for one as weak as I,” Sef replied
apologetically, “but I have no doubt you would spread your arms and
sprout wings of your own to take your majestic place in the heavens
with the other stars that burn so dim in comparison with your inner
light.”
The Empress sniffed, but did not rebuke him for his flattery.
Sometimes it was actually warranted. “Will he work with us and hold
the Empress as he says? He’s already killed a number of our agents
in Jhiza.”
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“That was as we expected though. You knew he’d want to test our
poisoners and other spies to see if they really knew the antidote.
When he saw that I truly hadn’t lied about there being no one else
who knew the specific antidote, he despaired and buckled down to
our demands for the antidote. I expect him to work for us, but also to
look for a way to slip the yoke and betray us at the first chance.”
The Empress chuckled throatily. “Vipers do just that – bite people.”
“You think him a viper, Empress?”
“Yes. He’s assuredly a snake, even if he makes his home on a
mountain. Only, remember that a snake held by the back of the head
can be made to bite one’s enemies while taking little risk to one’s
self.”
“You are truly wise beyond anything I could ever achieve.” Sef
praised her; he was genuinely happy to hear such words come from
her mouth.
“We will continue to press him. On the next delivery of the antidote,
give him a lesser dose. After that resume the full doses, but be a
Dee or more late. Needle him at every chance for more concessions
toward our side. It may make him angrier, but he will betray us
somedee anyway, so we might as well use him as much as we can.”
“Your cunning is legendary.”
No sooner had he gotten the words out than did a heavy blow come
across the back of his shoulders, knocking him forward onto his
chest, with his face pressed against the cold marble floor, smelling
the crushed flowers that littered the ground around the Empress’
throne. The Empress’ Sandcat growled in mirror of its master’s
irritation.
“Go. I’ve had enough of your mindless chatter. Go turn yourself into
a warden for a full flogging, as you seemed unable to completely
please me with your utterances.”
“I am most sorry, exalted one.” He said, just barely above a
whisper.
“Sef, if such titles amused and pleased me when I was Empress-InWaiting, they seem hollow now that I have assumed the real title. I
realize now how shallow and weak I was before, and things
associated with former weaknesses bother me. Don’t become one of
those remembrances. It’s not healthy.” She warned him. “Now leave
my presence, for your stink has filled my nostrils.”
Sef hurried away, going through a Mynette long set of obeisance
rituals as he fled the chamber in search of someone who could beat
him for displeasing the Empress.
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CHAPTER 74
I’ve not seen the other lands beyond the Outer Seas, and while I
should like to see the wonders of life they hold, I know I will die here.
That is fine. It seems that one should die where they were born or as
near to it as possible, so that they might fertilize the grounds they
took so much from in life.
- Excerpt from Okapi’s ‘Flora and Fauna of the Broken Crown’
th

 Zehnsdee, the 30 of Thawing, 769 A.E. 
The Dees seemed to crawl by, each one beginning and ending
much like the last, only that the air grew a bit warmer and the iceberg
shrank a bit more. Even with the increasing temperatures sleeping
on a chunk of ice was cold business. They were, because of Bedros’
efforts, not truly floating northward, but almost sailing. It was hard to
gauge exactly how fast they were moving, though Makan had
hazarded a few guesses, being a man of the sea as he was.
Anthea sat under the sun with her arms spread out to either side of
her, soaking up its light as gratefully as one who’s been without
water for some time would enjoy a crisp, cold beverage. The Aurean
lights had stopped working, the batteries dead and inoperable, so
she’d been suffering through the nights. At least there had been
moonlight of late, but that, too, would fade as the moon waned. A
shiver rippled through her body, remembrance of the darkness in
their shelter and the nausea it brought. It took her a good Ouer sitting
in the sun every morning to recover enough to go about the rest of
the Dee.
At the same time, she knew she was becoming more resistant to
the dark, and that would probably keep her alive when the moon
failed or storms came up to hide the sun for Dees. It wasn’t as if they
had a plethora of wood to burn for fires, or even much of the nowprecious seal fat oil. A second shiver ran through her, and she found
herself longing to be in Nishan’s arms again. When her head was
pressed to his chest and their hearts were beating in time, she forgot
about the outside world and the need for light. It was as if she could
feed off of his inner light when the sun was absent. She smiled and
shivered again, but it was a good shiver this time.
“What’s got you a’ trembling?”
Anthea started, nearly sliding off her perch on the top of the upper
shelf of the iceberg, just in sight of Bedros and his relentless running.
She shot a dark look at Nishan. “Need you sneak up on me?”
He grinned rakishly and combed a hand through hair that had
grown quite long, its length and weight pulling the curls down into
gentle waves. It was almost feminine in its length but with his
chiseled features and dark facial hair growing thickly around his
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mouth and chin, it would be hard to mistake him for a woman. The
single exposed eye, the other still covered with the bandana, also
lent him a dangerous air, more so than normal. “What were you
thinking of that had you so distracted you couldn’t hear my heavy
footfalls crunching on the snow?”
Anthea snorted in a less than girlish manner. “Heavy footfalls? I’ve
heard cats that alight with more noise than you.”
Nishan shrugged and sat down beside her. She moved her hands
to her lap, but he immediately snatched one back and held onto it.
Even through mittens she could feel his pulse, and he hers. “You’ve
just known clumsy cats then.”
“Perhaps Bedros’ heavy steps are making it hard to hear anything
else. They seem to vibrate this entire iceberg ceaselessly. Even
when he takes a break, it’s as if a phantom takes up his pace and
pounds that bone encircled patch of ice in his stead.”
“Then praise is due to that creature of Aaren’s design, for surely it is
a creature of the air doing it.”
Anthea grinned and blew a heavy breath into her cupped palm,
unable to complete the gesture of faith with both hands since Nishan
held her other. “To Aaren then, the Father of Winds who blows us
home.”
“I only wish he’d do it faster. The food is not unlimited,” He didn’t
need to mention that they’d since eaten all the seals that had not fled
the iceberg. Most had left within a Dee of the iceberg pushing out
into the open seas, and now their group had only their stored
supplies left to eat. “And even when we get back to land, it could be
some time before we can gather support for your cause.”
“Where do you think we’ll end up?”
Nishan shrugged. “Far Muera, the Crooked Ridge, the Forsaken
Islands, or somewhere in the Mueran Belt – I can’t tell. I’m not much
of a navigator, even if I know how to read the stars to an extent.
Makan seems to think we’ll pass close to Far Muera though.”
“But where after that? I know our path leads us back to Cenalium
eventually, but I doubt it will be straight there. Yet I don’t really
expect to find myself returning at the head of an army either.”
“Why not?”
“Who would follow me? I’m a young girl, not a war leader.”
Nishan chuckled. “You’ve already got the beginnings of a small
band of soldiers here. We’ve been practicing every Dee: Rolf,
Makan, Sagira, and I. I imagine more people will join us in Rummas,
Aynglica, or in the Mueran Belt. We can’t really go at it alone.”
“How are we going to get them to follow though, and what will we
take them to Cenalium with? We’re going to need an army to get
past Corydon’s defenses, unless we can sneak by. We’re not ready
to lead an army though, and I doubt we’ll ever be. I know I am not.”
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“I suppose we’ll worry about that when we get to where we’re going.
I’ll think upon it, though. I’m not without influence in Rummas at
least.”
A sudden stopping of Bedros’ footfalls announced he was taking a
break. They turned to see him stalk out of his circle, loop around it
twice, and then lay down upon the ice. His hot flesh turned the ice
around where he lay to steam, and quite quickly a cloud of mist
obscured him.
“He’s been running almost constantly for nearly a Wayke. He’s
pushing even harder than he did when we started out, and he’s
barely eaten.”
“We don’t exactly have a lot for him to eat, being that he subsists on
plants and vegetables.” Nishan pointed out.
“Still, how does he sustain himself?”
“He drinks a lot of water, perhaps there is enough within that to
keep him going.”
“But he should be melting down his body with as much work as he
does every Dee. A man would shrink down to nothing if he didn’t eat
and did half of what Bedros does.” Anthea insisted.
“Anthea, how many times have we seen him do something that a
man couldn’t? Don’t be foolish and insist on an explanation for all
that happens around him. There are secrets and strange things
about the Ox-Men that we will always find inexplicable.”
Anthea sighed and laid back. Nishan reclined, resting on an elbow
while he watched her. Her silvery purple hair, sometimes almost red
when the sun hit it just right, poured out of her hood around her neck.
“You are beautiful, you know?”
She colored a bit red as she met his one eye with her two. “Why do
you say such things?”
“Because I can.” He said with a wide smile.
“I’m but a shadow of my mother, even on a good Dee, and I think
being in ill-fitting Uleaut clothes and having not really bathed properly
for Waykes is hardly doing me any good.”
“Tell me about your mother.” Nishan suggested.
“I remember little, less every Dee I think.”
“Tell me what you remember then.”
“I have my mother’s green eyes, though mine are lighter, with more
yellow in them. Hers were softer and kinder. She had reddish brown
hair not unlike Rolf’s, though it turned nearly copper if she’d been in
the sun much. Her proportions were more generous than mine, and
her features more feminine, where mine are too slim and sharp –
evidence of my father’s blood in me.”
Nishan frowned. “You’re not as proud of being your father’s
daughter as you are of being your mother’s daughter?”
She shook her head, realizing how close he was now, his face
almost next to hers. “No, I only miss her more, as it’s been longer
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since I’ve seen her. My father’s death is like a scab over my heart
that won’t heal, but hers was and is a gaping wound in my soul. Sons
have their fathers to take after, but daughters always try to live up to
their mother’s image, and I fear I’m lacking.”
“You’re your own person. Don’t lie in her shadow anymore. You
don’t need to.” He said softly, whispering in her ear so that his hot
breath was on her cheek.
She turned her head to meet his lips briefly, a friendly rather than
romantic gesture, and then said, “I just want to see her again.”
“I know.”
Suddenly, Nishan stiffened, his face twitching in something akin to
pain. His body went stiff beside her. Anthea sat up quickly, alarmed.
Nishan’s eye closed, he bit his lip, and pressed his hands to his
temples. He twitched once more, this time a spasm originating at the
base of his spine that traveled rapidly to his extremities. She said a
number of things to him then, mostly worried babbling that she made
more for her own comfort than his.
Then he pulled off his bandana and exposed his other eye. Anthea
gasped, for if the left eye was still the yellow-gold it had been, like a
wolf’s eye, the right was now a swirling deep red, as if blood were
bubbling up inside the iris. Heavy steps approached, ones created by
a large Ox-Man with cloven hooves.
Bedros’ horned head and broad face thrust down to look in a deeply
thoughtful manner at Nishan, who laid flat and stiff as a board with
his limbs extended straight out from their joints. He snorted and
reached down to touch Nishan, only to draw his hand back as if
burnt. Yet somehow this effort seemed to pull Nishan out of his spell
and he began to breath normally again.
“Uman.” He whispered, his face peeling back into a wide smile that
seemed unfitting for a man that had just endured whatever it was he
had endured.
Anthea realized she was nervously petting his hand and stopped.
“The lost God?” She asked, only vaguely familiar with the name.
Nishan nodded sorely. “He’s awakening or coming closer to it at
least. His awareness grows.”
Bedros grunted once more and all but sprinted back to his circle
and began to put hooves to ice once more, though with a fiercer and
more rapid cadence than before.
“What does that mean for us?” She asked, and then immediately
felt ashamed for having forgotten about what he’d just endured.
Nishan took a deep breath before answering, rubbing his brow as
he did so. “I don’t know about us,” he admitted, “but it means the
Rumani will have their home again. New Rumman looms on the near
horizon and I think it is tied to our task somehow.”
“What did he do to you, and why you?” She asked, kneeling at his
side, longing to hold onto him and protect him from attack.
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Nishan sat up and tucked the bandana into his pocket. He moved
with the stiffness of a man who had been too long abed. “He fixed
my eyes I think.” He said in wonder. “Before, I always had
headaches if I used both at once, but now I seem to see fine with
both at the same time.” He blinked his eyes alternately and then kept
both eyes open as proof. “As to why, that remains to be seen. Gods
have their ways.”
They sat there, meeting each other’s eyes, Anthea in worried
silence and Nishan in bemused wonderment despite what he’d just
experienced. Beneath them Bedros’ footfalls were more urgent than
ever, and the vibrations of the iceberg ran through everything it
touched, perhaps all the way to the herds back in the Broken Crown.

Sagira stretched her arms and legs, ignoring the stiffness that was
only part because of the old wounds and mostly because of the
sound thrashings Nishan had been handing out on a regular basis.
Of the four of them, Rolf, Nishan, Makan, and herself, only Makan
was able to keep from getting beaten to a pulp every Dee. If he had
been good with his Mueran fish spear, the narwhal horn he now bore
as a weapon had made him incredibly dangerous. He used it like an
extension of his body, flustering even Nishan sometimes when he
wove impenetrable defenses with it.
She glanced at the painted bone bracelet that hung loosely about
her wrist. Her cheeks flushed a bit as she looked closely at the things
Solmin was doing to Ithilia and vice versa in the pictures the old man
Ince and painted on there.
“You look stiff todee.” Makan commented, suddenly beside her.
Sagira flashed him a toothy grin, her typical smile of half metal and
half original teeth. It was a smile he was seeing a lot more of lately,
and that was a welcome thing, for the others had grown somber. Rolf
brooded and had taken to meditating on a corner of the iceberg he’d
declared off limits to everyone else; Tuari had hardly spoken since
the challenge Nishan and he had been witnesses and participants in,
though their roles were still not entirely clear; Bedros was always
stomping his way through the Dees on the peak of the iceberg;
Anthea was busy obsessing over her latest crop of flowers she was
growing from collected seeds she’d found frozen in the iceberg, as
well as tending to the Bosom of Yenis she’d been gifted with by
Nantai; and Nishan had little to say either, preferring to say it with
knives and fists as they endured each other’s best and worst for an
Ouer or more a Dee.
Truthfully, other than sleeping side-by-side and taking meals now
and then, the lot of them did not do much together. Were there been
more privacy and were they less sore, Sagira was certain she and
Makan would have snuck off together more often, but the iceberg
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was not all that large to begin with, and it grew smaller with each
passing Mynette.
“I’ll live.”
“How about your sleep?”
She frowned, which was answer enough for him. “I know you wake
up when I do, so why do you even ask?”
“Is it still that same dream?” Makan asked gently.
“It’s changing slowly, but generally yes.”
“Do you know what it is yet?”
“I think it is Juria, as odd as that may seem.” She kissed her gloved
fingertips and pressed them to her temples.
“The chosen Goddess of your people is visiting you in dreams?”
“Have you not seen Fallu? Yenis or Aaren visited Tuari. I forget
which. Nishan has claimed before to be touched by one God or
another. Anthea’s obviously using to gifts of some God or Goddess
as well. Rolf has sworn a pact of vengeance with his God… Is it
surprising that I might get dreams too?” Sagira demanded a bit
indignantly, as if he were suggesting she was not worth her
Goddess’ time.
“When you put it that way, I suppose it is not strange. I am just not
used to so many people being influenced by Gods. It is a rare thing,
and yet all of us seem to have some contact with the divine. What
would she want though?” He wondered aloud. “Fallu wanted me to
join up with Anthea. Rolf’s foolishness is and was his own, and so I
wouldn’t say he had any visitation. Tuari was asked to help Anthea.
Generally we’ve all had touches of the divine that pushed us in
Anthea’s direction. You’re already here though, so why now?”
“Who can say what she wants but she? I think it is just more proof
that these Gods are putting us in a high stakes game. We’re their
pawns in this game, and they’re trying to make sure we stay alive
long enough to do what they need us to. And, I was actually in a
shrine to Juria when I first heard of Anthea. That can’t be
coincidence.”
Makan frowned and ran his fingers along the spiral curves of the
narwhal spear. Lately, he had taken to doing when he was thinking,
and even in sleep he was rarely far from it, like it was a coveted
treasure. “I’m not certain, but it seems to be right.”
“The voluptuous figure, the dark eyes and dark hair, and just the
feelings I get when I see her at night – it must be her. I think this time
I saw the one bare breast too, and that would be a certain indicator
of it being her.”
“Or could it not be,” Makan winced and help up his hand when she
gave him a dark look for questioning him, “please bear with me here,
but could it not be the Empress or something? You’ve always wanted
to redeem yourself in her graces.”
“But why would I think of that now?”
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“I don’t know. We’re returning to the Broken Crown, and with it
there are mistakes and responsibilities we all left behind. Or maybe
you just fear for the Empire with all that is happening, for when and if
the Kerathi fall, the next step would be the Aynglicans or the
Empire.”
“You make sense, but I feel the touch of divinity, or at least it seems
that way.”
“Try this then.”
“Try what?” She asked, interrupting him before he could explain
further. Makan smirked at her impatience, earning a punch in the
shoulder. “Spit it out.” She ordered.
“Next time don’t press the Goddess, if it is her. Wait it out and open
your mind to her. Open your heart and soul and just be. Listen with
all of your being, for we mortals are hard of hearing when it comes to
the divine, and we must try extra hard to understand them.”
“Open my heart and soul you say?”
Makan nodded. “Meditate, much as Rolf has been doing. Find your
focus and just open yourself. That’s how it happened that Fallu
spoke to me. It was not until I truly listened that I heard.”
“Oh, font of wisdom, may I somedee be like you.” She teased.
“Laugh then, but I’m not the one being kept up at night.”
“Yes, you are. I wake you up with my restless stirrings, remember?”
Makan laughed. “You’re right. You do.”
“I’ll try what you say.”
“I’ll help you open your mind. Sit like so, and…” He began to
explain, breaking off into a demonstration until they were sitting side
by side and staring blankly out to sea and trying to open their minds.

Rolf jerked his head around when he heard approaching footsteps,
ready to give someone an earful. When he saw that it was Tuari, he
just couldn’t summon the effort. The fire had gone out of the boy ever
since the Dee he and Nishan had gone off to meet Chogan, and
yelling at a lifeless doll, who used to be a bright, energetic boy, just
wasn’t something he had in him.
Tuari came and sat down next to him, hardly noticing Rolf’s chest
bared to the cold air or the purplish mark of his Racheneid oath over
his heart. Rolf looked back out to sea and then cast a sideways
glance at Tuari, who was looking at nothing and everything at the
same time.
“I wish I had not seen and done the things I’ve seen and done.”
Tuari announced after nearly a Mynette of opening and closing his
jaw while trying to decide what to say and how to say it.
“You and me both, kid.”
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“I would offer you some argument as to whether or not I’m a kid, but
I feel weak and feeble like a boy even if my deeds have made me a
man in my culture, and in yours as I understand it.”
“Sorry.”
“Don’t apologize. I feel so useless that I might as well be a babe.”
“Want me to pound some usefulness back into you? Nishan and
Makan have been doing that to me for a Wayke and a half, and I’m
starting to feel like I’m worth something.”
“But you still don’t get Anthea.” Tuari replied.
Rolf’s jaw snapped shut with an audible click of teeth. “No, I don’t.”
He said Mynettes later.
“I wanted her so badly when I first saw her. She was like a Goddess
incarnate. I thought for certain she was at first. She was so perfect,
and the colors she made me see burned right into my very soul.”
“And now?”
“She is just as fair, but terrible in the pain she brings us all because
of her mission, her quest, and her obsession.”
“She is no more happy about what she must do than us.” Offered in
explanation. “Her father was killed. She’s been beaten, hurt, and
thrown around half the world. She’s run herself ragged for us, and us
for her.”
“And what do we get out of it? I can’t smell anything but blood and
no matter how hard I scrub my hands I still see it.”
“Sometimes, Tuari, the Gods require a certain amount of suffering
to prove you were worth their effort. They made you happen. They
made you exist, and they charge you dearly for it. You’re not
supposed to like it. You’re expected to complain, but you’re also
expected to bear up under it all.”
“That’s your way of saying bite your lip and get back to working on
ways to help Anthea?”
Rolf nodded, his beard making a significant crunching noise as it
met his chest and then recoiled off of it as he lifted his head again.
“More or less.”
The noise distracted Tuari, who finally looked and saw Rolf. “You’ve
got blood in your beard. It’s all dried and messy.”
“Yeah, I know. I fell while I was climbing down here this morning
and cut my chin.” Rolf said seriously, his eyes aiming back out to
sea.
Tuari blinked at him and just started laughing. Rolf summoned an
indignant look and gave the boy a shove, but it was playful despite
his expression. Tuari just laughed that much harder, laying on his
side and gasping for air after a Mynette.
“What was so funny?”
“I don’t know.”
“That’s a lot of laughing for an ‘I don’t know.’” Rolf grunted.
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“Maybe I just needed someone who seemed as foolish as I feel
sometimes.” Tuari offered, and then he started laughing again.
Rolf laughed, too, but not hard. His pride stung too much to laugh
hard at himself, but it made the boy feel better, so he tried. After all,
things were hard enough and it took his mind off the visions he’d
been having as he stared out to sea every Dee – visions of rifles and
smithy shops and all manners of equipment. They were blueprints,
designs for something, and he didn’t know why he was getting them
or what to do with them.
Maybe they’d all go crazy on this chunk of ice. As he understood it,
the others were seeing things too, and Bedros’ infernal stomping was
ceaseless and maddening. Time would tell, or would kill them. It was
always one of the two.
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EPILOGUE
Sometimes I wonder if I should feel bad for all the pain I’m going to
cause. Then I remember that it’s my duty to reclaim the legacy of our
people that was stolen from us, at whatever cost it may require...
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
st

 Einsdee, the 1 of Mud, 769 A.E. 
Corydon reread the report from Illias’ taking of Trounedlag, frowning
especially at the casualty reports. He tossed the report aside and
watched how the papers scattered around his feet, eventually
coming to rest in a patternless sort of fashion.
“What troubles you?” The voice whispered as near to his ear as it
had in a long time.
Corydon whipped his head around and was surprised to find the
shadow five or six Mayters away and not just behind him. He took a
deep breath and settled once more into the reassuring pillar of light
that surrounded his throne. Linnea stirred at his feet, watching lamely
as motes of dust floated by, occasionally trying to snatch one from
the air only to find her hand empty.
“I seem to recall you speaking of the prowess of the soldiers I gave
you, yet they nearly lost a fifth of their number, as well as a few Fliers
and boats.”
“In a pitched battle, they are unbeatable. In a slow war of atrophy
and guerilla warfare their advantages are somewhat moderated.”
The shadow replied almost boredly. “Taking a defended city that is
prepared for attack is hardly a lossless situation. How many men
would you have lost if there were but normal soldiers doing the
attacking?”
“But it is this hit and run sort of warfare we must fight against the
Kerathi on all but a few of their largest islands. They will not gather in
force and march in even lines that we can easily destroy.”
“And when those soldiers whose lives you are being so miserly
about spending are all dead, we can simply make another set.”
“Soldiers don’t simply grow in caves so we can mine them and toss
them out ready to use.”
“Don’t they?” The shadow asked, chuckling.
Corydon scowled and slapped Linnea upside the head out of anger
for being laughed at. She was a closer target, as well as a tangible
one. Linnea’s head lolled to the side and her tongue hung out. She
looked blankly at him, as if expecting another smack, but it did not
come.
“You’re taking this too slowly. You’ve got to attack while you still
have the element of surprise. It is only a matter of time before they
begin to follow the urgings of their Gods and converge upon us.”
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“At which point they’ll find Maethlin unassailable, and they’ll have to
pick at our lesser holdings.”
“That’s why we don’t take anything else right away. We use only
what we need to refit and rebuild our forces and we destroy the rest.
Their islands will only be consecutive staging grounds for us.”
“So we cut and burn through everything? Doesn’t that make
rebuilding more difficult?”
“So? Men have long lives to rebuild, but lives that have to be spent
retaking fortresses and earthworks a second time when Kerathi
reinhabit them are truly wasted lives. We will have Hectoyarres to
build, but only a short time in which to kill, so we must be efficient
about it.”
“Then we defend only Maethlin, which we know is unassailable, and
we keep moving the offensive camp from island to island as we
leave the previous one in ruins.” Corydon reiterated for the shadow,
trying to grasp the full scope of such a plan.
“Exactly.”
“Then all that is ever exposed to real danger is our baggage train
and supply lines.”
The shadow shifted around to the front of the throne, maintaining its
distance while increasing the eye contact Corydon had to make with
it. “That’s a problem impossible to ever completely solve, but
between Flier drops of supplies and foraging and pilfering on the
islands they take, they should be able to feed themselves. It’s not
like we don’t have Fliers riding along to protect our supply lines from
pirates and raiders anyway.”
“True. Still, it seems like such a waste to destroy all that they’ve
built only to build it anew.”
“Their roads will remain, and the raw materials. We need little
more.”
“When you say we, it seems like you’re in this for a long haul, when
I had thought you were only in this until the Gods were destroyed
and humiliated.”
“We don’t see that happening immediately, and even if we fade
away when our purpose is at an end, it won’t hurt to prepare our
children for the world they will inherit.”
“That’s almost altruistic of you.” Corydon said wryly. “But I know of
the thousand men you had to possess just as a start of this war, the
thousand men Illias is using to scourge the Kerathi isles even now.
It’s too bad you can’t just inhabit the enemy and turn them against
the Gods that way.”
“They lack the imprints of our creation that allow us to inhabit the
‘Dark Aureans,’ as you style them. Only after the process of
defeating Maletos’ curse can we inhabit the regular Aureans. So we
cannot even turn the others of your kind, a cousin race now at best,
to your side.”
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Corydon grunted and scratch beneath Linnea’s chin, as if she were
a cat. She laid her cheek against his palm. “I would hear more of
your abilities, not your limitations.”
“Why do you keep the damaged one around?” The shadow asked,
ignoring his comment.
“Linnea?” Corydon smiled. “Besides keeping you at bay, she has
another purpose.”
“What is it?”
“Nostalgia. I can’t expect creatures that would give up its physical
forms to understand, but I feel an attachment to her body. It is not as
comely as it once was, and surely her mind is not what it was, but
her body means much to me. She was the wedge that split me from
my greatest friend, Orestes, as well as the birth vessel of one you
claim to be my greatest enemy, and the mother of our deliverance
from Maletos. I could no sooner do away with her than I could do
away with my own body.”
“Perhaps she will have further uses you haven’t foreseen. She
might be able to turn her daughter from her path of vengeance, or at
least distract her long enough to destroy her.”
“No.” Corydon said and shook his head as he pulled Linnea up to
sit beside him on his broad throne of onyx. He threw a protective arm
around her shoulders, the fine silvery hairs on which she found to be
worthy of the utmost sort of fascination. “I’ll not put Linnea at risk in
such a way. You wish only to part her from me so I will once more be
under your sway.”
“You were never under our sway, or you’d be out there marching
across Kerathi islands.” The shadow replied, growing indignantly
silent afterward despite Corydon’s further attempts at conversation.

White-Hoof snorted loudly and threw back his head. Across the
Broken Crown, One-Ear echoed his anxiety; he gnashed his teeth
and dug at the ground with his hooves. Every Dee their Chosen One
drew nearer, and they shared with him what strength they could, as
they were doing even now. They did it so that his body would not be
too wasted when he arrived, but still he would need to recuperate
upon arrival. It was going to be a delicate balance of the need for
speed and the need for strength, which took time to gather.
If they took too long, the sleeping God of the broken people would
awaken. They’d buried him deep when they had destroyed the island
that the Landdeaf had called Rumman. They’d been close to
awakening him then, which would have only shifted the balance of
power unevenly in their favor. What the Ox-Men of that time had
done had put that fetal God deeper into the womb of the earth where
he might have perceivably slept forever. Now, though, he was
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growing close to wakefulness once again, close enough that he was
influencing one, if not more, of the Landdeaf.
On the other hand, if they came back too fast, the Chosen One
would be too weak and his companions would have too much time to
interfere and heighten the conflict. There wouldn’t be enough time to
reconnect him with the lands of the Broken Crown and reunite the
herds. Timing would be everything, and only when the herds had
been reunited and only when the conflict was at its greatest point
would Singing the World Alive put a final end to everything. The
Landdeaf would be extinguished and their Gods silenced for the
sake of the world itself.
Yet these were things they had to keep from the Chosen One. His
attachment to the girl child of the mountain people, though growing
lesser as time passed and because of the ordeals he’d been
through, was still too strong. He would deny his fate and heap
destruction upon himself to save her. It was something that he would
only figure out when it was too late and the Landdeaf were forever
silenced through his sacrifice. By then it wouldn’t matter.
So White-Hoof and One-Ear gathered their shamans once more
and shared their strength with Bedros. They fueled his feet, each
time selecting a shaman who would take a turn of one Ouer working
his feet even while his mind slept. Yet even with their combined
strength they couldn’t hold onto his mind for that long. Their minds
and bodies would weaken, and that greater consciousness they had
cobbled together would fall apart once more. Then they’d rest and
reach out to him again after they’d rested a bit, while Bedros took
over by himself once more. They pushed him and they pushed
themselves, even to the point of losing a few of their elderly or too
eager shamans who gave out from the effort.
These losses diminished the whole, but it was either lose some or
risk losing all. Sacrifices had to be made. It was the way of life, only
on an accelerated pace.
Fate and circumstances were culling the herd.

Iago regarded the Empress severely and turned up his nose. “You
smell foul.”
He had more time on his hands now that the Grand Helion had
begun his Tournea Observatori, as was customary for the beginning
of the Yarre. Only this time he was trying to still the crowds of
heretics and renew his people’s religious fervor. He would be
gathering and hardening his allies for an eventual strike against the
heretic Corydon. This excess of time and his current health had lent
to brooding and foul moods, which he liked to take out on his
prisoner.
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She shrugged and lifted her hands to indicate the filthy cage she
lived within, as well as point out the chamber pot in the corner of her
cell. “It cannot be helped when I’m unable to bathe.”
“We seem to be lacking for attendants to anoint you in flowery oils
and brush your hair after scrubbing you down.” Iago replied, rubbing
his throat absently.
Tahirah III did not miss the gesture. The man’s skin was mottled
around the neck and on the backs of his hands. Lesions had broken
out here and there on his scalp and along his hairline, particularly on
the back of his neck. The stiff way he sat seemed to indicate that the
poison had distributed itself along his spine as well. Infections and
poisons often seemed to, setting in along the spinal column to cause
great pain as they settled into deeper states. He’d lowered his mirror
on his desk so he’d not have to see the evidence of his vulnerability,
and he’d drawn the green curtains as shut as his Aurean nature
would allow.
As much as she enjoyed seeing the man suffer, she couldn’t help
but worry a bit about what would happen to her after he died.
Although, as long as she outlived her captor, she was sure she could
die in relative peace. That left some things unfinished though,
namely avenging herself upon her successor, and she was not one
to leave things undone. “I am not without my talents in poisons, you
know.” She suggested.
Iago’s eyes rolled over toward her once more. “I’m sure it’s a
prerequisite for becoming an Empress in your backward land.”
She snapped her mouth shut, stung more by the insult of her land
than anything he my do to her physically. “Not so backward that we
couldn’t get someone in here to administer your slow death.” She
said after a moment, knowing it’d earn reprisal.
Iago wasted no time getting up and setting into her with a stave. He
worked himself breathless jabbing her through the bars of her cage
with the stave, stepping back to catch his breath when his poisonridden lungs would offer him no more air. He grimaced and doubled
over to rest his hands on his knees.
She eyed him warily, nursing her hurts and wiping the blood from
her face. Now, more than ever, she wanted to kill him, but she
understood him. He was a man used to control, and suddenly that
had turned on him. Even as he plied himself with the diluted antidote
from Sanura II and the medicines his own hands or his trusted
doctors gave him, he could not heal himself. Not yet anyway, and if
he lived long enough that the poisons did not cripple him, he would
definitely do so. “I am not the one you should be hurting, but if that’s
what cures you, have at it.”
He lifted his head and gave her another look that promised
violence. “I shall have my victory, one way or another.” He promised,
breathing in a rasp.
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“You forget that I, too, want victory over one common enemy we
have.”
Iago laughed bitterly. “What would defeating Sanura II do for you?
Do you honestly think that you could ever reclaim your throne? The
blood is already in the water, so even if you showed yourself to be
alive, your enemies would know they could depose or dispose of you
if they tried. What one can do, so can another.”
“That may be so, but my people loved me.”
“Yes, and I’m sure the current Empress is employing ironfisted
tactics to erase any memory of your existence. She’s hard and cruel
where you were moderate and soft, for an Empress.” A smirk rose to
his face as he recalled how he had found her. “In some things
anyway. Your tastes in bedroom activities were apparently the
counterbalance for your otherwise gentle ways.”
“So? Even if I could not reclaim my former position, that does not
mean that life would not be worth living in another status, if I could
only kill my betrayers. After that, let the dogs fight over the throne.
I’ve served Elegius for the better part of my life, and I would not go
back to such a position now that I am free of it.”
“Next you’re going to try to get me to see how our plights are
similar, playing off my intelligence and need with carefully placed
comments and tidbits of information that might make you seem worth
letting loose to aid me.” He said boredly, but with more than a hint of
patronization in his voice.
“I won’t deny that.” She admitted, knowing he would have seen as
much. He did not get to where he was without having some measure
of cunning. He’d also put her in the bind she found herself in, and
that must have taken bribery and contacts at every level of life in
Jhiza.
“Well don’t, because the differences in our situations are far more
different than similar. You are in a cage, held by an enemy that
doesn’t really care if you live or die, because the simple fact that you
may still exist is enough for him to use against his enemy. Your
downfall was the mistake of not realizing that even the most baseborn individual can be a key building block in the destruction of an
Empress. I, on the other hand, am ill because I became too
comfortable in my own setting and I had figured myself unassailable.
I, unlike you, retain my freedom even if my health is not what it could
be, and I am still a key player in the game.” He moved over behind
his desk as he spoke, taking a seat just as he added, “You’re an
animal in a cage. Don’t assume to liken us to one another – ever.”
“Be that as it may, your game ends when your life does, and you’re
not looking too hale right now. I imagine your spies killed, tortured,
and kidnapped everyone they could in Jhiza and on Elegius who
knew anything about poisons, and you were left with no information
that could lead you closer to an answer, because everyone important
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in that plot was dead or was such a small part in the plot that they
had no idea of the whole picture.” She smiled, for it’s what she’d
have done in Sanura II’s place, and she felt a little proud that her
successor had been so competent, if disloyal as well.
“Yes, it goes something like that.” Iago grumpily acknowledged with
a nod.
“Then have you thought about how the ones they killed might prove
a pattern?”
“To an extent, but foreign fauna are not my specialty.”
“Well, if you furnished me with a list of names, I might be able to
determine some pattern that might narrow the poisons they used on
you down to a few families, instead of leaving you to dig through vast
lineages of poisons with nearly infinite combinations. You must
understand that with so many poisons, most poisoners have favorite
poisons or ingredients they use, often local varieties both common
and exotic, and they are sought out”
“I notice you refer to my poison as a plural thing.”
“You wouldn’t expect a single poison where two could do a more
sure job, would you? I imagine that the antidote is quite complex, as
the poisons complement each other in ways that make taking an
antidote for less than the whole mixture ‘not a good idea.’ I’d wager
that there are at least 3 poisons in your system, potent in small
doses to say the least if they were delivered on just a single dart.”
“And what would you hope to gain from this?” He asked, a habitual
bargaining look coming over his face.
Tahirah III snorted. “A nicer cage? A bath? Anything nicer than this
would be appreciated. But, I’d understand if your ethics or personal
code of honor would prevent you from allowing a prisoner to help
you.” She shrugged exaggeratedly. “I could just lay in here and die of
boredom instead, even as you die of pride and poison alike.”
“Your point is taken, but being that you have no true reason to help
me, I would never know if you were leading me astray instead of
pointing me true.”
“And the word of a prisoner isn’t much, is it?” She offered with a
grin that curled her plump lips back from her white teeth.
Iago shook his head at the sight of her, she was quite strange
compared to Aurean women, but then she was rather remarkable for
a lowlander woman too. “Hardly.”
“I’ve nothing but time, but as my life is measured by the length of
yours, I wouldn’t be against prolonging what time I do have. I could
begin to give you small bits of information about each of the dead
poisoners and then you could have your spies check to see if it’s
true. After that, if nothing comes of it, you’ve lost little but may have
gained much. It’s your life and your gamble.”
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Iago nodded. “What you say does make sense. I would lose little
but the time of a few spies. There seems to be a decided lack of
poisoning manuals on Elegius, too.”
She laughed, covering her mouth with the back of her hand. “That’s
because they have it all in their heads. If it were in books any fool
could mix up poisons. Instead it’s an oral tradition passed down from
master to apprentice.”
“I thought as much.” He admitted, though he’d feared that it was
really true, since it made his job much harder.
“I’ve another thought as well.”
“Yes?”
“Seeing how much time I have here, I’ve thought of a rather
amusing way to dispose of the new Empress.” Tahirah III offered
with a wicked smile and a dark glint in her eyes.
“I’m listening.” He replied, perking up visibly. His eyes brightened
and a smile came across his face. “You’re one who knows cruelty
well, so I can only imagine what you thought of.”
“Sandcats are known to be very sensitive to blood. It drives them
mad in sufficient amounts. Now it wouldn’t be easy to get Sanura II
to spill blood around the Sandcat without using more clumsy
methods, and if you did that you’d not need my way.”
“Go on.”
“Now I know she cages the beast during the half-Wayke of the
Munth she’s bleeding her woman’s blood, so as to not incite a killing
rage in the beast. Were someone to introduce her bloody rags to the
beast in its cage instead of disposing of them, the beast might
become attuned to her blood’s scent. Then, if she were ever to begin
her menses around the beast, it would be extremely sensitive to her
blood’s scent and likely try to kill her on the spot.”
Iago laughed. “Betrayed and torn apart by her own pet, eh? That’s
quite devious, but it would depend on her being clumsy enough to
start her menses somedee before she’d caged the beast.”
She nodded, explaining, “Such things aren’t clockwork. Sometimes
they’re a Dee or so off, or they come up in surprise or late during
times of great stress. Also, she’s much busier than before, and such
a thing might slip her mind, especially if she is greatly engaged in the
war you’re trying to get her to start.”
Iago chuckled more. “I like it. If you’ve more ideas like this, I’d much
like to hear them. It’s rare that I can speak to someone with a mind
for deviousness somewhat on par with my own.”
Tahirah III put on her humblest smile and let him dwell on the hooks
she’d just thrown into him. He’d not be able to go long without
thinking of her ideas and suggestions. Once he grew to depend on
her and trust her – granted over a long period of time – she’d have
her chance at freedom or at least vengeance. There was no telling
what a woman might do among these people.
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Favian raised his chin proudly. It was not pride for having
completed the transformation into a Dark Aurean so that he might
serve Corydon, as the men around him felt. Rather, it was the
knowledge that he had survived where his fellows had not, and he
was stronger for it. That strength would help him as he sought an
end to Corydon and his dark ways.
Around him, a meaningless ceremony droned on, and they recited
some oaths of servitude to Corydon and the cause, but they were
just words to Favian. He flexed his new muscles eagerly beneath the
uniform of gold he wore. At his side he felt the reassuring weight of
an arc-sword, which he’d only received rudimentary training in thus
far. More would come soon, just before he was sent out to do
Corydon’s bidding, here on Maethlin or elsewhere if the rumors of
the war having started in earnest were true. He’d have to somehow
guarantee his stay on Maethlin, or else sneak back somehow after
being shipped out.
A glimpse of something out of place swept across his field of sight,
and his eyes focused. He’d just been staring ahead at the broad
pillars and the leaders of the ceremony, but he’d not really been
paying attention. If he’d seen one Guardian or technician-priest of
the pseudo-religion Corydon had created here, he’d seen them all.
Yet this was something different: a foreigner and something else.
A Kerathi woman, he was sure of it, for he’d seen her likeness
enough in statues dedicated to her around Lower Cenalium to
recognize her, was standing on the broad platform at the front of the
wide column of new Dark Aureans. She stood beside those who
presided over the ceremony, who spoke now of other pointless
things that Favian did not hear. He had only eyes for the Kerathi
woman and the darkness that welled up around her. There was a
solid sense of wrongness that swarmed about her like ten thousand
angry bees.
Something was said just then that struck a cord in his mind,
something about ‘the Mother of our Cause.’ Everyone offered a
moment of silence and a bowed head to the Kerathi woman when
she was indicated. Favian did too, if a bit later than everyone else.
Even when is head was down, he watched her out of the tops of his
eyes, straining to watch her and the evil that boiled around her.
Then, as soon as she’d come, she was gone. She left not in a
determined way, but rather a meandering and wandering path that
took her out of sight. The image of her was burned in his mind, and
he knew that she laid at the center of all that occurred here, she and
her cloud. Whatever it was, she was worth reporting to Iago about.
He just had to find out more about her and then find a way to get
news back to Iago.
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This Kerathi lady was surely the key to everything they had come
here searching for. The statues and the whispered rumors had finally
materialized into something real.

Tuari sought out Anthea. It wasn’t something he did consciously at
first, and in truth it had been a process that had taken a few Dees.
The iceberg wasn’t so large that they couldn’t find one another in a
couple Mynettes time if they actually tried, but like people who were
stifled in the presence of others, they each took up their own corners
of the iceberg. Now the iceberg was roughly rectangular, but it had
many protrusions and odd overhands that had been sculpted by
wind, waves, and weather that made it easy to get away from one
another. Privacy became more important on that iceberg than it had
ever been among each other’s company in the Apuyyaq they’d
shared in Uleaut lands. They met only to practice their weaponscraft,
sleep, and eat, and not even then sometimes.
Bedros was a perpetual running machine, stopping only
occasionally, and then it was so noticeable that everyone stopped
what they were doing, even if they were sleeping. The cadence of his
hooves became the rhythm to which they lived. Even the practice
fighting they did took its beat and flow from his hooves, as if it were a
primordial element of life that ruled the timing of their existences.
Other than his contact with Rolf, to whom he now felt a greater
bond than most the others, Tuari felt alone. Makan might have been
a great friend with him, since he understood his people more than
any of the others, but he had eyes and time only for Sagira. Tuari
envied him that, for those two were most at peace with their
situation. Nishan and Anthea were absorbed in their various
introspections, and that gave them something to speak of together.
Of course, Nishan thought it wasn’t obvious how he coveted the girl
that they all loved in one way or another, or maybe he just didn’t feel
like openly announcing what was otherwise plain because to do so
was rude. He was a man who did what he wanted without
explanations as to why he did what he did.
Still, it was hard to find a moment alone with Anthea where she’d
actually listen. Sometimes he’d try to speak to her, but she’d listen
unhearing, for her ear was to the small patch of ground where she
tended and raised her flowers and weeds. Her fingers would be as
deep into the soil as possible, and she’d have a radiant, ecstatic look
on her upturned face as she shared the sun with her plants. He’d
watch, transfixed by her trance, wondering what it would be like to
feel something so deeply again when all he felt was numbness.
He caught her on this Dee as she settled back from a prolonged
period of tending her plants, which grew at rates that were
inexplicable, as he understood from speaking with others. Plants
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were not something Uleauts saw often, so when they grew several
Centis in one Dee’s contact, it wouldn’t have seemed unreasonable,
except that the others remarked on how quickly they grew – often
several Dees or even a Wayke’s worth of growth in one Dee.
“They grow well under your stewardship.” Tuari offered as he sat
down across the patch of soil from her. He was hesitant to draw her
attention back toward her charges, but he had little else to begin a
conversation with since his feelings were a jumbled mess to him.
Anthea smiled, turning her shimmery eyes toward him, eyes he
remembered to be green flecked with gentle hues of yellow. Almost,
he saw color again – almost. “I have a gift for it that runs through me,
a gift from the Gods to tend what they offer me to do their bidding.”
“Not all our gifts have such obvious uses or purposes.” Tuari
replied, delineating one of his greatest confusions with one simple
sentence. He didn’t realize how lucid this was until it escaped his
mouth, putting into perspective one thing that had troubled him when
unvoiced. The act of just voicing it before another person seemed to
lift a great and unseen weight from his shoulders.
“Even my path is unclear, Tuari. We all have things we must do,
and things we want to do. How often can they coincide and what
prices must we pay if they do not?” She asked ruefully.
“That is what bothers me, Anthea.” He admitted. “When I had the
visions of your coming, I knew what I must do. I left my body and
found you. Siarnak,” his voice cracked when mentioning the Nanuq
bear, “guided me. He let me know what I must do, and now I am
listless and adrift in the tide of fate.”
Anthea stood up from her folded-leg position and then resumed it
beside him. She put an arm around his shoulders in a gesture that
was both maternal and sisterly in the same time. “Loss is a lesson of
life, Tuari. I don’t know what all happened, but I see the same
haunted expression in your eyes that I see in my own eyes when I
stand before a mirror.” She sighed. “We’ve both done things and hurt
people we didn’t want to. Yet fate, the Gods, or whatever it is that
controls everything, placed us in situations what were horrible. It is
surviving with the horrors of what we’ve done that makes the
difference between just being alive and actually living.”
“But purpose carries you, and I have nothing. I don’t even know
what to expect beyond this iceberg. I’ll have left behind the only
world I ever knew.” He clenched his fists and pounded his lap. “A
great unknown stands before me, with the familiar all left behind.”
“Was it any different for me?” Anthea asked of him. “I left a
mountain city where I was a protected little girl who aspired for
nothing more than to be more like my mother while pleasing my
beloved father, and I’ve traversed half the world. I’ve been hunted
and hurt, and I’ve killed. Nothing is ever as it was.” Her brow
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furrowed in worry and remembrances of what she had done. “I’m
afraid childhood is over for both of us.”
“That is why you understand my pain. We are more alike than some
of the others. Yet even you feel as a stranger to me. I ache for some
connection. Connection is a way of life for the Uleaut people.
Everyone exists in a certain strata of life determined by your
connections to your fellows within your hunting camp.”
“Outside life is the same, only on a grander scale. I envy that you
were allowed to keep so pure and untainted by the outside for so
long.”
He turned his dark, pleading eyes to hers. “I want that taint gone. It
stains my hands and heart.”
“Even if I could do that for you, I would not, Tuari.” She said sadly.
“Why?” He asked, his heart stinging from her words.
“Your trials have made you a man. They define you. What might
seem to be compassion to others, would feel like cruelty to me. To
remove your pain would be to redefine you as something you are
not. You must learn to live with all that has happened.”
Tuari sat in stunned silence for a time, watching how her serene
face lifted toward the sun and how it seemed to soak into her soft
skin. Her shimmering hair waved gently in the arctic breeze as she
offered him an ungloved hand. He removed his mitten and put his
hand in hers, noticing how small and dark his hand was in to her
slender-fingered and pale hand. She reached out with her other hand
and dug her fingers into the soil, and he felt a spark from the hand he
held.
“What is that?” He asked in wonder.
“It is the voice of life. You hear the wonder of the plants. They grow
and speak with voices that only a few can hear.”
He closed his eyes and tried to feel the pulse through her hand. At
first it was hard to distinguish from the beating of her heart or from
Bedros’ cadence, but it was there, a complex and delicate music.
“It’s beautiful.”
“It’s hope, Tuari.”
“Hope for what?”
“Hope that anything can may happen if we don’t give up. Hope that
we might live through all of this.” She said breathlessly, biting her lip
to keep from babbling on. The feelings she felt were hard to not
speak in depth about.
“Then I hope that my people can do without those they’ve lost. I
hope that we make it through this safely. I hope that I might return to
my people somedee.”
“I hear all that and more from you.” She whispered, plucking a
single bloom of a many-blossomed flower from the patch, causing an
excited tremble through the lifesong of the flowers.
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She held it up to the light, and though he could not tell its color, he
knew it was dark. There were dozens of small petals arranged in
careful concentric circles around a light-colored center. He didn’t
know the parts of a flower, but they were mesmerizing anyway. He
could almost feel their waxy and soft textures even if he didn’t touch
them, and the scents of them traveled to his nose.
She closed her eyes and let it go. It hovered before her, as if
suspended on a string from the heavens. The bloom flashed as if
pierced by a pure beam of the sun’s light thrown by Maletos herself,
and words began to form on Anthea’s lips.
Scarlet Blossom formed delicately,
Grant us strength and needed constancy.
Guide us through what pains our hearts,
Let us see life’s purpose in all its parts.
Zinnia grown by my hands,
Take us safely to other lands.
The flower disappeared in a flash of crimson, and Tuari’s mouth
opened in surprise to see color again, if only in that instant. Across
the iceberg, as Anthea’s body shivered with the effort of the
enchantment, motes of light, deep red and yellow flecks, rained
down.
On the other side of the iceberg, Rolf turned his face skyward when
he saw the sparks of falling color. He felt Anthea in them, and raised
his hands to let the sparks of light touch them, like a child catching
snowflakes. Warmth spread through his body, and with it
understanding. He was to build a weapon. His dreams were the
plans. His mind raced with the possibilities of what he had been
shown, and he lay back with a smile on his face and thought more.
Sagira and Makan looked upward together. Their hands were
locked as the motes of light drifted down to touch their faces. Makan
felt a thrum through the engraved narwhal spear that was strung
across his back in a leather harness. He felt the power of the sea
trapped within, and knew it would have its uses soon. Sagira felt her
spirit swell and her tongue become slick, as if coated with silver and
honey. The images of Juria made sense now – she was to have the
ability to speak to people. She saw hordes of people who would
answer her call and her heart fell, for she did not want their deaths
on her conscience, but she understood that it was to be her part. She
clung to Makan, or he to her, she didn’t know which and didn’t care.
Elsewhere, Nishan turned both of his yellow eyes to the sky. As the
motes surrounded him, he spun quickly, catching as many as he
could with his flesh, for he knew them to be the work of Anthea. His
right eye turned red, and he saw the future in his mind’s eye. He saw
the remade Rumani people and their great land. He saw their
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jealousy, greed, and the chance for ruin to befall them once more.
He saw their greatest enemy in what was to come, not the Aureans,
but the Ox-Men. He wept with joy to see what his people could
become, tears running from the left eye and blood from the right.
Then he shivered to see what they may become if they were not
schooled against their own natures.
Bedros woke within his body, surrounded by a rain of energy, not
tainted like the Ox-Men had seemed to suggest of Anthea’s magic,
but rather the energy of life itself. He continued to run, pushing out
the other presences that had inhabited him while he rested. As the
motes swirled around him, mostly missing him due to the
disturbances he caused in the air, he felt a longing to touch them,
and so he reached out and grabbed one. Like fire it burned through
his skin and into his mind. He saw how his path diverged and
conflicted with Anthea’s, and his heart felt torn asunder. He
envisioned the chance for his people’s extinction as well as the
possibility of Anthea’s failure and the destruction of her and all he
cared for outside of his own people. Nearly he stopped running, but
he did not. There was always a third path, he decided. It was faint
and hard to se, but it was one of co-existence and life. He would
have to choose a path not dictated by his people or hers. There
would be a way if he searched hard enough for it.
Tuari opened his mouth, catching one of the sparks on his tongue.
He tasted color, and for a moment his life was infused with it like an
artist’s palette had been spilled on his eyes. He saw only red at first,
the red of the blood that had stained his heart and hands. Then he
saw that it was but one aspect of life, and there was hope, love, and
greater emotions that could overwhelm his shame and fear. Each of
these things brought new color to him. As the colors faded once
more, he realized his duty was far from over – it was only beginning.
Anthea lowered her head, exhausted. “What did you see?” She
whispered.
“Everything I needed to.” He replied. “My pain is not gone, as you
said you would not do, but I understand how to make it help me now.
I have much to do on your behalf, as only one who loves you can
do.”
“Love?”
“My people, my pain, myself, they are nothing without you.” He
answered. “You give life reason and meaning, and that is why I will
follow you until my life is at an end.” He promised, squeezing her
hand tightly.
Anthea burst into tears and wrapped her arms around his neck.
When she had finally finished sobbing, she whispered, “Thank you.”
She clung to him and they watched the sun fall into the ocean at the
edge of the horizon. Another Dee on their journey home was
finished.
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POST-EPILOGUE
Whoever thinks the Gods no longer influence the world is foolishly
mistaken. There is more power in a whisper from a Goddess than in
a hundred thousand men’s voices combined. There is more strength
and might in the raising of a God’s fingertip than in the arms of ten
thousand of the strongest men.
In these ways, they influence things with but a portion of their
power, and they do it so often and in such minute ways that we
overlook the glorious deeds they do…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘Musings about Gods and Goddesses’
rd

 Thraysdee, the 3 of Mud, 769 A.E. 
Amidst the whirl of light and the endless debate of the divine, a
conversation came to the attention of the collective group. Some
voices remained silent, but all listened.
“They are finally returning to the known lands of the Broken Crown.
They will teach my wayward children.” Maletos announced, quite
pleased.
“Yes, your children. Don’t forget whose fault this mess is. If we’d
simply have disposed of them before when you chose instead to
enslave them for your own edification…” Juria trailed off as Haestos
gave her a displeased look. She turned from sour to sweet under his
gaze, licking her lips and all but purring.
“I’m more worried about the recent changes in their people. Can
there be any doubt that the Lost Ones have indeed returned?”
Kaneitha asked, her face shrouded in shadows that intervened
between the glaring contest Juria and Maletos seemed to be having.
“The Aurean show of force in the Clan Islands is troublesome. They
are truly more than they should be, which seems to indicate the Lost
Ones as you’ve said.” Cainel agreed. “Still, they are to be the forge
on which my favorite children will be tempered. Those that win
through will be amazingly strong. They will create a new breed of
Kerathi unmatchable by any other race.”
“If any survive. They’ve been losing quite badly. What is that now,
something around thirty thousand dead to about a thousand
Aureans?” Vorcinth asked, placing a mask with a wicked smile upon
his featureless face.
“Forty-two thousand, six-hundred and seven.” Nelius announced
cheerfully, poking his nose out from a book that listed the dead that
slept in his halls.
“So much suffering.” Holeitha said sadly, her jowls shaking as she
wrung her hands sadly and clenched her apron.
Cainel scoffed at the matron, and fingered the hilt of his sword.
“Nonsense. My children were bred to bleed.”
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“I think they’ll have a great chance to do that before it’s all over.”
Nelius commented with a contented sigh, stretching muscles that
were being well used in the carrying of the dead.
“Even my children stir for war.” Juria remarked, pressing a fingertip
to her luscious lips. She sucked on it softly for Haestos’ benefit
before adding, “They will die in numbers like which has not been
seen in many Hectoyarres.”
“It cannot be helped. Things are all coming to a head.” Elecin said,
presently looking up from his mirrors. “The Land’s Children are trying
to come together, the Lost Ones seem to have returned to help their
children, the Aureans, and there is trouble within the Elegian Empire.
Even Uman stirs. I can feel his blood starting to move.”
“Uman?” Greveth said hotly, her fire-red curls waving about her
face. Her cheeks flushed. “He’s not real.”
“Sister, even I can feel him. He is not legend, but truth.” Marceaupo
stated, earning her a glare from her elder sister, which she met with
her stormy blue eyes.
“I’ll not take any newborn God as a mate.” Greveth protested.
“The Rumani will yet become a large part in these affairs.” Sellae
predicted, rolling a pair of dice around in her open palm.
“Perhaps Porceth and Wainseth have their hands in this too. I can’t
see them missing such a great opportunity for mayhem.” Solmin
suggested, taking an unprecedented break from his lovemaking with
Ithilia to comment. He was still breathing hard and sweaty from his
exertions.
Maletos grunted derisively. “Go back to playing like a lovesick boy
sniffing around for something warm to lay with.” She suggested,
which Solmin gladly did. “Those two dark Gods are of little import.
They’re hypocrites. They thought that by allowing ourselves to tie our
beings to our offspring we might become too defined as beings, yet
they, as counterparts to defined beings, have also become defined.
One cannot be the antithesis of something defined without attaining
definition oneself.”
Haestos nodded in agreement. “Too true, yet I fear they may try to
bring ruin upon us at a key point. It is good that we are gifting our
chosen warriors to battle against our enemies.”
“I have done my part, nurturing, healing, and strengthening them for
what comes.” Yenis said coldly, literally, since frost expelled from her
lungs. She had spoken as if there were no maternal component to
what she had done, which there truly might not have been. She
ignored the longing glances from Aaren, but suffered his gentle touch
upon her hand.
“I will stir up the Kerathi to slow the Aurean advance.” Cainel
offered.
Chaveaoux nodded, looking up from a drawing board filled with
blueprints. “I have bestowed Rolf with the plans to become the
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greatest weapon smith ever. He will be able to make what he needs
in Aynglica.”
“My bear was slain, but in doing so he saved the Rumani, whose
eye has been touched by Elecin.” Rishalt said, rubbing a still sore
wound on his side. This earned a nod from the diviner God, who
peered back into his mirror afterward.
“It was a great throw the Uleaut made, if unsportsmanlike.” Comrain
offered sympathetically, patting Rishalt on the shoulder.
“And Fallu has gifted the Mueran with one of the tusks of the sacred
whales, given first to the Uleaut in keeping for him. It is a gift well
chosen for him.” Maletos said, approving of what her pet had done.
“Don’t forget that I have touched Sagira with the gift of speaking.
She will rise as a leader unheard of in prior times, commanding
armies of all peoples against the Aureans.” Juria interjected, not
wanting to be outdone by her peers.
“It is nice to see us all working so well together.” Oria announced
warmly, earning groans from some, but nods from others who
appreciated her peacemaking and cooperative spirit.
“Let us redouble our efforts. Time is short for once.” Thuraish
announced ominously, silencing everyone briefly as they took note of
him being in the form of an old man.
The conversation went on, various semantics and theories being
explored. The divine had all the time in the world to consider the
minutiae and no reason not to. Before they were done they’d look at
it in a thousand ways, only to review them all again later.
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GLOSSARY
PEOPLE (includes birth and death Yarres if applicable):
 Alistair – Aynglican – He is Raghnall’s understudy, a young
man who shares his teacher’s passion for history. 738 Anika – Kerathi – She is perhaps the prettiest girl in
Harsbrukke. 752 Anthea – Aurean/Kerathi – She is a young girl with the
powers of a Kerathi Flower-Enchantress but the Aurean
weakness of darkness. She is the daughter of Orestes and
Linnea, which makes her the first Aurean half-breed ever.
754 Apiatan – Uleaut – He is a male hunter of Tuari’s tribe. 750769 A.E.
 Argus – Kerathi – He is one of three Sammenkomst
Observers to ever die during his duties. He was burned to
death in a home that was set afire during a raid. His state of
alcohol-induced unconsciousness would not permit him to
flee the building. 481-503 A.E.
 Ayman – Elegian – He is one of Ife’s attendants. 729 Bedros – Ox-Man – He was a servant to the household of
Orestes and appointed bodyguard of Anthea. He has been
bred to have greater intelligence and a more human
appearance than the average Ox-Man, due to the aesthetic
needs of the Aurean people. As of yet he is unmated. 757 Beljd – Kerathi – Lamont’s father and the second husband
of Rolf’s mother. He cares little for Rolf and would like to see
Lamont inherit Rolf’s home. 728 Catrin – Aynglican – An Aynglican girl Rolf met in Rummas.
751 Cerelia – Aurean – She is the wife of Genero, Guardian
Captain. 722 Chogan – Uleaut – A respected lead hunter in Tuari’s
hunting party. 747-769 A.E.
 Corydon – Aurean – He was a friend to Orestes in the past,
but possibly his betrayer when Orestes tried to flee from
Cenalium. 683 Crooked-Tail – Ox-Man – He was a lesser shaman of
White-Hoof’s herd who volunteered to give his life’s energy
to restore Bedros in part. 761-768 A.E.
 Cybele – Kerathi – A girl from Rolf’s village who suffered a
traumatic head wound as a child. It resulted in her being
cross-eyed, mute, and of lowered mental capacity. 746 Davin – Kerathi – One of Lamont’s friends, a troublemaker
with scars to show for it. 751-768 A.E.
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 Dominic – Aurean – A stylish and mild-mannered spy in the
employ of Iago. He was sent with others to infiltrate
Cenalium and Corydon’s ranks. 688-768 A.E.
 Dorjan the Seer – Rumani – A famous heretic, who claimed
to be the messenger of Uman, that was executed by Elegian
forces that briefly occupied Rummas during the time of the
Empire. Ultimately, it was the backlash from his execution
that caused the Elegians to back out from their brief and
tenuous hold on the trio of islands. During his short life, he
left a collection of prophecies and writings. 1074-1096 Y.E.
 Edvard Farsail – Aynglican/Rumani – He was a famous
sailor of mixed heritage. His last name was a nickname
given to him by the Mueran people. He made it his life’s work
to study the various vessels constructed by the peoples of
Elegia. He traveled to every corner of the Broken Crown,
sailing for a time with Elegian Cutters in the Hundred Isles,
with an Aynglican Merchant fleet, with a whaling ship out of
Rummas, and with a Mueran Oceanwalker. His greatest
disappointment was that he was never allowed to crew a
Kerathi longship because of the long history of bad blood
between his father’s Aynglican race and the Kerathi. 628701 A.E.
 Egil – Kerathi – He was supposedly the first Kerathi. He
could kill any animal and walk through fire. He fathered
thousands with his wife Elin, who he made from the bones of
his prey. ? B.T.
 Elin – Kerathi – She was the wife of Egil and also the mother
of the Kerathi people. ? B.T.
 Esben – Kerathi – He was the Hersker or chieftain of
Harsbrukke. He’s a fierce warrior with many scars and
trophies to his name. 719-768 A.E.
 Ezhno – Uleaut – Perhaps the only known Uleaut
philosopher to have put words down that were shared
outside their people. An Aynglican trader, who refused to
take any credit for the work, putting only Ezhno’s name on
the volume, dictated his wisdom and thoughts into Low
Elegian. He was only known outside of the Uleaut realm
posthumously. 565-596 A.E.
 Favian – Aurean – A spy in the employ of Iago. He was sent
with others to infiltrate Cenalium and Corydon’s ranks. 696 Femi IX – Elegian – An Empress known as ‘the Builder’ who
tried to restore some of the Empire’s former glory by retaking
the islands that bordered Elegius. She also set about
rebuilding many of the destroyed or damaged temples and
cities on Elegius and the islands it bordered. 169-254 A.E.
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 Geistervergeltung – Kerathi – A nickname for Torgny, given
to him after an impassioned speech that called for retribution
for Bode and the other travesties committed by the Aureans.
Literally, it means Spirit of Retribution. See also Torgny. 722769 A.E.
 Genero – Aurean – A Guardian Captain assigned to
investigate Orestes and Anthea’s disappearance. His wife is
named Cerelia. 718-768 A.E.
 Grand Helion – Aurean – This is the title given to the leader
of all the Aurean people. He resides in Aetheline, except
when he is on his Tournea Observatori. In 760 A.E. he was
elected to his post, surrendering ties to his family and his
name until the time of his death, whenever that may be. 704 Greater Helion – Aurean – This is the title given to the
political leader of Cenalium. The current Greater Helion
assumed the title in 717 A.E. He, and all before him,
surrendered their birth names for this title upon receiving it.
691 Hilde of Norsakke – Kerathi – She was an infamous Kerathi
Thaumaturge. She was considered mentally unbalanced
even before she poisoned the settlers on the island of
Fogreate and had the weakened survivors put to death. She
died of mysterious circumstances shortly after the end of the
war. 708-733 A.E.
 Iago – Aurean – He is the most trusted advisor of the Grand
Helion in Aetheline. 685 Ife – Elegian – Sagira’s employer and a merchant of some
small renown in Miniya, though he is not as rich or as
powerful as he often pretends to be. 735 Ilario – Aurean – an infamous Greater Helion who seized a
chance at becoming Grand Helion when false rumors of the
Grand Helion’s death reached him. When the real Grand
Helion surprised him by showing up in Cenalium, Ilario had
him arrested. Ilario died shortly after his coup came to a
violent end and the Grand Helion was rescued and upheld.
240-319 A.E.
 Illias – Aurean – The leader of Corydon’s specially trained
squad of Guardians. He speaks High and Low Elegian. 726 Ince – Rumani – He is an elderly salesman and modest
painter/craftsman with an eye for younger girls. He’s also a
source of many rumors and information for the right price.
708 Istas – Uleaut – A young girl in Tuari’s hunting party that he
finds attractive. 756-
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 Jendayi IV – Elegian – A particularly strong Empress who
had no qualms about executing her own kin to maintain her
hold on the throne. 984-1063 Y.E.
 Jovan – Aurean – A spy in the employ of Iago. He’s a man
with few admirable traits. He was sent with others to infiltrate
Cenalium and Corydon’s ranks. 714-768 A.E.
 Keagan – Aynglican – He is the captain of the vessel named
Seacrest. 727 Kiersten – Kerathi – She is mother of Rolf, and second wife
of Beljd, who is the father of Lamont, Rolf’s antagonist in the
village of Harsbrukke. 732 King Brant III – Aynglican – He was a king who brought an
ill-fated war to the Kerathi during a conflict known as the War
of Sixteen Islands. He died in a coup staged as part of the
political backlash from the loss of the war. 698-733 A.E.
 Kort – Kerathi – He was a friend of Lamont, a pretty boy
who is deadly with his hand pistols. 751-768 A.E.
 Lamont – Kerathi – A giant man, only a Yarre Rolf’s elder
even if his size makes him look much older. 751-768 A.E.
 Latham – Kerathi – He was a common man with no ambition
to fight. Yet the mistreatment of the Halbe Männer, or nonwarrior men and women among the Kerathi prompted him to
lead his famous Latham’s Strike on the unassailable fortress
Schevode. 692-757 A.E.
 Leander – Aurean – Another of Corydon’s specially trained
Guardians. He also speaks both High and Low Elegian, so
he’s the backup translator/interrogator for the squad in case
Illias dies or isn’t present. 729-768 A.E.
 Licia – Aurean – A spy in the employ of Iago. She puts on
the image of an empty-headed woman while she secretly
schemes. She was sent with others to infiltrate Cenalium
and Corydon’s ranks. 731-769 A.E.
 Linnea – Kerathi – deceased wife of Orestes and mother of
Anthea. She died under suspicious circumstances that
Orestes was never able to solve. She taught what she knew
of Kerathi thaumaturgy to her daughter. 734-760 A.E.?
 Makan – Mueran – He is a proud sailor and warrior with a
silent strength that runs deep. He speaks usually only when
he has something worth saying. He is steadfast and
dependable in a way most people cannot be, because he
doesn’t expect life to give him anything easily. 732 Marcellus the Just – Aurean – He was the first Grand
Helion. He was elected in 212 A.E. and he reigned until his
death. 127-284 A.E.
 Nantai – Uleaut – An elder among Tuari’s hunting party. Due
to his age and experience, he is greatly respected. 732-
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 Neith II – Elegian – She was the Empress who ended the
slaughter of Ox-Men for sport or any other reason within the
Empire. Her peacemaking with Silverhorns, the leader of the
last herd on Elegius is famous. 340-395 Y.E.
 Nishan – Rumani – He is a Rumani male with strong
appetites in the way of women and alcohol. He’s been gifted
with strong senses and quick wits. He has a dark sense of
humor and is prone to deep contemplation about his purpose
in life. 748 Okapi – Elegian – A famed Elegian hunter/herbalist who
explored the Broken Crown and its outlying islands to
investigate and better understand plant and animal life.
Many consider him one of Raghnall’s greatest influences,
even if Raghnall turned to anthropology and history rather
than plant and animal lore. 639-712 A.E.
 Olin – Kerathi – He was a man who is something of a
neutral party in the feud between Lamont and Rolf. He’s a
lumberjack by trade and built in a way that shows it. 751 One-Ear – Ox-Man – He is the leader of the herd of Ox-Men
on The Vale. He is head of their shamans. 742 Orestes – Aurean – He is the father of Anthea, and a
disgraced and fallen warrior now being hunted as a fugitive.
704-768 A.E.?
 Paiva – Kerathi – A famous Kerathi Thaumaturge from the
Fall of the Empire era. She was famous for helping to drive
the Elegian forces out of Kerathi lands, though she died
before she saw the last of them retreat from clan islands.
1110-1129 Y.E.
 Placido – Aurean – He was a famous Grand Helion. His
most notable accomplishments were the establishment of
the Guardians and his efforts to codify and standardize the
laws of the Aurean people. 245-386 A.E.
 Pravat – Mueran – A Mueran who held no love for the sea.
Instead, he put the efforts of his short life into understanding
the Ox-Men. He felt that if his kind understood the sea best
of all races, then the Ox-Men understood the land best of all
races. Yet they were misunderstood, so he put his efforts
into studying them. Many people think his study subjects
killed him, as he disappeared mysteriously, leaving only a
collection of notes that was later published. 654-683 A.E.?
 Quentin – Aurean – One of Corydon’s personal Guardians.
688 Raghnall – Aynglican/Kerathi – He is a historian of some
renown. He has studied the Kerathi in depth and has been a
guest of the Kerathi Sammenkomst on numerous occasions.
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He is also one of the few outsiders to be allowed into Aurean
cities. 700Ramessef – Elegian – A researcher and historian who
sought to explain his people and the downfall of the empire.
Raghnall called him his greatest inspiration and the reason
why he became a historian as well. 458-513 A.E.
Rashid – Elegian – A young boy who works in the employ of
Iago who also happens to be one of the Empress’ lovers.
755-769 A.E.
Rehan – Rumani – A Rumani singer and songwriter of great
renown. Her songs have been heard in all corners of the
Broken Crown, and many are still famous. Like many
Rumani, she lived fast and brightly only to die an early
death, supposedly at the hands of a spurned lover. 618-643
A.E.
Rolf – Kerathi – He is a young man with misfortune in his
past and a chip on his shoulder. He alternates between
being kind and being fierce and abrasive. He’s not in control
of his passions. 752Sagira – Elegian – A disgraced female warrior captain (as all
Elegian officers are female) with unpopular ideas about her
role in the military, which ultimately led to her choice to
disobey orders in order to save lives. 747Sanura II – Elegian – The current Empress-in-Waiting of the
Elegian Empire. She is currently ruling Miniya with an iron
fist. She’s known for her bigotry and mistrust of other races.
742Sef – Elegian – He is a messenger and spy of Empress-inWaiting Sanura II. 738Shani I – Elegian – She was the first Empress. She
consolidated the power of the three major city-states at the
time and proclaimed herself Empress. She reined 47 Yarres
before dying and leaving her daughter to take her place. ?
B.T.-47 Y.E.
Siarnak – Uleaut – The name Tuari gave to the lead Nanuq
polar bear with the strange splash of grey fur across its
chest. ??-769 A.E.
Silverhorns – Ox-Man – He is a famous Ox-Man, and
perhaps the only one whose name is widely known by other
races. He and Empress Neith II reached a peaceful accord
that ended the slaughter of Ox-Men on Elegius. He was also
possibly the longest-lived Ox-Man in history, dying at 49,
having outlived the Empress who spared his life. 348-397
Y.E.
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 Sinnik – Uleaut – An unfortunate young man who died of
sleepwalking in the icy wastes the Uleaut people inhabit.
755-768 A.E.
 Svein – Kerathi – A boy with Torgny where he made his
stand on Trounedlag. Only before the battle began, Torgny
sent him away to warn the other islands and prepare them
for the coming Aureans. 752 Tahirah III – Elegian – She is the current Empress of the
Elegian Empire. She’s known for her moderate and
conservative policies. 702 Torgny – Kerathi – An outspoken and unsympathetic
Kerathi warrior of some Yarres that Rolf encounters and
curses on Rummas. 722-769 A.E.
 Tuari – Uleaut – He is a young boy, gifted with Afieldsight,
who was shown a vision of Anthea’s coming and the need to
help her. 758 Vitalis – Aurean – He is a relatively young Guardian who
tries to stop Orestes and his family from fleeing. 736 White-Hoof – Ox-Man – He is the leader of the herd of OxMen on Lesser Aynglica. He is head of their shamans. 744-
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PLACES:
 Aetheline – Aurean – This is the Aurean settlement that
Orestes chose as the place to flee to from Cenalium. It’s also
the home of the Grand Helion. This city was founded in 212
A.E. This is the southernmost of the Grancittas and perhaps
the most beautiful. It was the seventh to be built.
 Aisle of Silk – Rumani – This is a famous street in Rummas
known for its seamstresses and clothing, which is modeled
by beautiful Rumani women.
 Amber Plains – Ox-Men/Aynglican – The home to WhiteHoof’s herd on Lesser Aynglica. Generally these plains are
left alone, so that the Ox-Men live in peace even if there are
settlements of Aynglicans around the periphery of the plains.
 Aviaries of Aaren – Aurean – The famed aviaries of
Aetheline which hold the widest and largest collection of
birds assembled anywhere in the Broken Crown.
 Aynglica – Aynglican – This is the name for the islands that
comprise the Aynglican kingdoms. It is sometimes dissected
into the three major provinces of Greater Aynglica, Lesser
Aynglica, and Outer Aynglica which is made up of three
major islands and a few minor ones. While these kingdoms
may share a name, that is about all they share. The rulers of
Aynglica are a jealous lot, and the feuds among them are
many.
 Aynglican Gap – This is an opening in the Northern Fringe
that allows some storms to sweep down onto Outer
Aynglica.
 Bay of Seals – Elegian – A bay formed on the south side of
the isthmus that connects the Empress’ Arm to the mainland
of Elegius. The rocky islets along the Empress’ Arm side of
the bay make it popular mating grounds for seals.
 Brentholm – Kerathi – A port city on an island near
Maethlin. It was chosen as the point for the first of Illias’
attacks on the vessels of the Kerathi.
 Bode – Kerathi – Another Kerathi port hit by Illias. It’s also
the home of Torgny, who took up arms against Illias after
seeing his hometown burnt.
 Broken Crown – The term for the circle of islands and
landmasses that makes up the known lands of Elegia. There
are a few outlying islands but they are generally considered
to be part of the Broken Crown. Mueran Deepcrossers speak
of lands that lie beyond known maps and of the strange
peoples that inhabit them, but there is little or no solid proof
of their existence.
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 Cashelle – Aynglican – This is an Aynglican island that lies
on a key trade route. Its famous fortress, Schevode, was the
site of Latham’s Strike during the War of Sixteen Islands.
 Cenalium – Aurean – This is the largest Aurean city and the
center of Aurean life. It was also the first one built after they
had to leave the lowlands. It was finished in 32 A.E. It is
situated on top of the mountain in the center of the Kerathi
controlled island of Maethlin.
 Choraeyn – Aurean – This is one of the Aurean Grancittas.
It was the fourth built. It was finished in 68 A.E. It was also
the first Grancitta built in a mountain over Elegian territories.
 Clan Islands – Kerathi – The collective name for the group
of Kerathi inhabited islands. There are dozens of islands with
even more Clans on them. The interrelations between clans
can be confusing, even to them. As a result, it’s sometimes
hard to tell who will be fighting alongside who and why.
Because of the cultural differences between east and west in
the clan islands, the Clan Islands are often broken into two
halves: The Westlichreich and the Östlichreich (Western and
Eastern Kingdoms). Part of this was caused by the differing
primary enemies of each half of the clan islands, the
Aynglicans in the east and the Elegians in the west.
 Colonnadi Dignitae – Aurean – This is the central tower in
Aetheline, and therefore the greatest and tallest one. It’s also
the home of the Grand Helion.
 Crooked Ridge – This is a long island that makes up the
southwestern border of the Broken Crown. Other than
Aetheline it is almost entirely uninhabited, as there is no
arable land to grow food on and it tends to get rather cold.
Seal and Whale hunters sometimes camp in the shallows
north of the Crooked Ridge.
 Crown of Gods – The name for the great collection of
landmasses prior to its breaking by the Ox-men’s song and
subsequent renaming as the Broken Crown. This happened
during the Fall of Rummil. The Crown of Gods lasted from
the time the Lost Ones were banished up until the beginning
of the Elegian Empire. The total span of Yarres is unknown,
though it is surely longer than the remaining landmasses
have been collectively known as the Broken Crown.
 Daughter’s Palace – Elegian – Also known as the Palace of
Future Empresses, it is the house, center of commerce and
government, and also largest temple in Miniya all wrapped
into one artistically rendered building. It is nothing compared
to some of the greater buildings and palaces of mainland
Elegius though.
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 Drylands, The – Elegian – The name for the deserts that
make up the southern half of Elegius.
 Durenia – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was
the sixth built. It was finished in 125 A.E. This was the
second one built in a mountain overlooking Elegian lands.
 Elegia – The world. Not to be confused with Elegians, who
are a race that named themselves after the world, or vice
versa. No one remembers which.
 Elegian Gap – A gap in the Broken Crown between the
Empress’ Arm and the Northern Fringe.
 Elegius – Elegian – The mainland and heart of the Elegian
Empire, which is now in a much diminished state compared
to its former glory.
 Empress’ Arm – Elegian – A mountainous peninsula of
Elegius that protects most of the landmass from the storms
coming through the Elegian Gap.
 Empress’ Bounty – Elegian – The name for not only the
large river that nearly splits Elegius in two from east to west,
but also for all of its tributaries. While this collective name for
quite an extensive river system can be confusing, the
Empresses insist on keeping the name.
 Eye of Tulis – A maelstrom of trapped storms and currents
between islands at the end of Greveth’s Mercy.
 Far Muera – Mueran – A collection of isles beyond the
Broken Crown. It lies unprotected from the elements and is
often battered by the storms of the Outer Seas. It is home to
the most remote and xenophobic Muerans.
 Fjorlen – Kerathi – a coastal city on the island of Maethlin,
which also holds the cities of Harsbrukke and Norsjalde.
 Fogreate – Kerathi – An island once held by the Aynglicans
before the ruthless Thaumaturge Hilde of Norsakke
poisoned and killed all the inhabitants. Presently, a small
clan of Kerathi who are distantly related to Hilde holds the
island.
 Forsaken Isles – A trio of volcanic islands that lie to the
west of the Broken Crown. They are home to exiles, the
mad, the Deepcrossers, and other people who wish not to be
found. Because of their remoteness, the Elegian Empire
never conquered them.
 Gap of Storms – The southeastern quarter of the Broken
Crown. The Mueran Belt lies in this quarter, where there are
no mountainous islands to break the storms of the Outer
Seas.
 Gap of Winds – An opening in the Broken Crown between
the Crooked Ridge and the Empress’ Arm. The winds are
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very violent in this Gap and laden with moisture that they
have robbed from Elegius, which results in the Drylands.
Gevaud – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was the
second built. It was finished in 37 A.E. and it marked the first
expansion of Aurean culture after so many died making the
transition from lowland life to mountain living.
Gnat Marshes – The name for a region on the island of
Zaraig, which lies north of the Crooked Ridge. It has been a
territory of both the Elegian Empire and of the Aynglicans,
but the spread of the unpleasant and very buggy marshes
for which it is named have rendered it all but uninhabitable.
Only the heartiest and most stubborn settlers or those who
don’t wish to be found live there now. This makes it a
popular place for brigands to hide.
Grancittas – Aurean – The collective term for the major
cities of the Aurean people. They are in order of founding:
Cenalium (32 A.E.), Gevaud (37 A.E.), Tibusin (51 A.E.),
Choraeyn (68 A.E.), Reselhine (97 A.E.), Durenia (125 A.E.),
Aetheline (212 A.E.), and Muralius (232 A.E.).
Great Stairs – Aurean – The set of stairs that was carved
into the mountains to lead from the Inner Seas side of the
Crooked Ridge up to the city of Aetheline. This was built in
hopes of eventual resumption of cooperation with the
Lowlands. The Great Stairs were added after the city’s
completion, and were finished in 225 A.E.
Greater Aynglica – Aynglican – The main kingdom of
Aynglica, where the noblest and purest of blood reside.
Greveth’s Mercy – A long island, hundreds of Kilomes long
that protects Aynglica from the ravaging storms of the Outer
Seas. It forms the eastern and northeastern portion of the
Broken Crown. It terminates at the Eye of Tulis.
Hall of Wisdom – Elegian – The term used to refer to the
monumental-sized throne room of the Empress. This is but
one small part of the House of She in Jhiza.
Harsbrukke – Kerathi – This was Rolf’s home clan village,
also on the island of Maethlin, just like Norsjalde and Fjorlen.
Hill of a Thousand Eyes – Rumani – a cliff on the north
side of the main island of Rummas that is riddled with caves
sea birds nest in. It’s a famous sight, and it’s considered to
be good luck if you can visit all of the cliffs. This is a feat
rarely accomplished before death by old age or from falling
off the cliffs.
House of She, The – Elegian – The short nickname of The
World Seat of the One Who Walks Among us as a Goddess
Incarnate, which is the Empress’ Palace in Jhiza.
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 Hundred Isles – Elegian – The name for what is actually a
bit less than a hundred isles that lie at the mouth of the
Empress’ Bounty. Many are little more than glorified
sandbars, but a few of them have small fishing settlements
and trading ports on them. Because they form the entrance
to the inner lands of Elegius, the Elegian navy heavily patrols
them.
 Inner Seas – A collective term for dozens of smaller seas
that make up the waters between the major known
landmasses of Elegia (The Broken Crown), which form
something of a ringed barrier against the harsh weather of
the Outer Seas.
 Jhiza – Elegian – The capital city of Elegius and therefore
the Elegian Empire. It is here that the Empress’ Palace is
situated, as well as the largest body of royal guards in
Elegius, the Royal Temple of Juria, and a number of other
official buildings. It is the most magnificent city in the Empire,
with more history than any other cities. It was never
completely destroyed even in the Fall of the Empire.
 Kerathi Gap – An opening in the Northern Fringe that allows
some storms to sweep down onto the Clan Islands.
 Lake of Grey – Elegian – The Lake that splits the Vale from
Elegius. It’s named such because the reflections of the
mountains that surround most of it give its waters a grey
color.
 Lesser Aynglica – Aynglican – A smaller province of
Aynglica, as well as a separate island. It is home to the
lesser nobles, and is split into a series of small duchies.
 Lower Cenalium – Aurean – Corydon’s hidden settlement
within the mountain that Cenalium rests atop. There is where
the dark-resistant Aureans are being bred.
 Lowlands – An Aurean term that refers to anywhere not
populated by Aureans, who only live on top of mountains.
 Lunde – Kerathi – A port city where Torgny makes his first
stand against Illias’ assault team. His results are mixed, but
are considered a success by most.
 Maethlin – Kerathi – The Island on which the cities of
Fjorlen, Harsbrukke, and Norsjalde are located.
 Mehitte – Mueran – A western island in the Mueran Belt that
is the starting and ending point of their once a Yarre 4000
Kilome race called the Tauwhawhai.
 Menocittas – Aurean – The collective term for the minor
cities of the Aurean people. Sometimes these are so small
that they do not even have a proper Lesser Helion. Dozens
of these settlements pepper the mountaintops around the
Broken Crown.
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 Miniya – Elegian – An island city just east of the Empress’
Arm. It’s presently a place for disgraced soldiers, servants,
and other people who have displeased the Empress in some
way, though it used to have a more dignified purpose before
The Fall of the Empire.
 Mueran Belt – Mueran – An archipelago of islands in the
southeastern portion of the Broken Crown. They lie on the
Gap of Storms, and the weather there can be exceedingly
harsh and stormy.
 Muralius – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was
the eighth built and last to be built. It was finished in 232 A.E.
It lies overlooking the Eye of Tulis, and more distantly Lesser
Aynglica.
 New Rummil – Rumani – A legendary kingdom that is
forthcoming. They believe that there will be one of their kind
who will help them build a new kingdom. There have been
many who claimed to be the one sent by Uman who would
lead them back into prosperity, but all have met with failure.
Some blame this on their kind becoming too accustomed to
wandering and not wanting to settle down again.
 Norsjalde – Kerathi – a coastal city on the island of
Maethlin, which also holds the cities of Harsbrukke and
Fjorlen.
 Norsakke – Kerathi – The ancestral home of Hilde. It was
one of the islands involved in the War of Sixteen Islands.
 Northern Fringe – A row of thin, mountainous islands that
serve as a storm barrier that protects the Kerathi Clan
Islands and Aynglica from most of the harsh weather of the
Outer Seas. Miners, exiles, Rumani, and other people who
wish to avoid more civilized and lawful regions settled on
some of these islands.
 Östlichreich – Kerathi – The eastern half of the Clan
Islands. They are known to be a little bit lighter skinned
because of their interbreeding with the Aynglicans, though
this occurs mostly because of warriors and soldiers raping
village women in the enemy’s lands.
 Outer Aynglica – Aynglican – This is a series of smaller
holdings and the islands other than Greater and Lesser
Aynglica. The lowest nobles, titled lords, and faithful
servants of the highest nobility of Greater Aynglica might be
gifted with a small fief on one of these islands.
 Outer Seas – These might be more truly named as the
oceans of Elegia, which dominate the greater part of the
known world. With few sparse islands to break the storms of
the open seas, there is little to keep the storms in check. The
Outer Seas are treacherous, and are tread upon only in
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times of great need, except by the braver of the Mueran,
who are fearless on any body of water.
Palace of Future Empresses, The – Elegian – Also known
as the Daughter’s Palace, it is the house, center of
commerce and government, and also largest temple in
Miniya all wrapped into one artistically rendered building. It is
nothing compared to some of the greater buildings and
palaces of mainland Elegius though.
Qinor – Elegian – A heavily defended settlement and naval
grounds on an island northwest of The Vale.
Reselhine – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was
the fifth built. It was finished in 97 A.E. after a forty Yarre
period of slowing expansion. This one was the first built over
what is usually considered Aynglican territory.
Rihyas – The lone settlement on Zaraig of any size, the only
others being the encampments of rebels and raiders living
within the Gnat Marshes. It is independent from the greater
governments of any race, and its population is a diverse mix
of misfits and folk to stubborn to give up on what everyone
else deems a failing settlement. It’s been destroyed many
times in various proportions, but never so bad as in 532 A.E.
when pirates burned it and ended Aynglican occupation.
Royal Temple of Juria – Elegian – The largest temple in the
Broken Crown. Only the Empress and her offspring may
worship in the inner sanctum, while the important and loyal
upper class may worship in the outer sanctum. The temple is
in the Elegian Empire’s capital city of Jhiza.
Rummas – Rumani – A trio of islands that some believe are
all that is left of Rummil. It’s the largest gathering of Rumani
on Elegia, and also very lawless. All the other Rumani are
scattered to the edges of the world. It exists independently
because of its position on a trading route between Aynglica
and Elegius, and because it’s remote enough that ruling it
would be a hassle for any empire.
Rummil – Rumani – The lost kingdom of the Rumani. No
one knows where it existed, and there are half a dozen sites
where it supposedly was. Treasure hunters and historians
still seek it.
Schevode – Aynglican – A key fortress during the War of
Sixteen Islands. It was captured during Latham’s Strike. It
was reclaimed for a large sum of money and a few small
islands after the war was over.
Seundsvalle – Kerathi – Another port city attacked by Illias’
fleet.
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 Tibusin – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was the
third built. It was finished in 51 A.E. It lies on the North
Fringe overlooking Kerathi clan lands.
 Trounedlag – Kerathi – A Kerathi Clan Island near Maethlin.
It was the site of the first major conflict in Illias’ campaign
against the Kerathi, where Torgny and Illias faced off for a
second time.
 Vale, The – Elegian/Ox-Men – An open stretch of grassy
lands between two mountain groupings on an island to the
north of Elegius. The island is also known by this name. It’s
home to one of the largest gatherings of Ox-Men on Elegia,
as well as a few small Elegian defensive settlements, as
negotiated by Empress Femi IX.
 Vadser – Kerathi – Another port city attacked by Illias’ fleet.
 West Lane – Elegian – The name of a broad and important
thoroughfare that runs through the city of Miniya. The West
Market lies along this road.
 Westlichreich – Kerathi – The western half of the Clan
Islands. They are known to be a little bit darker skinned
because of their interbreeding with the Elegians, though this
occurs mostly because of warriors and soldiers raping village
women in the enemy’s lands.
 World Seat of the One Who Walks Among us as a
Goddess Incarnate, The – Elegian – The official name for
the Empress’ Palace in Jhiza. It’s also known as The House
of She. This is the largest structure in the Broken Crown,
with a population larger than many cities have.
 Zaraig – A presently unclaimed island that lies north of the
Crooked Ridge and east of Elegius. It is still policed by the
Elegian Empire, but not frequently. They usually send a
force to clean up brigands when complaints of attacks reach
the ears of the Empress. This can be rather seldom.
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THINGS:
 *A.E. – After Empire, or sometimes referred to as After
Elegia by those who have a less than favorable opinion of
the Elegians. The current calendar system on Elegia was
instated following the collapse of the Elegian Empire, after
which a dark age known as The Godless Yarres occurred.
The Aurean people arrived then and helped the peoples of
Elegia rebuild their broken nations and gave them their own
calendar system. Prior to A.E., Y.E. was used to number the
Yarres. See also Appendices A and G.
 Afieldsight – Uleaut – The name the Uleaut people give to a
condition whereby a person might leave their body and look
afar with their mind’s eye. Usually it’s considered a gift of
Aaren, who controls the winds. It’s a rare ability.
 Aiviq – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for ‘walrus.’
 Amarok – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for ‘wolf.’
 Arc-Lance – Aurean – A spear-like weapon with a curved
handle that can give off light and expend arcs of electrical
current to shock and incapacitate enemies.
 Arc-Sword – Aurean – A roughly broadsword-shaped
weapon with a curved handle that can give off light and
expend arcs of electrical current to shock and incapacitate
enemies.
 Aurean Calendar – Aurean – While it is Aurean in origin, all
peoples of the Broken Crown use this calendar. The
exception is the Ox-Men, who use no known method for
keeping track of the passage of time.
 Aureans – see Appendix B for race description and info.
 Aynglicans – see Appendix B for race description and
info.
 Apuyyaq – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for their snow huts
and shelters.
 *Beforetimes – These were the Yarres before the Elegian
Empire was established. This term describes an unknown
number of Yarres preceding both the Yarres A.E. and Y.E.
 *B.T. – This is short for Beforetimes. See also Appendices A
and G.
 Bosoms of Yenis – Uleaut – The name they chose,
honoring their favorite Goddess, for the flowers that grow
among the ice fields that offer bulbs full of milky fluid. The
Uleaut people feed this milk to their young and ill, as it is full
of nourishment.
 Butcher’s Accord – Elegian/Ox-Men – The agreement
worked out by Silverhorns and Empress Neith II that ended
the slaughter of Ox-Men and gave them the grazing lands of
the Vale as their own in 382 Y.E.
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 Crystal Pods – Aurean – This is an Aurean invention similar
to a light bulb. It expends collected energy to give off light in
houses and buildings in Aurean cities, projecting constant
light in times that would otherwise be dark.
 Dark Aureans – Aurean – The name Orestes gave to the
Aureans changed by their blood transfusion project that
allowed them to withstand the dark.
 Dark Pair, The – A term referring to the Dark God Porceth
and his wife, the Dark Goddess, Wainseth. This term is used
to avoid mentioning either of them by name, which is
considered an ill omen.
 Dark Poisoning – Aurean – The progressively more serious
and eventually lethal condition by which the lack of light
begins to make an Aurean feel physically ill, then delirious,
and finally deathly ill.
 Darksight Outlooks – Aurean – The name some give to the
modified Farsight Outlooks that act as weapons instead of
instruments of spying and reconnaissance.
 Darkwatchers – Aurean – This is a type of priest that
oversees the dead of the Aurean race. They wait a full Dee
in a dark chamber for Nelius to claim the dead. They are
allowed to have only a single small source of light within the
dark room as they hold their vigil. Some also consider them
servants of Kaneitha, the Goddess of Darkness and
Shadows.
 Deaths of Brothers, The – Aurean – see Fratello Muerte.
 Deepcrossers – Mueran – Mueran Oceanwalkers who
attempt to cross the outer seas, circle the world, and reach
the Forsaken Islands. They usually leave from Far Muera,
the most remote of Mueran holdings.
 Ehrenschuld – Kerathi – This is the Kerathi word for ‘debt of
honor.’
 Elegian Empire – Elegian – The expansion of the Elegian
culture to near total dominion over most of the peoples of
Elegia and most of the islands within the Broken Crown. The
Fall of the Empire is arguably the most significant event in
the history of Elegia. Only the arrival of the Aureans and the
Godless Yarres can compare.
 Elegians – see Appendix B for race description and info.
 Empresses – Elegian – The name for Elegian currency,
which have depictions of past and present Elegian
Empresses on them. They come in three
shapes/denominations: round golden coins, triangular silver
coins, and the pentagonal bronze coins. Promissory notes
are often used between regular business partners instead of
ferrying large piles of coins back and forth.
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 Experientialists – The original name for the group of the
creator’s offspring that eventually came to be known as the
Lost Ones.
 Fall, The – Elegian – Anytime someone mentions The Fall
they refer to the violent end of the Elegian Empire’s
occupations of most of the lands of the Broken Crown.
Following the bloody wars that resulted in the Empire’s
collapse back to Elegius and a few minor holdings, The
Godless Yarres set in. It also marks the shift from calendar
Yarres from Y.E. to the A.E. scale delineated by the Aurean
Calendar. 0 A.E.
 Familienheime – Kerathi – family homes of the Kerathi.
They are arrayed around the Stammheim of the settlement,
which is the clan house that doubles as a sort of fortress.
 Farsight Outlooks – Aurean – An Aurean observation post
situated in the mountains. They use a series of precisely
ground crystal lenses set in a tube to watch the world below.
Often, fog and clouds obscure their line of sight. The first
was reportedly built in 39 A.E.
 Fear, The – Aurean – A theory and Corydon’s term for the
psychological condition by which Aureans were made
dependent on light.
 Flextainers – Aurean – elastic Aurean beverage containers.
They’re practically indestructible unless exposed to severe
heat.
 Flier – Aurean – see Guardian Flier.
 Flower Enchanter – Kerathi – see Kerathi Thaumaturge.
 Fourth Chance, The – Mueran – A Mueran ship bought in
Rihyas to carry Anthea and her companions to Aetheline.
Initially it was named The Chance, but with some graffiti,
Rolf made the name into a joke about Makan’s sailing
abilities.
 Fratello Muerte – Aurean – The bloody battle in Cenalium
that occurred when loyalists to Grand Helion Placido
confronted the usurping forces of Greater Helion Ilario. This
is sometimes referred to as The Death of Brothers or The
Kinslaying as well, though the proper name is most widely
recognized and used. 319 A.E.
 Geistervergeltung – Kerathi – A nickname for Torgny, given
to him after an impassioned speech that called for retribution
for Bode and the other travesties committed by the Aureans.
Literally, it means Spirit of Retribution.
 Gods’ Storm – Mueran – The term the Muerans use for
when a storm of the Outer Seas meets a storm of the Inner
Seas, or when the vastly differing air currents of both bodies
of water meet and cause a horrible storm.
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 Godless Yarres, The – Thirty Yarres of plague, bloody war,
and anarchy that followed the collapse of the Elegian
Empire. This is seen as a time when the Pantheon of Gods
and Goddesses turned their faces from Elegia and let the
people fall into darkness. Some claim it was punishment for
overthrowing their chosen race, the Elegians. The Aurean
people arrived then, from no one knows where, built their
cities, and helped the races of Elegia put aside their feuds
and rebuild. The thirty Dees of Faestivuls in each Yarre of
the new calendar system commemorate these thirty Yarres.
1-31 A.E.
 Grand Helion – Aurean – Arguably the most important
person in Aurean society, though it depends on how strong
the person holding this title is. There are often times when
the Voice of the Firmament is considered to be the greatest
person of Aurean society. The Grand Helion tours every
major Aurean city each Yarre in a custom-made Guardian
Flier. His home is Aetheline.
 Greater Helion – Aurean – The third most important person
in Aurean society. He is in charge of Cenalium, but is
expected to answer to the Grand Helion and the Voice of the
Firmament.
 Guardians – Aurean – Aurean warriors and defenders.
 Guardian Fliers – Aurean – a flying vessel powered by the
sun and driven by powerful fans that allows the vessel to fly,
if slowly. They are so costly to make that they are almost
impossible to replace. They tend to come in three sizes:
recon, incursion, and force. They hold approximately 3, 8,
and 20 passengers/crew members, respectively.
 Halbe Männer – Kerathi – A term once used as an insult
aimed toward men among the Kerathi who would not openly
fight, but rather chose more peaceful ways to support a war,
such as providing food, making weapons, and other noncombat roles. After Latham’s Strike, it was a term used only
in reverence to those who aid war from off the battlefield.
 Hersker – Kerathi – A term meaning Ruler in the Kerathi
dialect of Low Elegian. This title is used to refer to clan
chieftains.
 High Elegian – various – The tongue of Elegian nobility.
Also adapted for use by the Aureans.
 House of Endless Rooms, The – Gods – The home of
Nelius, where the dead go to rest.
 Ice-Walkers – Aurean – The term Aureans use for the
Uleaut people.
 Kerambits – Mueran – Hooked Mueran knives with holes in
them to slide fingers through. They function like talons at the
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end of a fist, and it’s almost impossible to disarm someone
with them.
Kerathi – see Appendix B for race description and info.
Kerathi Thaumaturge – Kerathi – A woman of the Kerathi
race that is able to perform feats of magick with the use of
flowers and chanting. There are usually six or less. See also
Appendix F.
Kriegegesetze – Kerathi – These are Kerathi laws set by
the Sammenkomst that describe how a war between clans
may be carried out. There are severe consequences for
deviating from these laws.
Kringmerk – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for their local
breeds of ‘dog.’
Land’s Children – Gods – The name the Gods give to the
Ox-Men, who are not born from them or created by them.
Landbound – Mueran – A Mueran term for those among
their kind that live most of their time on the islands rather
than living the typical life of a Mueran on a boat. The
reasons for doing this vary, so this is a collective term. Some
use it as an insult, especially the more traditional-minded
elders among the Mueran.
Landdeaf – Ox-Men – The term the Ox-Men use for all other
races.
Latham’s Strike – Kerathi – The famous attack on
Schevode fortress during the War of Sixteen Islands. Latham
led a civilian army, and through the use of unconventional
tactics, he captured the fortress where the Kerathi armies
had failed siege attempts three times before. 729 A.E.
Lesser Helion – Aurean – An Aurean governor in charge of
a settlement or city.
Longrunner Galleys – Kerathi – A Kerathi war galley, some
of which are converted over into cargo ships during times of
peace. These ships have the most range of any Kerathi ship,
and they’re most likely to be seen in places far from the Clan
Islands, as the other ships can’t always make the sea
crossings.
Loss of Home – Rumani – The name for the event by which
the Rumani were deprived of their kingdom. There is still no
definitive evidence whether it happened by the destruction of
their cities or a natural calamity that caused their island to
sink into the seas. Many theories exist about the event and
the location of the kingdom. 145 Y.E.
Lost Ones – see Appendix B for race description and
info.
Lover’s Bracelets – Rumani/various – These are primarily
an item used in Rummas, though they’ve grown in popularity
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throughout the Broken Crown, especially among Aynglica
couples. They depict The God Solmin and the Goddess
Ithilia engaging in carnal acts. They’re always sold in pairs,
one for each lover.
Low Elegian – various – A tongue used by the common folk
in the Elegian Empire, as well as the tongue of the
subjugated peoples ruled over by the Elegian Nobility.
Aynglicans, Kerathi, Rumani, and the Mueran now use it as
their prime languages, although each race has made certain
adaptations in the centuries since the fall of the Elegian
Empire.
Mueran – see Appendix B for race description and info.
Nanuq – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for ‘polar bears.’ They
regard them with respect, as they are their greatest
predators and competitors.
Oceanwalker – Mueran – A title of respect gifted onto a
Mueran by a tribal loremaster. It is a title given only to the
greatest of sailors among the tribe, sailors who have ranged
far and wide on the inner and outer seas.
Our Place Before – Aurean – The Aurean term for their
unknown and greatly debated place of origin.
Ox-Men – see Appendix B for race description and info.
Paipiiraq Tupiq – Uleaut – The phrase in Uleaun for ‘the
house of babies’ or the ‘mating house.’ This is a dedicated
shelter in an Uleaut camp where men of good standing may
take a woman for a few Dees to mate with her, creating
more children with his desirable traits.
Peacekeepers – Rumani – The law enforcement team on
Rummas. It started as a joke name, for while they may keep
the peace they do it in such a savage way that those who
had a taste for such humor found such a name funny. The
nickname stuck. Founded 582 A.E.
Pictoimage – Aurean – An engraved and shaded image
created by machines in an Aurean city. They’re expensive to
do, but nearly indestructible. Many rich lovers exchange
them.
Qaluk – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for ‘fish’ in general,
though usually they mean the large breeds that can grow
over two Mayters in length.
Racheneid – Kerathi – An oath of vengeance that may be
declared by a Kerathi before an altar of Cainel. Until the
vengeance is taken, the oath taker is clanless. If he fails, his
name is erased from clan records, but if he succeeds he
may rejoin his clan.
Rumani – see Appendix B for race description and info.
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 Rumman – Rumani – The language of the Rumani, which
they only speak to others of their race, never to outsiders.
 Sammenkomst – Kerathi – The Kerathi Council of
Chieftains that makes laws for all clans to follow. They also
send observers to preside over inter-clan wars. They meet
once a Yarre, or more if needed. This practice started in 108
A.E.
 Sandcat – Elegian – A yellowish-brown large predatory cat
of the Drylands. Their kind likes to lie in the sands and let the
winds cover them up, all but their eyes and mouth. They lie
in wait for prey to come by. They’re fearless when faced with
prey that is larger than them.
 Seacrest – Rumani – The name of a vessel out of Aynglica
that Nishan had supposedly arranged passage out of
Rummas on.
 Seaskins – Mueran – The name for Mueran clothing. Each
man assembles and tailors his own set of clothes from
animals and fish they kill. Because of their nature of the
skins they take to make them, the clothes are resistant to
water, insulate well, and do not bind or restrict movement.
There are some who believe that they even grant powers to
the wearers, dependant on the animals used to create the
clothing, and the wearer’s personality.
 Singing the World Alive – Ox-Men – The name of the
process by which the Ox-Men awaken the world to shift and
change things to better things as they see it. They do this
only when they feel that the world as a whole is threatened.
To date, it has only occurred twice. The first time was when
the Lost Ones were banished from the Aureans in the
Beforetimes. The second was when they destroyed Rummil
to keep the Rumani from awakening Uman.
 Stammheim – Kerathi – These is a Kerathi fortresses that
double as the meeting hall for the clan. They often have
palisades of heavy logs and ramparts of rock and earth. On
larger Stammheim, there are also towers built for
sharpshooters.
 Taitoatanga – Mueran – This is the proper name for the
trials of manhood a Mueran male must go through. They
consist of constructing a boat and living alone for a Yarre on
the seas.
 Tauwhawhai – Mueran – The once a Yarre Mueran 4000
Kilome race that starts at Mehitte and circles Far Muera
before returning to Mehitte. It’s a dangerous race that many
don’t survive. The first one occurred in 458 A.E.
 Thinkers – The original name for the group of the creator’s
offspring that eventually came to be known as the Gods.
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 Thuraish’s Lapses – An abnormally long Saysuhn or a shift
in the Saysuhns by more than a Wayke. These tend to
happen once per Hectoyarre. The most recent two were in
614 and 701 A.E.
 Tireganierk – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for ‘arctic fox.’
 Tournea Observatori – Aurean – The annual trip of the
Grand Helion to visit all the Grancittas. Typically, the Grand
Helion will stay a Munth in each of the Grancittas, but two
Munths in Cenalium. The first took place during 214 A.E.
 Tuktu – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for Caribou/Elk/Deer.
 Ugruk – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for ‘Seal.’
 Ukalliq – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for ‘Rabbit.’
 Ula – Aynglican – whaling ship out of an Aynglican port,
though its crew is less than half Aynglican.
 Uleauts – see Appendix B for race description and info.
 Uleaun – Uleaut – The throaty language of the Uleauts. It
shares nothing in common with Elegian, which they rarely
use.
 Venutia Deguidina – Aurean – The coronation of the first
Grand Helion following the completion of Aetheline. The term
also means ‘The Coming of a Guide,’ referring to the
common direction the Grand Helion would bring to the
Aurean people. 214 A.E.
 Voice of the Firmament – Aurean – The head priest of
Maletos and Haestos in Aurean culture, and therefore the
human figurehead of all religion of the Aurean nation
regardless of which mountaintop they call home.
 War of Sixteen Islands – Aynglican/Kerathi – A conflict that
united the clans of the Kerathi to drive out an Aynglican
armada sent by King Brant III. This was the bloodiest conflict
to date between the Aynglicans and the Kerathi. There have
been many other smaller conflicts though, both before and
since. 716-732 A.E.
 Whale Swimmers – Mueran – A term and honorary title
referring to Mueran divers with the ability to stay underwater
for extended periods of time on a single breath of air. The
longest recorded dive time is over thirty Mynettes.
 Yataghan – Elegian – Curved Elegian knives a little less
than 1/3 of a Mayter long (10-12 inches).
 Yenis’ Milk – Uleaut – The name for the drink made from
the Bosoms of Yenis.
 *Y.E. – Before the A.E. scale of time was used, Yarres were
labeled as Y.E., which meant Yarre of the Empire. The
empire lasted centuries. The Empire fell in the Yarre 1132
Y.E. Note that their dominance over the other lands of Elegia
was a comparatively short segment of those 1132 Yarres.
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Time before the Elegian Empire, which is the oldest known
civilization on Elegia, is known as the Beforetimes. See also
Appendices A and G.
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SOURCES:
 ‘A Brethren Apart’ – A text devoted to studying the OxMen, written by the atypical Mueran scholar Pravat.
 ‘A Chronicle of Elegius’ – A text on the Elegian Empire,
from its early beginnings, to its fall, as well as its return to a
lesser glory following the Godless Yarres written by
Ramessef.
 ‘A Study of the Mountain Folk’ – This is a text on the
Aurean people written by Raghnall.
 ‘Destiny of the Forgotten, The’ – A collection of prophetical
rants and imagery by Dorjan the Seer, a Rumani who
claimed to have been sent by Uman, who was executed
publicly by Elegian occupation forces before the fall of the
Empire.
 ‘Flora and Fauna of the Broken Crown’ – A series of
essays, notes, and observations about the plants and
animals found in the regions of the Broken Crown collected
by the Elegian adventurer/herbalist/hunter Okapi.
 ‘History of Thaumaturges, The’ – This is a text on Kerathi
Thaumaturges or Flower Enchanters written by Alistair.
 ‘History of the Kerathi’ – This is a text on the Kerathi
people written by Raghnall.
 'Kerathi Flower-Enchanter’s Mantra' – A traditional mantra
used by classically trained Thaumaturges. The author is
unknown.
 ‘Musings about Gods and Goddesses’ – A text of random
thoughts and theories that Raghnall had about the Pantheon
and about all that has happened on Elegia in recorded
history.
 ‘Of the Ocean People’ – A collected series of essays by
Raghnall’s understudy Alistair on the Mueran culture and
rumors surrounding their people.
 ‘Ports and Vessels of the Broken Crown’ – A compiled
collection of essays, anecdotes, and sailing research written
by the famous sailor Edvard Farsail.
 ‘Songs for the Lost’ – A collection of Rumani songs by the
bard Rehan. Many are silly and light-hearted, though some
are quite somber and contemplative.
 ‘Trust Unfounded’ – A series of thoughts and essays by
Iago on the subjects of politics, spying, espionage, and
assassination.
 ‘Uncovered Truths’ – This is the title given by Corydon to
his collection of essays, ranting, and thoughts, mostly in
reference to the nature of world politics and the origins of
Aureans.
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 ‘Way of Things, The’ – A book of quotations and general
musings on the way life works by the researcher Ramessef.
It offers snippets of his wisdom and hints at his brilliance. It’s
studied by many of the well-educated on Elegia.
 ‘World is Still Blue, The’ – A series of commentaries
written by, Ezhno, the most respected Uleaut Wiseman to
ever live.
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APPENDIX A – Timeline of the Broken Crown
A.E. (After Empire)
768 A.E. – Corydon deposes the Greater Helion of Cenalium and
begins his war on the lowlanders.
738 A.E. – Alistair, apprentice and understudy of Raghnall, is
born.
732 A.E. – The War of Sixteen Islands ends between the
Aynglicans and the Kerathi though minor hostilities continue
indefinitely.
729 A.E. – Latham initiates his famous strike on Schevode.
716 A.E. – The War of Sixteen Islands starts between the
Aynglicans and the Kerathi.
712 A.E. – Okapi, the famous Elegian hunter and herbalist, dies
of old age, leaving behind a strong legacy of herbal and
animal lore that is still consulted in the present.
701 A.E. – The famous sailor of mixed Aynglican and Rumani
descent, Edvard Farsail, dies in the harsh Saysuhn of White.
701 A.E. – Thuraish has another lapse, and the Saysuhn of
White is nearly twice as long as it should have been.
700 A.E. – Raghnall, famed chronicler of Aynglican and Kerathi
descent, is born.
683 A.E. – Pravat, a Mueran who devoted his life to the study of
the Ox-Men, disappears and is presumed dead. No further
signs of him are ever found. The notes he left behind are
published posthumously.
654 A.E. – Pravat, a Mueran who devoted his life to the study of
the Ox-Men, is born.
643 A.E. – Rehan, famed Rumani singer and songwriter, dies. A
jilted lover is believed to have murdered him.
639 A.E. – Okapi, the famous Elegian hunter and herbalist, is
born.
628 A.E. – The famous sailor of mixed Aynglican and Rumani
descent, Edvard Farsail, is born.
618 A.E. – The famous Rumani singer and songwriter, Rehan, is
born.
614 A.E. – Thuraish has a lapse that results in a massive
drought that sweeps the Broken Crown.
596 A.E. – Ezhno, Uleaut philosopher, dies.
582 A.E. – The Rummas Peacekeepers are formed, beginning
their bloody history.
565 A.E. – Ezhno, Uleaut philosopher, is born.
532 A.E. – Aynglican occupation of Zaraig ends with the burning
of Rihyas by pirates.
513 A.E. – The famed Elegian chronicler Ramessef dies possibly
of poison.
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494 A.E. – Aynglican occupation of Zaraig begins.
458 A.E. – The famed Elegian chronicler Ramessef is born.
458 A.E. – The first Mueran Tauwhawhai race is held.
386 A.E. – Grand Helion Placido dies of old age, ending his long
Yarres of reform and restructuring of the Aurean nation.
319 A.E. – The Aurean Guardians are Formed.
319 A.E. – The Aurean Fratello Muerte occurs after Yarres of
mismanagement and weak leadership since Marcellus the
Just’s death.
284 A.E. – Marcellus the Just, first Aurean Grand Helion, dies of
old age.
245 A.E. – Grand Helion Placido born.
232 A.E. – The Aurean city of Muralius, the last Grancitta, is
built.
225 A.E. – The Great Stairs of Aetheline are completed.
214 A.E. – The first Tournea Observatori for the Grand Helion of
the Aureans.
214 A.E. – The Aurean Venutia Deguidina elects Marcellus the
Just as first ever Grand Helion.
212 A.E. – The Aurean Capital, Aetheline, is built on the Broken
Ridge.
127 A.E. – Marcellus the Just, the first Aurean Grand Helion, is
born.
125 A.E. – The Aurean city of Durenia is built.
108 A.E. – The first Kerathi Sammenkomst gathers.
97 A.E. – The Aurean city of Reselhine is built.
68 A.E. – The Aurean city of Choraeyn is built.
51 A.E. – The Aurean city of Tibusin is built.
39 A.E. – The first Aurean Farsight Outlook is built.
37 A.E. – The Aurean city of Gevaud is built.
32 A.E. – The first Aurean Grancitta, Cenalium, is built.
31 A.E. – The Aureans retreat to the mountains.
31 A.E. – The Godless Yarres for the Broken Crown end.
20 A.E. – The Aureans come to the Broken Crown.
1 A.E. – The Godless Yarres for the Broken Crown begin.
0 A.E. – The beginning of the New After Empire Scale as later
denoted by the Aurean calendar that is adopted across the
Broken Crown after the Godless Yarres end. This Yarre was
mostly comprised of the falling apart of political alliances that
had formed to depose the Elegians and the further
bloodshed that set the stage for the famine and disease to
follow in its wake.

Y.E. (Yarre of the Empire)
1132 Y.E. – The official Fall of the Elegian Empire.
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1129 Y.E. – Paiva, Kerathi Thaumaturge, dies in battle. Before
she dies she completes a campaign that drives the Elegians
out of a dozen islands.
1110 Y.E. – Paiva, Kerathi Thaumaturge, is born.
1096 Y.E. – Dorjan the Seer, famous Rumani prophet, is
executed for his prophecies.
1074 Y.E. – Dorjan the Seer, famous Rumani prophet, is born.
397 Y.E. – The famous Ox-Man Silverhorns dies at 49, the
oldest Ox-Man ever recorded.
395 Y.E. – Empress Neith II dies.
382 Y.E. – The Butcher’s Accord is negotiated between the
Elegians and the Ox-Men. Empress Neith II and the Ox-Man
Silverhorns orchestrated this.
348 Y.E. – The Ox-Man Silverhorns is born on Elegius.
340 Y.E. – Empress Neith II born.
145 Y.E – The Rumani experience their Loss of Home.
145 Y.E. – The Ox-Men sing the world alive. The resulting
climatic changes and reordering of the islands causes the
Crown of Gods to become the Broken Crown. Rummil is lost,
the Uleaut flee far to the south, and many other changes…
47 Y.E. – Shani I, the first Empress of the Empire dies. Her
daughter takes over.
1 Y.E. – The first Yarre of the Empire, as denoted by the
beginning of the enlightened rule of the first Empress, Shani
I.

B.T. (Beforetimes)
??? – There is no set number of Yarres that occurred during
these times since they occurred before written records were
taken, though many believe it to be a great deal of time.
During this time the races of the Broken Crown were born.
(See Appendix G for further information)
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APPENDIX B – Races
AUREANS:
 Physical – They need light to survive. Long periods without
light cause them to become weak, then ill, and it is finally
lethal. As a people, they are a tall and thin people who are
light haired and have eyes every color of the rainbow. They
average 1.8-2.0 Mayters (5’10”-6’6”) in height, though their
very slender bodies often make them look taller. They have
nearly twice the lifespan of any of the other races,
sometimes reaching 200 Yarres of age.
 Regions – They are a mountain folk who live on a few
scattered settlements, always in high altitudes. Their largest
settlements are called Grancittas, and their smaller ones are
called Menocittas.
 Language – Aureans speak High Elegian, a dialect they
adapted from the Elegians.
 Culture – They are a very advanced people compared to the
others. They’ve developed, or in some cases brought with
them from another place, ways to prolong and capture the
Dee’s light so that their mountaintop cities are always lit up.
They keep apart from the lowland folk usually, though
sometimes they use them as slaves who can go into dark
places they cannot, or as ambassadors to the lowlanders.
They worship Aaren, Haestos, and Maletos. While they do
not worship Kaneitha, they do respect her and offer her gifts
to keep her and her darkness away.
 Origins – Little is known of their existence before they
appeared in the Broken Crown around the era of the
Godless Yarres. Their sharing of medicine and other ideas
saved many lives even if their motives for doing so were
unclear. Then, inexplicably, they disappeared into the
mountains when they could no longer tolerate the dark of the
lowlands.

AYNGLICANS:
 Physical – They’re fair-skinned with blue or green eyes,
never brown. They grow light beards that are usually
trimmed back fashionably and never allowed to get shaggy
and large like those of the Kerathi. They are of lighter builds
than the Kerathi, though they are larger than the Elegians.
They are perhaps the most flexible of all the races in terms
of adaptability to their situations and environments. They
average 1.7-1.9 Mayters (5’6”-6’2”) in height. The average
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Aynglican lives to a ripe age of about 65, though the peasant
class has a life expectancy closer to 55 Yarres.
Regions – They live in temperate regions, usually in coastal
cities with wide outlying agricultural lands. Most of their
people are united under a monarchy with loose allegiances
to the central throne, but there are some outlying settlements
that refuse to swear fealty to the monarch and remain
independent. The three major sections of Aynglica are
Greater Aynglica, Lesser Aynglica, and Outer Aynglica. It is
common for each section to act independently and even
make war on the others. Each region has certain geographic
and historical traits that make full integration as one nation
difficult.
Language – Aynglicans speak Low Elegian, the dialect of
commoners in the old Empire. They have added many new
terms in relation to commerce, art, and architecture, which
are their favored fields of study.
Culture – They are a race of craftsmen, builders, and
discoverers of things both cartographic and scientific. Many
say that they have taken Elegian concepts and have
improved upon them, learning from the mistakes of the
greatest empire ever seen on Elegia. Their engineers build
the best cities and public works. They’re not a particularly
warlike people, preferring to live in excess and luxury, but
the Aynglican dedication to invention, medicine, and science
has made them able killers. They use the most advanced
firearms, with the exception of those of the Aureans, in the
known world. Fortunately, they’d rather trade than fight. They
worship Braccen, Chaveaoux, Deneurs, and Ocel.
Origins – The Aynglicans believe that they were an
improvement on a flawed formula used to make the other
peoples of the Broken Crown. They look upon the Muerans
and Uleaut people with strong disdain, and find the Kerathi,
Rumani, and Elegians to be wanting in many aspects. They
feel that they were given a greater mind for artistry,
invention, and commerce than the more brutish and warlike
Kerathi and the more hedonistic and dishonest Rumani. The
fact that the Elegian Empire fell only proved, in the minds of
the Aynglicans at least, that they were not to be the ones
who were destined to rule over the Broken Crown. They
think themselves a peaceful folk who have dedicated
themselves to achieving greater understanding of the world
through invention, art, science, medicine, and commerce.
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ELEGIANS:
 Physical – These men and women are noticeably darker
than even the Mueran. Males of their race shave their entire
bodies unless they are of the working caste, in which case
they are required to wear their hair long. Women are
somewhat opposite in that they wear their hair long, but they
may only have long hair if they are of the royal caste. The
lower they are on the social hierarchy, the shorter their hair
must be. The Elegians are a modestly proportioned race.
Their women are trimly built, and their men are not known to
grow large and overly muscled. They average about 1.7
Mayters (5’6”) in height for both men and women. They are
perhaps the longest-lived of the lowland peoples, though the
Aynglicans are not far behind. They have records of a rare
man and woman reaching ages in excess of 100 Yarres, but
the average is closer to 70.
 Regions – They dwell on the massive land of Elegius, and a
few sandy isles in the subtropics, all that is left of a formerly
widespread Empire.
 Language – Elegians speak both High Elegian, which is the
tongue of royalty, and Low Elegian, which is the tongue of
the commoners and merchants. Both of these languages
have undergone modification in the Yarres since The Fall of
the Empire.
 Culture – The Elegian Empire has been and always will be a
Matriarchal Society. Despite their failures in the past, they
still hold to the old ways and insist that the way of things is
as it should be. Elegians are often accused of dwelling too
much in the past, and many of their great cities of marble,
sandstone, and mudbrick have been forgotten by time. They
build great effigies to their dead heroes, empresses, and
artists, but they make no new legends. Their civilization
peaked long ago and is on the far end of a downfall. They
claim to be the first people of Elegia, hence their name. They
are also very fond of animals, especially dangerous ones.
They see them as an allegory of their own darker nature.
They worship Furestus, Juria, and Nelius, and Rishalt.
Rishalt’s shrines pepper their lands, designated by effigies of
mostly predatory animals.
 Origins – The Elegians claim to have been the first people,
the children of the Gods and Goddesses who were set free
in the Broken Crown. It is this divine ancestry that many felt
justified their rule over the other peoples of the islands
during the Yarres of the Empire. This kind of thinking had to
be forced rethought after the Empire fell, and a number of
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conflicting theories still exist as to the reason for the Elegian
peoples’ presence in the world.

KERATHI:
 Physical – As a people, they are a broadly built and large
breed of dark haired and dark eyed men and women. They
are the tallest of the lowland races, averaging 1.9-2.1
Mayters in height (6’2”-6’10”). Other than the Ox-Men, who
are not human, they are the largest race in terms of height
and weight in the lowlands. The men are heavily bearded
and fierce, and the women are also hearty and strong. They
tend to wear leather and furs. The Kerathi are warlike, so
many of them die young, but in times of general peace - for
they are always at war with each other if someone else is not
at war with them - they can expect to live 50 to 60 Yarres.
The women, since they are not warriors, tend to live an
average of 10 Yarres longer than their male counterparts.
 Regions – They live in rugged settlements on clan islands.
They’re at home in forests as well as on the sea. They’re
also accomplished miners and metalworkers, though these
talents they use mostly for making war.
 Language – Kerathi speak a rugged dialect of Elegian,
really a branch of Low Elegian that has been adapted and
changed. Pronunciations are heavier on the consonants than
regular Low Elegian. They also have a large vocabulary of
their own words that they have added to the language.
 Culture – the Kerathi are a tribe of warriors and traders.
They place great stock in battle prowess and how many kills
or victories a man has. What they can’t make themselves,
they often go to war for, but they believe in bartering when
that is an option. They live in clans on many of the isles in
great longhouses. Their ships are sleek and fast, but not
built for long ocean trips, hugging the shores instead.
They’re accounted as savages by many of the other races,
and they tend to be resistant to accepting new discoveries
until it is necessary. Instead, they rest their trust in the
traditional magick of their female thaumaturgists. They
worship Cainel, Comrain, Greveth, and Nelius.
 Origins – They believe that when Cainel and Comrain
wrestled over Greveth’s hand, the blood they spilled mixed
with the fiery tears of Greveth to form the first Kerathi.
Supposedly, the first Kerathi was named Egil. He could kill
any animal with his bare hands and walk through fire. He
even shaped his own bride out of the bones of the animals
he’d killed. The offspring he had with his wife, Elin, were a
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fractious lot who loved to squabble. Supposedly each of
Egil’s many male offspring formed their own clan.

LOST ONES:
 Physical – They once had form and were a beautiful race to
behold, they have been formless since they gave up physical
form to inhabit the Aureans they created. The creation of the
Dark Aureans has given them a chance to reoccupy
humanoid forms.
 Regions – Their spirits float across the oceans of the world,
for the most part asleep and aimless.
 Language – They speak a language of emotion and
thought. There are only words as perceived by those they
speak to, because simpler minds require words to form
thought.
 Culture – They have no culture left, and they hunger only for
revenge upon the Gods who have been their enemies since
Beforetimes. Previously, they were a people prone to free
thinking and discovery of the senses.
 Origins – They were one of the two original races, the other
being what became known as the Gods. They were born
from some of the greater fragments of the Creator that
rained down upon the world. They created the Aureans.
They went to war with the Gods when they created the other
races of the world. The Ox-men dealt them their defeat after
their war against the Gods ravaged the world.

MUERANS:
 Physical – Mueran men and women alike are quite darkskinned, as well as dark of hair and eyes. They are very
stout, with broad shoulders and great round stomachs. Men
and women are of like heights, usually about 1.7 Mayters
(5’6”). Men do not grow beards. They wear clothing
fashioned from reeds and from skins of fish and other marine
animals called Seaskins. They also use the feathers of
seabirds as decorative pieces for their costumes. They are
considerably long-lived despite their hard lifestyles on the
open seas. They live an average of 45-50 Yarres, with a few
elders among their kind approaching 80 Yarres of age.
 Regions – They are islanders and seafarers, usually in a
tropical or subtropical climate. They live among the Mueran
Belt and in Far Muera, but due to their seafaring ways, they
are often found away from their home islands.
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 Language – The Mueran speak Low Elegian, though like the
Kerathi, they have long since adapted the language to
include many of their traditional words. Their original tongue
was lost during the time they lived under Elegian rule. Very
few people have any knowledge of that lost language, and
they are only the much-revered loremasters of the Mueran.
 Culture – Their rickety-looking, but surprisingly sturdy craft
ply the oceans and Outer Seas for long periods of time. A
young male will take a Mueran boat they have constructed
out onto the seas, either by himself or with other young
males, and he will not return for a Yarre. This is part of the
trials of manhood that each of them must go through. The
formal name for these trials is the Taitoatanga. While they
are not a war-like people, they have a reputation for the
voracity in which they defend their own people and islands.
Before war, they will create a war costume out of teeth,
scales, skins, bones, feathers, and other parts of animals
they have hunted. The result is often quite fearsome or
grotesque, if not distracting to the enemy in battle. This
practice has resulted in many legends of Muerans who can
become animals in battle. They are a hard-working bunch.
They worship Fallu, Holeitha, Marceaupo, and Tulis.
 Origins – They believe Fallu, the father and king of all
whales, carried them on his back until they were old enough
and wise enough to survive on the land. They missed the
sea so much that they never truly settled. Most of them live
on boats even thousands of Yarres later. Because of their
ties to Fallu, they will not hunt or kill whales even in the
direst of circumstances. Any foreigners who are seen doing
this might even be met with open hostility for their actions.

OX-MEN:
 Physical – they are a humanoid species that is much apart
from the other races, though this is especially noticeable in
terms of appearance. They stand at an imposing 2.5-3
Mayters tall (8’2”-9’8” ft), each with a massive oversized
head that resembles a bison or an Ox, depending on whom
you ask. Their males have curved horns, while their females
do not. The females look little different from the males, other
than the absence of horns and slighter builds. The thick body
hair continues down most of the body, thinning a bit around
the waist to expose their genitals, which they cover with
modest loincloths. They also have a small tail. Their legs are
relatively bare of hair. They have large hoofed feet. The
average Ox-Man has a lifespan of about 40 Yarres. They’re
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adult at 5 and considered elderly at 35. The oldest known
one, Silverhorns, was 49 when he died.
Regions – grassland dwellers, though they have no country
of their own. Some live among the other races. Ox-Men don’t
build cities of their own, preferring to live under the skies on
the open range.
Language – Because of the shape of their mouths, they
cannot speak any human tongues. Instead they have a
complex language of gestures, grunts, and body language.
They can, however, write human words, if clumsily, and they
can understand human languages if taught to do so. There is
also evidence of the sharing of memories or ideas between
members of different social groups, but the mechanism for
doing such is not understood.
Culture – Most are less intelligent than your average
human, but they are powerful, tireless, and steadfast, which
is why many of them are hired or occasionally enslaved as
workers by other races. Strangely, breeding often makes
them dumber, as their mind switches to a breeding gear that
is nearly irreversible once engaged. They will breed
incessantly until they die. They worship no known gods,
though they do have shamans or leaders who are evident by
their ritualistic tattooing, which no one has ever discerned a
purpose for.
Origins – If the Ox-Men have any stories of their origins,
they are unknown. They do not speak of their beginnings.

RUMANI:
 Physical – Male and female alike, they’re gifted with
sculpted looks, luxurious swathes of wavy hair, and
notoriously deft hands around money. The women are
seductively curvy and the men are dashing and handsome in
a masculine way. They tend to be slender with long, lithe
limbs. Their average heights are about 1.8 Mayters for the
females and 1.9 for the males (5’10” & 6’2” respectively).
Their life expectancies are somewhat lower than Aynglicans,
Kerathi, or Elegians, due to their lifestyles. Many of the
Rumani die at 35-40 Yarres of age, often due to dangerous
trades or excesses of drink and other pleasures. The more
conservative Rumani, and there are few, have been known
to live in excess of 70 Yarres.
 Regions – The Rumani are a scattered folk. They once had
a land of their own named Rummil, which they supposedly
squandered the wealth of, until their enemies fell upon them
to collect debts owed to them, and destroyed the kingdom,
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forever scattering the Rumani to the ends of the world.
Strangely, the actual location of their lost kingdom is
unknown. Some believe that it sank beneath the sea, but no
one knows why or how. . They wait for the coming of one
who will lead them to a new kingdom, the legendary New
Rummil.
 Language – The Rumani speak Low Elegian and Rumman,
which is a language they only use amongst each other. They
will not speak it in the presence of outsiders.
 Culture – Presently, they are an often-reviled group of
entertainers, singers, prostitutes, and thieves. A few of them
also work as diviners and fortune tellers, calling on the God
Elecin to grant them sight into things beyond what their mere
eyes can see. Where you find one Rumani, you often find a
small family group of them operating in various jobs or
functions both legal and illegal to support each other. Family,
and especially marriage is of utmost importance to them.
They worship Elecin, Gandahar, Sellae, Vorcinth, Uman, and
all the others in some way, shape, or form if it is seen as
beneficial at the time.
 Origins – They believe that Uman dreamt of them during his
long and continuing slumber. His dreams took shape and
form, resulting in the first Rumani people. Because they
were dreams, they feel that they best appreciate life for what
it is, living it to its fullest because they can still feel the
vibrancy of their origins.

ULEAUTS:
 Physical – They wear heavy furs and whale skin. They are
surprisingly dark colored for as little sun sees much more
than their faces and hands. They tend to be around 1.5-1.7
Mayters tall (4’10”-5’6”). Also, after they reach five or six
Yarres of age, they become color blind, possibly as a result
of their exposure to the bright light of the sun reflecting off
the ice. They see in very sharp distinctions of grays, whites,
and blacks and their range of sight is quite long. Curiously,
young children who have moved south before losing the
ability to see color usually lose most of their color sight. In
such a harsh climate, for an Uleaut to live past the age of 30
is considered a privilege and a blessing from Yenis.
 Regions – They are the hearty folk of the Polar Regions,
mostly far to the south of the Broken Crown. They live on the
ice nearly Yarre round, following packs of seals, walruses,
and whales.
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 Language – The Uleauts live in lands that were never part
of the Elegian Empire, therefore they have never been
conquered and forced to take the language of the Elegians.
Some still speak it for purposes of trade, but most speak
Uleaut, which has a lot of clicks and throaty guttural noises.
They have over 100 words for various shades of white, grey,
and black because of their color-blindness.
 Culture –They travel in hunting packs that they have
organized in a very hierarchal social pattern. They use their
long kayaks to ply the shifting seas of ice and dark polar
seas. They do not distinguish between males and females
socially. Each person is only worth what they contribute to
the hunting party, and it is the highest producers of food and
viable offspring who are allowed to breed the most. If one
person is deemed not worth keeping around, they banish
them from the group to seek their fortune elsewhere, though
this is usually in effect a death sentence. The exception to
this is children, which they have many of to make up for the
many that die of such a hard life. Yenis is their favored
Goddess, and they believe that she offers their children
sustenance from her teats through the flowers known as the
Bosoms of Yenis. They worship Aaren, Fallu, Thuraish, and
Yenis.
 Origins – They believe that they were the result of Yenis’ icy
tears caught in Aaren’s winds. The wind kept the tears aloft
until they gained consciousness. The tears fell to the ice
floes in human form. There, they found the flowers that came
to be known as the Bosoms of Yenis. They drank the
nourishment they offered and learned the ways of the lands
that loved their mother best.
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APPENDIX C – Deities
THE PANTHEON:
While there are some on Elegia that do not believe in any of the
gods, or who have turned their back on religion, they are in the
minority. Most people, of all races on Elegia, have at least a small
token of favor blessed by priests of a God or Goddess their people
favor, if not their own small shrine or statuette in their home. Of
course, even among a particular race, each settlement may favor
one God over another, depending on the particular history and
situation in that locale. Also, being that most of the races on Elegia
have splintered factions and are not a unified people of any singular
nation of that race, the religious customs of each kingdom can vary,
sometimes significantly.
The most common belief in terms of where the Gods came from is
that they were greater beings that lived beyond the confines of the
world, formless and drifting in the vacuum of the void beyond the
world. It was the people of Elegia that gave them form and purpose,
and in return for their worship, the Gods began to perform miracles
and deeds for those who they favored most. However, as time
passed and the population of Elegia grew, it became harder for the
Gods and Goddesses to choose whom they favored, for there were
so many that worshipped them. Therefore, their interventions grew
fewer and fewer, and they began to act only in the direst of situations
when prayed to by the most earnest of worshippers. On these rare
occasions when one of the Pantheon did interfere with the affairs of
Elegia, the effect was often great, to the extent that it left no doubt
that there had been some sort of divine intervention.
The exceptions to this belief are the Goddess Wainseth and the
God Porceth, who are collectively known as The Dark Pair. This pair,
with the children they have bore or will bear, forms the duality that is
believed responsible for all that goes wrong in Elegia, even if they
are never directly blamed. It’s believed that saying the name of either
is to curse both the speaker and the target of the utterance. It’s also
believed that these two never need worshipping, as they feed on
misfortune, ill chance, defeat, ruin, and most other negative twists of
fate and fortune. Seeing how these things are always in good supply,
they never go without their choice of ‘sustenance.’ On rare occasions
over history, there have been cults or groups that have worshipped
Wainseth and Porceth, each for their own reasons, but they have
always met with disaster of human or divine causes.
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DEITIES:
 Aaren – God of the Skies, Winds, and Birds – Aaren is
shown in images as a very scrawny man in a voluminous
cloak that billows in his winds like wings.
 Aphelia – Goddess of Hatred and Fear – She is the first
offspring of Porceth and Wainseth. She was born sickly and
malformed and was cast aside by them upon seeing her.
She survived and hates them for it, but she fears the coming
of her brother, Efficeth.
 Braccen – God of Commerce and Greed – He’s a lesser
God who is depicted usually as a fat man counting his
money. On the positive side, he represents prosperity, but
he can also represent greed.
 Cainel – God of the Battle – He is the elder brother of
Comrain. He is easily angered and is always looking for a
way to prove himself.
 Chaveaoux – Goddess of Invention and Ingenuity – She is
sometimes known as the Tinkerer Wizardess. She’s usually
represented as a woman poring over books and
experiments.
 Comrain – God of the Hunt – He is the younger brother of
Cainel. He has an interesting relationship with Rishalt in that
they both need each other. Comrain strengthens the beasts
of Rishalt through hunting, which culls the weaker animals. It
in turn provides a better hunt for Comrain’s followers when
the strong and crafty survive to breed.
 Deneurs – God of Builders and Craftsmen – He is also
known as the Builder.
 Efficeth – God of World’s End – He is the yet unborn child of
Porceth and Wainseth, one rarely known about or
mentioned. It is believed that the Dee he is born the world
will end.
 Elecin – God of the Future and of Diviners – Elecin is
depicted as a man in robes with a looking glass for the future
and a divining glass to discern the present.
 Fallu – King of the Whales – He is Maletos’ pet. He was the
first whale and the father of all whales after him. He is said to
be the size of an island, and the Mueran were raised on his
back until they were old enough to live on their own. Many
on Elegia revere whales, because Elegia is mostly water,
and because the whales of Elegia grow to be of great size.
 Furestus – The God of Laborers and Peasants – Furestes is
depicted in images by a collection of the tools of laborers
that form a greater being, and never a humanoid form. It is a
metaphor for how one man cannot do the work of many, and
many can move mountains.
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 Gandahar – God of Fortune and Chance – He is the
husband of Sellae and brother of Vorcinth. Dice and cards
usually represent him.
 Greveth – Goddess of Earth, Mountains, and Fire – Greveth
is the elder sister of Marceaupo and Tulis, though she
ignores their struggle. She has a fierce temper that boils
slowly before exploding, much like the volcanoes that she is
Goddess over.
 Haestos – God of the Moon and Firmament – He is the
husband of Maletos, and is sometimes called the King of the
Gods. Juria jealously regards his union to Maletos, feeling
slighted that she was not picked to be at his side.
 Holeitha – Goddess of the Homestead and of Children –
She is depicted in many houses of most of the races across
Elegia as a Matron.
 Ithilia – Goddess of Love and Seduction – Ithilia, and her
counterpart Solmin, are considered lesser Gods, but they
are widely worshipped by all the human races of the Broken
Crown. She is usually portrayed as a rather voluptuous
woman, often to the point of being overweight, attired in
scandalous clothes and with heavily rouged lips and cheeks.
 Juria – Goddess of Royalty, Empires, and Beauty – Perhaps
the most beautiful Goddess of the Pantheon, she is
sometimes honored by young women who wish to be seen
by others as more beautiful, and many things are sold that
are said to have her blessing in granting beauty. There are,
however, stories of her competing jealously with Maletos for
Haestos, who is rather taken with beautiful women.
 Kaneitha – Goddess of Darkness and Shadow – She is the
sister of Maletos. Where Maletos is bright, kind, and open,
Kaneitha is dark, mysterious, and brooding. Some also
consider her the mother of thieves, assassins, and all ne’erdo-wells that skulk about at night.
 Maletos – Goddess of the Sun – She is the beautiful wife of
Haestos. She is often referred to as the Queen of the Gods.
It’s important to note that she is considered to be of higher
status than her husband Haestos. While most societies on
Elegia are not matriarchal, each honors the ability of women
to bring life into the world, especially the Aurean people.
 Marceaupo – Goddess of the Outer Seas – She is
unforgiving to those who pay her less respect than she is
due. She is the proud and sometimes arrogant older sister of
Tulis, but younger sister to Greveth.
 Nelius – God of Death and the Afterlife – He is a trickster
that steals life from the unwary at inopportune times. Yet he
is also the man who carries souls into the afterlife to rest in
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his House of Endless Rooms. In representations his face is
always shrouded. Sometimes he is considered to be the
third of the ‘evil gods’ with Porceth and Wainseth.
Ocel – God of Flocks and Agriculture – He is usually
denoted by an image of a shepherd. He is a God of Peace
and friend of Rishalt, acknowledging the cycle of predator
and prey.
Oria – Goddess of Peace and Cooperation – She is a lesser
Goddess, one who is rarely mentioned except at times of
war and during peace talks between nations.
Porceth – God of Illness, Misfortune, and Ruin – He is the
brother and enemy of Haestos. He, with his wife Wainseth
rule over all that is wrong with the world. His name is rarely if
ever invoked in fear that it will draw ill attention from him. He
is one half of The Dark Pair.
Rishalt – God of the Beasts – He is often considered a
lesser God, and images of him always show a humanoid
being with the mixed features of many animals as well as
some human features. He is a friend of Ocel, though they
must sometimes compete because of their natures.
Sellae – Goddess of Luck and Gambling – She is the wife of
Gandahar. Illustrations of her are in nearly every reputable
and disreputable gaming house in the Broken Crown.
Solmin – God of Love and Romance – As the act of love
requires a partner, Solmin is Ithilia’s counterpart and partner.
He and she are lesser gods. He is usually depicted as a
rather well endowed man of fair looks. The two of them are
rarely shown apart, as it’s an omen of ended love and
relationships.
Thuraish – God of Time and the Saysuhns – He’s always
represented as a series of five images, one for each season:
a baby, a toddler, a young adult, a full-grown man, and
finally an old man. It is said he lives in a hall filled with
clocks, and the he winds one for each person in the world.
When a person’s clock stops, the person dies.
Tulis – God of the Inner Seas – He jealously guards his own
waters, which is supposedly why the places where the Inner
Seas meet with the Outer Seas are so rough. He is the
younger brother of Marceaupo and Greveth.
Uman – God of the Forsaken and Dreams – This is a god
that many people claim was ‘made up’ as something for the
downtrodden Rumani to whisper to about their many trials
and their poor lot in life. Those other than the Rumani never
speak of Uman except with disregard. The Rumani believe
him to be the culmination of the spirits of their dead and all of
their Yarres of suffering and prayer. One Dee he will arise
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and forge them a new island from the sea to live upon as
their own. Because of this, he is also known as the
Earthmaker, and according to the Rumani he is to be the
mate of Greveth. They also believe that he will send one
before his coming to ready them for receiving their new
kingdom. Many have claimed to be this person, but rarely
are they believed.
 Vorcinth – God of Trickery, Deceit, and Entertainers –
Brother to Gandahar, he is often designated by a jester or a
clown. While he is not an evil God, he is not one that honest
people often want to attract the attention of.
 Wainseth – Goddess of Defeat, Failure, and Loss – She is
the sister and enemy of Maletos. She, with her husband
Porceth rule over all that is wrong with the world. Her name
is rarely if ever invoked in fear that it will draw ill attention
from her. She is one half of The Dark Pair.
 Yenis – Goddess of Ice, Rain, and Snow – She is also
known as the Frozen Queen. She is beloved of the Uleaut
people, and is said to nurse their young from her icy teats.
This is really just a metaphor for a flower-like plant that
grows in the icy wastelands, supposedly a boon from her.
The flowers, named The Bosoms of Yenis, grow many bulbs
of milky fluid that Uleaut mothers feed their young.
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HIERARCHY:
While the actual strengths of the Gods and Goddesses among the
Pantheon are debated endlessly among scholars and theologians
among the peoples of the Broken Crown, none can accurately know
the inner workings of the greater beings. Following is a generalized
list of the most accepted rankings of the Gods and Goddesses
according to power and/or importance. They have been ordered in
pairs or groupings as best makes sense according to their category
of powers.
Upper Tier – The Celestial Bodies and Major Forces
a. Maletos (Sun) and Haestos (Moon and the Firmament)
b. Thuraish (Time and Saysuhns), Elecin (Diviners and the
Future), and Nelius (Death and the Afterlife)
II. Middle Tier – The Elements and Lesser Forces
a. Kaneitha (Shadows and Darkness) and Juria (Royalty,
Empires, and Beauty)
b. Gandahar (Fortune and Chance) and Sellae (Luck and
Gambling)
c. Cainel (Battle) and Comrain (Hunt)
d. Aaren (Skies, Winds, and Birds), Greveth (Earth, Mountains,
and Fire), Yenis (Ice, Rain, and Snow), Marceaupo (Outer
Seas), and Tulis (Inner Seas)
III. Lower Tier – Animals, Domestics, and The Traits
a. Holeitha (Homesteads and Children), Deneurs (Builders and
Craftsmen), Furestus (Peasants and Laborers), and Braccen
(Commerce and Greed)
b. Oria (Peace and Cooperation), Solmin (Love and Romance),
Ithilia (Seduction and Romance), Chaveaoux (Invention and
Ingenuity), and Vorcinth (Trickery, Deceit, and Entertainers)
c. Ocel (Flocks and Agriculture), Rishalt (Beasts), and Fallu
(Whales)
IV. Others – unknown abilities or Dark Gods and their offspring
a. Uman (the Forsaken and Dreams)
b. Wainseth (Defeat, Failure, and Loss) and Porceth (Illness,
Misfortune, and Ruin)
c. Aphelia (Hatred and Fear) and Efficeth (World’s End)
I.
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APPENDIX D – Calendar System
ORIGINS:
All the peoples of Elegia use this calendar system. Some say that
this calendar system was brought with the Aureans from ‘elsewhere,’
but most believe that the Aureans developed it after Yarres of
studying the stars. They gifted it to the lowland people during a
period of greater cooperation between them and the lowland races.
The system has basically gone without modification since then, as it
is a rather accurate system.
Because the early Aurean settlers worked most closely with the
Kerathi, the names of the days (Dees) took on a Kerathi flavor. Their
interaction with the other races, sometimes on the behalf of the
Aureans, spread the Calendar system further.
Prior to this current system, which measures Yarres in A.E. (after
Empire), there was the Y.E. (Yarre of the Empire) scale using the
Elegian Calendar, which has since been discarded. Before that,
there was only Beforetimes, but there was no specific number of
Yarres in the B.T. scale.

CONVERSIONS:
1 Saycund = 1 Second
1 Mynette = 1.67 Minutes
1 Ouer = 2.78 Hours
1 Dee = 1.15 Days
1 Wayke = 11.5 Days
1 Munth = 34.5 Days
1 Yarre = 379.5 Days
1 Decayarre = ~10.4 Years
1 Hectoyarre = ~104 Years

A YARRE:
There are five Saysuhns in every Yarre, with two Munths and a
Faestivul in every Saysuhn. Saysuhns are named after the color
associated with each. Each Yarre has ten Munths, each of which has
three Waykes, which is thirty Dees. There are ten Dees in each
Wayke. This makes for a total of 330 Dees [300 (from 30 Waykes x
10 Dees each) + 30 Faestivul Dees]. The exception to this is every
10 Yarres, where they have extra 5 Dees during the Faestivul of
Renewal. In a Yarre, there are also five Faestivuls. There are five
Dees for each Faestivul, except the Faestivul of Renewal, which has
ten Dees.
(Continued on next page)
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5 Saysuhns
1. Brown

10 Munths

5 Faestivuls (5 Dees Each*)

1. Thawing
2. Mud
1. Faestivul of Coming Growth
THEMES: birth and family
2. Green
3. Greening
4. Planting
2. Faestivul of Coming Heat
THEMES: fire and industry
3. Red
5. Growing
6. Heat
3. Faestivul of Coming Plenty
THEMES: harvest and flocks
4. Orange
7. Harvest
8. Falling
4. Faestivul of Coming Cold
THEMES: ice and snow.
5. White
9. Frost
10. Snowing
5. Faestivul of Renewal.
THEMES: beginnings/ends and
light/dark
th
*(10 Dees, 15 every 5 Yarre)

THE DEES:
There are 10 Ouers in each Dee. There are 1,000 Mynettes in the
Dee, 100 per Ouer. There are 100,000 Saycunds in the Dee, 10,000
per Ouer, 100 per Mynette. Also note that the terms holidee,
somedee, todee, nextdee, yesterdee, and middee are used instead
of holiday, someday, today, tomorrow, yesterday, and midday.
1. Einsdee
2. Tewsdee
3. Thraysdee
4. Fohrsdee
5. Fyvesdee
6. Sechsdee
7. Sayvensdee
8. Aytesdee
9. Noinsdee
10. Zehnsdee
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APPENDIX E – Measurement
ORIGINS:
All the peoples of Elegia use this measurement system. This was
another gift of the Aureans to the people of Elegia. It was one of the
many things the Aureans shared with the lowlanders during an era of
cooperation and enlightenment. Because the other races adopted
this system, even the Elegians chose to use the system to be able to
ease commerce between their people and the others. And, because
it was based on sets of 10, they saw it as superior to their own
existing system that had a series of complicated conversions when
changing from one unit to the next smaller or larger unit.
UNITS:
I. Distance/Length
a. Kilome(s) – 1000 Mayters; compare to kilometers
b. Mayter(s) – compare to meters
c. Deci(s) – 1/10 Mayter; compare to decimeters
d. Centi(s) – 1/100 Mayter; compare to centimeters
II. Weight
a. Tunne(s) – 1000 Kees; compare to tons.
b. Kee(s) – compare to kilograms.
c. Haykee – ½ Kee.
III. Capacity
a. Layter(s) – compare to liters. All measurements of volume
are based on multiples or fractions of this unit of measure.
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APPENDIX F – Flower Enchanting
THAUMATURGES:
Thaumaturges are unique to Kerathi culture. With a combination of
an utterance, a flower, and a focused will, they are able to perform
deeds that sometimes border on the miraculous. Their powers are
inborn, and most Kerathi who exhibit a strong interest in horticulture
or the tending of plants are tested for ability. The Kerathi greatly
respect their Thaumaturges, even if they choose a path in life that is
often less violent and forceful than is typical for their warlike people.
The more contact a Thaumaturge has with the plant they use in
their enchanting, the more powerful the effect. For best results, a
Thaumaturge has to plant, tend, pick, and preserve each of their
flowers. If they pick it, their abilities are diminished significantly, and
if they try to use a flower that is handed to them by another, only the
most meager enchantments can be created.
Because of the usefulness of a good Thaumaturge, the Kerathi
often went to war to possess them. This often caused the
Thaumaturges to refuse to help their captors or to enchant in ways
counter to what their captors would want. Of course, this would
anger the captors and they’d end up killing the Thaumaturge. This
led to a Sammenkomst ban on all such activities, as well as the
declaration that not only may a Thaumaturge in no way be retained
or held against their will, but also that they are effectively members
of no clan, or clanless.
This declaration is at once both the freedom and the misery of the
Thaumaturges. While they may roam free, they never quite feel at
home, and have been alienated to the point where most are hermits
or drifters. A few still take up residence with their old clansmen or in
a place they feel possesses many kindred spirits with whom they can
be comfortable.
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ANTHEA’S FLOWERS:
Note that I left most names of plants and flowers the same for the
purposes of the story. I felt that if I came up with a new name for
each, as I did with units of time and measure, it would detract too
much from the story. You’d almost have to read the whole glossary
and all of the appendices to be able to follow along.
 Acorn – Chapter 8 – a germinated oak acorn used to heal
Bedros’ wounds.
 Angel’s Trumpet – Chapter 25 – a pink-tinged-white flower
shaped much like the instrument it is named after. Anthea
used it to look on Harsbrukke from afar.
 Anthea’s Orchid – Prologue – a special purple orchid
crossbred and tended by her. She used it to draw clouds
around a Guardian Flier to aid in their escape.
 Crocus – Chapter 65 – A purplish blue flower that Anthea
used to have a shared vision of how to escape Uleaut lands.
 Edelweiss – Chapter 36 – A whitish blade-leafed flower that
grows in high altitudes sometimes. Anthea used it to kill the
Guardians that threatened her in the passes on the way to
Aetheline and partially heal her companions.
 Heather – Chapter 29 – Reddish-purple bell-shaped flowers
that Anthea used in conjunction with Lotus to drive away the
Peacekeepers in Rummas.
 Lotus – Chapter 29 – a pinkish set of concentric rings of
petals around a white stigma and green anther stalks used in
conjunction with Heather to drive away the Peacekeepers in
Rummas.
 Master of the Woods – Chapter 15 – a four-petaled white
flower used to drive away Genero, Leander, and the
Guardians.
 Orange Mock – Chapter 16 – A whitish flower with orange
highlights that Anthea used to speed Makan’s decoy boat
away from Norsjalde. She also made illusions of her, Rolf,
and Bedros to appear on the boat to further the illusion that
they were escaping.
 Parsley – Chapter 2 – a green herb used for
finding/tracking.
 Snowdrop – Chapter 2 – a light bulb shaped blossom that
opens into a white flower used for purifying water.
 Sunflower – Chapter 19 (recollection) – A large seeded
flower with yellow petals she used to disguise the boat they
escaped in from the Aureans.
 Zinnia – Volume 2 Epilogue – A scarlet bloom used to
bolster the spirits and open the hearts of her companions.
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APPENDIX G – Origins of the World
The Beforetimes
The original creator, a nameless creature known only to the Gods
and the Lost Ones, expended so much energy creating the world
that afterward he fell asleep forever and became the sun. Bits of him
crumbled off as he slept and fell to the world, creating life. Some of
the smallest fragments became plant life or early animal life, but the
bigger pieces became thinking beings.
The thinking beings developed language, culture, and thought. With
thought arose differences. Personalities formed. They split into two
camps: the thinkers and the experientialists. The experientialists
created Aureans in what they felt was the image of perfection. The
Aureans began to flourish and in doing so they empowered the
experientialists, who lived among them and bred with them. The
greater the Aureans became, the more power the experientialists
had.
The thinkers, not to be outdone, began creating their own races that
could worship them and empower them. Their approach depended
not specifically on the power and greatness of the races they made,
but rather on the fervor of the worship there was for them. Of their
creative efforts, six main races emerged: the Aynglicans, the
Elegians, the Kerathi, the Muerans, the Rumani, and the Uleaut.
Though they were not known as these things then, they would
become them in time.
The creation of the different races angered the experientialists, and
they made war on the thinkers for encroaching upon what they felt
was their field. As they fought each other, the created races fought
each other too. Many lives were lost before things began to swing
into the favor of the thinkers, whose varied peoples proved to be
more than a match for the Aureans. Yet when things looked worst for
the experientialists, they vanished. They gave up physical form to
dwell within the Aureans they’d created. From within the Aureans,
they were able to drive back the thinkers.
It looked as if the Aureans might dominate everything, but then a
third power stepped in then - the Ox-men. They were another form of
the creator’s offspring, but they were more in tune with his creations
and less desiring of power. They Sang the World Alive and banished
the Lost Ones, as they would come to be known, from holding
physical form or enslaving the form of another.
With the loss of form, the Lost Ones could no longer fight or pursue
revenge. Their sprits floated across the waters of the world, unable
to influence things as they once could. The experientialists had lost.
The remainder of the thinkers rebuilt the shattered land as best they
could, pushing the lands together to form the Crown of Gods. This
creation of this collection of all the landmasses of the world killed
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many of the Ox-Men in the process and scattered many others
across the landscape, destroying the single great herd. Their power
was divided. The creation of the Crown of Gods also accomplished a
second task, and that was to move all the Aureans that had survived
far from the other races, where they might not harm anyone but
themselves.

Y.E. and A.E.
In the Crown of Gods, the created peoples of the world began to
flourish and advance beyond what they had ever accomplished prior
to the great battle between the thinkers and the Lost Ones. They
settled into their own lands and began to squabble amongst each
other. One of the greatest points of contention was which of the
Gods to worship.
Now at the point of their own birth, the thinkers were mostly
uniform, with small differences in personality caused by the worship
they received. The continuing worship of the thinkers molded them
into the Gods the races of the world felt they needed. The thinkers
became the designated Gods of the peoples who worshipped them,
even down to the traits and powers assigned to them by their
worshippers.
This designation of powers actually limited and curbed the powers
of the thinkers, and the continued worship of them in these roles
actually made them mostly forget what they had once been. In some
respects they served the races they had created, who in turn
recreated them.
There were two among the Gods who had always sworn off all
worship from the created races, fearing what it may do to them and
scorning those who accepted it. As they saw their brethren change,
they grew to fear and even hate the created races. They decided that
they would devote themselves to the downfall of the created races.
They sewed seeds of betrayal, death, and war where they could. Yet
even they, despite swearing off the worship of the created races,
were forced into a role and changed by them. They became Porceth
and Wainseth, who together are blamed for most of the ills in the
world. The pair lives only to destroy the races of the world.
The Ox-men, usually content to live simply and let the Yarres pass
by, were forced once more into action as they saw fighting escalate
once more because of Porceth and Wainseth’s meddling. The last
straw for them was the growth of the Rumani people into a power to
contend with, especially with their God Uman stirring in the bowels of
the world, eager to be born. Rather than deal with yet another greedy
God, the Ox-men sang the world alive once more and reordered the
Crown of Gods. Rummil was shattered and lost, many islands were
swamped or destroyed, and many of the greater landmasses shifted
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around. The biggest change occurred in the southeastern section of
the Crown, which was mostly destroyed, leaving only a belt of
islands that the Muerans would come to inhabit. Seeing the danger
of living in such lands, the Uleauts – once a brother people to the
Muerans despite their love of cold lands instead of the seas – fled for
the shifting fields of ice far to the south of the Broken Crown. Many of
them perished as they learned the ways of those new lands.
The efforts of the Ox-men may have stalled the growing conflicts
between the races of the world, but it did not prevent them. If
anything it just gave the races more time to advance and grow
before the Elegian empire moved in and brought an even greater war
to the peoples of the Broken Crown with its rise and eventual fall.
The Gods, ever jealous of their creations, began to respond to the
urges of Porceth and Wainseth, and they pushed the races that were
each worshipped by into making war on each other and competing
for their affections. The result of these urges caused the rise and the
Fall of the Elegian Empire. The deaths caused by these conflicts
destroyed large portions of the bases of worshippers for many of the
Gods. That weakened the Gods enough that the Aureans could
return from banishment, enlightened by their many Hectoyarres living
without strife. Their forgotten origins as the offspring of the
experientialists made them prime inventors and scientists, ever
willing to push things to the next level.
The coming of the Aureans, whose darker plots the Ox-men
understood even if the other races could not see their intentions, into
an already unstable situation was a great cause for worry among the
Ox-men. Yet as they prepared to sing the world alive one more time
to rid the Broken Crown of the Aurean plague, as they saw them to
be, the Goddess Maletos dealt with them herself. Her curse upon
them killed most of their number and forced them into the mountains
to live as close as they could to the sun and moon.
At that same time, fearful of their power, the Gods quietly urged
their peoples to hunt and kill the Ox-Men to limit their power by
culling their herds. Their efforts were not without success, but many
people were unwilling to destroy the Ox-Men. Two great herds still
exist in the Broken Crown, although on opposite sides, and there are
also a few scattered and weak herds on the isles. They have not
forgotten how their inaction brought them vulnerability.
Now…
The Aurean people are splintering, and at every corner opportunists
lurk to usurp the authority of the Grand Helion. Spies working for the
Aureans are in every avenue of politics within the Broken Crown,
pursuing goals only known to Corydon or the Grand Helion. The
Kerathi have been battered, but are far from defeated, and the other
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races watch and listen nervously for an escalation in the conflict
should the Aureans turn their greedy gaze their way.
The Ox-men begin to stir once more as they see another great war
on the horizon. They begin to train the one who will lead their people
together to sing the world alive once more, perhaps for the last time.
In the depths of the earth lies an unopened seed of the creator. It’s
a fragment of the greater being that may become Uman if enough
Rumani prayers are heard to give it form and purpose. They are
tailoring their own God to the needs of their people, as has
happened so many times before. Only this time there will be no
intermediate stage as a thinking being. He may come into being as
they have prayed for him.
Amidst all this, Anthea and her guardians find themselves propelled
ever onward by the wills of the Gods, who seek to uphold their power
against the enemies that would threaten…
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